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Introduction

In 1961, when the pill was introduced to Britain, women pushed their, often reluctant, doctors to give them the drug. By the late 1960s, young women were talking about a revolution in women’s sexual attitudes, but since then the suggestion that the pill just meant women couldn’t say no has been widely repeated, alongside negative assessments of the ‘sexual revolution’. As early as the 1880s, there had been suggestions that fear of pregnancy gave wives an excuse for denying to their husbands their conjugal right of sexual intercourse. By the early 1990s, over 80 per cent of British women of reproductive age since the early 1960s had taken the pill. What was the impact of contraception and, in particular, the oral contraceptive pill on women’s sexuality? Historical analysis of change in heterosexual women’s sexuality has often remained trapped in debates that began in the 1890s. Some feminists continue to argue, even in the late twentieth century, that contraceptive technologies can be seen not as emancipating women but as making women available to men and ensuring they alone bore the responsibility for preventing pregnancy. This argument has been extended to include the notion that contraception was part of making sexual pleasure rational and scientific, reducible to the internalizing of norms.1

My first encounter with the notion that these ideas had any contemporary purchase was at a research seminar in the mid-1990s. The speaker announced authoritatively that the pill had not given women greater sexual freedom, rather the drug had merely made them subject to male sexual demands. ‘Not all women,’ I responded. Many young women of my generation, including myself, enjoyed extensive sexual experimentation. Only a decade or so earlier such casual, low-risk sexual activity had

not been possible for young women. Many thousands of intelligent, self-
possessed girls had ‘fallen pregnant’ and been hustled out of sight into
institutionalized mother and baby homes until their babies were adopted
or risked unsafe illegal abortions during the 1950s and 1960s. The differ-
ence between those women and my generation was evidently not that we
were more intelligent, less neurotic, or more competent, but that we had
access to female-controlled contraception backed up by safe, legal, afford-
able abortion. Feminism, though frequently presented as monolithic and
the source of the argument that the pill meant women could not say no
to sex, has contributed greatly to young women’s growing capacity to
insist upon their own desires.2 This argument was, in any event, founded
on a fundamental misapprehension; women had never possessed the right
to say no—or yes—to sex on the basis of their own desire. Sexual
intercourse outside marriage, if discovered, and particularly if pregnancy
occurred, often earned girls and women the treatment of social outcasts
or even institutionalization. In the case of married women, there was a
powerful customary belief that a woman had no right to deny her
husband regular sexual intercourse. This was backed up by the law,
which held that in entering a contract of marriage a woman had given
consent to intercourse with her husband and she could not retract
this.3

However, the pill did produce a situation in which these pre-existing
social conditions led to a new twist on male sexual exploitation of young

---

2 The idea that the pill meant women couldn’t say no to sex appears to have originated
in the USA. The earliest source encountered was A. Dell’Olio, ‘The Sexual Revolution
Wasn’t Our War’, in The First Ms. Reader (1972), 124. More influential was S. Hite, The Hite Report
(1976), 332.

3 The legal doctrine concerning rape within marriage was based upon a statement in
History of the Pleas of the Crown by Sir Matthew Hale (1609–76): ‘The husband cannot be guilty of
a rape committed by himself upon his lawful wife, for by their mutual matrimonial consent
and contract the wife hath given herself up in this kind unto her husband which, she
cannot retract.’ The actus reus of rape is sexual intercourse without consent and therefore if
the wife could not consent she could not be raped. The first recorded case of a man being
prosecuted for the rape of his wife during marriage was R. v. Clarke in 1949. In R. v. R.—
(Rape: marital exemption) [1991] 4 All ER 481, [1992] 1 AC 599, the House of Lords changed
the law as to rape within marriage on the grounds that there had been very significant
changes in the nature of marriage and the status of women. Parliament gave this legislative
endorsement with section 142 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994, amending
single women in the 1960s. Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the family, the Church, and later schools had attempted to supervise and control unmarried women’s sexual behaviour. In this social setting women might have had to struggle against persuasive male arguments and persistent groping but they had the entire weight of society, backed up by the ultimate sanction of pregnancy, supporting them if they did not wish to have intercourse. In the 1960s the arrival of the pill meant that for the first time women could have confidence that they would not get pregnant. There is a new sense of excitement and possibilities present in many accounts by heterosexual women who were young and single at this time. In choosing to reject the control of their sexual behaviour they saw themselves as rejecting control over their lives as a whole. However, abandoning the traditional moral position left many confused, with no substantial arguments against casual or dishonest male sexual exploitation. By the early 1970s, men assumed fashionable young women were on the pill and statistics show that well over half actually were. For this generation of young single women the widespread use of the pill did mean some men assumed that if women could not get pregnant they had no reason to say no.

Women were brought up to accept, and prioritize, other people’s needs, not to express their own feelings or desires. There was also a societal rejection of emotion as insufficient when opposed to rational argument. The fact that a woman did not feel desire was not an adequate argument—for or against anything. Women had no right to sexual autonomy. This term describes the extent to which women have control over their lives. Autonomy includes the extent to which women can play an active role in the family and society, whether women have a real say in making and carrying out decisions, how much freedom they have to develop bonds with other people, to move about and to interact with the outside world, the ability to obtain information and use it as the basis for making decisions about one’s private concerns and those of one’s intimates, control of economic resources: all of this constitutes women’s

---

autonomy.\textsuperscript{5} The level of female autonomy shapes women’s experience of their sexuality.

This book began as a project about sexuality and contraception in which maternity had no part. This is how sexuality has been constructed in Western cultures since the mid-twentieth century, but this was the first period in which it was possible for heterosexual women to separate physical sexual activity from the reality of frequent conceptions and births. Even those few who were infertile lived in a society dominated by this experience. The importance of this became obvious during the research and the physical impact of motherhood upon birth rates and hence upon female sexuality has become central to the book. However, although historians have produced valuable research focusing on the impact of eugenic thought and the state on concepts of motherhood during the early twentieth century\textsuperscript{6} there is no evidence that the pressure this placed upon women had any impact upon birth rates. Birth control was almost entirely a matter of self-help and levels of use of contraception rose persistently from the 1890s when survey records began. When birth rates altered during the twentieth century, it was not according to the desires of eugenicists and population controllers. For this reason, these ideas and those who held them are touched upon only briefly.

The definitions of class used by the researchers and other writers whose work has been drawn upon in this study have varied even within the same period. It is not possible to reconcile these different approaches, and the range of sources used has meant there was no alternative but to accept the terminology used by those cited and the resulting imprecision. The research has focused on the experience of white Protestant or secular English women. There was regional variation within England and the experience of women elsewhere in the British Isles is likely to have varied considerably. Scotland, for example, has had different illegitimacy rates and a stronger commitment to education for several centuries. Large-


scale black and Asian immigration only began in the 1950s; these women brought a different cultural heritage to bear on sexuality and even in that period the sources used herein may not be relevant to their experience. The differences between the USA and England have been commented on throughout the book. There are also considerable similarities between all the Anglo cultures, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the USA, and the British Isles. These include the relative strength and independence of women, which can be seen in the prominence of feminism. Also relevant were the increasing availability of contraception and abortion, the strong social purity movements in the late nineteenth century, rising levels of female education, movements of women out of and into the paid workforce, and the expectation that marriage will entail setting up a separate household rather than the wife moving in with her new in-laws. Increasingly during the course of the research, and to a greater extent than is visible in the finished work, comparisons provided a means of asking what was the probable impact of these different factors on women’s sexuality.

As the focus of this study is contraception and sexuality, the relevant physical sexual event is heterosexual penetrative penile-vaginal intercourse. For variety, this act is referred to as coitus, intercourse, penetrative intercourse, sexual intercourse, and sex. This usage is not intended to suggest that heterosexual coitus is sex. The research has drawn extensively on surveys of sex and fertility. There has been no survey research into sexuality that can be defended as methodologically perfect and as completely free from distorting constraints imposed by funding. Nonetheless, the most important limitation upon these surveys was probably the unwillingness of many respondents to answer the questions put to them fully. This reticence must be placed in the context of societal injunctions against speaking of personal sexual experience, the lack of a common understanding of sexuality between men and women, and the inappropriateness of an increasingly ‘scientific’ survey methodology in such conditions. There are no alternative sources to round out the picture provided by demographic statistics and qualitative sources such as sex manuals, biographies, and novels. Those who undertook such surveys were intelligent, aware of their own times and culture, and did the best they could often in the face of considerable pressure. The results accurately reflect the trends revealed in other sources. Notwithstanding the
evidence of concealment, in this study the testimony of individual
women and men concerning their own desires and behaviour has been
treated as accurate, except where there is direct evidence this is not the
case. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick has called the denial of the right to define
one’s own desire, which was central to approaches to the sexuality of
individuals throughout the century, ‘an act of intimate violence’.7
Accepting that people often were able to describe what they felt, and
respecting their testimony, creates new challenges. It leads to different and
fruitful questions.

The gender/sex divide has been central to scholarship in women’s
history for the previous decade. This is the division of women’s experience
into sex, the fixed biological difference between men and women, and
gender, which is socially constructed. The central concern of this study is
the impact of women’s changing experience of conception and reproduc-
tion, the foundation of the biological difference that is labelled sex. Use of
the term gender to delineate that which is socially constructed and
therefore subject to change is not accurate. Sex is also socially con-
structed. Bodies and their activities are not an unchanging template
upon which society writes its message. Hence the gender/sex divide is
not used in this study. However, sexed bodies are also unchanging in some
senses. Sex, the biological difference, results in some physical responses
which it is possible to employ to measure the impact of socially con-
structed events such as the quality of nutrition, housing, repeated preg-
nancies, disease in varying cultures and periods. Maternal deaths, births,
breastfeeding are all such events.

In Part I of the book, The Development of Contraception, the physical burden
that reproduction places upon women is analysed, and the effect of the
period of unusually high fertility around 1800 upon women’s motivation
to control births is considered. The problems of developing and using
contraception are examined in an effort to explain the low levels of use.
The interaction between desires for fertility control, women’s economic
status, and their sexuality in the nineteenth century is the subject of
Chapters 3 and 4. Few women encountered information about birth
control and those who did seemed to have little to gain from the practice.

How high is the probability that middle-class men who wanted to control their fertility relied upon prostitution? A revised chronology of the changes in Victorian women's sexuality is produced by placing the limited evidence of sexual behaviour in the context of the birth rates and the early twentieth-century evidence. The birth control methods used in the first two-thirds of the twentieth century, including abstaining from sexual intercourse, are described in Chapters 5 and 6. The accompanying changes in attitudes to the body and sexual attitudes necessary to achieve this are considered in these chapters. Why and to what extent did the use of birth control require modification of individual's sexual response, and of gender roles in physical sexual activity?

These questions continue to be important in Part II, *Sexuality and Sex Manuals*. This begins in Chapter 7 by charting change in sexual behaviour during the first two thirds of the twentieth century, looking at the impact of ignorance of physical sexuality and reproduction, the estrangement of the genders, and a deep-seated reticence on English sexual mores. The next four chapters use sex manuals and related sources to create an intellectual history of heterosexual physical sexual practice in this period. What did women's new confidence and the growing use of contraception in the century contribute to the modernization of sexual practice? What did this consist of and to what extent did the contradictory and contested re-emergence of male domination within the genre in the 1940s and 1950s play a part in this modernization? The influence of first-wave feminism and of the need for sexual continence to control fertility receded into the past during these decades. The third and final part of the book, *The Sexual Revolution*, argues that from the 1930s to the 1950s birth rates rose due to rising rates of coitus. The availability of the pill then precipitated a transformation in sexual mores. The public debate and legislative changes generated by women's demand for the new female-controlled method and for abortion resulted in a huge increase in the availability and acceptability of all methods of birth control. It is argued that the resulting reduction of the real and substantial economic and social risk of pregnancy has transformed new generations' attitudes to sexuality.

Norbert Elias commented in 1939 that 'Life sometimes seems to us uncertain enough today, but this bears no comparison with the insecurity of the individual in medieval society. The greater control of sources of fear
that is slowly established in the transition to our social structure is indeed one of the most elementary preconditions for the standard of conduct that we express by the concept of “civilization”.\textsuperscript{8} In the last third of the twentieth century, historians became wary of claiming that progress has occurred. The catastrophe that overtook Elias and his generation only a few months later has overshadowed interpretations of the whole century. Concepts such as civilization have been called into question. However, other positive changes affected the lives of millions of people during the century. The introduction of reliable contraception is one among many changes that increased the control of fear, and allowed a greater experience of pleasure and increased emotional aspirations. There have been substantial improvements, amounting to a transformation, in the lives of English women over the past two centuries. The generation of women who came of age in the 1950s and early 1960s lived through a period in which this process came to a head and female sexual mores were transformed. Their confusion and astonishment is evident in the sources, as well as in the stories they have told me. This book has been written for them.

PART I

Inventing Contraception
This page intentionally left blank
Birth Rates and Women’s Bodies: Reproductive Labour

Population growth results first and foremost from the physical labour that only the biological female can perform. This labour, which is performed by the woman’s body, can be described as reproductive labour and it includes the processes of menstruation, pregnancy, birth, and breastfeeding. These have been defined as natural processes or events, things that just happen, rather than as work performed by the woman, but like all other forms of labour these activities require energy and drain physical resources. The decline in levels of fertility that has taken place throughout much of the world has been a decline in the level of this reproductive labour, but most scholars dismiss the notion that women had or have a particular motivation to reduce fertility. The pains and pleasures of the body are assumed to be perennial factors that are always present and therefore do not create change. However, changes in fertility rates show us that the burden of reproductive labour borne by the average woman has risen and fallen sharply over generations. In the seventeenth century English women had been having an average of four to five children, but fertility rates rose with increasing speed throughout the eighteenth century until they peaked in 1816. In the first decades of the nineteenth century the average married woman had nearly eight children.¹ Research suggests that after four to five births the risk of maternal complications, stillbirths, and maternal mortality

increases for women in all societies. Thus, although individual women’s physical tolerance varies widely and some women are able to produce much larger families without ill effects, for most women there is a ceiling on the rate of births that can be achieved without causing damage to their body. Research in the developing world has shown that women do affect fertility. Most obviously, increasing women’s level of education invariably leads to a lowering of fertility, whereas increasing that of men does not necessarily do so. The desire to control and, when needed, to reduce their burden of labour is present in all human beings. Reproduction places a burden upon women that does not exist for men.

These alterations in fertility rates also tell us more than any other evidence can about the sexual experience of the majority of women but historians of sexuality have ignored reproduction. This is in keeping with their wider attitude to the physical body. Those who write about sexuality have been concerned with desire and identity or the regulatory activities of the state, and the physical body and its sensations have largely been treated as a given. There has been an unexamined assumption that while the social conditions of sexuality and/or discursive sexualities are open to change and thus to history, the body itself is an unchanging and inflexible substratum. Physical acts are accepted as natural and unchanging; only the meanings that are attached to them by culture alter. This book is about the reproductive act, heterosexual penile-vaginal intercourse and its material consequences, to which desire is peripheral and risk is central. The greatest of these consequences is pregnancy. Unlike sexually transmitted diseases, pregnancy can be an intensely desired outcome of women’s sexual activity. This does not make it less of a risk. The connection between pregnancy and female sexual expression is not an essentialist, natural, or spiritual connection (although for some women it may also be all of these). It is a banal, dull connection. Pregnancy has had enormous consequences because babies entailed physical and economic costs. Often women could not afford to enjoy sex. The risk made it too expensive a pleasure. An emphasis on the commercialization of sexuality today diverts

---


attention from the real decoupling of physical sexual activity and economics. The result of the introduction of contraception is that physical sexual events between men and women no longer carry an uncontrol-lable and incalculable risk of major economic consequences.

Men and women were not equally exposed to this risk. Men can be likened to passive smokers: under some circumstances they do, and under other circumstances they do not, have the choice to get up and leave a smoke-filled atmosphere. Male risk varied: within stable societies where the man and woman’s behaviour was likely to be observed and there was a norm that said men must accept responsibility, male risk of exposure to the economic costs of pregnancy was higher. Where it was acceptable, men could reject the risk: they might desert the woman when pregnancy occurred, or men might pay the prostitute, usually another young woman, a small fee in return for which she accepted full responsibility for the economic risk of a pregnancy. In refusing to accept such a fee, an unmarried woman in love was refusing to allow the man to limit his responsibility for the consequences. In practice, she often had little power and he could simply ignore or evade his share of the risk. This option was only rarely open to her. Young women who ‘fell’ provided examples that warned other young women that the consequences were substantial. Sexual pleasure had the potential to create ongoing economic burdens, so there was an incentive for parents to prevent their daughters behaving in ways likely to arouse their own sexual desires or those of men in response to them (often not the same behaviours). Married men acquired some of this risk but women’s exposure continued to be greater. It is likely that the relative male freedom from the economic consequences of sexuality played the major role in creating society’s deep anxiety about uncontrolled male sexual activity, including masturbation and homosexuality.

The general neglect of demographic evidence by historians of sexuality has also occurred because the statistically driven discipline of historical demography has tended to diminish the importance not just of bodies and sexuality, but of women themselves. This omission was created in part by the difficulty of constructing relevant variables using the limited forms of data that can be analysed statistically. It has encouraged the mistrust of statistical methods felt by some feminists and historians of women and
sexuality, despite the enormous advantages such methods offer. In *Trust in Numbers: The Pursuit of Objectivity in Science and Public Life* (1995), Theodore Porter explains that the development of a rigorous language of mathematics has provided a universalizing language, which makes communication possible amongst different groups. Objectivity, in this instance, is a strategy for dealing with distance and distrust. This language, he argues, has been criticized from the left because it must, in order to operate, slice away the complexity and richness of the individual. However, it can also be used to create openness and to undermine existing certainties. For example, equal pay or equal opportunities legislation depends on the use of statistics to reveal discrimination. In the context of this research, not just fertility rates, but the proportion of women marrying, the infant mortality rate, and a host of other measures, reveal changes over decades and centuries, creating a picture of women’s lives that is available through no other source. Throughout this research fertility rates have been used to reveal the level of reproductive labour and the direction of change in women’s lives.

**FERTILITY RATES**

Changes in fertility can be measured in a number of different ways. The actual number of babies born each year is called the crude birth rate, but whether one woman has ten babies or ten women have one baby each the rate will be the same. This does not give much information about women’s actual experience. For this purpose we need rates that show the average number of babies born per woman. This is called a woman’s (or couple’s) completed family size. Such rates show alterations in the number of babies born per fertile or fecund woman, generally taken to be those between the ages of 16 and 44. The total period fertility rate (TFR) does this. This rate is that most commonly referred to when discussing the sharp decline in fertility from the 1870s. If the period is considered only from 1841, then this decline from the 1870s gains greatly in significance, and it has been the focus of extensive research. However, in the 1980s, the Cambridge Population Group used parish reconstitution data to produce fertility rates from before 1841. Calculating the TFR still requires more information than is available for the period before 1841 and only the
gross reproduction rate (GRR), which shows the number of daughters born per woman, can be obtained for the entire period from 1751 to 1976. (See Fig. 1.1.) This reveals that after rising slowly from the 1600s fertility began to rise sharply from 1751. According to the GRR it then peaked in 1816, the second decade of the nineteenth century. The late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries were a period of great change in women’s employment patterns and there was a major shift in ideas about women’s proper role, and in attitudes to marriage and sexuality. In the 1820s and 1830s there was a very sharp decline in the birth rate, but this decline then slowed down. There was an aggregate rise from the mid-1840s to the mid-1870s but the fertility of some occupational groups was declining as early as the 1850s. The relation of the nineteenth-century fertility decline to sexual mores is examined in Chapters 2–4. The aggregate fertility of the nation did tip sharply downwards again from the 1870s on, rushing towards the low point in the birth rate, which was reached in the early 1930s. Thus, the fertility decline must be considered as a process that took
place over almost the whole duration of the nineteenth century and it will be argued in the third part of this book that the decline did not stabilize until the last third of the twentieth century.

From the mid-1930s, there was a slow rise in fertility, with a brief baby boom after the war. This rise peaked in 1964. Following this there was another sharp decline until a low point almost equal to that of the early 1930s was reached in the late 1970s. This second half of the story is difficult to explain in a fashion consistent with the changes during the first half. The Princeton European Fertility Project showed that the onset and spread of fertility decline throughout Europe could not be explained by urbanization and industrialization. Instead the patterns of fertility in nineteenth-century Europe closely followed centuries-old language and dialect boundaries. Most researchers associated with the project have argued that methods of fertility control were available but that fertility control was unthinkable to nineteenth-century Europeans; but this has been contested. There has been increased interest in ‘demand for children’ and in ideological factors such as secularization.

Fertility had been controlled primarily through marriage. In England, for several centuries, there was a low level of illegitimacy, most births took place within long-term relationships recognized by the community (whether formal marriage or not), and contraception was either non-existent or relatively ineffective. This meant that a rise or fall in the proportion of women who were married and in the age at which they married produced a rise or fall in fertility rates. This is because a higher age at marriage meant women spent fewer years married and having sexual intercourse, so therefore fewer years at risk of pregnancy. In England there was a high average age at marriage and a high proportion of people who never married at all right up until the 1940s. In 1965, John Hajnal described this unique pattern of late and infrequent marriage as the

---

north-west European marriage system because it has occurred only in that area. He showed that not only was the marriage age late, at around 26 to 27 or older for men, and for women at 23 to 24, but 10 to 15 per cent of the population never married at all. In most societies nearly 100 per cent of women marry and they tend to do so at a younger age. The age at marriage in Britain did not rise or fall because plebeian couples intended to have a smaller or larger completed family size. But communities were aware that delaying marriage delayed the start of childbearing, and that marrying when a woman was very young often resulted in a large family. So individual caution backed up by community sanctions stopped most couples from marrying unless they had sufficient savings and income to support a new separate household containing a wife and children.

Premarital sexual intercourse was regulated by this system. Most unmarried women would not have sexual intercourse except with a partner who had agreed to marriage, and the man would not make this offer until he could afford to do so. Note that this is not the same as delaying intercourse until marriage was imminent, and there is no way of proving statistically which of these behavioural choices couples made. There was probably considerable leeway if the woman did not become pregnant. Under the old poor law, if a man tried to evade responsibility for a pregnancy, then the woman could appear before a magistrate and swear her coming child’s paternity. If parish officials accepted the testimony of the woman and those who supported her they would then force the father to contribute to its support to avoid the charge on the parish. E. A. Wrigley and R. S. Schofield found that average wages were so low many men and women could not afford the cost of household formation and it was this that caused the low rate of marriage. They describe this as a homeostatic system with a rising and falling nuptial valve, that is, marriage, adjusting family size to available resources independent of the individual’s conscious decisions. There was a lag of several decades between real wage movements and shifts in fertility, which they were unable

to explain. Nonetheless, in England there is a clear connection between food prices and employment patterns (the economy), which encouraged or discouraged household formation, through marriage (coitus), to realized fertility (births). There was a greater degree of sexual autonomy permitted to young single women within the context of English community control than was the case in other cultures, such as those of southern Europe. Both men and women chose their own partners, the age difference was usually small, and premarital sex was accepted as a stage of courting. Women were not rigidly chaperoned by their family members or by employers and they often had a degree of freedom to accept and reject their own partners. It had been argued that this system of prudential marriage had broken down as a result of industrial and social change prior to 1870, and that by then fertility was managed by the use of contraception or not at all. However, Simon Szreter recently found that people continued to delay marriage throughout ‘the protracted period during which the planned control of fertility within marriage became established as a behavioural norm’. Szreter was referring to the period from the 1860s to the 1940s but, as will be shown in the final chapter of this book, the transition away from the north-west European marriage system in England was not fully completed until the mid-1970s, some twenty-five years later.

Women’s reproductive capacity and experience has been extensively analysed by demographers in order that the different components can be defined and then treated as statistical variables. The resulting theory both extends understanding of women’s reproductive labour and limits interpretations of women’s role in changing fertility rates. Porter explains that the creation of statistical knowledge involves the defining of information, such that it is appropriate to that purpose. Existing objects must often be redefined in order that they can be counted. Using occupational classifications as his example, he shows that:


10 See Ch. 15.
The dependence of categorisation on particular circumstances would seem to imply that the categories are highly contingent, and hence weak. Once put into place though they can be impressively resilient. Legions of statistical employees collect and process numbers on the presumption that the categories are valid. Newspapers and public officials wanting to discuss the numerical characteristics of a population have very limited ability to rework the numbers into different ones. They thus become black boxes, scarcely vulnerable to challenge except in a limited way by insiders. Having become official then, they become increasingly real.\textsuperscript{11}

A ‘black box’ is an artificial, constructed entity which is presented and used as a unit by the producer of the knowledge and cannot be taken apart by the recipient. The black boxes of the scientist may be material objects but they can also be causal claims, categories, or laws.\textsuperscript{12} The statistical categories that are used to analyse fertility function as a black box. The intellectual spadework on the assumptions that underlie statistical categories cannot be done and redone constantly. It exists as a foundation that enables the models to be refined, a process that continues over decades. As these models are tightened and improved, the categories narrowed and focused over the decades, the arguments or concepts on which the assumptions are based may be being developed in opposite directions, opened up as categories, widened, and shown to be untenable. The breaking down of reproductive experience into component parts was based upon assumptions that now need to be re-examined.

**PROXIMATE AND REMOTE DETERMINANTS**

A number of biological and behavioural factors have a direct influence on fertility. ‘Direct influence’ means that the factors involve the bodies of women and, to a lesser extent, the bodies of men. These factors include use of contraception. In 1956, Judith Blake and Kingsley Davis proposed a set of eleven such factors, which they called intermediate factors. Modernization, or ‘cultural factors’, such as industrialization and mass education, which were then thought actually to cause fertility decline, could


\textsuperscript{12} For black boxes, see B. Latour, *Science in Action* (1987), 2.
control fertility only through these intermediate factors. Their analysis identified factors such as the differing interests of men and women. They included sexuality, although they believed that levels of sexual activity were only minimally malleable, and that at great cost.\textsuperscript{13} In 1978, this list was refined by John Bongaarts, who labelled the factors associated with modernization ‘remote determinants’, and Davis and Blake’s intermediate factors ‘proximate determinants’.\textsuperscript{14} Gender relations were dismissed entirely from Bongaarts’s list and sexuality was relegated to being a biological rather than a social function. It is not clear why he removes these factors but it may have been because they had proved hard to measure. Bongaarts believed that the proximate determinants were factors that could play only an intermediate role. This means that either they are seen as physical processes beyond the boundary of consciousness, or they are altered by the remote determinants, which are the factors that cause change. The proximate determinants are biological variables related to body parts or systems.\textsuperscript{15} Society and conscious behaviour create the conditions under which these factors operate, such as access to coitus, or the adequacy of nourishment. The flow of causation is always from society and behaviour to body parts. Bongaarts and Robert Potter produced this list of proximate determinants:

1. marriage (and marital disruption);
2. the onset of permanent sterility;
3. post-partum infecundability;
4. natural fecundability or frequency of intercourse;
5. use and effectiveness of contraception;
6. spontaneous intrauterine mortality;
7. induced abortion.

Bongaarts and Potter suggested that marriage and the onset of permanent sterility, or menopause, determine the duration of the reproductive


period, and the other five factors determine the rate of childbearing and the duration of birth intervals. The list is about body parts, not people or social structures. Marriage, for example, is only significant because this event marks the meeting of penises and vaginas. Often this meeting actually happened before marriage, but marriages could be discussed openly in academic discourse and, more importantly, they could be counted. Obtaining accurate rates of cohabitation still creates immense problems for researchers. The list is presented as non-gendered; however, the factors listed and the way they are defined relate almost solely to women’s bodies. This reflects the social construction of reproduction as well as the fact that women’s biological role in reproduction is much greater and more complex than that of men.

1. Marriage is included because the period of time for which women have the potential to bear children is the most important factor in population growth. The age at puberty was and remains relatively unimportant. Until the 1960s, courtship and marriage determined the start of most British women’s sexual and reproductive career. The age at which men marry makes little difference to completed fertility, and the varying extent to which male sexual activity is confined within marriage in different societies, and in the same societies at different times, has not been considered relevant to fertility rates.

2. The onset of permanent sterility refers to menopause in women. ‘Couple sterility’ occurs as a result of both male and female problems; however, infertility levels in both sexes are believed to be relatively constant and thus insignificant.

3. Post-partum infecundability refers to the period after a birth in which a woman is not ovulating and, therefore, is unable to become pregnant. This is extended to a varying degree in different societies and in

16 Ibid. 5.


18 A high prevalence of gonorrhoea and genital tuberculosis is a major cause of sterility in some contemporary African populations. There seems to have been no modern research on whether STDs would have had an influence on fertility in England in the 19th and early 20th centuries. Szreter comments on this but his reference is to research done for the Royal Commission on Population during the 1940s, at which point, as Pfeffer shows, infertility was little understood. Szreter, Fertility, 428 n. 173. N. Pfeffer, The Stork and the Syringe: A Political History of Reproductive Medicine (1993).
individual women by breastfeeding. This may or may not be consciously intended to delay conception, and it is not a reliable method of doing so for the individual woman.

4. Natural fecundability is defined as the probability of conceiving within a month among fecundable women; that is, excluding women who are pregnant, sterile, or not menstruating; and in the absence of measures intended to reduce fertility. The probability of conceiving as a result of any one episode of coitus is primarily controlled by biological factors. In the list this is coupled with coital frequency, which greatly affects the likelihood of conception. The inclusion of frequency in this category stemmed from the widely held belief that levels of sexual activity were biologically determined, and it is treated as an element of the woman’s fecundability by Bongaarts and Potter. It is increasingly evident that coital frequency can also differ according to social and cultural beliefs and needs, and alterations in frequency are unlikely to be solely the responsibility of women.

5. Contraceptive effectiveness refers to the degree of reliability of the method in preventing pregnancy. In practice it arises from a combination of the available technology and the knowledge and resources of the individuals using the methods.

6. Spontaneous intrauterine mortality refers to miscarriages.

7. There is evidence for the use of induced abortion by women throughout recorded history. The incidence has been impossible to ascertain prior to the legalization of abortion.

This list specifies the physical biological processes involved in reproduction, and reveals how they interact over the course of women’s lives. However, it is assumed that these bodily practices and processes do not cause change. In some instances the events do occur without the conscious volition of the individual: for example, menopause. But in the other instances it is believed that external forces or events motivate the individual to take action to produce the resulting event: induced abortion for example. Within this framework the cause for the abortion is never the pregnancy but instead the social forces that make the pregnancy undesired. If we take this premiss to its logical conclusion then no pregnancy is undesired solely because the woman does not want a pregnancy or a
child. Presumably, according to this, in some ideal or natural circumstance the woman would want every pregnancy. Unless some negative external factor intervenes a pregnancy would always proceed. There is no internal dialogue of desire and rejection here. The woman’s body has no needs and makes no demands upon her consciousness, say, for respite.

The exterior forces are labelled the remote determinants, and lists of these have included industrialization, urbanization, feminism, structural changes in family function, female wages, child labour rates, and mass education. Much interest has focused on the economic costs of children. The list of proximate determinants was concerned, legitimately enough, with (primarily) female body parts, not with women as mothers and wives, but the list of remote determinants also fails to include factors which relate to these activities/roles. This latter list is not concerned with the body nor, with limited exceptions, has it been concerned with women. The clearly gendered exceptions were feminism and women’s wage rates. The consequence of the division of factors affecting fertility into these two lists is that thinking rational, male, economic actors and feminists or working women respond to the remote determinants, but women in their traditional roles of wives and mothers are passive. So women were only active, that is, capable of affecting fertility, when they were in or claiming traditional male roles. At no point were women in the roles of wife and mother considered as possible agents of change. On the face of it the strong tendency of researchers to ask women but not men questions about fertility appears to contradict this, but women were asked about their fertility rather as if they were record-keepers for the couple. Only by questioning both men and women is it possible to treat women as decision-makers in their own right. There is now research undertaken

19 This was the belief of 19th-century French socialists who rejected contraception. A. McLaren, Sexuality and Social Order (1983), 86.

20 It is arguable that the demands of the male body were included. As explained, Bongaarts and Potter assumed that the body would require a constant rate of coitus and hence that coital frequency, or sexual desire, was a biological factor. The notion of a physical need for sexual relief has been seen as typical of male but not female sexuality. However, they were writing in the late 1970s, a moment at which female sexual desires were being newly acknowledged, and so such a conclusion cannot necessarily be drawn.

by demographers which examines the role wives and mothers play in fertility decline, but even in this the female body remains passive as they continue to use a variant of remote and proximate determinant analysis.\textsuperscript{22}

The apparent logic of the division of the determinants into these categories of remote and proximate, that is, causal and non-causal, reflects the importance of these relatively simple polarized dichotomies to Western culture. The Cartesian opposition between mind and body sets up a dualism in which the mind and rational thought are opposed to, and separate from, the body and emotions. Feminist philosophers have highlighted the strength of the association of the mind and rationality with males and of the body and emotion with women. Reliance on this polarization has limited the understanding of fertility rates. We should be alert for possible absences when we see, as is the case with this model, that specifically female experience is consigned to the category of the non-rational, the body, something which occurs below consciousness. Simply introducing women as conscious choice-making subjects within the framework of remote and proximate determinants does not encompass female reproductive experience (though doing so has produced insights). The body is the primary site for potentially different attitudes to fertility for women and for men but women’s physical experience is placed outside consciousness.

The construction of the woman as passive in demographic theory was reinforced by the work of Richard Easterlin in the 1970s. He produced a model which extended remote and proximate determinants analysis in order to elucidate the route between modernization and fertility. This model is not concerned with biological factors but with consciousness; the intention is to map the private individual decision-making process that leads to fewer babies. Thus it should account for the impact of embodied experience. Easterlin drew on the work of the 1950s Chicago school of household economists who had attempted to explain fertility decision-making.\textsuperscript{23} They had argued that the demand for children depended on the household’s balancing of its subjective tastes for goods and children against externally determined constraints of price and income in a way that

\textsuperscript{22} For a summary of recent research, see S. Jejeebhoy, *Women’s Education, Autonomy, and Reproductive Behaviour: Experience from Developing Countries* (1995).

maximized its satisfaction. The household unit or couple made decisions about fertility. Parents might develop a taste for children who embodied greater inputs of time and goods, leading to a growing emphasis on the quality rather than the number of children. The Chicago school model was adopted by Easterlin, who proposed that between the remote and proximate determinants a new stage be inserted, which included (1) supply of children, (2) demand for children, and (3) regulation costs of fertility control. This brought the level of analysis down from societal factors, for example, mass education, to the decision-making processes of the couple.

Easterlin’s model was widely accepted, but there has been growing comment on the gender blindness of the approach since the late 1980s. Historical demographer Wally Seccombe commented that treating the reproductive couple as a unified subject allows no theoretical space for wives and husbands to have different interests. The blindness this creates is revealed in Ron Lesthaeghe and Johan Surkyn’s argument that the fertility decline since the Second World War resulted from a prioritizing of hedonism and individualism and a lessening of responsibility, sacrifice, altruism, and the respect for the sanctity of long-term commitments. They use gender-neutral language except in comments such as that the ‘generation that produces the baby boom is also the one that starts the incipient quest for perfectionism...for instance...in the form of greater educational investment in daughters’. There is an unavoidable implication that educational investment in sons was necessary but that for daughters it was a luxury. However, it is clear that, before the Second World War, the survival of individuals, including men, women, and children, often depended on the stability of the family unit and its successful interactions with the surrounding society.

24 W. Seccombe, ‘Men’s “Marital Rights” and Women’s “Wifely Duties”: Changing Conjugal Relations in the Fertility Decline’, in Gillis et al., The European Experience, 66.
individual interest often coincided with the interest of the kin group. The period in which ‘individualism’ has been prioritized has seen the creation of the welfare state and rising levels of female employment. This resulted in an extremely sharp fall in the relative risk to the family unit if women expanded their role and their aspirations. It is on this basis that women have changed their behaviour. And, in fact, today women continue to undertake the major part of long-term care of the chronically ill and of children. There are many responsible and caring men; nonetheless, women’s lives are characterized to a greater extent by responsibility, altruism, and a respect for the long-term commitment they have made in having children. The underlying construction of passive and remote determinants militates against demographers perceiving these changes in risks. In the earlier society, the absence of the embodied female subject means the gendered nature of the sacrifices that were required to maintain the family unit is not visible. In the modern period the focus on the couple means that specific changes in women’s role due to changes in society are ignored. Thus Lesthaeghe and Surkyn characterize the change as ideological and ignore the substantial decrease in women’s domestic and reproductive labour. Seccombe’s research showed how an awareness of differing gender interests might produce positive results. He argued that in British working-class couples of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries women had the motivation to limit family size but the methods available were male methods. So birth rates did not fall until changes in the family economy led to husbands’ interests converging with those of their wives, while at the same time feminism and doctors’ advice was giving wives more confidence to resist their husband’s sexual demands.

Alison MacKinnon has criticized the lack of female agency in demography. To illustrate this she used an article by Solvi Sogner, a female

---

demographer. Sogner’s response to criticism from historians of women is worth quoting at length:

Did [historical demographers] . . . not measure fertility per woman-year, make in depth studies of breastfeeding practices, discuss post-partum amenorrhoea? Did they not . . . discuss virtually all problems separately for each sex, and thus highlight living conditions for women as well as for men? Surely the historical demographers were safe against any possible accusation of discriminating against women. They were appalled when such criticisms were levelled against them. This self-righteous attitude is justified only up to a point. It tends to overlook women as historical actors in their own right—albeit passive actors.31

Even once the issue of women as actors is drawn to Sogner’s attention, even though she has given the matter considerable thought, women remain at most ‘passive actors’. This is because the model on which she bases her analysis prevents her from seeing them in any other fashion. As the analysis of proximate determinants has shown, the category that is constructed as passive is not the woman, it is the reproductive body parts and processes of the woman. In the existing analytical framework the remote determinants are factors external to embodied women and men, and these create motivation for the ‘couple’ to reduce fertility. This leads us to treat motivation as if it is synonymous with the remote determinants. Thus, for example, the take-up of education can be treated as synonymous with the will to be educated. The individual with his or her mind and his or her will to be educated need not be discussed. The space that the mind and will occupy between the body parts on the one hand and the remote determinants on the other hand does not exist in the model. However, the woman’s mind and will may be expressed in relation to her body parts. For example, a wealthy middle-class wife with no paid occupation may decide to prevent a further birth because she is physically exhausted by her previous pregnancies. If a means to prevent the birth is available or her husband agrees to restrict sexual intercourse, her decision will contribute to fertility decline, but no remote determinants, ideological or economic, need enter this mother’s decision-making process. The only relationship is that between her body parts and

her will, so in the model of remote and proximate determinants her decision-making process is hidden.

Thus in this analytical framework factors external to the woman are treated as if they were the same as factors external to the body parts. It is assumed that the rational, thinking actor is motivated to reduce fertility by the remote determinants. Causal effects flow from external factors inward to the body parts where the reproductive/sexual events take place. Decline or rise in the number of births occurs because factors external to the individual produce effects on the reproductive body parts. There is no theoretical space for the relationship of the individual to their body to be examined. A flow outward from the body parts causing the individual to act is not possible in this framework. Yet we are all familiar with the causal relationship between our own body and our mind. There are circumstances in which we know absolutely that the body forces the mind to take action. The most extreme and obvious of these is physical pain. In *The Body in Pain* (1985), Elaine Scarry examines the difficulty of describing the experience of pain. She comments that for ‘the person whose pain it is, [the pain] is “effortlessly grasped” (that is even with the most heroic effort it cannot not be grasped).’32 The unavoidable thrust of physical pain into conscious awareness that Scarry describes is a response fundamental to human experience (though it may be delayed in extreme circumstances). This does not mean that a person necessarily acts to reduce pain when it occurs. Though they cannot choose not to feel, people can choose not to act in response to their physical sensations. For example, those with chronic illness may be habituated to pain to the extent that they regard it as the normal state of being. However, when people do not attempt to prevent their own pain this is interpreted by observers as revealing that something is preventing them from doing so. It would be extremely surprising in the case of such major physical experiences as pregnancy and birth if the flow of causation passed in one direction only, from the external causes to the body. Pain is only one category of sensation. Pleasures (from a desired child or sexual activity) provide other such categories. All aspects of sexuality and reproduction involve this interrelationship between the feeling body and the thinking mind. Female experi-
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ence is central to this book but the male interrelationship of the mind and body is also absent from this theoretical structure. The layer missing between the proximate and remote determinants is embodied experience. This absence may seem justified because it is assumed that the mind and body interrelationship, and the elements of embodied experience not affected by the remote determinants, are transhistorical and thus play no role in causing change. However, as has been explained, rises and falls in fertility cause immense change in women’s physical experience, in their burden of reproductive labour.

Some researchers have expressed ambivalence about describing the activities involved in loving or caring for others as labour. For example, Pam Carter, who undertook research into breastfeeding, felt uneasy about describing situations in which women breastfeed their babies as ‘working conditions’. She cites other researchers who feel that representations of, for example, mothering or caring for elderly parents as labour misrepresent fundamental relationships, which cannot be contained or limited. It is vital that loving attention to others is not treated reductively. Reproduction is the most fundamental act of creation that human beings can perform and creative work is for most people intensely meaningful and rewarding. Women often took pride in the immense amount of hard work involved in bearing and raising several children. To call their physical contribution labour does not diminish the love and altruism that often accompanied their achievement. The intellectual need to separate labour and love is a comment on how work is perceived, how rare it is that people find work that is fulfilling and in which they have control over the conditions of their labour. The demographer John Caldwell has discussed the obscuring of relative work inputs:

Work traditionally has been a matter of drudgery... The distinction frequently made between ‘productive work’ and ‘household work’ tends to obscure the value of some forms of work. Indeed, the whole subject of peasant labor inputs is so obscured by conventional wisdoms, convenient to the powerful, that it is difficult to interpret research or to discount the prejudices of researchers... [T]here is a continuous downgrading of the value of women’s work that misrepresents its significance. Those peasant households with insufficient

33 P. Carter, Feminism, Breasts and Breastfeeding (1995), 78.
female inputs are in just as reduced a condition as those with insufficient male inputs.\textsuperscript{34}

Conventional wisdom also excluded women’s reproductive labour. Even analysts such as Caldwell, or feminists who have examined women’s domestic labour, do not include the labour of the body in their definition of work. Reproduction, and by implication the physical labour this involves, is mentioned by a number of theorists including Karl Marx, but it is not included in any actual analysis of labour.\textsuperscript{35} The result is that the labour involved, and the cost of this to the woman, escapes analysis.

Reproductive labour can be compared with coal mining, an occupation that has been of great economic and symbolic importance in Britain. Mrs Lawther, a miner’s wife, told the annual Labour Party conference in 1927, ‘It is four times as dangerous to bear a child as it is for you to go down a mine. You are seeking legislation to make your occupation safe; will you still go on allowing your wives to suffer under this ban [on birth control]?’\textsuperscript{36} She was speaking about maternal mortality. However, when comparing the risks a miner’s life entailed with that of men in white-collar occupations, we would include the wearing down of the miner’s body resulting from the hard labour, and the risk of serious injury and emphysema.\textsuperscript{37} The latter were occupational safety or medical issues but the wearing down of the body was simply part of the job. In the same way, the normal physical labour of reproduction, and the consequent wearing down of women’s bodies, was not a medical issue, except when exhaustion or injuries seriously hampered their continuing labour in the household. Even actual injuries to the mother caused by pregnancy or childbirth, that is, maternal morbidity, were considered impossible to measure. This means there are no adequate statistics except for maternal deaths.\textsuperscript{38} Nonetheless, damage from childbirth and miscarriage caused many women chronic pain, constant tiredness, and difficulties with future

\textsuperscript{34} J. C. Caldwell, \textit{Theory of Fertility Decline} (1983), 160–1.
\textsuperscript{38} Loudon, \textit{Death}, 365.
births. Middle- and upper-class women were more often able to take long periods of rest in order to recover but for many, and for working-class women, enduring such difficulties was part of the usual course of their lives, part of their primary occupation. There are now very few men in the developed world willing to undertake jobs that involve the level of risk, or require the hard physical work, that coal mining did. Why would women, especially those who already had several children, have continued to undertake a high-risk, hard-labour occupation with low rewards?

In the absence of reliable and safe individual methods of birth control women had limited choices. Most women dearly wanted some children, and the considerable positive outcomes of reproductive labour can include much loved children, higher status, and support in old age. Either a woman married and struggled with as many pregnancies as fate sent her, or she did not marry and usually had no children. Therefore changes in family size cannot be directly related to the hypothesis that women desired to reduce their labour. However, women’s breastfeeding choices can be treated as a separate issue from their desire to have children. This was the only element in a woman’s reproductive labour that could be performed by other women. Therefore, women could have control over this aspect of their work even when birth control was not available to them.

**Breastfeeding as Reproductive Labour**

Women’s response to breastfeeding suggests strongly that they were, and are, not passive in relation to the biological processes that take place in their bodies; they did act to reduce their reproductive labour. Breast milk does not come from nowhere. It is produced by the labour of the woman’s body. The fact that this is a biological process, an automatic mechanism, does not mean the woman will be unaware that milk production and feeding makes demands on her body, nor, as the historical record reveals,
does it mean that she is passive in relation to the process.\textsuperscript{40} The consequences of breastfeeding for women who do not have adequate resources or control of their fertility have been documented. At the extreme the cumulative effect on women of a high number of births and prolonged lactation causes ‘maternal depletion syndrome’. This involves a severe breakdown in maternal health including weight loss and premature ageing, with chronic infections and heavy daily workloads additional contributory factors.\textsuperscript{41} However, even well-nourished women experience tiredness and disruption of their other activities when breastfeeding. Moreover, breastfeeding can result in painful conditions. Valerie Fildes explains that:

At all periods (including the present) the major problem for breastfeeding women has been sore or infected nipples, usually the result of small cracks becoming infected.\ldots The types of problems which affected the nipples were: i) soreness (especially in first time mothers); ii) cracks, clefts and fissures; iii) ulcers and loss of the nipples; iv) nipples obstructed or deformed by scar tissue from suckling a previous child.\ldots [S]evere problems such as loss of a nipple due to breastfeeding were not infrequent in the 17th century and there was probably a high incidence of infections of all degrees of severity until very recent times.\textsuperscript{42}

These health problems are a part of the routine burden of labour, just as the numerous minor injuries, such as broken fingers, sustained by coal miners were a routine part of their occupation. Well-nourished women with adequate resources can often cope with these difficulties, and find pleasure in breastfeeding, enjoying feelings of intense closeness to the baby and sensual delight in the physical experience. Feminist researchers have pointed out how cultural disincentives against breastfeeding could and should be removed and this discussion is not intended as an argument

\textsuperscript{40} Maher points out that ‘the socio-biological and frequently the medical discussion of the relationship between mother and child gives us to understand that it depends on automatic mechanisms over which mother and child have little control…To these authors, the care given by the mother, especially in the early period, is almost involuntary, a passive affair.’ V. Maher, ‘Breastfeeding or Maternal Depletion’, in V. Maher (ed.), \textit{The Anrothropology of BreastFeeding: Natural Law or Social Construct} (1992), 156.


against breastfeeding. But historical and modern research suggests that in the existing societal context the majority of women will take advantage of alternatives that enable them to cease working so hard.

Falls in the rate of breastfeeding have been recorded in many historical societies. For example, Fildes has shown that use of wet-nurses by wealthy English women increased through the seventeenth century, and by the early eighteenth century even those with a relatively modest income often hired other women to breastfeed their infants.\textsuperscript{43} The use of wet-nurses declined in the late eighteenth century as feeding vessels such as the ‘bubby pot’ made hand-feeding babies possible. She comments that such large numbers of these pots exist in varied materials that it is evident that they must have been in use by the poor also.\textsuperscript{44} French women’s reliance on wet-nurses began earlier and was even greater.\textsuperscript{45} Kirsten Hastrup explains that in Iceland during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, to the horror of contemporary observers, only the very poorest of mothers breastfed their children. Most babies were fed on cow’s milk, butter, and fish, and because of this, although mothers were regularly having ten, twelve, or more babies, only two or three would survive to adulthood.\textsuperscript{46} John Knodel undertook a study of the Bavarian village of Anhausen over two and a half centuries 1692–1939. He found that there had been a demographically significant shift away from breastfeeding in the mid-nineteenth century. By 1904–7 68.6 per cent of women in the area did not breastfeed their babies at all.\textsuperscript{47} Fildes’s examination of reports by the Medical Officers of Health in the 1900s shows that although the median percentage of English women breastfeeding in the first month of the baby’s life was very high at 89.3 per cent, in wealthier areas more

\textsuperscript{43} Ibid. 99–100.
\textsuperscript{44} Ibid. 168, 346, 348. Wrigley has disputed Fildes’s argument, using statistical sources to argue that stillbirth rates would account for the rise in fertility at this time, and thus breastfeeding rates may not have fallen. E. A. Wrigley, ‘Explaining the Rise in Marital Fertility in England in the “Long” Eighteenth Century’, \textit{Economic History Review}, 51/3 (1998).
women chose not to breastfeeding.\textsuperscript{48} In 1930, Lella Florence found that the majority of the Cambridge birth control clinic working-class patients breastfed their children as long as possible for reasons of convenience and economy. By 1980, when Britain had become a much wealthier society, only 26 per cent of women breastfed for as long as four months, the period recommended by the Department of Health and Social Security working party in 1974.\textsuperscript{49} Leonore Manderson found that in colonial Malaya, breastfeeding declined from the later nineteenth century as a result both of earlier weaning and of women opting to bottle-feed from birth.\textsuperscript{50} There are many other such examples throughout the world.

In spite of the wealth of examples, and numerous comments by contemporary observers, recent researchers have been very reluctant to draw the conclusion that many women find breastfeeding ‘a troublesome task’ that they do not wish to undertake.\textsuperscript{51} They emphasize external factors that influenced the decision to refuse the infant the breast. This is another example of the unwillingness to see the responses produced by the body, or the interaction between the body and the consciousness, as causal. Manderson attributed the Malayan decline to an association between bottle-feeding and modernity, promoted especially by the infant feeding practices of expatriate and wealthy local women, and the growing availability of paid work outside the home, making continued breastfeeding difficult. More recently baby food manufacturers are seen to be manipulating women. It is important that the unscrupulous advertising of inadequate breast milk substitutes is prevented; nonetheless, this explanation cannot explain the continuities with the behaviour of women before the advent of mass advertising. In England breastfeeding declined among wealthy women before they moved into paid employment. The decline in breastfeeding in the cities of developing countries has


also been correlated with the increasing number of hospital births. Again this cannot explain declines before this shift to institutions began.\textsuperscript{52} For centuries writers have suggested that husbands prevailed upon their wives to cease feeding because they wanted to resume sexual relations, or they resented the attention given to the child.\textsuperscript{53} The advent of birth control means this issue no longer appears directly relevant, and breastfeeding researchers now pass over it in silence. In the 1960s, William Masters and Virginia Johnson undertook research on sexual activity during pregnancy, post-partum, and while breastfeeding.\textsuperscript{54} They found that both male and female attitudes to sexuality can reduce desire to breastfeed, and additionally husbands were often intolerant of periods of enforced continence. Data from other cultures suggests that in the absence of effective birth control continence is usually necessary while the infant is at the breast if another pregnancy is not to occur too rapidly.\textsuperscript{55} Overall the impression is that, aside from paid employment or the husband’s attitudes in some instances, these factors would not be powerful enough to prevent women from breastfeeding without an underlying factor reinforcing them.

In a review of contemporary research since the 1960s, \textit{Women’s Education, Autonomy, and Reproductive Behaviour: Experience from Developing Countries} (1995), demographer Shireen Jejeebhoy revealed an apparent contradiction in women’s behaviour. She commented that the relationship between better-educated women and lower infant and child mortality is one of the most pervasive and consistently observed, to the point that it has been

\textsuperscript{52} Ibid. 5, 90, making a similar point about milk substitutes, 222–3. Carter also found that the belief that feeding causes breasts to lose shape, and discomfort about breastfeeding in front of others, are also major problems for British women, 21–3. For an unselfconscious male response confirming this problem, see D. Coleman and J. Salt, \textit{The British Population: Patterns, Trends, and Processes} (1992), 43. Maher, ‘Breastfeeding’, 155.

\textsuperscript{53} Fildes, \textit{Breasts}, 102–5. Hunt, \textit{Parents}, 106–8. Couples now use birth control so researchers consider this irrelevant, although there are still questions about women’s sexual desires and male partners’ sexual pressure while mothers are feeding.

\textsuperscript{54} This was based on observations of six women, and interviews with 111 women and 79 husbands of these women. This research was undertaken in the USA during the 1950s and 1960s, a low point for breastfeeding. W. H. Masters and V. E. Johnson, \textit{Human Sexual Response} (1966), 159–68.

described as ‘boringly inverse’.\textsuperscript{56} In spite of this evidence of women’s effective concern for their children, and the fact that breastfeeding contributes considerably to the health of infants, women with even a small amount of education also breastfeed for shorter periods and do so less exclusively. This relationship holds in different societies regardless of varying per capita income, female literacy rates, or gender disparity in literacy. There is little evidence that education must rise to a given level, or threshold, before breastfeeding rates start to decline. Increased levels of women’s education are also strongly associated with falls in levels of fertility but in this case there is a threshold. This is because even a small amount of education usually causes breastfeeding to decline, so fertility rises. Higher levels of education are required before other factors associated with education, such as use of contraception, increase, and fertility begins to fall.\textsuperscript{57} Reduced fertility is interpreted as revealing a conscious desire to reduce ‘family size’. As breastfeeding can reduce fertility, reduced breastfeeding appears inconsistent with this aim. However, both shorter breastfeeding episodes and lowered fertility reduce women’s reproductive labour. Viewed from this perspective, there is no inconsistency in women’s actions. It should be noted that stopping breastfeeding definitely reduces the individual woman’s reproductive labour while for many women continued breastfeeding will not prevent fertility returning. If we hypothesize that women’s primary need is to reduce their reproductive labour, and reduced fertility is only one means by which they can achieve this, then lower rates of breastfeeding are wholly consistent with other effects of education such as increased use of contraception. Women are likely to have greater control over their infant feeding choices than over the use of contraception. Women’s response to breastfeeding suggests that where they had control they were not passive in relation to the biological processes that take place in their bodies. They did act to reduce their reproductive labour.

\textbf{INFANT MORTALITY AND WOMEN’S MOTIVATION}

Infant mortality provides some information about the health of mothers over long periods. \textit{Exogenous} infant mortality includes deaths attributable to

\textsuperscript{56} Jejeebhoy, \textit{Women’s Education}, 97. \hspace{1cm} \textsuperscript{57} Ibid. 81–4.
causes separate from the mother’s health such as infection, injury, or poor treatment. The endogenous infant mortality rate, on the other hand, includes deaths caused by the trauma of birth or lack of independent viability resulting from, for example, low birth weight or premature birth.\(^{58}\) The general health and nutritional status of the mother are crucial in determining the endogenous infant mortality rate. In England this remained almost level for at least a century. The rate was twenty-eight deaths per 1,000 from 1838 to 1854, and from 1906 until the end of the 1930s it averaged twenty-four deaths per 1,000. Yet the mortality rate for children under 5 fell from the 1870s, and the exogenous infant mortality rate, that is deaths from external causes, fell over 60 per cent from 93.7 to 35.8 per 1,000.\(^{59}\) The fact that there was almost no improvement in the endogenous rate suggests that the health of mothers did not improve over these decades.\(^{60}\) A recent statistical study of fertility decline found that in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries infant mortality was strongly parity dependent. That is, the more babies a woman had the more likely the next baby was to die. This shows, yet again, that women’s health worsened as they had more children, and so direct a link increases the likelihood that in a period of high fertility women’s embodied experience would give rise to the desire to reduce births. The study did consider the issue of women’s health and concluded that it was an important factor. Unfortunately, the authors continued to perceive women as passive: fertility decline occurred, they argue, because ‘there was a

\(^{58}\) Wrigley, ‘Explaining’, 438.


\(^{60}\) See summary and graph of infant, neonatal, post-neonatal, and maternal mortality. Loudon, Death, 1992. 488–91. However, the conduct of the birth by midwives or doctors also made a difference. Loudon gives an example of areas in England where, from 1910 to 1934, obstetrical practice raised maternal mortality to the extent that poverty actually resulted in lowered rates of death, as these mothers were too poor to afford doctors, 243–6. On the other hand, Fildes argues that efforts by local government to improve mothers’ nutritional status from 1900 to 1920 had a direct and rapid effect on both neonatal and post-neonatal mortality, trends in which are very similar to endogenous mortality. So endogenous infant mortality could have been both rising as a result of poor obstetric practice, and falling as a result of improved maternal nutritional status from 1900 to the 1930s. Fildes, ‘Infant feeding practices’, 261. Peretz casts some doubt on this: E. Peretz, ‘The Costs of Modern Motherhood to Low Income Families in Inter-War Britain’, in Fildes et al., Women.
recognised premium laid by the men in the community on maintaining the health of wives and women in general.  

This discussion could be taken to imply that because women suffer the physical costs of reproduction, they are inherently more inclined to want a smaller family size (something close to current Western norms, for example). It may suggest that they will accept the idea of fertility control more quickly than men, and thus, they will adopt birth control without question, or faster than men, when it becomes available. The experience of developing countries, as well as that of England, shows women’s response is more complex. Nor do they necessarily have a choice. Where women do have influence there is a complex equation between the rewards and costs of childbearing. Children are regarded as a blessing, and they often bring women (and men) great joy and pleasure. The question that arises is not why women have four or five children but why they continue childbearing beyond that number. They may do so because, for example, bearing many sons is how they best ensure their own prestige or even survival in the event of widowhood. Women also have varying degrees of strength and stamina so that for some women large families are very much less physically stressful than is the case for others. However, the level of British fertility around 1800 was briefly and unusually high. Gross reproduction rates rose from 2.35 in 1751 to 2.68 in 1801 and peaked in 1821 at 2.93. By 1851 the rate had gone down to 2.42. In such a circumstance established societal structures do not exist to support high fertility rates. This fertility rise took place during a period of industrialization, change in female employment patterns, and social upheaval. Mothers often had little control over an unstable environment, and an unusually large family did not make them the subject of special social respect or praise. Thus there was no reward for their high burden of reproductive labour. In this context it seems reasonable to assume that sharp rises in family size will not be occurring by choice.

---


The contribution that women’s desire to diminish their reproductive labour has made to fertility decline is difficult to analyse and has therefore probably been underestimated as a causal factor. Unusually high fertility rates could well provide motivation for an innovative attempt at direct and individualized control of births. This argument that in the first half of the nineteenth century English women had a new motivation to limit pregnancies because the average number of births was becoming physically insupportable is very different from the notion that women had always felt a strong motivation to limit births directly. The diffusion of knowledge about birth control by radicals, such as Francis Place, who wished to improve the lot of working-class people began in the 1820s just after the gross fertility rates peaked. The next chapters challenge the argument that knowledge of birth control already existed, then consider the advances in knowledge and technology and the major shifts in sexual behaviour required to control fertility directly, instead of through marriage and other indirect means.
‘Nature is a Blind Dirty Old Toad’:
The Withdrawalal Method

During the 200 years from the 1770s to the 1970s there was a slow transformation of women’s reproductive experience. These changes in fertility rates and in marriage can best be understood as the result of a long-drawn-out shift from communal, indirect control of fertility to effective, direct, female control of fertility. Indirect methods of fertility control include delaying marriage, male recourse to prostitution, breastfeeding, and sexual abstinence for reasons other than fertility control. Fertility change has largely remained the province of demographers, whose interest is in population change, so arguments about the causes of shifts in fertility rates have attracted little critical attention from historians of women. Until recently historical demographers gave only passing mentions to the connection between changing sexual mores and fertility rates. They claimed, correctly, that historians have shown that individual, direct control of fertility had always been possible. Historians have described a host of methods, with varying degrees of effectiveness, which could be used to prevent population growth. Infanticide and abstinence from sexual intercourse are very effective methods, withdrawal and traditional methods of abortion less so, while methods such as the use of herbal pessaries or the early skin condoms were probably highly ineffective. There were also a number of ‘methods’, including, for example, wearing amulets and getting up and walking around the room after intercourse, that had no effect on fertility at all.¹ The claim that

fertility control has always been possible and therefore contraceptive methods are largely irrelevant ignores the nature of the change that has taken place in the past 200 years. The innovation is not the control of fertility within marriage, but the control of fertility without repression of sexuality or excessive physical costs (damage) to women.

Scholars interested in social relations argue that the societal context gives rise to techniques of birth control, not the other way around. Some demographers and historians argue that this is because birth control methods have always existed, but others believe that the methods are so obvious that they would have been constantly reinvented in each generation. However, the desire for fertility control preceded effective means to achieve that end by thousands of years. One might as soon say the story of Icarus proves that flying was always possible. Preventing conception while having sexual intercourse is not easy or self-evident. Modern physiological knowledge of the body and rubber technology are necessary. In this chapter I argue that the English did not even begin to develop the knowledge and means of effective direct control of their fertility until the publication of information about contraception began in the 1820s. This changes the picture. If control of fertility were only possible through preventing sexual expression, then we would expect a direct and enduring link between sexual mores, and rises and falls in fertility. The development of contraceptive technology will thus be central to the changes in fertility rates and sexual mores in the last two centuries. And the issue of whether motivation to control fertility existed has to be considered in the context of existing contraceptive knowledge and usable methods. This chapter looks first at the evidence for the use of withdrawal before 1800 and then at the new advice given in the birth control tracts published in the 1820s and 1830s.


WITHDRAWAL

The two most important direct methods of birth control before the development of adequate rubber technology and understanding of human reproductive biology were abortion and withdrawal. It is probable that, in the 200 years from 1770 to 1970, withdrawal became the method most frequently used to lower fertility. This method involves the removal of the man’s penis from the woman’s vagina just before ejaculation takes place. The historian of contraception Angus McLaren has said there was little doubt that Europeans understood the use of withdrawal in the eighteenth century. In a recent article, demographer Gina Santow reinforces this, arguing that withdrawal is an effective method which has been central to the management of fertility over centuries. If withdrawal was such an obvious technique, so widely known and self-evident that any man could work it out for himself, then why would intelligent men in conditions of desperation not have used it? Francis Place (1771–1854), who produced the first birth control handbills in 1820, provides an example. His autobiography reveals that he was anxious to learn about and undertake anything that might enable him to improve his position in the world. The meticulous bookkeeping he described with great pride reveals that he was also conscientious and methodical. Although Place believed that the growing sexual prudery of the early nineteenth century was desirable, he regretted the passing of more relaxed sexual mores, and before his early marriage, he led a sexually active life. Had withdrawal been common knowledge, Place would have known of the method, and he would have had the self-control and sexual awareness to use it successfully. His wife, whom he greatly loved, had fifteen children between 1792 and 1817, of whom five died in infancy. Yet even during and after the couple had endured a terrible period of poverty early in their marriage he did not try to control his fertility, about which he was fatalistic. In his autobiography he described his attitude to fertility in the early years of his marriage: ‘I saw the certainty that I should have a large family, and that

4 ‘I loved her as well at the close of Thirty Six years after our marriage . . . When young she was a most beautiful figure, my delight and consolation under all kinds of difficulties and privations’ F. Place, The Autobiography of F. Place (1771-1854), ed. M. Thale (1972), 255.
nothing but wretchedness awaited us, if I did not contrive to get into business.\textsuperscript{5} Other examples of men who were responsible and loved their wives and children but did not restrict their fertility are not hard to find.\textsuperscript{6}

It is thought that Place had no knowledge of contraception until 1818, which was one year after the last of his children was born in 1817. This may be a coincidence, as his wife was then 43 years old.\textsuperscript{7} It would be ludicrous to suggest that Place was a passive, uncontrolled, or unthinking man. If he did not believe controlling his family size was possible, then for the vast majority of the English population contraception did not exist. Even if methods are mentioned in occasional records, or they appear so easy to use that they could just be reinvented, in practice they were not available in the early nineteenth century.

What of Place’s wife Elizabeth, who may have had even greater motivation to control births: why did she not use abortion? Abortion has played (and continues to play) a vital role in women’s control of their fertility. In sources throughout history, and from other cultures, abortion is mentioned with much greater frequency than contraception.\textsuperscript{8} Spontaneous miscarriages must have provided a regular reminder that pregnancies could be interrupted before they reached full term, making abortion self-evident in a fashion that contraception, a preventive technique, was not. Place undertook research into abortion, observing women who lived with journeymen tailors and plumbers of his acquaintance, and who then had children after marriage either with these men or with other men. They acknowledged to him that they had abortions. The occupations given, and Place’s comments, suggest that abortion was not respectable.\textsuperscript{9} Place was not a conventional or a religious man and a possible reason is that the risk of damage to the woman was so high that prudent couples avoided abortion if possible. A similar argument may apply to the use of herbal pessaries or abortifacients by women. A recent analysis of

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{5} Ibid. 137.
\item \textsuperscript{7} Dudley Miles, \textit{F. Place 1771–1854: The Life of a Remarkable Radical} (1988), 140–3.
\item \textsuperscript{9} Draft letter to R. Carlile. Place Collection, British Library, Set 68.
\end{itemize}
traditional recipes using herbs and so forth from classical times to the nineteenth century confirms that some of the ingredients did possess abortifacient or contraceptive properties.\(^\text{10}\) It is probable that women preferred to take abortifacients as soon as they had any doubt as to the arrival of their menstrual period.\(^\text{11}\) Modern medical understanding has led researchers to claim that many women taking abortifacients would not have been pregnant and so the drugs would have been credited with ending pregnancies that never existed. But recent research based on hospital records from the 1830s has confirmed the impression given in other sources that women possessed a close knowledge of their menstrual cycles, and it is likely that many women were aware they had conceived by the date of the expected period.\(^\text{12}\) Over 50 per cent of early miscarriages are still acknowledged to be due to unknown causes even today and the possibility that women were able to end a pregnancy using abortifacients cannot be rejected. However, anthropological research does not suggest a wealth of effective methods were present in pre-modern cultures, and, in any event, by the late nineteenth century the knowledge required to make effective and safe potions from plants was lost, if it had ever existed.\(^\text{13}\)

What then is the historical evidence for people’s use of withdrawal in early modern England? The history of sexuality and women is producing increasingly detailed accounts of gender and sexual cultures, making it obvious that approaches to contraception would have varied considerably in different cultural contexts and therefore only the scanty English sources are relevant. G. R. Quaife found a small number of reports by seventeenth-century peasant women who reported that their husbands used withdrawal. These women complained of lack of sexual satisfaction. One married woman said of her husband that ‘what seed should be sown in the right ground he spent about the outward part of her body’. A young

\(^{10}\) Riddle, *Contraception*.
\(^{11}\) This has also been true in other cultures. See L. F. Newman (ed.), *Women’s Medicine: A Cross-Cultural Study of Indigenous Fertility Regulation* (1985).
woman who, according to Quaife, had been ‘seduced’ in the rye ‘obviously
did not appreciate her lover’s precaution’. She said that ‘he had fouled her
clothes’ and she would have ‘to make them clean’.14 Examples such as
these, which unambiguously refer to withdrawal, are few. There are other
more questionable examples. One man was reported to have said in 1617
that he had ‘to do with wenches when he list and would choose whether
he beget them with child or not’.15 In a deposition from an adultery trial a
maid was reported to have said she saw ‘Mr Germain’s yard come from
the Duchess, reeking, slimy and limber, casting his sperm about the
room’.16 It is not certain these references actually do refer to withdrawal.
Nonetheless, taken together the sources do make the case that a few
people did discover withdrawal and use it successfully before the nine-
teenth century.

People did not openly discuss or write about stigmatized physical sexual
practices and the relative absence of sources might be because contracep-
tion could not be openly discussed, rather than because it was not used.
Yet this or any other birth control method was definitely not widely
available when people wanted to prevent pregnancy. Adulterous lovers,
for example, would surely have prevented pregnancy had it been possible
or practical. Aristocrats appear to have been no more knowledgeable than
the government servant Samuel Pepys (1633–1703). His diary reveals that
he made a great effort to pick married women as his mistresses with the
intention that any pregnancy would be placed at the husband’s door. He
panicked on one occasion when his mistress appeared to have conceived
while her husband was absent from home.17 Other diaries of men with
extensive sexual experience do not reveal use of contraception. The farm
servant John Cannon (1684–1743) got into considerable difficulty as a

15 Ibid. 172. See also A. McLaren, Reproductive Rituals: The Perception of Fertility in England from the
uneducated servant girl must have been prompted to use such vivid and obscene language.
If he was correct (as well as patronizing) then the evident exaggeration, ‘about the room’,
which suggests withdrawal, may not have come from the eyewitness anyway.
17 Stone, Road to Divorce, 242, 290, 312. L. Leneman, Alienated Affections: The Scottish Experience of
result of getting a servant pregnant.\textsuperscript{18} James Boswell (1740–95) suffered from the delusion that the expensive condoms of the day would enable him to avoid further bouts of gonorrhoea. Yet he did not use withdrawal (or condoms) even when his wife, whom he desired, refused him his ‘conjugal privilege’ due to her fear of further pregnancies.\textsuperscript{19}

There appear to be almost no written sources telling men how to use withdrawal as a method of birth control and even sources condemning the practice are rare. The brief biblical verses describing Onan spilling his seed on the ground lest he should give seed to his brother do not provide a how-to guide.\textsuperscript{20} The clergy, who were the group best versed in biblical knowledge, were also most likely to be aware of the prohibitions against birth control. The generosity of the vicar of Weaverham in Cheshire was far from usual. He was denounced in 1590 as ‘an instructor of young folks how to commit the sin of adultery or fornication and not beget or bring forth children’.\textsuperscript{21} It is also easy to overestimate clerical knowledge. The historian of contraception and Catholic theology, John Noonan, found contraception was mentioned less often than abortion, although there was little attention paid to either in Catholic texts from the time of the Romans.\textsuperscript{22} Upper-class men travelled in Europe and might have learnt of the method, but such men were likely to patronize prostitutes or practise adultery, making birth control unnecessary, and, in any event, they had little incentive to share information with plebeians.\textsuperscript{23}


\textsuperscript{21} Stone, \textit{Family}, 422.

\textsuperscript{22} Noonan, \textit{Contraception}, 16–25, 164. He also comments on the infrequent mention of withdrawal in the penitentials, 161: 94, 155.

\textsuperscript{23} Boswell does not appear to have learned from his travels. Stone, \textit{Family}, 581, 596–7.
is sufficient to prove that withdrawal was used, but it also reveals that the knowledge was not commonplace. The method must have been invented and reinvented only occasionally by individuals and the information passed on orally, if at all.

Under what circumstances, and when, is it likely that people reinvented withdrawal? How did people ‘invent’ or improve their knowledge of other bodily skills based upon observation and practice? Anthropological evidence can provide insight into this question. In some non-Western societies such skills are raised to a high degree while in other societies they are rudimentary. Robert F. Spencer summarized data on obstetrical practice in non-Western societies with a low degree of material complexity. He provides some examples of efforts to manipulate the child in the womb externally in order to facilitate birth. These covered the range from ‘what by our standards is a most brutal extreme’, to timid and inexpert attempts, and societies where the midwives possess ‘considerable practical skill’.24 Thus this bodily skill was acquired and transmitted to others in some cultural settings, but not others, as was the case with withdrawal in European cultures of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Contraception is preventive medicine, which means individuals will receive no positive gain, only an absence of undesired consequences, in return for their effort. Early users of withdrawal in England had to decide on the basis of their own observations whether their attempts were effective at preventing conception. The amount of effort the method involved at the time of use, including loss of sexual pleasure or stress, would go into the equation. In the early 1950s, anthropologist Charles Erasmus undertook research in Quito, a village in Ecuador, where health workers were attempting to introduce new practices. He found that there was ‘no resistance to modern medical practices in so far as those practices may be judged . . . on an empirical basis’.25 The local people had quickly accepted that the doctor was best qualified to treat venereal disease or

24 Spencer, ‘Primitive Obstetrics’, 1182–4. Spencer defined primitive as referring to material technology and insisted he did not intend a value judgement. These anthropologists do take a positivist approach and are interested in the use of empirical evidence, but they reject the notion that this is solely the province of Western science.

appendicitis, because they could see the results. They did not accept that
teething children got intestinal infections and diarrhoea from sucking
objects that had been on a dirty floor. Intestinal infection in teething
children was so frequent that parents believed teething itself was the
cause. Following the advice would also have involved much work supervis-ing the infants. In this instance preventive advice was resisted because
it operated at a theoretical level which did not lend itself to confirmation
by empirical observation. The people of Quito were fully capable of critical
thinking but they were assessing the new medical advice in the light of
their own observations. In the 1990s, medical ethnographers are still
arguing that traditional systems of ethnomedicine are not consensual
and complacent. Experimentation is used and they involve considerable
critical thinking. This suggests that if withdrawal was not used it was
because the invention of the method was not self-evident, as scholars have
tended to assume.

It is not usually possible to observe directly the sexual practice of other
people, so, as a number of demographic historians have observed, discus-sion, questioning, casual gossip, and other forms of communication
would have played an important role in spreading information about
birth control. It is believed that withdrawal was the major method used
to lower French fertility rates, which fell well before those of the British.

French and English sexual cultures in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries differed in the attitude to open discussion of sexuality. French
pornography, novels, and medical texts reveal a sexual culture that
encouraged more interest in technique and in which people discussed
sexuality more openly and in greater physical detail. In a culture where

this is the case there will be more opportunity for men and women to share observations and increase the probable accuracy of their conclusions. The English unwillingness to discuss sexuality, aside from bawdy humour lacking in explicitness, would probably have retarded the invention and spread of knowledge about withdrawal.

Gina Santow has claimed that withdrawal was a highly effective method, which, if correct, would have increased the likelihood that men who experimented with withdrawal would continue to use the method. As proof she cites an Australian study undertaken in the 1980s that found only around 14 per cent of first-time users (the least efficient group) of withdrawal could be expected to conceive accidentally during the first year of use.\(^{31}\) Is this research finding from the 1980s relevant to the use of withdrawal in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries? Santow assumes that the method involves only the use of a transhistorical body, and a penis and vagina, the properties of which are obvious and unchanging. The varied social contexts and the possibility of varying physical sexual practices have been disregarded. This estimate of method effectiveness is near the top of the range of results found in the second half of the twentieth century. In 1975, Margaret Bone compared levels of method failure in a number of studies showing considerable variation in results from different study populations. At that time, she commented that coitus interruptus was ‘an ancient technique and one of the least effective now in use’.\(^{32}\) A study by G. I. Swyer et al. reviewed research undertaken prior to the mid-1960s and including studies in developing countries. They found the failure rate of withdrawal varied from 38 to 10 per cent. In 1971, an American study found an extended-use-effectiveness failure rate of 23 per cent.\(^{33}\)

---


success at preventing pregnancy evidently vary greatly. Why would this be so?

Measuring the effectiveness of methods of preventing pregnancy has proved to be very complex. There are now three measures of contraceptive effectiveness. Theoretical effectiveness refers to use without human error, in laboratory conditions or an equivalent. Use effectiveness measures the prevention of pregnancy in actual use, allowing for carelessness on the user’s part, as well as method failures. Extended use effectiveness measures effectiveness of a method over a given period of time, so that if users discontinue a method frequently, because it is expensive, or not ‘well tolerated’, which means unpleasant to use, this is taken into account.34 Even with these refinements the method failure rates still do not relate directly to men and women’s actual experience. This is because coital frequency alters the risk of failure. For example, if one group of women has sexual intercourse half as often as another group of women, the method failure rate will be the same for each act of intercourse, but the cumulative method failure rate in the first group will be half that of the second group. Although research has demonstrated that different populations do have different rates of coital frequency, studies of effectiveness have not included this variable.35 A recent text commented that ‘[o]nly a few studies provide estimates of effectiveness because of the difficulties encountered in measuring it’.36

Clinicians in the mid-twentieth century were surprised when birth control researchers reported high effectiveness rates for withdrawal as their experience had suggested that withdrawal was a most unreliable method.37 It was assumed that clinical experience was not an accurate guide but it is probable that method effectiveness had improved. The increased knowledge that couples bring to the use of contraception must be considered. For example, it was not widely understood that semen

34 Bone, Measures.
could live for relatively long periods after ejaculation. Twentieth-century birth control and sex manual authors went to some effort to explain this to their readers. T. H. van de Velde, the author of around eighty papers on gynaecological and obstetric matters, described the problem this lack of understanding created in 1931:

A man . . . performs the sexual act [with his wife while wearing a condom]. All is well—but after ejaculation, he again inserts his member into the vagina for a few moments, after removing the condom, though without having a second emission. A very natural caress. But, if he has omitted to clean his member thoroughly from traces of semen, and to urinate vigorously, thus clearing the urethra as well, both he and the woman he loves and desires to protect, may have a terrible surprise. Another man or a woman—may touch the vulva with fingers on which semen has hardly dried[,] with a sponge containing drops of semen, or with linen which has been moistened with semen.38

This problem would be more extreme where couples were relying on withdrawal alone. The depth of confusion still existing even in the late 1920s can be gauged by the fact that van de Velde believed ‘anatomical contraception’, or partial withdrawal, lowered the chance of pregnancy. This consisted of coital positions in which the male ejaculated within the vagina, but conception was supposedly minimized by the positioning of the penis at an angle away from the cervical os (the opening of the canal to the uterus). Marie Stopes’s Contraception (1923) contains similar material.39 This cannot be considered a method of birth control at all, yet two intelligent people with scientific training, one of whom was a gynaecologist, repeated it in print. Seriously considering such accounts reveals that the assumption that the body has obvious properties enabling the control of fertility and that these will be revealed to any conscientious observer is false. Housing standards, including availability of running water, heating, and privacy, also make a considerable difference to the use of withdrawal. This would help explain why Swyer et al. found much higher method failure rates in non-Western countries, as housing and sanitation standards are likely to have been considerably lower than was the case in

38 Th. H. van de Velde, Fertility and Sterility in Marriage: Their Voluntary Promotion and Limitation (1931), 288–9.
Australia or America, sources of results showing high method effectiveness. The much greater effectiveness of withdrawal in the research cited by Santow probably relates to greater knowledge of conception combined with routine standards of hygiene. Couples in wealthy, hygiene-obsessed, modern Australia might well use a clean towel to wipe away the sperm every time they had intercourse. They would probably take a bath or shower at least once a day, and would know that they must never have intercourse a second time without washing in between. These results cannot be read back into Britain in the 1950s, let alone the 1800s and before.

Another factor could have misled eighteenth-century couples who were dependent on their own observations. In the study Gigi Santow cites, she and M. Bracher found that effectiveness increased strongly with age. The size of the improvement suggests that it was due more to young men’s growing control of their sexual response than to women’s falling fertility. In the first year of use 27 per cent of teenagers conceived, but only 14.5 per cent of women aged 20–4 years, and only just over 2 per cent of women aged 25 and older. As the discussion below shows, the early birth control tracts reveal that, to the authors’ chagrin, men did need practice to achieve good results. When couples felt unable to discuss use of the method with others who were more experienced a high initial failure rate might have led them to discontinue the method. This would have been exacerbated by the fact that the most fertile couples for whom the method was most likely to fail will start trying to control their births first. This is because such couples will be the first to reach a point at which they want to prevent a further pregnancy. In such circumstances, empirical observation and critical thinking would lead the highly fertile couple to conclude the method was not effective. The capacity for invention attributed to early users must be considered in light of the uncertain return for their efforts.

To summarize, there have always been some individuals who used withdrawal. But ‘inventing’ the method was not straightforward, especially given the absence of discussion about physical sexual practice in
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40 Santow and Bracher, ‘Premature Discontinuation’, 772.
41 For practice, also see Schneider and Schneider, Festival, 225–6, 260.
England and women's desire to have a share of sexual pleasure. Effectiveness in use was lowered by limited understanding of conception, and poor housing and hygiene. The majority of couples probably did not have access to this or any other effective, direct method of birth control in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

**The Emergence of Birth Control**

In the 1820s, the first publications intended specifically to inform men and women about birth control appeared. The men who wrote these first works were major figures in the history of British working-class radicalism. Francis Place was a force in the struggle for working-class political representation. He persuaded Richard Carlile (1790–1843), who spent years in jail in the cause of press freedom, to support birth control. Carlile then went on to write and publish ‘What is Love?’ in his journal the Republican in 1825, and followed this in 1826 with a book, *Every Woman's Book: or, What is Love?*, which was an extended version of the essay.\(^42\) Robert Dale Owen (1801–99) was the son of Robert Owen, a self-made factory owner who started co-operation as an anti-capitalist social movement with the hope of setting in place a new social system.\(^43\) Dale Owen wrote *Moral Physiology* as a genteel alternative to Carlile’s brash avowal of female sexual freedom. Some difficulties faced by isolated individuals in inventing and reinventing withdrawal have been suggested above. In contrast there is a clear path leading from Place’s intellectual and personal awareness of population growth, to his conception of birth control, and from there to his search for actual methods. His experience of a large family, which has already been described, was one shared by many people in this period. Fertility had risen throughout the eighteenth century, and from around 1750 the marriage habits of the common people and the upper and middle classes had begun to reverse. The age at marriage of the latter groups began to rise, while the average age at which plebeians married fell, and by


\(^{43}\) The contribution of these men to birth control is described in Fryer, *Birth Controllers*. 

the 1800s they were marrying at much younger ages than the propertied classes. As Garret et al. point out, the Revd Thomas Robert Malthus was undoubtedly influenced by this shift in marriage habits, as well as by the growth of population, when he wrote the Essay on the Principle of Population, first published in 1798. In this he argued that population growth would outstrip food production, and could be controlled only by the positive checks of wars, famines, disease, and misery. The radical utopian philosopher William Godwin, who had been Mary Wollstonecraft’s husband, pressed upon him the idea of a preventive check. Malthus accepted this, but only in the form of moral restraint, or delay of marriage. Vice was rejected by him, including promiscuous intercourse, adultery, and ‘improper arts to conceal the consequences of irregular connections’.

Malthus’ ideas stimulated immense debate throughout British society, including amongst men, such as Place, interested in political economy and in the condition of working people. These conditions were the opposite of those faced by the isolated individual inventing withdrawal for personal use in previous centuries. In 1822, Place published Illustrations and Proofs of the Principle of Population, in which he rejected moral restraint and put the theoretical social and economic case for the preventive or physical checks, that is, contraception. Norman Himes commented that ‘One might read the Essay through without so much as surmising that women had anything to do with reproduction or population.’ Even so, Place wrote that these references to ‘physical checks’ were taken only ‘with the concurrence of friends who were themselves afraid to encounter the certain obloquy of such allusions’. The information Place gave


47 Quoted in Miles, Place, 145. F. Place to McLaren, 25 Nov. 1830, Place Collection, Set 62, 165. These friends included Place’s middle-class associates, who were no better than he was at restricting their families. Himes commented, ‘Small wonder [Place] should write to G. Ensor of “moral restraint, which has served so well in the instances of you & I—and [J.] Mill and [Edward] Wakefield—mustering among us no less I believe than 36 children . . . rare fellows we to teach moral restraint.” ’ Place, Illustrations, ed. Himes, 10.
probably originated in France. Place’s biographer, Dudley Miles, argues that he did not know of any practical birth control methods until Robert Owen returned from visiting France in 1818 with several pieces of ‘spunge’ and knowledge of withdrawal.\textsuperscript{48} Robert Owen later denied such an event had taken place but, even if this were true, the French Revolution and then the Napoleonic Wars increased the movement of people across the channel. It is likely that many others returned to England from France with knowledge of birth control in these decades. A musical instrument maker named Ben Aimé, whose name suggests another French connection, gave Place the draft of a handbill similar to the final version.\textsuperscript{49} Mary Wollstonecraft, who been in France during the revolutionary period, even mentioned the concept, albeit disparagingly, in \textit{A Vindication of the Rights of Women}, published in 1792.\textsuperscript{50} Birth rates in France had only begun to fall in the late eighteenth century, and thus it would appear that once the French had begun to use birth control widely, there was fairly rapid transmission of this knowledge across the channel.

These birth control tracts were the first attempts at recognizably modern research and critical analysis of methods of contraception.\textsuperscript{51} Research into contraception is not simply medical research. Much of this book is devoted to describing the extent to which birth control required modification of the sexual behaviour of healthy individuals, and of gender roles in physical sexual activity. Doctors rejected involvement in these areas of behaviour because they were not within the province of medical knowledge. Yet contraceptive research also required knowledge of the interior workings of the body that was being developed within medicine. This combination of behavioural change and medical knowledge was central to the development of methods of contraception

\textsuperscript{48} Miles, \textit{Place}, 140–3.

\textsuperscript{49} Place Collection, Set 68. No more is known about Aimé than his occupation and address. Bush (ed.), \textit{What is Love?} 31. Fryer found no evidence that Place or Bentham obtained information from prostitutes, another possible source. Fryer, \textit{Birth Controllers}, 77.

\textsuperscript{50} ‘Surely nature never intended that women, by satisfying an appetite should frustrate the very purpose for which it was planned.’ M. Wollstonecraft, \textit{A Vindication of the Rights of Women} (1792), 152. Cited in McLaren, \textit{History}, 169.

\textsuperscript{51} Himes, \textit{Medical History}, 234–5.
Birth control methods first required new ideas about proper sexual behaviour and only then could new technologies, or new knowledge, be put to use. The modification of behaviour did not happen by accident or without effort; instead it was the result of countless small, conscious acts on the part of individuals. These acts can be seen dimly, submerged within the smooth descriptions in the birth control texts. 

There are four different versions of Place’s handbills on birth control, which were distributed widely in 1823. Withdrawal was only included in the first one: ‘The other method to be resorted to . . . is for the husband to withdraw, previous to emission, so that none of the semen may enter the vagina of his wife.’ Place then omits withdrawal from the following three versions. Carlile proffers a reason why withdrawal might be rejected: ‘Complete withdrawing before emission is certainly effectual in all cases; but not so easily observed by all persons.’ There are echoes here of conversations describing failure, perhaps joking and self-deprecating, perhaps fearful of a dreaded pregnancy.

Contraceptive use effectiveness measurements do not include skill on the part of the user as a factor, yet that was obviously called for in the use of withdrawal. Carlile introduced the distracting concept of ‘partial withdrawal’: ‘Another [method] is, not to inseminate the female by observing a partial or complete withdrawing at the moment of seminal emission’. Carlile did add that the ‘latter is the more certain means’, yet he still felt that ‘[p]artial withdrawal is effectual on some women’. This must have offered a tempting alternative to men who were struggling to gain adequate control over their responses. Dale Owen is far more straightforward. He claims withdrawal is effective in all cases, the loss of
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52 This may not have been the case in other societies, where embodied sexual and reproductive knowledge was more easily accumulated and shared. The tradition of well-trained midwives enabling women to gather and pass on reliable information may help explain why the use of female methods of contraception, as well as abortion, was much higher in Germany and France than in England by the end of the 19th century. I. Loudon, Death in Childbirth (1992), 179. McLaren, Sexuality, 166. A. McLaren, ‘Abortion in France: Women and the Regulation of Family Size’, French Historical Studies, 10 (1978). J. Woycke, Birth Control in Germany, 1871–1933 (1988).


54 Bush (ed.), What is Love?, 100–1.
enjoyment is trifling, and few men have so little control that they cannot practise it. In the appendix to the fifth edition he added some accounts given to him by successful users. But he was producing propaganda, glossing over the difficulties that led Place to recommend only the sponge, and Carlile to include partial withdrawal. By the 1850s, Dale Owen was forced into admitting that:

I can readily imagine men who in part from temperament, but much more from the continued habit of unrestrained self-indulgence, may have so little command over their passion as to find difficulty in practicing [withdrawal] and some it may be who will declare it impossible . . . I am at least convinced the number is exceedingly small; not a fiftieth part of those who at first imagine such to be the case.  

These texts disclose real and substantial difficulties. And these authors were the enthusiasts, the men who were willing to put their reputations on the line to promote a highly stigmatized practice. This must have been the most optimistic and positive account of withdrawal that it was possible for honest and, with the exception of Carlile, pragmatic men to produce.

These early authors believed that women should control the method used. Owen, in particular, explained that in this way women could protect themselves from male selfishness and lack of consideration. Place preferred the use of a sponge inserted into the vagina, as this method ‘seems most likely to succeed in this country as it depends upon the female’. Users appear to have reported back failures to him because in the first handbill he recommends ‘a piece of sponge about an inch square’, but by the last handbill this has grown; the sponge must be ‘large enough, that is; about as large as a green walnut or a small apple, [then] it will prevent conception . . . without diminishing the pleasures of married life’. Carlile explains that users have had difficulties: ‘The piece of sponge has been questioned as to its efficacy in some cases; in others, it has been found certain; and the inference is that variance in habit or construction of parts may vary its effects.’ Dale Owen does not recommend the sponge, as he

55 R. D. Owen, Moral Physiology (10th edn. 1858), 65.
56 Place Collection, Set 61, pt. II, 42–3.
knows three men for whom it failed, nor the ‘baudruche’, or condom of the day, which was ‘in every way inconvenient’.  

The first doctor to enter the field was an American, Charles Knowlton (1800–50), who published his book in 1832. An English edition appeared in 1834. This introduced a new method, douching or syringing with chemical spermicides. Historian Michael Mason has recently argued that this practice rapidly became usual. He argues that ‘to judge from the evidence of My Secret Life it was anyway common for women to wash out their vaginas after intercourse, in the hope of preventing conception’ (italics added). This erotic memoir covers the mid-Victorian period. The anonymous author, Walter, knew about sponges and condoms, methods that had been used by some prostitutes since the eighteenth century, but his descriptions of women usually refer only to washing their external genitalia, such as ‘washing her quim’, or ‘she took my basin, and washed herself’. Walter also makes frequent references to cleaning his own genitals and it was important to him that women’s genitals be clean. He probably recorded this for that reason. There are numerous references to clean linen, and some to being careful so that linen may remain clean. Laundry had to be paid for and the women may have been anxious to prevent semen stains, or they may, like modern prostitutes, have used getting up to wash as a way of telling the client that his time was up. However, in one episode, ‘Kitty’, a young girl, examines sperm in her fellow servant Bet’s basin. Bet seems to have scooped the semen out of her vagina with her fingers (after intercourse with a lover) and there are other occasions when this seems to be what is described. This is an interesting, albeit ineffective, new addition to the range of pre-modern contraceptive
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58 Owen, *Moral Physiology* (1834; 1842), 36, 39. Dale Owen had been born in Glasgow, but the experiences he described must have been largely American, as his father had soon immigrated with him to that country.


procedures. But there is no suggestion in My Secret Life that women are using modern appliances such as syringes or douching, which would flush out the vagina with fluid. In one episode Walter is told about a man who is insisting on using withdrawal, which is new to Walter. This is unsurprising, as he takes no responsibility for fertility, merely recording women’s anxieties about pregnancy from time to time. My Secret Life confirms the supposition that some women and men were aware of and wanted to control their fertility but that the sales of the early texts were not sufficient to spread knowledge of new methods widely.

Janet Farrell Brodie argues for the high growth in nineteenth century America of birth control propaganda and sale of female appliances. American women had a higher rate of use of female methods than English women did in the twentieth century. There is no reason to believe that use of female methods in England would have fallen around 1900 when use of birth control was rising and surveys begin, so it must be taken that they were never popular. In the USA the mass production and wide distribution of common household goods began earlier, and was facilitated by higher average incomes for the white population than was the case in England. There was also a stronger tradition of self-doctoring as a result of the isolation and long distances in rural and frontier America. These factors would have increased acceptance of female methods. Brodie may also be exaggerating the impact of the events she describes in the USA. She attributes the decline in the birth rate to this cause, rejecting the explanation that partial sexual abstinence was one of the chief means by which couples achieved low birth rates. According to the figures she cites the marital fertility rate of white native-born women was reduced by almost half (from 7.04 to 3.56 children per woman) during the nineteenth century. Twenty-five per cent of this decline occurred before 1840 yet only three of the birth control texts she cites, those by Owen, Knowlton, and Hersey, were published as early as the 1830s, and there were no lecturers on the topic in this decade. Therefore a substantial part of the decline had already taken place before birth control information, and possibly syringes also, became widely available. The early establishment
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64 Ibid., withdrawal, iv. 323–4; anxiety about pregnancy, iv. 277, 317, iii. 16.
of sexual restraint would explain the considerable evidence for low coital frequencies or partial sexual abstinence in US sexual culture. The relatively earlier and higher use of female methods is then consistent with the widespread observation of the greater assertiveness of American women and the more substantial evidence of female sexual pleasure in that culture but it is not relevant to England.\textsuperscript{66}

The first English doctor to write a substantial work on birth control was Dr George Drysdale (1825–1904) who published \textit{Physical, Sexual and Natural Religion} in 1854. He was still trying to promote the sponge, but he explains the benefits of female control differently: ‘Any preventive means, to be satisfactory, must be used by the woman, as it spoils the passion and impulsiveness of the venereal act, if the man have to think of them’ (italics in original).\textsuperscript{67} This shift away from promoting women’s own sexual needs is consistent with the growing denial of female sexuality by mid-century, although Drysdale promotes women’s need for paid employment and their interests in other areas.

Annie Besant (1847–1933) was a feminist secularist, union organizer, journalist, and orator, who later became a theosophist. In 1877, she and Charles Bradlaugh (1833–1891), a republican freethinker, who became an MP in 1881, republished a new edition of Knowlton’s \textit{Fruits of Philosophy}. A complaint from an unidentified source led to them being tried and convicted of publishing an obscene libel. They were sentenced to six months in prison but the Court of Appeal overturned the sentence on a technicality. The trial was accompanied by huge press publicity and led to an immense increase in awareness of birth control in England.\textsuperscript{68} It has been estimated that at least a million, and perhaps as many as two million, tracts were sold in Britain between 1876 and 1891, as the decline in fertility rates


\textsuperscript{67} G. Drysdale, \textit{Physical, Sexual and Natural Religion: By a Student of Medicine} (1855), 350. For Drysdale’s life, see M. Benn, \textit{Predicaments of Love} (1992).

\textsuperscript{68} This edition of Knowlton’s pamphlet, which is unchanged except for annotations by Dr George Drysdale, and a brief account of the trial, and the lives of those involved, is reprinted in Chandrasekhar (ed.), ‘\textit{A Dirty, Filthy Book}’ 87–147.
began to pick up speed. In 1884 Annie Besant published *The Law of Population*, which she claimed was updating Knowlton’s pamphlet. There was very little new information about methods but in Besant’s hands the radical ideas about female sexuality that Place had tried to prevent Carlile making public, that Dale Owen had softened and made kind, that Drysdale had altered to include women’s paid employment and respect for the prostitute, disappeared. What remained was the claim that birth control would not result in unchastity but instead make early marriage possible, and in so doing end young men’s degrading dependence on prostitution and enforced, childless celibacy for women. Population control, a safer topic, became far more prominent, and Besant cited research on poverty and medicine at length. This separation of birth control and sexuality became increasingly marked in late nineteenth century pamphlets and continued to shape the public discourse on birth control well into the 1960s.

In the English context, the point at which public discussion of contraception emerged has been regarded as more or less irrelevant to fertility decline because the start of the fall has been taken from the 1870s when aggregate fertility rates began to fall sharply in England. However, researchers into fertility decline are now becoming aware of the importance of events in the first half of the nineteenth century when the furious growth in population of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries slowed dramatically. This brings their interests into line not just with the origins of printed birth control publicity, but also with the trajectory of women’s sexuality and of gender relations in the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth centuries. The way in which this trajectory shaped, and was shaped by, fertility control is the subject of the next two chapters.
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71 e.g. H. A. Allbutt, *The Wife’s Handbook* (1886).

‘Conferring a Premium on the Destruction of Female Morals’: Fertility Control and Sexuality in the Early to Mid-Nineteenth Century

The response to birth control methods in nineteenth-century England can only be understood in the context of the shifts taking place in women’s sexual behaviour. There were major alterations, not just in the perception of female sexuality during the nineteenth century but in women’s actual experience. In the early nineteenth century it was assumed that women had passionate sexual feelings. By the early twentieth century there is evidence that many, if not most, women repudiated physical sexual desire. A large proportion of women took little pleasure in genital sexual activity, and those who did so usually felt unable to admit to this openly. In the interval the economic position of women relative to men of their own class worsened in all classes. Consideration of the level of female sexual and economic autonomy in nineteenth-century English culture helps provide an answer to the question of why women came to repudiate sexual pleasure. This chapter and the following one lay the foundations for an understanding of the changes that occurred in twentieth-century sexuality. The nineteenth-century sources I have used are well known to historians but, when examined in the context of fertility rates and the more copious twentieth-century sources, a new understanding of the changes in heterosexual sexuality that took place can be suggested.
FEMALE SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR

In the absence of widely available birth control, a fall in fertility rates means that the majority of women (and men) are having sexual intercourse less frequently. Thus substantial changes in sexual behaviour are revealed by changes in fertility rates. The fertility rate (GRR) in England rose slowly from the seventeenth century, then took off sharply from the 1780s. Births probably reached a peak in 1816, after which the rate declined very suddenly in the 1820s and then continued to fall slowly until the end of the 1840s. There was then a slow rise, which peaked in the 1870s, after which fertility fell sharply, reaching a nadir in the early 1930s. There is a complex relationship between this uneven but essentially downward movement in fertility rates and the changes in sexual behaviour and sexual mores taking place in the nineteenth century. Identifying and tracking these changes is not an easy task, as they differed by class and by region, and knowledge of the sexual mores of plebeians and even of the middling classes is largely statistical or mediated through official sources. Nonetheless since the 1970s there has been a wealth of exciting new research into marriage, prostitution, and sexual violence by historians of women and the family. When this is placed beside the existing histories of sexuality, a clearer picture of the changes in sexual activity from 1800 to 1900 begins to emerge. It is evident that in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries sexual mores varied considerably within and between communities. A very substantial proportion of the female population had casual sexual relationships, settling down when they became pregnant or if it suited them, for as long as they or their partner wished to continue the arrangement. This

1 See Fig. 1.1.
2 F. Place, The Autobiography of Francis Place (1771–1854), ed. M. Thale (1972), e.g. 87, 96.

sexual behaviour became increasingly unacceptable to the emerging working classes, especially women, during the course of the nineteenth century. The reasons for their shifting attitudes can be found by putting the changes taking place in the labour market together with those in women’s reproductive lives.

In the early eighteenth century plebeian culture had been characterized by heterosocial work patterns and negotiated gender relations. Usually a woman worked within the household under the authority of her husband or another male, but women and men worked side by side and, within her own area of activity, a woman’s skills and her contribution to household production endowed her with a degree of power. Community pressure forced men as well as women to take financial responsibility for children, the products of their mutual sexual activity. Irregular or free unions were frequent and stable as a result. By the nineteenth century, the virtual demise of live-in-service employment for men, the rise of homosocial work environments, increasing urbanization, and mobility had reduced the surveillance of both sexes that made community pressure effective as well as the means by which it could be applied.³ The New Poor Law of 1834 introduced a bastardy clause, which prevented parish officials from forcing fathers to support their children. They had done so to prevent unmarried mothers and babies becoming a charge on the parish and instead of this the mothers were required to go into the workhouse to obtain relief. There were regional differences. For example, research by Barry Reay suggests that in some rural areas families could successfully apply pressure on men even in the mid-nineteenth century, but for most unmarried urban women their vulnerability in the event of pregnancy had greatly increased by the 1830s and 1840s.⁴


Working-class women’s economic position also worsened from the last third of the eighteenth century as the new patterns of employment altered class and gender boundaries. There was a long-term shift away from household production to wage labour, which disadvantaged women compared to men. Employment opportunities for women contracted in agriculture, and though there was growth in industrial employment following the Napoleonic Wars this too declined from the mid-nineteenth century. Overall the nineteenth-century picture is one of growing female dependence on men and their wages with pockets of improvement associated with factory work. Historian Barbara Taylor explains that ‘premarital pregnancy or free unions . . . became symptoms of domestic insecurity and personal degradation . . . [and] the comparative stability of legal marriage became more desirable. [Such women’s] poverty and vulnerability made them too close to prostitutes.’

Thus in the second quarter of the nineteenth century the boundaries between respectable women and others hardened. Lone mothers, in particular, were amongst the poorest groups in society. Mothers had difficulty providing even the basic necessities without the financial contribution of a man. When women cannot support themselves and their children by their own labour then marriage or cohabitation becomes their trade. In such a society men can demand female subordination, and a successful wife will ensure she does not threaten her security by unwanted boldness, flirtatiousness, or displays of sexual knowledge. Thus there is a strong link between women’s economic autonomy and their sexual behaviour.

Some authors present affection or love as a characteristic that defines a sexual relationship as non-mercenary, but women who were financially dependent on men could not separate their needs in so simple a fashion. In the late 1840s Henry Mayhew interviewed a 20-year-old needlewoman,
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who reportedly told him, ‘I struggled very hard to keep myself chaste, but I found that I couldn’t get food for myself and my mother, so I took to live with a young man.’ Her economic need was overwhelming. He was a tin man who made fourteen shillings a week whereas she could barely obtain three on average. But she also says, ‘I was very fond of him and had known him for two years before he seduced me.’ Her emotional and her economic needs were intertwined. When Mayhew met this woman, she told him she was pregnant and had not seen her tin man for six months. And having failed at marriage, she could see no future for herself but to go on the streets. In this context, working-class women had considerable incentive to adopt a more cautious approach to sexual contact. Anna Clark argues that as ‘the middle class gained moral and political power, the working class as a whole had to choose between libertine and respectable strains of plebeian sexual culture. Ultimately,’ she concluded, ‘“respectable” sexual attitudes became hegemonic.’

There are routes by which the middle class could conceivably have imposed such attitudes, including the growing police forces, the influence of domestic service, and evangelical religion. But it is difficult to see why, for example, many female radical secularists should have accepted such attitudes, as they did, had the middle classes provided the force behind the move to greater sexual respectability. Nor would this explain the growing gender conservatism of the radical male working class from the 1840s. Gareth Stedman Jones has pointed out that the working classes successfully resisted attempts to convert them to active Christianity even in the late nineteenth century and there was only one policeman for every 980 persons in 1861, hardly sufficient to enforce sexual probity. Domestic service is more likely to have had an impact, although only 22 per cent of all unmarried women were categorized by the census as being in domestic employment in 1851, and middle-class dissatisfaction makes it clear that female servants frequently did not accept middle-class

10 Clark, Struggle, 62. Taylor argues that pressure for change came from both above and below. Taylor, Eve, 204–5.
mores. However, there is no need to postulate such forces pushing women away from sexual risk-taking and toward greater sexual caution. In the absence of birth control and economic autonomy, the benefits to women of a libertine or even libertarian sexual culture are extremely questionable.

By the early twentieth century women were profoundly ill at ease with sexuality, suggesting that nineteenth century working-class women had responded to the increased risk of betrayal by men with a growing mistrust. Mayhew reported that the seamstress told him she lied to her mother, telling her that the tin man had married her, and it was his sister she blamed for his betrayal, not the man himself. She would probably have been less credulous when faced with a potential seducer of any daughter of hers and, knowing her own fate, more suspicious and demanding of information than her own mother had been. This would have been an intelligent response to the growing risk which unmarried pregnancy created for women in the absence of societal restraints on men, and it is consistent with the broad shift toward a more prudish and respectable female working-class culture in nineteenth-century England.

Middle-class women’s emotional and economic needs were equally inseparable. Women in the emerging middle classes became increasingly financially dependent on husbands, parents, and male kin in the first half of the nineteenth century. Separation of the home from the place of work, and an education that was not intended to prepare them for paid employment, meant that middle-class women had great difficulty in earning a living if their husband or family were unable to support them. Over a third (35 per cent) of all women aged between 25 and 34 years were single or widowed in 1851 and a disproportionate number of these were middle class. Some had income from family trusts and an unknown proportion ran small businesses, but the considerable attention paid to the plight of governesses reveals that middle-class women were highly aware of their own economic vulnerability even in
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12 1% of all married women and 7.1% of all widows were categorized as in domestic service. M. Anderson, ‘The Social Position of Spinsters in Mid-Victorian Britain’, Journal of Family History (Winter 1984), table 3, 384.
13 See Ch. 4.
the 1840s.\textsuperscript{14} Several historians have observed that romantic love was immensely important to middle- and upper-middle-class Victorians.\textsuperscript{15} Nonetheless, the vast majority of middle-class Victorians chose a person to love from among those in their own economic class and, even more importantly, they increasingly delayed marriage or did not marry at all due to financial concerns. Thomas Malthus’ (1766–1834) delay of his own marriage until his mid-thirties was already becoming typical of behaviour among the emerging middle classes when he was writing in the late eighteenth century. By the 1830s any sensible middle-class man (or working-class man with aspirations) deferred marriage until he could afford to maintain himself and a wife and children at the standard he was accustomed to. The poet Alfred Lord Tennyson (1809–92) ended his informal engagement with Emily Sellwood (1813–96) around 1840. They met again only by chance, and when they eventually married in 1850, he was 41 years old and she was 37. In the interval she remained at home caring for her father.\textsuperscript{16} By 1851, the average age at marriage of professional men was 30 and this rose further to 33.5 in 1901–6. These men were also more likely not to marry at all.\textsuperscript{17} Men and women may have been intensely in love but their financial position determined their romantic career.

It is probable that in the late eighteenth century the proportion of women from among the middling classes who were sexually active outside marriage had risen, as did that of plebeian women. This is the impression

\textsuperscript{16} A. Thwaite, Emily Tennyson: The Poet’s Wife (1996), 141–2.
given by the histories of women such as Sarah Stoddard (b. 1774), later William Hazlitt’s wife, who had sexual experience before their marriage. Evangelical moralists, both male and female, made many complaints about moral laxity in the midding class. Historian Linda Colley has shown that women’s public and patriotic activities increased and they were gaining in confidence in the decades before 1825. She argues that the deluge of prescriptive literature warning women that their place lay in the private sphere was prompted by a determination to reverse this growing female incursion into public life. Sexual activity, however independent, is not in itself political but it is another aspect of women’s autonomy. Much of the late eighteenth-century prescriptive comment on female sexuality probably sprang from a desire to control women’s growing sexual activity.

It is probable that men exercised the power women’s vulnerability created; visitors observed that middle-class English husbands insisted on obedience from their wives to a much greater extent than their American and French equivalents. One aspect of male dominance was an insistence on sexual restraint in the widest sense. Increasingly women had constantly to prove their respectability by exhibiting an appropriate femininity, which included inhibiting their movements, voice, dress, and conversational topics. Modesty and deference to familial and other

18 A. C. Grayling, The Quarel of the Age: The Life and Times of William Hazlitt (2001), 120, 287. Davidoff and Hall, Family Fortunes, 397–8. The most prominent example is Mary Wollstonecraft, whose experience of romantic betrayal while pregnant and financial desperation once she had a child also provides an exemplary case of the risks which sexual activity posed for women. The best biography is still C. Tomalin, The Life and Death of Mary Wollstonecraft (1974).


authority was central. Sarah Taylor (1793–1867), from a well-to-do middle-class Unitarian East Anglian family, was said to be bold and often incautious in testing her attractions. Her specific failings are unknown but were certainly very minor; even so her husband-to-be, John Austin (1790–1859), referred in his marriage proposal to ‘those slight stains on your reputation’. The difficulties that later faced actresses of middle-class origin late in the century trying to conform to the requirements of respectability reveal the restraint expected of women. In 1887, a theatre critic announced that the ‘freedom of life, of speech, of gesture, which is the rule behind the curtain, renders it almost impossible for a woman to preserve that simplicity of manner which is after all her greatest charm’. These were among ‘the things that make it impossible for a lady to remain a lady’ if she becomes an actress. Thus the constraints created by the demands of middle-class femininity stretched well beyond actual physical sexual behaviour.

WOMEN’S RESPONSE TO BIRTH CONTROL

The authors of the major nineteenth-century birth control publications all believed that contraception would particularly improve the lot of women by enabling greater female sexual autonomy. This included recognition of women’s sexual desires and their entitlement to sexual satisfaction. During the 1820s and 1830s, Francis Place and Richard Carlile made concerted attempts to introduce these ideas and techniques to the secular and politically radical sections of the working class, among whom were many women. It was another fifty years before wide-scale publicity was once more given to birth control techniques, and these radical women provide a unique example of the initial response of English women to birth control ideas and techniques. Many expressed strong opposition to birth control, and their response can help us to understand

22 L. and J. Hamburger, Contemplating Adultery (1992), 16, 26, 28–9, 34, 35, 38.
23 Davidoff and Hall, Family Fortunes, 438.
the delay in the adoption of birth control and the changes in nineteenth-century working-class women’s attitudes to sexuality. Historians have previously described the rejection of Francis Place’s birth control handbills by Mary Fildes, who had been on the committee of the Manchester Female Reform Society, and was ‘memorable for her courage’ in the Peterloo Massacre in 1819. In 1823, someone, presumed to be Place, sent her a packet of birth control handbills along with a letter asking her to distribute them. She opened the packet in the presence of her father-in-law, and suspicion was aroused, presumably in him, that she had agreed to do this. She made a complaint to the Attorney General, which brought no result, and then wrote to radical periodicals. Thomas Wooler of the Black Dwarf published her letter, the text of the leaflet, and a condemnation of it. Richard Carlile, who produced the Republican, ignored the letter until 1825, when he named her in his essay ‘What is Love’, and then in Every Woman’s Book, as a convert to contraception, implying she had been secretly promoting the methods. Her husband denied that she had been thus converted. The effort that Fildes made to ensure that people knew that she was not a supporter of birth control reveals the seriousness of the threat to her reputation. The involvement of her husband and her father-in-law reveals that this also concerned the men in her family. Why should association with birth control so threaten Fildes?

Birth control had the potential to increase female sexual autonomy greatly. Rejection of female sexual autonomy was grounded in day-to-day social and economic relations of power and endured well into the twentieth century. Women’s reputations depended upon their sexual behaviour to a much greater extent than did those of men. Historians have argued that gossip about sexual reputations regulated female behaviour, while financial probity and keeping their word were central to male reputation. However the impression given is largely that the importance of female sexual behaviour to women’s reputation was ideological and customary. Anna Clark does suggest that a ‘clash in material as well as moral interests,  

divided ordinary women and women who engaged in sexual commerce from each other. If a man associated with prostitutes or kept a mistress he diverted money from the household exchequer and could expose his wife to venereal disease. 27 This description of sexual expression as having costs is important, because many historians treat sexual activity as if these do not exist. Yet Clark’s statement gives sexual agency to men and omits the greatest cost arising from sexual activity, which was children. It had been theorized that children’s wages and labour made them an economic asset and so couples chose to have large families. Karl Ittman has challenged this in a study of Bradford in the second half of the nineteenth century. He argues that neither the availability of waged work for children, nor the wages paid to those children who did work, substantiates the theory that they made an economic contribution of such importance to families with an employed father that couples would choose to have larger families on this basis. 28 This is argued in relation to money wages only. If the cost of women’s reproductive and domestic labour for their offspring is put into the equation the contribution made by children’s wages and household labour was even less important. It is important not to confuse labour that is necessary only because children exist with the creation of a surplus necessary to make them an economic asset. Jane Humphries has shown that lone mothers, women whose children ought to have been an asset according to the theory, were poor and getting poorer throughout the nineteenth century. 29 In sum, when a woman became pregnant she was creating an ongoing financial expense not a financial asset. Thus in a culture without contraception the basis of a woman’s good reputation, her sexual behaviour, was not unrelated to the basis of a man’s reputation, that is, financial probity and straight dealing. To maintain their reputa-


29 Humphries, ‘Female Headed Households’, 47.
tions both sexes had to avoid incurring debts they could not repay, and a man’s willingness to take responsibility for children he had fathered was also an aspect of financial probity.

Throughout the nineteenth century those opposed to birth control accused women who desired sexual intercourse without the possibility of reproduction of being prostitutes, harlots, or courtesans. For example, T. J. Wooler, the editor of the *Black Dwarf*, wrote that promoters of birth control were ‘conferring a premium on the destruction of female morals; and encourag[ing] the most extended scale of prostitution’.\(^{30}\) Prostitute is a more formal synonym for the word whore, which was a powerful insult to women in the early nineteenth century, sufficient to justify a court case. The words ‘whore’ and ‘whoring’ remain insults used to imply allegedly sexual female behaviour outside a monogamous relationship even today. Those who opposed birth control were using prostitute in this sense, not according to the narrow definition only fully accepted in the second half of the twentieth century; that is, women who exchange a clearly defined sexual act for more or less immediate payment in cash.\(^{31}\) In the nineteenth century, a woman who obtained sexual pleasure outside a long-term monogamous relationship could be identified as a prostitute even if she made no financial gain from her sexual activity.\(^{32}\) The fear of pregnancy was thought to prevent women from responding to their own desires for sexual pleasure, hence the argument that birth control, by removing the fear of pregnancy, would turn women into prostitutes. Fildes’s father-in-law probably interpreted her apparent interest in birth control as evidence of illicit sexual desires. Such desires might lead a woman to reject spousal or parental influence.

Freethinkers and republicans were particularly vulnerable to accusations of sexual immorality and lack of familial virtues. This, as well as women’s economic vulnerability and their corresponding need to please their husbands or partners, increased the likelihood that a woman like


\(^{31}\) For use of the term in the inter-war period, see Rolfe, ‘Sexual Delinquency’, 296.

\(^{32}\) According to the *OED*, in the early use of the term prostitute, meanings included women who were offered or exposed to lust, or behaved licentiously, and men who were basely venal, and devoted to infamous gain.
Fildes would feel obliged to defend herself against the accusations of support for birth control. In *Every Woman’s Book* Carlile dismissed the sexual conventions that maintained respectability; birth control removed the necessity for such restrictions, he argued. Unmarried women should have sex but not children, and women should take the initiative in sexual matters if they were attracted to a man. Women and men, Carlile decided, differ only in reproduction, and sexual desire is as strong in women as in men. Indeed, ‘passion for this intercourse is a principle that turns all our wisdom and calculations into folly’.\(^{33}\) He provided an example of female sexual desire:

Of one woman, the wife of a poor labourer, I have heard a singular anecdote of resolution. She would resist his importunities for months after each birth, and even arm herself with a knife to resist him if he became violent; but all would not do; she could never defend herself throughout a year; she was generally the first, after a few months to propose a honourable capitulation.\(^{34}\)

Carlile presented female sexual behaviour associated with prostitution as desirable, indeed he defined prostitutes as women who follow the dictates of a natural appetite, the very thing he was suggesting birth control would free all women to do.\(^{35}\) There was considerable female support for Carlile but his personal conduct confirmed the worst interpretations that could be placed on his ideas.\(^{36}\) His wife Jane was a radical heroine, having run Carlile’s press and bookshop and then joined him in prison in the cause of press freedom.\(^{37}\) In August 1833 Carlile was finally released from jail, and in September he let his supporters know that he was leaving his wife Jane and their three children, to enter a ‘moral marriage’ with a young woman from Bolton named Eliza Sharples. He embarked on a series of frantic lecture tours, often with Eliza, whose presence infuriated many audience members. Carlile was condemned for justifying the abandonment of mothers and children, and Eliza was described as ‘your moral mistress’, who was ‘no better than a prosti-

---


\(^{34}\) Ibid. 67–8.

\(^{35}\) Ibid. 79.

\(^{36}\) Female support, ibid. 131–4. See also I. McCalman, ‘Females, Feminism and Free Love in an Early Nineteenth Century Radical Movement’, *Labour History*, 38 (1980), 7, 12, 13.

As M. L. Bush comments, his example must have helped convince women that birth control would undermine their security.

The reason usually given for working-class resistance to birth control is the influence of Thomas Malthus. He had claimed that overpopulation and not social injustice was at the root of all poverty. Both charity and proletarian efforts to raise wages by strikes and combinations were counterproductive; instead the poor must learn to check their breeding by delaying marriage or abstinence. Socialists argued that asking the working class to control their fertility was tantamount to accepting that it was their incontinence, and not an unjust society, which was responsible for poverty. The importance of objections to Malthusianism is probably exaggerated; even the politically active Carlile initially rejected birth control as much because it was unnatural, similarly to Christians who believed the practice to be ungodly. The fears underlying this rejection should not be trivialized or seen only in terms of the social regulation of sexuality. Sexual intercourse and reproduction shape people’s lives. Major negative consequences included unwanted pregnancy, venereal disease, maternal injury or death from abortion or in childbirth, and the birth of disabled infants (and perhaps the vicissitudes of love). Beliefs about what was natural and unnatural offered a means by which men and women attempted to gain an illusion of control over the course of distressing events.

For those who did venture to use the new methods the gains were uncertain. The radical artisan William James Linton (1812–97) was converted to the use of birth control when he read Robert Dale Owen’s *Moral Physiology*. He entered into an affectionate relationship with Emily Wade.

---


40 Bush, *What is Love?*, 22–5. Fryer, *Birth Controllers*, 88–9. Fears about the consequences of unnatural sex occur elsewhere, e.g. ‘if it happen that they come together when the woman’s menses are flowing, will notwithstanding proceed to the act of copulation, which is both unclean and unnatural; and the issue of such copulation will prove monstrous, as a just punishment of lying together when nature forbids.’ *Aristotle’s Master-Piece Compleated. In Two Parts. . .* (1782), 40.
(his deceased wife’s sister, marriage to whom was illegal), and the couple decided to have four children. Emily was increasingly ill and finally died of consumption in 1856, but in spite of her poor health ‘accidents kept happening’. Some confusing letters in 1839 suggest the couple may have had their first child in May 1839 though the birth was not registered until 1841. If these letters are disregarded the birth intervals of the couple’s seven children vary between eighteen months and two years. Regardless of when their first child was born, the intervals do not lengthen after the birth of the fourth child. Thus Linton and Wade’s use of birth control made no apparent difference to their fertility.41 This couple had little of the rigidity and caution needed to use the available methods successfully. By contrast Sarah (née Taylor) and John Austin, who also used birth control, had only one child. Both were highly disciplined, and John’s lack of sexual affection and tenderness probably reduced the chance that they would get carried away by physical passion, further increasing the effectiveness of their use of birth control.42

**MIDDLE-CLASS MEN AND THE CONTROL OF FERTILITY**

The Austins were extremely early middle-class adopters of birth control. In the 1860s, John Russell, Lord Amberley (1842–1876), lost the contest for the seat of South Devon when it became known that he had spoken up in favour of birth control at a meeting. The resulting reports and family papers reveal that birth control was being discussed among intellectual and forward-thinking sections of the upper middle classes, and that the example of low birth rates among the French and white Americans had been noted.43 Historian Joseph Banks suggested that the mid-century fall

---


in birth rates within marriage in some middle-class occupations reflected the early adoption of birth control by middle-class men.\textsuperscript{44} This was building upon an argument first put in 1924 by the Superintendent of Statistics at the General Registrar’s Office, Dr T. H. C. Stevenson. He argued that the middle classes had initially begun to lower their family size using knowledge of birth control gained from printed neo-Malthusian propaganda and that the information had then percolated downwards from the 1870s when the birth rates of many working-class occupational groups began to fall.\textsuperscript{45} Yet historian Norman Himes estimated the probable sales of Robert Dale Owen’s and Charles Knowlton’s books in England at only a thousand copies each a year from secularist publishers along with an increasing number of pamphlets, repeated editions, and short versions of George Drysdale’s lengthy book.\textsuperscript{46} Birth control could not be mentioned directly in newspapers and magazines. The absence of evidence, aside from statistical inference, that downward diffusion of birth control information from the middle classes had taken place is reinforced by the contradiction between this notion and the enduring association from the 1830s between birth control information, political radicalism, and secularism. It is more probable that birth control information percolated outwards from radical groups and from purveyors of erotic literature and condoms.

There has been an ongoing emphasis by demographic historians on men as the prime movers of fertility decline and, in the absence of birth control methods, their sexual activity must be highly relevant to this contention. The rising average age at marriage of professional men resulted in a life cycle different from that now seen as the norm. Most were single throughout much of their twenties, many remained so until considerably later in life, and a growing proportion never married. Given the absence of birth control methods, if men’s desire to control fertility had been as high as or higher than that of women, and men’s sexual activity had been restricted to marriage, then men should have been


\textsuperscript{46} N. Himes, \textit{The Medical History of Contraception} (1936; 1970), 222, 224, 231.
equally committed to male sexual restraint. If men were equally committed to sexual restraint, it is difficult to explain why a sexual culture developed in which women were seen as greatly lacking in sexual desire when compared to men, as it did during the nineteenth century. If men were not equally committed to sexual restraint then they must have replaced marital sex with other sexual activity during their late teens, twenties, and, often, thirties.

Unmarried, middle-class men, even the prudish or naïve, were part of a more sexually open culture than were unmarried middle-class women. By the second quarter of the century, the evidence that women of this class were almost invariably virgins at marriage is overwhelming. Men could, and some did, exploit female servants but this risked disrupting the home. Prohibitions against masturbation had already been promoted by medics for over a century, and were in any event embedded in Christianity, but these were probably of serious concern only to a minority at mid-century. Prostitution provided an alternative, although there might be additional problems such as the cost and availability of attractive, clean women. Lord Byron (1788–1824) coupled Malthus’ name with prostitutes in *Don Juan* (1821):

> The mob stood, and as usual several score  
> Of those pedestrian Paphians who abound  
> In decent London when the daylight ’s o’er;  
> Commodious but immoral, they are found  
> Useful, like Malthus, in promoting marriage

Byron was suggesting ironically that a ‘Paphian’ or prostitute would dissuade men from marriage just as would the methods of fertility control Malthus proposed—continence and late marriage. Many contemporary authors assumed that single men patronized prostitutes; however, the

---

49 These problems are mentioned regularly by Walter in *My Secret Life*.
50 *Don Juan*, 11th canto. Paphians were attendants of Venus (Paphos in Cyprus was the site of an ancient temple to Aphrodite). Quoted in K. Nield (introd.), *Prostitution in the Victorian Age: Debates on the Issue from Nineteenth-Century Critical Journals* (1973).
lack of research on the male clients who made the trade possible contrasts with repetitious attempts at enumerating the prostitutes. Numbers of prostitutes were, and remain, impossible to ascertain from contemporary estimates. In part this is due to the fundamental instability of the term prostitute in the first two-thirds of the nineteenth century, as this resulted in observers including radically different populations of women in the category they were counting. All sexually active unmarried women, including those who were cohabiting, were frequently included in discussions of prostitution by reformers earlier in the century. Fully half the number of ‘prostitutes’ on the list made up by reforming magistrate Patrick Colquhoun in 1797 were in this category. In 1839, Michael Ryan wrote that ‘Some writers maintain, that every one in three of the daughters of persons in the lower rank in life, become prostitutes, before they are twenty years of age. It is also asserted that there is one prostitute to every seven virtuous woman.’

The gradual development of police forces and increasing respect for the new science of statistics during the middle decades of the century led to increasing reliance on police statistics. However, even in the 1860s legislators were unable or unwilling to define ‘a common prostitute’ as covered by the Contagious Diseases Acts and felt it reasonable that police suspicion should fall on any unattached woman seen in the company of men within the subjected districts. Thus, police figures were not more accurate; rather the police categorized women as prostitutes according to different criteria. Historians have differentiated sharply between sexually active unmarried women and prostitutes, so the available research into prostitution is of little help in illuminating the shift in working-class women’s sexual behaviour that was taking place.


worsening economic position of women suggests that the numbers of women undertaking sexual acts solely for financial return, as opposed to those engaging in ‘immoral’ sexual activity for pleasure, are likely to have increased by mid-century. Historian Judith Walkowitz has argued that the majority of Victorian prostitutes catered to a working-class clientele. However, working-class people formed a much greater proportion of the population, which means that absolute numbers of working-class women were far greater than the numbers of middle-class men, so the latter could have patronized prostitutes extensively without this overturning her conclusion.\textsuperscript{54}

Syphilis mortality rates in England provide some indication of middle-class men’s behaviour, obviously including both married and single men. Male intercourse with prostitutes was almost the sole method of transmission of the disease among the middle classes, as middle-class women almost invariably remained virgins until marriage and adultery was almost certainly rare. Syphilis has a very low rate of mortality, that is, most people who are infected do not die as a result, so syphilis mortality indicates a much higher prevalence of the disease in society. Dr T. H. C. Stevenson, the Superintendent of Statistics of the Registrar General, reported to the Royal Commission on Venereal Disease in 1914 that the syphilis statistics were known to be inaccurate.\textsuperscript{55} This was due to diagnostic difficulties and to the reluctance of doctors in private practice to put syphilis on death certificates. He concluded, however, that the problem could be overcome sufficiently by including deaths from parasyphilitic diseases not widely known to be manifestations of syphilis, and therefore more accurately certified. The highest death rates from syphilis were found to have occurred among men of the unskilled labouring class and men of the middle and professional classes. Once exposed to the disease the unskilled had a higher chance of infection and death due to their already poor health, making middle-class men’s probable level of exposure to infection even higher than the relative rate of mortality would suggest. The recorded rate of syphilitic mortality, including all classes, rose until 1868 and was followed by a plateau lasting until around

\textsuperscript{54} Walkowitz, 	extit{Prostitution}, 17–18.

\textsuperscript{55} Report of the Royal Commission on Venereal Disease, PP 1916 (8190), p. xvi.
1886, then by ten years of rapid decline. This decline is consistent with the growth of awareness and anxiety about syphilis in this period. The class-specific mortality rates do not apply to the mid-nineteenth century, but the aggregate rate and social attitudes at that time suggest that middle-class men would have been more likely to patronize prostitutes than was the case by the end of the century. Hence there seems no reason to believe the relative rates would have been substantially different in the earlier period.

During the period from 1850 to 1868 in which the recorded rate of syphilitic mortality, including all classes, rose enormously, non-commercial sexual activity is more likely to have been falling, if anything, and thus this increase may reflect a rise in men’s contacts with prostitutes. This could be related to urbanization, as syphilis was ‘essentially a town disease’ just as prostitution was largely an urban phenomenon.56 In the middle quarters of the nineteenth century there was massive growth in population accompanied by a substantial shift from small rural localities to the towns and cities. This means that the proportion of men in the population who had easy access to prostitutes increased because the proportion of men who were town dwellers increased. The mortality statistics are not broken down by region, but the high population growth areas in the north were built on coal and textiles, industries in which the workers had notably low rates of syphilis and there was only a small established middle class. Nonconformist religious adherence was also relatively high in the north and west, and direct evidence of less tolerance for prostitution can be found in the strong support for the anti-Contagious Diseases Acts campaign in the area.57 This suggests that the increase in prostitution was probably greatest in the south, central, and, to a lesser extent, eastern England, the regions in which the majority of professionals and holders of existing wealth lived. These are the areas where the Established Church had its greatest strength and this corresponds with

56 Ibid., appendix 1, para. 51, 18. The incidence of syphilis-related mortality was lowest among agricultural labourers.
the voting patterns of the Tory Party. These institutions and also the legislature, the medical profession, and the police generally saw prostitution as a regrettable necessity, evidenced in the resistance to the campaign against the Contagious Diseases Acts.

Middle-class Victorian sexual ideology was more strongly related to religion than to medical discourses, as historian John Maynard has pointed out.\textsuperscript{58} Dissent and evangelical Christianity offered believers a ‘new moral economy’ in which sexual restraint accompanied sobriety and self-control. A disproportionate amount of evidence regarding individual sexual experience comes from such men rather than the more sexually relaxed Anglicans or non-churchgoers. Their numbers were growing fast in the 1830s and 1840s and the Nonconformist churches received 47 per cent, a little under half, of all church attendances recorded in the 1851 religious census.\textsuperscript{59} This figure does not directly relate to a proportion of the population, and it included working-class believers. It is worth noting that contemporaries were shocked that perhaps only half of those able to attend services did so. There are also examples of Dissenters who did not maintain socially acceptable sexual mores. Ben Smith, a wealthy Unitarian, had an illegitimate family with Anne Longden, and then had a second concealed family with another woman after her death in 1833.\textsuperscript{60} Nonetheless it seems probable that by mid-century most, Nonconformists and evangelical Anglicans remained largely chaste until marriage, a choice which brought its own problems. They were however only a minority of the population.

During the middle decades of the century, there was a growing difference between the sexual knowledge and experience of young single men and women. Unmarried middle-class girls appear to have been increasingly unlikely to be permitted the privacy needed for anything other than the most limited mutual physical intimacies with young men. It would have been unthinkable for middle-class Unitarian Sarah Taylor, who was already ‘slightly soiled’ by flirtation, to experiment sexually with

\textsuperscript{58} J. Maynard, \textit{Victorian Discourses on Sexuality and Religion} (1993), 36.
\textsuperscript{60} Hirsch, \textit{Bodichon}, 8–14, 96–7.
John Austin (and perhaps save herself from an unhappy marriage) during the course of their lengthy engagement.\textsuperscript{61} Notwithstanding other such examples, historian Peter Gay has argued that ‘for many middle-class couples, betrothal was an informal permission for extensive mutual sexual exploration, short only of sexual intercourse’. Susan Chitty, in her biography of Charles Kingsley, makes it evident that he and Frances Grenfell, whose experience Gay cites to support his argument, would not have had opportunity for anything more than brief touches of the body and kissing, albeit with considerable passion.\textsuperscript{62}

On the basis of the available sources, it seems reasonable to suggest that throughout the first three-quarters of the century a growing proportion of middle-class men received their sexual initiation through contact with women they paid for sex. The coarsening impact of prostitution upon unmarried men is a trope of the nineteenth-century birth control literature, as well as that on prostitution and on the shortage of husbands for middle-class women.\textsuperscript{63} But such repetition may not make it less likely to have reflected actual experience. Julia O’Connell Davidson has undertaken research into prostitutes and their clients today. The points she makes are equally relevant to commercial sexual exchanges in the earlier period. She described the woman with whom the client has sex as ‘a person who is not a person’. She explains that:

[The prostitute’s client pays] to step outside the complex web of rules, meanings, obligations and conventions, which govern non-commercial sexuality . . . It is not necessary to be socially or sexually skilled . . . In stepping outside this web of rules, the client is effectively securing access to a sort of twilight sexual realm wherein a man can have sex with a real, live flesh and blood person and yet evade

\textsuperscript{61} Hamburger and Hamburger, \textit{Contemplating Adultery}, 16, 26, 28–9.


all the social obligations which go along with sexual relations between real, live people.  

When a man purchases a woman’s consent to sex he does not learn how to arouse her desire to have intercourse or how to accept refusal. Such an unequal sexual relationship reinforces the man’s perception of the woman as an object, which exists only in relation to him, in order to service his needs, demands, and expectations. Victorian middle-class men usually arrived at the marriage bed either entirely inexperienced or tutored solely by dehumanizing experiences with prostitutes or the exploitation of young working-class women.

This experience can be compared to the early eighteenth-century experience of John Cannon (1684–1743), who had a sexual relationship for several years with Mary Withers, a fellow servant of lower status in his uncle’s household. Initially this consisted ‘of kissing & toying when together in private’, and they gradually progressed to ‘a more close familiarity’. Cannon’s descriptions are reminiscent of ‘petting’ as it existed in the 1950s. Through taking pleasure in each other’s body without risking intercourse, and over many hours on different occasions, Cannon and Withers learned how to sexually arouse and satisfy one another. In spite of his higher status she was free to withdraw from the relationship, as they were not married, and thus he had an incentive to learn how to arouse and please her both physically and emotionally (as did she him). The woman’s vulnerability increased if, or when, a couple agreed to have intercourse, and, as has been described above, this system broke down in the nineteenth century. Nonetheless this learning process was part of a culture in which it was assumed that both young men and women would seek out and enjoy sexual pleasure. Such possibilities were increasingly denied to young middle-class men and women during the nineteenth century.

---


66 Eventually Mary Withers became pregnant but John Cannon refused to marry her. Crucially he was able to evade community pressure as he had left the area and obtained a job in the excise. Tim Hitchcock comments that this homosocial occupation largely divorced from local communities was an unusual early forerunner of 19th-century changes in male employment. Hitchcock, ‘John Cannon’.
century. Middle-class late marriage evolved into a different sexual system from that created by late marriage among plebeians in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The plebeian deferral of marriage and sexual attitudes had been based upon economic considerations and so too were middle-class sexual attitudes. But late marriage as practised by middle-class mid-Victorians involved the creation of highly gendered separate sexual cultures. Prostitution is symptomatic of a culture in which young men, even those who remained celibate, routinely had greater access to sexual knowledge than did unmarried women and most had some degree of sexual experience. Active, autonomous female sexuality was potentially stigmatized as ‘innate depravity’ while male sexual expression involved only ‘the ordinary tribute to natural desires, [and] the common laxity of a man of the world’.67

What then did these men do when they married? Retreating from possible exaggeration of the Victorian husband’s sexual activity in the 1960s, historians have since tended to argue that middle-class husbands had little contact with prostitution. In Catherine Hall and Leonore Davidoff’s influential account of the provincial middle classes from 1780 to 1850 middle-class engagement with prostitution goes unmentioned, even in the guise of kept women (as do sexually exploited servants). John Tosh does argue that men indulged as bachelors, but he insists that once married they were faithful to their wives.68 Yet there is no shortage of contemporary comments about married men and prostitutes or of evidence regarding individuals.69 Thus the question is actually one of prevalence; did married middle-class men usually or often patronize prostitutes or was this unusual and exceptional behaviour? Recent research into working-class women and prostitution has used official sources such as police reports or rescue home records. These sources are biased toward women who worked on the street and thus are unlikely to include

68 Davidoff and Hall, Family Fortunes, 21, 222–3, 323–4, 403. Tosh, A Man’s Place, 57.
women who profited from wealthier men. Bracebrydge Hemyng, Henry Mayhew’s collaborator, noted in 1862 that ‘police do not concern themselves with the higher class of prostitutes; indeed it would be impossible, and impertinent as well, were they to make the attempt’.\textsuperscript{70} Many biographies contain references to married and unmarried men’s experience of non-marital sexual activity that was recorded due to financial expense. A wide range of sexual relationships with women is revealed to have existed. There is a comparative absence of casual commercial sexual encounters reported in biographies, which raises the suspicion that such brief events went unrecorded.\textsuperscript{71} However, many of the men for whom there is evidence belonged to atypical groups such as writers or artists, and it is unclear to what extent their behaviour can be generalized to more conventional men. Nonetheless, why would men who found obtaining sexual relief from prostitutes acceptable during the long years they spent as bachelors choose abstinence if fertility control or their wife’s physical condition made sexual restraint necessary later in their marriages? There was considerable pressure to conceal sexual matters from middle-class women and the fervently religious, but there were few other societal sanctions to deter middle-class men. Concern about syphilis was growing but there was much confusion, and as late as the 1860s it was

\begin{footnotesize}\textsuperscript{70} Hemyng, ‘Prostitution’, 215.
\textsuperscript{71} The varied relationships include, for example, the essayist Samuel Butler (1835–1902), who visited a Madame Dumas on Wednesday afternoons from 1873 to 1893 in return for the sum of a pound a week. After fifteen years Butler gave her his name and address, after which she wrote him letters and came occasionally to tea. When she died of consumption in 1892 he arranged her funeral. He also visited prostitutes in Europe. P. Raby, \textit{Samuel Butler: A Biography} (1991), 141–2, 182. Charles Blandsford Mansfield married a woman who he claimed was constantly unfaithful to him and eventually eloped to Australia. He then started keeping mistresses, including a working-class woman whom he described as the ‘magdalen’ and a Mrs Meredith. Chitty, \textit{Beast}, 121. A number of men had second families, e.g. W. M. Clarke, \textit{The Secret Life of Wilkie Collins} (1988); I. Gibson, \textit{The Erotomaniac} (2001), 130, 148; Hirsch, \textit{Bodichon}, 8–14, 97–8; D. Petre, \textit{The Secret Orchard of Roger Ackerley} (1975); or long-term mistresses, see Thomas Buckle in R. Pearsall, \textit{The Worm in the Bud: The World of Victorian Sexuality} (1969; 1993), 97–8, Tomalin, \textit{Invisible Woman}. Brief encounters include Grayling, \textit{Hazlitt}, 87–8; Tomalin, \textit{Invisible Woman}, 87–91. There is also evidence of middle-class prostitutes, who are likely to have had middle-class clients, from rescue homes and other institutions. F. Barret-Ducrocq, \textit{Love in the Time of Victoria} (1992), 192; Hemyng, ‘Prostitution’, 243. Mid-century rescue homes sent middle-class girls to different institutions or else segregated them from working-class girls. P. Bartley, \textit{Prostitution: Prevention and Reform in England, 1860–1914} (2000), 37.\end{footnotesize}
argued that ‘[s]yphilis, under favouring circumstances, may be generated spontaneously’, that is without sexual contact.\textsuperscript{72} Thus broad cultural support for male sexual continence was absent.

An examination of a couple who undoubtedly did not use birth control or recourse to prostitution on the husband’s part, although it is likely they did take measures to control their fertility, suggests some implications of partial abstinence, the alternative method, for marital relationships. The writer and parson Charles Kingsley (1819–75) was an apostle of marital sexuality. He and his wife Frances Grenfell (1814–91) were loving and mutually physically passionate. Their first child was born ten months after their wedding in 1844. The following year, 1845, Fanny became pregnant again and suffered her first miscarriage. She also became unwell early in the second pregnancy, and was to do so during all her future pregnancies. The next child arrived in early 1847; there was then a gap of nearly five years before the birth of Mary in 1852. That birth left her weakened and the following year she had a further bad miscarriage. Her last child, Grenville, was not born until 1858, five years later. Fanny’s varied and lengthy birth intervals suggest the couple had a low frequency of coitus or even abstained for long periods. From 1831 to 1861 falls in family size were accompanied by a ‘marked clustering of children into the early years of marriage’ along with a fall in the age of the woman when her last child was born. This suggests that as women or men reached a point where they ceased to want a further child they increasingly lowered their rate of coitus.\textsuperscript{73} This is the pattern of the Kingsleys’ family, in which the later children were spaced further apart even before childbearing ceased entirely. In May 1849, Charles wrote to Fanny that while ‘I long to be back in your arms [all you my] cruel cold darling beauty [wish for is]

\textsuperscript{72} Report of the Committee Appointed to Enquire into the Pathology and Treatment of the Venereal Disease with the View to Diminish its Injurious Effects on the Men of the Army and Navy, PP 1868, vol. XXXVII, p. vi.

to sleep by my side’. Fanny had intensely desired children but by then she had two and the experience of sexual pleasure entailed a high risk of further painful experiences. It is little wonder her sexual desire should have waned even though her love for Charles did not. It is only thanks to the Kingsleys’ frankness that Fanny’s resistance to sexual activity cannot be mistaken for prudery or an initial lack of sexual interest.

Joseph Banks argued in 1954 that the initial decline in nineteenth-century family size was due to a future time planning perspective among middle-class men who recognized the new costly need to educate their sons. Charles Kingsley certainly found the effort of supplementing his inadequate living as a parson exhausting, but the impact of another child upon this struggle was a relatively remote concern for him whereas the impact of a further pregnancy on Fanny was almost immediate. And it is Fanny for whom there is evidence, albeit limited, of resistance to sexual demands. Women’s success at limiting their fertility is likely to have depended on their capacity to assert their own needs as well as cooperation from their husbands. Fanny came from a family that was of higher status and wealthier than that of Charles, and she had a forceful personality. Emma Darwin (1808–1896), another loving and loved wife, was a less assertive woman whose husband did not suffer from financial constraints. According to biographer Randal Keynes she was unable to slow the pace of childbearing in spite of her desire to do so.

Completed family size varied greatly in the nineteenth century but, if presented as an average, the completed family size of couples with a husband in class I who married between 1851 and 1860 was just over six children. This means that a high proportion of women had a family size well over the level of four or five births beyond which the risk of complications, stillbirths, and maternal mortality increases. It is important to remember that the high birth rates experienced by women from the late eighteenth century were historically unusual and so this high burden of reproductive labour was a new experience for women, which could create the motivation for fertility control. High fertility increased the likelihood

74 Chitty, Beast, 137, also 98, 163, 189.
that male sexual demands would be unwanted. The nineteenth-century evidence on this point can be contested but there is twentieth-century research into women who lacked access to contraception. This shows that many, though not all, women who desired sexual activity when they had two or three children were likely to have lost interest once they had had six or seven pregnancies.\textsuperscript{78} Thus in the absence of birth control, fertility has a major influence on the shaping of women’s sexual experience.

This examination of the relationship between birth control and sexuality starts to reveal the complex interrelationships between male and female sexuality and economics that produced nineteenth-century sexuality and led to the deferral of widespread experimentation with birth control for three-quarters of a century. In spite of the obvious advantages that birth control appeared to offer women there were a number of powerful reasons why they might have resisted the practice in the nineteenth century. These included the threat to their own sexual reputations, the freedom from familial responsibility the practice potentially offered to men, the fear of unnatural practices, and the constraints the methods placed upon physical sexual passion. In a period of diminishing economic autonomy, vulnerability to male desertion, and high fertility, sexual restraint offered most women greater rewards. The small fall in the birth rate in some middle-class occupations was probably due to a variety of causes, including recourse to prostitution, as men took advantage of women’s lack of economic alternatives. The next chapter describes the transformation of female attitudes to sexuality, the emergence of societal support for abstinence, and the probable impact of these factors upon the practice of birth control in England.

‘One Man is as Good as Another in that Respect’: Women and Sexual Abstinence

In this chapter the signs of women’s increasing confidence and assertiveness in the late nineteenth century and the growing female consciousness of the impact of sexuality upon women are briefly charted. The evidence for a shift toward female rejection of sexual pleasure during the nineteenth century is considered and it is argued that this took place. Women’s belated, even churlish, acceptance of birth control in the twentieth century is then described. This produces an account of changing sexuality in the nineteenth century which is incompatible with the account by Michel Foucault that has dominated the history of Victorian sexuality over the last three decades. Foucault rejected the ‘repressive hypothesis’, that is the claim that sex had been increasingly repressed since the seventeenth century, and put a counter-argument that the Victorian period incited sexuality, producing a multiplicity of sexual discourses and the privileging of sexuality as the core of identity. Little attention has been paid to the limits Foucault placed upon his subject matter:

It is quite possible that there was an expurgation—and a very vigorous one—of the authorised vocabulary... Without question, new rules of propriety screened out some words: there was a policing of statements. A control over annunciations as well: where and when it was not possible to talk about things became much more strictly defined; in which circumstances, among which speakers and within which social relationships... This almost certainly constituted a whole restrictive economy... At the level of discourses and their domains, however... practically the opposite phenomenon
occurred...an institutional incitement to speak about [sex] and to do so more and more.¹

So Foucault was not making an argument about everyday speech. This was increasingly subject to a ‘restrictive economy’ in which talk of sex was repressed. His rejection of the ‘repressive hypotheses’ referred to a phenomenon that was occurring primarily, perhaps only, at the level of discourses produced by institutions and disciplines. English women were far less willing to speak of sex than English men; indeed they were heavily stigmatized for doing so, they also had a lesser degree of involvement with institutions and disciplines until the late nineteenth century, and thus they contributed little to such discourses. A focus on women’s engagement with discourses on sexuality, and on what is known of women’s experience of physical sexual activity, foregrounds the restrictive economy.

Foucault saw the subject’s construction of self as resulting from the internalizing of the disciplinary gaze and the acceptance of the demands of society as her or his own needs. The lived experience of the body was, thus, the historical outcome of power/knowledge formations: the product of discourses. The residual category of a natural, untrammelled transhistorical body and its pleasures was posited by him as the site of resistance to power. But the sexual body of which Foucault speaks is a male body. It is evident that in the period studied coitus was assumed to be the aim of sexual desire and means to sexual pleasure by the vast majority of people. Conception and pregnancy take place within the female body. The risk/consequence of pregnancy exists prior to discursive power/knowledge formations, institutions, or the state. The female body cannot be only a source of resistance, it must also be a source of restrictions and regulation in the lives of women. Conception and pregnancy impose physical constraints upon the woman, as does use of contraception. She can resist these by rejecting the pregnancy or the child but there is no natural, untrammelled female sexual body to act as the site of resistance to power. Female sexual pleasure could not act as resistance to internalized discipline, rather, one way or another, discipline was necessary in order that pleasure could be experienced. To put this into

¹ M. Faucault, The History of Sexuality (La Volonte de Savoir) (1978:1984), 17–8. n. 1
Foucauldian terms, in relation to sexuality, the female body was not an active, unrestrained body that had to be rendered docile by the internalizing of controls which had previously been imposed externally. To remain active women had first to resist their own bodies. This theoretical basis for the emergence of resistance to sexuality from within female discourse suggests a radically different account of sexuality in this period, one in which sexual repression does not come only from external forces imposing a social order, but also wells up from within and below.

THE DOUBLE STANDARD

Mid-century middle-class England saw the apogee of the double standard of sexual morality; male sexual access to women was a necessity but any slip from sexual purity on a woman’s part cut her off from respectable society. Josephine Butler (1826–1906), who later became the leader of the campaign against the regulation of prostitution, lived in Oxford in the 1850s. She described hearing strong rumours that a don had seduced a ‘very young girl’, who then bore his child. But, she explained, when she expressed the hope that the don would be brought to a ‘sense of his crime’ to a man whom she believed to carry moral authority in the university, he advised her that a ‘pure woman . . . should be absolutely ignorant of a certain class of evils in the world’. For women ‘silence was thought to be the greatest duty of all on such subjects’, she wrote.2 Around the same time Barbara Leigh Smith (1827–1891, later Bodichon) was writing a pamphlet summarizing the laws of England as they concerned women. She was advised to omit any mention of prostitution as ‘no more than is absolutely necessary should be said upon subjects, which are considered as forbidden to women’.3 These statements were quite clear. The subject of male sexuality was forbidden to women. It was women’s duty as women to be silent. The dominant sexual culture in mid-Victorian Britain was shaped

2 J. Butler, Recollections of George Butler (1892), 96.
3 The advice came from Matthew Davenport Hill, who was a Liberal MP and reformer of the criminal law. He found the project amusing. Barbara was herself illegitimate and the double standard had shaped her life. P. Hirsch, Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon (2001), 89–90.
by the acceptance of purchased sexual relief for men and respectable women were forbidden to discuss it. This is the foundation of Victorian sexual hypocrisy, and it is intimately tied into the emergence of feminism because that silence was imposed upon women for the benefit of men. This mid-century double standard was a radically different position from the stance taken by moral reformers in the early nineteenth century, and still adhered to by Dissenters and evangelical Anglicans as they had demanded that men also be moral.

In his recent history of Victorian sexuality, Michael Mason argues that too much has been made of sexual hypocrisy. He tells us that ‘[a]s a matter of plain fact, sexual hypocrisy in the lives of notable Victorians is rare . . . it is interesting that when sexual secrets have been disclosed they have often been revelations of non-performance, as . . . it may be in the extra-marital life of Dickens.’ The sexual secret was the existence of Charles Dickens’s (1812–70) extramarital life, not his sexual performance. The hypocrisy lay in the immurement of Ellen Ternan (1839–1914), Dickens’s mistress, in a suburban villa to serve his sexual and emotional needs, while he continued to benefit economically from his professions of belief in Victorian family values. Dicken’s sexual performance once he got to the villa is of almost no significance whatsoever in relation to hypocrisy. Such a life could be imposed upon a woman like Ternan because her family’s financial resources were so slender that she had little choice but to seize the opportunity Dickens offered and no means of supporting herself if she tired of her isolation. As Butler wrote, it angered her that such men were able to ‘go about smiling at dinner parties’ while the women they privately consorted with were ‘branded openly’.

It was in this social context that concern about sexuality began to be voiced publicly by middle-class and upper-middle-class women. The topic

4 M. Mason, The Making of Victorian Sexuality (1995), 43. It is unclear how Mason defines sexual hypocrisy. The OED 2nd edn. definition of hypocrisy can be summarized as the ‘assuming of a false appearance of virtue or goodness, with dissimulation of real character or inclinations’. Examples that meet this definition abound. The Victorians certainly used the word in a sexual context: ‘Behold one of our [brothel] patrons . . . apparently participating in the delights of a chaste wife . . . He “does the agreeable” to admiration. The arch hypocrite!’ J. Talbot, The Miseries of Prostitution (1844), 37.

5 For Nell Ternan’s relationship with Dickens, see C. Tomalin, The Invisible Woman (1990).

of male conjugal rights formed the starting point for a new public discussion by women of female sexuality. Leigh Smith was discouraged from speaking of prostitution, but in the finished pamphlet on English law, she wrote that ‘A woman’s body belongs to her husband; she is in his custody, and he can enforce his right by a writ of habeus corpus.’ Historian James Hammerton has used evidence from cases heard under the new Divorce Act in 1857 and the Matrimonial Causes Act of 1875, which permitted the granting of separation orders in the magistrates’ courts. In court, husbands and wives revealed that both parties accepted normative social attitudes and beliefs, such as a wife’s duty of submission to her husband and an acceptance of male conjugal rights. The household was both a set of relationships and a physical terrain in which wives had a rightful place. A husband’s acceptance of these boundaries gave his wife a degree of customary authority and control. But the cases reveal the vulnerability of wives where husbands were unwilling to abandon expectations of literal and unquestioning obedience and service. Hammerton argues that the publicity divorce cases gave to women’s resistance to male domination, including insistence on their conjugal rights, contributed to the development of feminism.

Nationally the issue that had most salience among women was probably venereal disease. The Contagious Diseases Acts provided for the compulsory medical examination for venereal disease of prostitutes working in specified military districts, and were passed in 1864, 1866, and 1869. Initially these Acts provoked little public attention. However the campaign for the repeal of the Acts continued for seventeen years, and during this period the medical understanding of syphilis and gonorrhoea grew substantially. Both the support for the Acts and the campaign against them can be thought of as publicity that raised people’s awareness of the dangers of venereal diseases and of the high rates of infection. Treatments for venereal diseases remained highly unpleasant, and were of uncertain efficacy until the early twentieth century when the drug Salvarsan was introduced. Syphilis had a low mortality rate but as late as 1924 the disease killed 60,335, a year when only 50,389 died of cancer and

7 Hirsch, Bodichon, 90.
41,103 of tuberculosis.\textsuperscript{10} The open insistence by male supporters of the Contagious Diseases Acts on men’s need for sexual relief in spite of the risks to wives and children alienated many women. Elaine Showalter has pointed out that men saw women working as prostitutes as the source of contamination, while women believed the source of the disease to be men.\textsuperscript{11} The churches and the social purity movement exploited fears about venereal disease to reinforce the existing negative Christian association between sexuality and sin. Thus the emerging discourse on sexuality was powerfully negative and gender specific. Much effort had also been put into raising standards of personal hygiene over the course of the nineteenth century, increasing perceptions of the genitals as dirty and potentially disgusting.\textsuperscript{12} In this context of sin, dirt, and disease, a growing distrust and perception of physical sexual activity as repugnant was unsurprising.

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, working-class women’s literacy was rising fast and the education of middle-class women was starting to be taken seriously.\textsuperscript{13} Female education has been consistently associated with increased female autonomy. In 1995, demographer Shireen Jejeebhoy reviewed contemporary research on female education and reproduction since the 1960s. She found that educating women has been found to have a substantial downward impact on their fertility in a wide range of developing countries. Her complex analysis has much to offer beyond this point. Education works indirectly, enhancing women’s knowledge, decision-making power, and confidence in interacting with the outside world. Their emotional closeness to their husband and children, and their economic and social self-reliance, are also increased.


\textsuperscript{13} D. Vincent, \textit{The Rise of Mass Literacy: Reading and Writing in Modern Europe} (2000), 60–1.
The impact of education differed according to the degree of gender stratification, that is, equality or lack of it, in a given society. In very unequal circumstances, relatively high levels of education may be necessary to make a difference to levels of fertility. In settings that are more egalitarian, less education is required. There was considerable regional variation in gender and sexual cultures in England. Thus the increase in education is likely to have enabled women to act upon their desire for fertility control and protection from venereal diseases more effectively but the impact would have varied in different communities.

During the last quarter of the century, employment opportunities for lower-middle-class women began to widen and middle- and upper-class women were being elected to positions at the municipal level and on boards. There was increasing agitation in support of legislative changes, such as the Married Woman’s Property Acts, that would ensure women were less vulnerable to unreasonable husbands. In 1867, the London-based National Society for Women’s Suffrage was organized. Similar groups sprang up in Manchester, Edinburgh, Bristol, and Birmingham, creating a loose federation of suffrage societies. By the end of the century, the struggle for women’s suffrage was becoming a mass movement with support from women in all regions and classes. The emergence of the movement and rising literacy suggest that women were growing in confidence and assertiveness.

There is limited evidence about women’s physical sexual experience in the nineteenth century but what is available is consistent with the trajectory suggested by fertility rates. It is probable that a substantial alteration in women’s experience of genital sexuality, and in their attitudes, was taking place in the second half of the nineteenth century. Early to mid-century accounts suggest that many women had passionate physical sexual desires and felt able to express these. Middle-class Effie Gray’s (b. 1817) marriage in 1848 to the art critic John Ruskin (1819–1900) was, notoriously, annulled after six years because of his refusal to consummate it. It appears that Effie fully undressed on the first night of her marriage, that Ruskin held her in his arms, and that she allowed him to look at her body, probably including her genitals, in the light. Her letter to her parents entreating their help suggests that she questioned him at length about his reasons. Such readiness to speak of sexuality and her anger about his disgust at ‘her person’ suggests a confidence about her own sexuality, which is reinforced by the erotic success of her second marriage. Erotic confidence comes through clearly in the letters, and/or descriptions, of Sarah Austin (1793–1867), Sarah Walker (b. approx. 1800), Fanny Kingsley (1814–91), and other women in the first half of the nineteenth century. Even with no experience of physical sexuality other than that with her prudish and self-absorbed husband John Austin, Sarah Austin was aware of her body’s potential for pleasure and deeply desired further sexual experience.

Effie’s initial acceptance of Ruskin’s behaviour suggests she was speaking the truth when she wrote that, before marriage, ‘I had never been told the duties of married persons to each other and knew little or nothing about their relations in the closest union on earth.’ Fanny Kingsley had been similarly ignorant of what sexual intercourse entailed before her marriage but this did not prevent her from enjoying physical sexual desire. By the last quarter of the century such ignorance of physical

21 Chitty, Beast, 74.
sexuality and reproductive processes was said to be frequently devastating for young women, and a rising chorus of blame was directed toward mothers of all classes who, it was claimed, had failed to teach their daughters about sexuality. It seems probable that mothers’ responsibility for educating daughters about physical sexual acts was a new requirement. Previously girls of all classes had probably obtained this information gradually in the course of observation, premarital sexual exploration as described in the previous chapter, and conversations with other women such as married cousins and elder sisters. By the late nineteenth century, these avenues of information were increasingly strictly proscribed for young women in all classes and increasing numbers of young men.

The possibility for adolescent observation of adult sexual affection and reproductive processes diminished during this period as adults restricted their own behaviour. Historian M. J. Peterson has described the mid-century marriage of Lydia North (1815–95) and James Paget. This upper-middle-class couple appear to have had a mutually pleasurable physical relationship, but James wrote to Lydia that the ‘extreme and ardour of affection when openly exhibited is as displeasing to me as, when privately shown, it is delightful’. This retreat from easy acceptance of open physical affection as well as of physical sexuality appears to have taken place in many early and mid-Victorian households, and minimal physical demonstrativeness appears to have become increasingly usual in middle-class families.

When parents reject the open expression of sexual affection then children

---


23 For sexual learning, see Chs. 7, 8.


lose the opportunity to learn how this is expressed. There is a notion that women who live in a society that condemns female sexual passion are nonetheless able to express their sexuality fully in private, but this is difficult to accept when careful attention is paid to generational change. Rather, it appears that the impact of changes in behaviour and attitudes related to sexual expression on succeeding generations grew over these decades.

Ruskin’s behaviour calls for comment. Mary Lutyens argued convincingly that the reason for the non-consummation and breakdown of the marriage was due to Ruskin’s horror of babies and his dishonesty in concealing his determination to avoid them from Effie before the marriage. This horror would easily produce the disgust he evinced toward female genitals (not merely pubic hair) in a period when coitus could not proceed without risk of conception. He also felt intense anxiety about his masturbation. Ruskin was the only child of upwardly mobile, rigid, and disciplined parents. He belonged to one of the occupational categories, authors, editors, journalists, that Joseph Banks identified as pioneers of the small family in the 1850s, as did Thomas Carlyle and John Stuart Mill, also known to have had low levels of physical sexual interest. But Banks’s range of categories suggests that varied strategies were being employed to lower family size. For example, officers of the navy and marines and army officers were certainly not embracing new sexual inhibitions. Venereal diseases in the army and navy reached record heights in the third quarter of the century. There was no norm of male sexuality in nineteenth-century England just as there was no norm of family size; rather, several male sexual cultures existed, shaped by factors such as religion, income, region, degree of urbanization, and homosocial environment as well as personal temperament and ambition.

26 See Ch. 7.
29 The other occupations were painters, sculptors, artists; civil, mining engineers; accountants, physicians, and solicitors; ministers of other than the Established Church. J. A. Banks, Victorian Values: Secularism and the Size of Families (1981), 40.
Newly married women’s increasing lack of sexual knowledge and experience when compared to that of their husbands arises as a problem in the last third of the century. Daniel Minertzhagen (1842–1910) had extensive sexual experience while Georgina Potter (1850–1914) had none when the couple married in 1873. Their son wrote that ‘Mother in her puritan chastity could not respond to father’s exuberance.’

Daniel lacked the sensitivity and interest necessary for the creation of a mutual sexual relationship. As the marriage continued he spent as much time as possible away from home and did nothing to support Georgina during her frequent pregnancies. Edwin Lutyens (1869–1944) came to his marriage in 1897 ‘pure’ although he was without the strong religious convictions that had previously been associated with such attitudes. Unlike John Austin (1790–1859) nearly a century earlier, he was also socially adept and skilled at pleasing others, yet Emily, his wife, later told her daughter that her honeymoon was ‘a nightmare of physical pain and mental disappointment’. It appears Edwin lacked previous sexual experience, and had intercourse rapidly without any sensitivity to Emily’s feelings, making the experience ‘increasingly disagreeable to her’, and one she came to find ‘disgusting’.

Emily was probably hampered in any effort to alter his behaviour because both she and Edwin would have found it unacceptable for her to make sexual demands. In the absence of premarital sexual petting she would, in any event, have had little opportunity to learn how her needs might be met physically or emotionally. It is evident that other women did learn to enjoy coitus after marriage, but for many ‘a sense of sin or degradation... accompanied the sexual act’ and where this was so the woman’s participation might be limited. Rosie Williams, who was physically repelled by a prospective second husband was told by her elder sister that ‘One man is as good as another in that respect’.

During the nineteenth century upper-middle-class sexual culture shifted substantially. In the early decades women and men were often aware of the possibility of physical passion and subdued their sexual desires with difficulty. By the middle decades of the century, there was a thriving culture of sexual commerce available, which many middle-class men took advantage of, but respectable women were expected to control their

31 Caine, Destined, 95–6, passim.  
32 M. Lutyens, Edwin Lutyens (1980), 56, 76.  
33 Caine, Destined, 103.
sexual feelings. By the later decades of the nineteenth century, there appears to have been considerable female and some male ignorance of physical sexual activity along with diminishing mutual sexual pleasure. Middle- and upper-working-class ‘new women’ were struggling with new ideas about sexuality from the 1890s, but few appear to have had much actual sexual experience. Those women who did tentatively express positive support for female sexual expression in public insisted this was only possible in the context of continence and self-control. The costs of defying sexual conventions were often high for those bohemians and radical socialists who attempted to live differently.

Among the working classes illegitimacy and premarital conception rates reveal that premarital sexual intercourse between couples who had agreed to marry continued to be usual well into the nineteenth century. From the 1840s, illegitimacy fell steadily, hitting a low point in 1901 when the ratio of illegitimate births to all live births reached 38.9 (Fig. 4.1). The twentieth-century trends make it evident that this reflects changing levels of sexual activity outside marriage. The ratio rose from 1900 in spite of improving contraception, and actually doubled between 1955 and 1980, during which period contraception became widely available to single women for the first time. There are two sharp peaks, of 62.6 in 1918

34 See Ch. 3.
37 e.g. Eleanor Marx’s suicide on 31 Mar. 1898 followed repeated betrayals by her lover Edward Aveling. R. Brandon, The New Women and the Old Men (1990), 139–59. Ida Nettleship (1877–1907), who in 1901 married the painter Augustus John (1878–1961), invited his (first) mistress Dorelia McNeill (b. 1881) to share their home. Ida rapidly had four sons and was unable to continue with her own painting. In spite of her fondness for Dorelia she became deeply depressed. Dorelia’s qualities enabled her to prosper. She had no personal ambitions other than to be an artist’s muse, she did not demand fidelity from her lovers or herself, and she had little concern about personal comforts; e.g. giving birth to her first child alone in an isolated caravan did not disturb her. M. Holroyd, Augustus John (1974), 191–200, 244, 251.
38 Garret et al., Changing Family Size, 281.
and 93.3 in 1945, which clearly occur as a result of the First and Second World Wars. Male access to condoms increased during the wars but this seems to have had little impact. During the war men were less likely to be present when women discovered their pregnancies and failure to marry is revealed by the relationship between the rise in the number of illegitimate births during the Second World War and the fall in pre-nuptial pregnancies. If we put the two world wars to one side, then from 1875 until the 1950s the ratio stays below 50 (Table 4.1). From the inter-war period, some illegitimate pregnancies would have been prevented by use of contraception. However, the high numbers of pre-nuptial pregnancies reveal that the unmarried had difficulty obtaining such information and therefore the trends continue to reflect sexual mores. This period of sexual restraint is both consistent with and reinforces the other evidence about sexual behaviour.

There is little direct evidence of working-class women’s physical sexual experiences but it is probable that many engaged in genital sexual petting

---


Table 4.1. Illegitimate live births per 1,000 total live births

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1846–50</td>
<td>67.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851–5</td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856–60</td>
<td>64.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1861–5</td>
<td>63.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1866–70</td>
<td>58.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871–5</td>
<td>52.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876–80</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881–5</td>
<td>48.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886–1890</td>
<td>46.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891–5</td>
<td>42.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896–1900</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901–5</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906–10</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911–15</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916–20</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921–5</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926–30</td>
<td>44.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931–5</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936–40</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941–5</td>
<td>68.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946–50</td>
<td>54.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951–5</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956–60</td>
<td>50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961–5</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966–70</td>
<td>82.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971–5</td>
<td>86.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976–80</td>
<td>104.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


with more than one partner before settling down. William Hazlitt’s (1778–1830) bitter tirade against Sarah Walker (b. c.1800), the daughter of an artisan and a lodging house keeper, provides a unique account of a young woman experimenting with physical sexual pleasure. Walker
enjoyed sexual activity, choosing from among the limited pool of male lodgers in her mother’s house those to whom she was attracted. Hazlitt writes of her ‘sitting in my lap, twining herself around me, [letting me enjoy her through her petticoats] looking as if she would faint with tenderness and modesty, admitting all sorts of indecent liberties’. She sat in his lap ‘rubbing against’ him, ‘hard at it’ for an hour at a time. Marriage with Hazlitt did not interest her; ‘Why could we not go on as we were’, she told him, ‘and never mind about the word, forever?’ He associates female physical desire with whoring, as is usual in nineteenth-century sources, but Sarah refused to be bought. Though he bribed her mother by paying the huge sum of £100 in advance for his lodgings, she returned his books and would not marry him.42

A minimum of around two-thirds of working-class women were engaged in small businesses or other paid employment.43 There was less emphasis on self-control and discipline among the upper working classes and lower middle classes and many of these women had greater economic autonomy than did upper-middle-class women. Their sexual mores appear to have been relatively fluid. Where backgrounds are given for the small number of women who made successful careers associated with non-marital sexual activity, including prostitution, artist’s models, mistresses, and actresses, they frequently came from the upper working classes.44 Research by Ginger Frost into breach of promise cases between 1870 and 1900 reveals that most of the plaintiffs were respectable small businesswomen and either upper working class or lower middle class. Sexual intercourse was reported to have taken place in 25 per cent of the cases, including some women who had been cohabiting for long periods. Some men were willing to make false promises of marriage as ‘all men do’, but it is perhaps more important that if circumstances changed even men

42 The square brackets are missing words added by the editor of the letters. Sikes (ed.), Letters, 63–72, 81–2, 263–4, 300–1.
who had sincerely intended to marry felt able to change their minds. The cases reveal that these women often desired sexual activity but they were anxious and aware of their vulnerability once intercourse had taken place. In these cases, the consequences of the breakdown of community control over young men described in the previous chapter can be observed. The falling illegitimacy rates are evidence of women’s increasing sexual caution and diminishing opportunity for relaxed premarital sexual activity with a variety of partners, which would in turn have contributed to diminishing physical sexual pleasure.

Nonetheless, working-class women still had more opportunity to experience physical sexual activity before they began having children than did middle-class women. But given their poor nutritional status and living conditions it is probable that once they had children the impact of high fertility on working-class women’s sexuality was even greater. Two mid-twentieth-century studies of English women living in poverty with limited access to contraception found that their pleasure in sexual intercourse rapidly diminished with successive pregnancies. In some regions working-class couples had already begun to lower their fertility by ceasing childbearing earlier in women’s lives. This is achieved by couples having sexual intercourse less often later in marriage (or other long-term relationship). This behaviour may not be parity specific, that is, dependent on the number of children already born (desired family size), as demographers have argued, but rather dependent on a woman’s health and levels of fatigue, her willingness to continue sexual relations, and the degree of control she could exercise over her partner. From the 1870s, the slowing down of a half-century of rapid urbanization led to the establishment of more settled urban working-class communities enabling women (and parents) to establish networks of support and surveillance. Respectability was

46 For childbearing, see Ilewellyn Davies, Maternity.
increasingly central to working-class women’s identity. Openly expressed enthusiasm for sexual pleasure, especially if it resulted in several affairs or was expressed by single women, became deviant and stigmatized behaviour. As with all such behaviour this does not mean that it did not take place but that the incidence was diminished because it was shameful and had to be hidden. Sexually active young women, such as Sarah Walker, still existed but the majority of women around them rejected such behaviour.

Nineteenth-century scholars now support a revisionist view of female sexuality, rejecting the construction of Victorian women as excessively prudish or anxious regarding sexuality. However, the evidence suggests that the error lay in placing the peak of these attitudes in the early or mid-nineteenth century and the presentation of them as monolithic and uncontested. By the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries there is a wealth of evidence regarding a wide range of women, which reveals that the trajectory from the mid- to late nineteenth century was in the direction of increasing anxiety and diminishing sexual pleasure. This includes evidence relating to birth control use and sexuality, as well as autobiographies, and the testimony collected by oral historians.\footnote{Chinn, They Worked, 142–3. K. Fisher, ‘“She was Quite Satisfied with the Arrangements I Made”: Gender and Birth Control in Britain 1920–1950’, Past and Present 169 (2001), 177. N. Higgins, ‘Marriage in Mid 20th century North England’ (D.Phil. thesis, 2003), 175–88. E. Roberts, A Woman’s Place: An Oral History of Working-Class Women, 1890–1940 (1984). Ross, Love, 162. W. Seccombe, ‘Starting to Stop: Working-Class Fertility Decline in Britain’, Past and Present, 126 (1990), 175–7. P. Townsend, The Family Life of Old People: An Inquiry in East London (1957), 75. M. Woodside, ‘Orgasm Capacity Among 200 English Working-Class Wives’, in A. Ellis and A. P. Pillay (eds.), Sex, Society and the Individual (1953), 105. More obliquely, P. Thompson, The Edwardians: The Remaking of British Society (1975; 1977), 75–80. Mixed experiences, see S. Rowbotham and J. McCrindle, Dutiful Daughters: Women Talk about their Lives (1977), 36–41.} Caveats include the probability that those women who did enjoy sexual intercourse were not willing to admit to such pleasure when interviewed by comparative strangers, but nonetheless, the responses obtained have been remarkably consistent, with only occasional hints of pleasure. The other potential source of bias toward a more negative view of female sexuality is quite simply the limited volume of sources available for the earlier period, including the over-representation of Nonconformists, who had stricter sexual mores than was then usual. However, the trends suggested by these sources are supported by the birth rates.
If sexual pleasure is placed on a continuum, then in all classes there was a shift toward a higher proportion of women who did not enjoy physical sexual activity, while a smaller proportion than had previously done so did enjoy physical sexual activity. The percentage of women whose sexual behaviour and feelings were radically different from previous generations was substantial. No estimate can be made of the proportion of women who accepted their duty or whose husbands simply ignored their lack of sexual desire. However, a high and rising proportion of women remained unmarried.\(^{51}\) Among couples who married from 1890 to 1899 more than a quarter (26.5 per cent) of all professional couples had only one or no children. Of manual couples in this cohort, 15 per cent had one or none.\(^{52}\) It was not until the very late nineteenth century that any sizeable proportion even amongst the middle classes began using birth control methods. Therefore, so drastic a reduction in family size can only have been achieved by partial abstinence from sexual intercourse. Simon Szreter has explained that until recently it was thought that almost complete abstinence was required to prevent conception. However, he writes, it is now understood that ‘even if attempted abstinence meant no more than that couples were restricting themselves to intercourse once every week, a definite spacing effect of about eight months would accrue’.\(^{53}\) That means that a woman would on average take nearly a year to get pregnant. This is much longer than the average three to four months it takes to her to get pregnant if she is having the fifteen to twenty acts of intercourse that give her the maximum chance of getting pregnant in each menstrual cycle. It was not then known when ovulation occurred so it was not possible to plan intercourse to coincide with ovulation, and the figures are based on the result achieved when intercourse is spread over the month at random.


The importance of abstinence becomes clearer when the whole period of decline from the 1860s to the 1930s is analysed, as reported levels of birth control use cannot account for the fertility decline to the levels of the late 1920s and 1930s. In 1983, Douglas Sloan pointed out that to ‘explain such a decline by contraception alone, social demographers must assume that nearly every Western couple was . . . practising near perfect contraception throughout the second half of the female reproductive life span . . . Yet, some 40 to 60 per cent of British and American couples who were then reproducing have denied any birth-control practice.’ Sloan criticized the reliance of demographers upon an untested common-sense belief that survey respondents were concealing use of birth control in order to explain this discrepancy. There is evidence of concealment of other sexual behaviours in a later survey, *Family Formation 1976* (1979) by Karen Dunnell. For this survey a random sample of 6,500 women between the ages of 16 and 49 was interviewed. This provided an opportunity to compare actual rates of two stigmatized behaviours, abortion and premaritally conceived births, with the rates reported by the survey respondents. Dunnell reports that:

Validation of pregnancy rates showed that pre-marital births and all abortions since the 1968 Act came into practice [i.e. since it was possible to compare the figures], were under reported by about 50%. Pre-maritally conceived live births occurring in the first seven months of first marriage appeared to be mis-reported rather than not reported at all, since by three years marriage duration the proportions of women having had a child compared very closely with registration data. These activities may still have been more highly stigmatized than the use of birth control had been more than half a century earlier; nonetheless this proven level of concealment reinforces the belief that birth control use was under-reported in the earlier surveys. Yet, even allowing this, the low effectiveness of the inter-war period methods (see Ch. 5) makes it unlikely couples could have reduced the birth rate to 1.72 in 1933, a rate only achieved again in 1976 when nearly 80 per cent of couples were using

---


effective modern methods.\textsuperscript{56} Sloan also argued that the post-Second World War birth control surveys asked questions that would have excluded attempted abstinence and intended low coital frequencies.

The possibility of abstinence or sexual continence as a factor in fertility decline has been mentioned by historical demographers since the 1950s.\textsuperscript{57} In the American context, Paul Davis and Warren Sanderson, in part using the well-known Clelia Mosher survey as evidence, have argued that the effectiveness of methods available for preventing pregnancy in the late nineteenth century was greatly enhanced because couples decreased their frequency of intercourse.\textsuperscript{58} Using non-quantitative sources Seccombe argued in 1990 that in England abstinence from sexual intercourse among the working class was not uncommon and would have provided a method of bringing down the birth rate from the 1870s.\textsuperscript{59} Simon Szreter undertook a re-analysis of the 1911 ‘fertility census’ data by varied occupational groups, the small number of surveys produced in first decades of the twentieth century, the published collections of letters to Marie Stopes, the historiography of Victorian self-control, and middle-class feminism. He concluded that Sloan is correct, and that between the 1870s and the First World War ‘attempted abstinence within marriage was the single most widespread and frequently used method of birth control’.\textsuperscript{60} Szreter argues that men and women accepted the deferment of marriage, which

\textsuperscript{56} M. Bone, ‘Trends in Contraceptive Practice among Married Couples’, \textit{Health Trends}, 12 (1980), table 1, 87. Estimate 79\% in Dunnell, \textit{Family Formation}. Derived from table 8.3, 43. Fifty-three per cent of currently married women were using sterilization, IUDs, and the pill, all extremely effective methods, 22\% were using the sheath, and only 8\% were still using withdrawal.


\textsuperscript{59} Seccombe, ‘Starting’, 154, 159–61.

\textsuperscript{60} Szreter, \textit{Fertility}, 399.
he sees as a form of abstinence, until it was considered financially sensible, and then, having married late, opted for partial, or even complete, abstinence from coitus to control their fertility. The research undertaken for this book into sex manuals, sex research, community studies, and later surveys reinforces this conclusion. The sex manual authors are listed in Appendix B and a brief analysis of the genre given in Appendix A. The contents are discussed in Part II of this book. Here it is sufficient to say that in the early sex and birth control manuals abstaining from sexual activity is assumed to be a widely recommended approach to controlling births, and one that the authors believed their readers might well be using.61

American historians Linda Gordon and Ellen Dubois have argued that female sexual pleasure is a sign of resistance to sexual repression.62 If this was so then it is remarkable that in England the decades of women’s growing rejection of physical, especially genital, sexuality also saw the emergence of feminism as a mass movement of women. In fact, the nineteenth-century English legacy is one of resistance to sexual repression, but that resistance lay in the rejection, not the acceptance, of sexual pleasure. Married women had to endure the rigours of high fertility rates and exposure to venereal diseases while it was unacceptable for them to express sexual desires or to reject their husband’s unwanted sexual


demands. Their acceptance of an ideology of wifely submission, and the increased economic powerlessness and diminishing autonomy of women during the mid-century decades, gave most wives few means of resistance to their husband’s sexual demands other than minimizing their participation in sexual activity, which carried high risks and offered them little reward.

Robert Roberts commented about working-class Salford in the first decades of the twentieth century that:

During serious sex talk in workshop and factory what one heard most was exasperated complaint about wives so prudish, ‘virtuous’ or uninterested in bed that copulation lost much of its fascination . . . [One wife] swathed in clothes, permitted her husband only the act per se and, on her mother’s advice, allowed no ‘dirty’ manual contact whatever. ‘It’s about as exciting’, he said, ‘as posting a letter!’

Women such as these were not being passive; they were resisting male conjugal rights in the only way available to them. This interpretation appears to contradict blatantly the repeated assertion made by working-class women from the late 1890s to the 1960s that they did accept conjugal rights. But the point is that this is all the majority of women appear to have accepted by the late nineteenth century. Carl Chinn found that among working-class matriarchs in Manchester ‘sex for enjoyment was looked on as a function peculiar to men; it was not in the sphere of matters in which wives were involved and so even very independent wives would have found it strange to withhold their consent, even though they found little pleasure in the act themselves.’ Mutual pleasure and tenderness was absent from these women’s construction of marital sexuality. They had disengaged from mutual sexual activity; what they accepted was a duty. This did not leave women wholly without agency. One woman wrote that after her sixth pregnancy ‘I went on

A variety of strategies for avoiding intercourse consistent with sexual passivity are also described. These included staying up late at night working, sharing beds with children, complaining of pains, or, as Seccombe has pointed out, enlisting the doctor’s support. The frequency of intercourse will fall to some extent when women do not enjoy sex because, at the very least, they will not initiate sexual activity. An unknown, but possibly high, proportion of men gain less pleasure from sex with women who do not enjoy the experience, so their own motivation to engage in intercourse is diminished and they will initiate sex less often in such circumstances. Such domestic acts of resistance to male dominance were not ‘political’ but the female unhappiness and alienation they reveal contributed to, underpinned, and was in turn reinforced by the growing female political consciousness.

WOMEN’S ATTITUDES TO BIRTH CONTROL FROM THE LATE NINETEENTH TO THE MID-TWENTIETH CENTURY

Examination of levels of birth control use in detail during the first two-thirds of the twentieth century reinforces the claim that women provided the major impetus behind the decline in fertility. The earliest survey evidence showed that the reported use of birth control did not begin to rise sharply until 1910. Only 15 per cent of women married before 1910 reported that they had ever used birth control in the course of their married lives. But around 80 per cent of those married in the 1940s did so (Table 4.2). In all classes the reported use of birth control began with withdrawal, and then gradually shifted to condoms, caps, and spermicides (Table 4.3(a), Table 4.3(b)). The proportion of men using withdrawal declined over the period, but an increasing proportion of the population

65 Llewellyn Davies, Maternity, 50.
Table 4.2. The percentage of the population reporting they had ever used birth control, by marriage cohort, in various surveys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-F</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946–7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967–8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPCS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 4.3(a). Birth control use by class, marriage cohort, and (a) those who had at any time used appliance methods, (b) those who had only used non-appliance methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of marriage</th>
<th>Social class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before 1910</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910–19</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920–4</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925–9</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930–4</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935–9</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Non-appliance methods can be taken to refer to withdrawal only.

Table 4.3.(b). Birth control use by class, marriage cohort, and (a) those who had at any time used appliance methods, (b) those who had only used non-appliance methods (including the pill)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appliance</td>
<td>Non-appliance</td>
<td>Appliance</td>
<td>Non-appliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941–50</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951–60</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961–5</td>
<td>including</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>including</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pill 90</td>
<td></td>
<td>pill 77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


used birth control and so the actual number of couples depending on withdrawal continued to rise until the 1950s.  

For most women the use of withdrawal sharply diminished their sexual pleasure. For example, in the 1940s Moya Woodside concluded that among her urban working-class interviewees: ‘the practice of *coitus interruptus* is responsible for much of women’s lack of satisfaction, associated as it is with tension, anxiety, and physiologically less chance of reaching climax.’ In spite of this, few English women were willing to try the diaphragm. As late as the cohort of women married 1930–9 less than 9 per cent used the diaphragm. The later surveys of contraceptive use suggest that douching and syringing, the other female methods, were hardly used

---


in England. Around 20 per cent of couples in English marriage cohorts in the decades from 1930 to 1960 had used spermicides. This rose to nearly a third in the marriage cohort 1951–60 but only 1.5 per cent of these women used douches. This means that the spermicides were mainly used during intercourse. Kate Fisher undertook an oral history of birth control use in Oxford and south Wales from 1925 to 1950. She found that husbands reported they inserted the spermicidal pessaries into their wife’s vagina, and also that they, not their wives, purchased pessaries, so use of spermicides was a male-controlled method. Many of the female respondents also made it clear that their part in sexual intercourse was passive. Thus the majority of women were unwilling to try any female-controlled methods despite the fact that withdrawal lessened female sexual pleasure. In fact, as a group women resisted the practice of birth control more strongly than did men well into the mid-twentieth century. It is unlikely that the late nineteenth-century feminists who rejected birth control had sufficient influence in this area to have created such feelings. This suggests that the feminist rejection of birth control drew upon deep-rooted and widely shared attitudes to sexuality amongst English women.

In the mid-twentieth-century decades, birth control researchers Griselda Rowntree and Rachel Pierce interviewed both men and women. They found that male approval of birth control rose faster than that of women during the 1930s, and in the cohort who married 1940–9, male approval was significantly higher than that of women, who did not catch up until the 1950–60 marriage cohort. In E. Lewis-Faning’s survey only women were interviewed. Of the women married before 1910 whose husbands used withdrawal, over half gave ‘lack of knowledge’ as their reason for not using condoms or caps, and nearly

30 per cent gave ‘dislike of experimenting’. But the proportion of women who gave this reason rose to half of those who used withdrawal in the 1940–6 marriage cohort. Lack of knowledge slipped down to 16 per cent. This suggests that many women in the earlier cohorts would not have wanted to try other methods even if they had been available. With increasing numbers of children, the dislike of trying appliance methods or ‘experimenting’ was overcome. Half the women with no children gave ‘dislike of experimenting’ but only 28 per cent of those with from five to seven children did so. This relationship between family size and method choice suggests strongly that most women who changed methods were doing so to control their fertility not to improve their sexual experience.

The extent of women’s rejection of more effective methods of birth control, including female-controlled methods, is surprising given that there is striking evidence of fear of unwanted pregnancies amongst women of all classes from the late nineteenth century on. The use of abortion reveals an even higher level of desperation amongst women. In the late nineteenth century working-class women were innovative and willing to experiment with abortion methods they, or at least those initially involved, knew to be life threatening. Taking Diachylon, a lead-based compound, to produce an abortion was a new method that was not part of a folk tradition in which the risks may have been obscured, nor an instance of hapless victims purchasing patent medicines. In the 1890s, women in Sheffield observed, during an outbreak of lead poisoning after contamination of the city water supply, that those women who were pregnant aborted after being poisoned with the lead—some also died. Use of the substance spread through northern cities until what had been a

---

74 Lewis-Faning, Report, T. 126, 183.
75 Ibid. 182. Over the entire period between 7% and 14% also gave ‘cannot be bothered’ as a reason and there was a very high percentage of answers in the ‘other’ category, 9.5–30.7%. Florence, Birth Control, 19.
common household item was finally, after several deaths, placed on the poison list in 1917.\textsuperscript{77}

The best explanation for women’s negative attitude is that use of birth control, initially withdrawal, was frequently a compromise between male desire for sexual relief and the female preference for sexual abstinence and fertility control at this time. Szreter has argued that withdrawal should be placed on a continuum with abstinence rather than being in the category of sexual practice. He writes that ‘couples in British society who engaged in a regime of coitus interruptus were involved in essentially the same “game” of sexual restraint as those who were practising the various forms of conscious abstinence’.\textsuperscript{78} Did ‘couples’ engage in this regime? If the gendered nature of the sexual experience is considered, then the answer must be no. Withdrawal is not a form of abstinence for women, as it is penetration of the vagina, not orgasm, which socially and legally constitutes sexual intercourse for the female sex. The use of the gender-neutral term ‘couple’ also implies that husband and wife have the same interest in sexual activity. This is contrary to every aspect of English sexual culture in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The individual male using withdrawal must have desired to have sexual intercourse, but women were required to have intercourse whether they desired to or not—so their compliance cannot be proof of desire. Where woman do not want intercourse, withdrawal is not on a continuum with abstinence. Their immediate aim would be to avoid intercourse with control of fertility a secondary purpose. Withdrawal would be a failure of women’s effort not to engage in sexual intercourse, rather than a partial success in the effort to practise birth control. However, it is consistent with other evidence to suggest that for men, and for women who desired sexual intercourse, withdrawal was on a continuum with abstinence as use of the method required them to control and to diminish their sexual pleasure. Hence, the Sicilian women interviewed by Jane and Peter Schneider saw use of withdrawal as a ‘sacrifice’ whereas by the end of the nineteenth century most English women did not.\textsuperscript{79}


\textsuperscript{78} Szreter, *Fertility*, 421.

A belief that positive change had taken place in working-class male attitudes to the family emerged in the 1950s and 1960s. Anecdotal evidence suggests similar change took place in middle class families but no equivalent research exists. In 1961, Ferdynand Zweig reported that there was a social change away from the ‘stern, bullying, dominating and self-assertive father or of the absent father who took no interest in the children, leaving them to the mother. [This] is fast disappearing, and the new image of a benevolent, friendly and brotherly father is emerging.’ He found the marital relationship was ‘on the whole, more satisfactory now than it used to be a generation ago’. Zweig provided a reason for the decline in the authority of fathers; ‘The husband is not the paymaster who can call the tune to the same extent.’

In their study of the urban working class, undertaken in the 1940s, Slater and Woodside also found that their respondents believed there had been a marked improvement over the past thirty years. Zweig found connections between changes in the family world and the external or public sphere of paid employment:

Is the [marital] relationship moving towards greater equality of the sexes? A manager with whom I discussed this subject put his views in the most pungent way, linking this with the social change in the factory: ‘The age of authority and abuse has passed. Men were bullied at work and they bullied back their wives and children. Now you cannot order your men about you have rather to coax and humour them.’

This factory manager was assuming the point that so often has to be made explicitly; hierarchies of class and relations of authority in the home and in the outside world are not separate. By the 1950s there had been an immense social and legal improvement in the conditions of working people, of women, and, increasingly, of children. The authority of parents


81 Slater and Woodside, Patterns, 42. See also P. Wilmott and M. Young, The Symmetrical Family (1973). Fisher, ‘She was quite satisfied’, 191.

82 Zweig, Worker, 30.
over their children, which had been central to the control of female sexuality, was also slowly disintegrating.  

Oral historian Elizabeth Roberts added a caveat; she argued that her research into women and families suggested many couples were moving into closer agreement over their aims by the 1940s, not that men necessarily felt they should abandon their authority over their wives. This is relevant to birth control. In 1969, Gorer still found a ‘widespread, if not very articulate, belief among the working classes that it is the husband’s prerogative to determine whether any form of birth control should be used and that it is unseemly, almost unwomanly for the wife to take the initiative.’ The use of the word ‘unwomanly’ reveals the male rejection of women taking the sexual initiative. In this sexual context shared aims are relevant, not shared control. Roberts’s insight enables the early perceptions of improvement in male attitudes to be reconciled with women’s demands for greater equality since the 1970s. Her conclusion is also consistent with Seccombe’s argument that women had the motivation for fertility decline but men retained control of methods, hence it was not until men’s desires converged with those of women in the early twentieth century that a decisive downswing in working-class birth rates occurred. He suggested that around 1920, ‘after decades of “simmering tension, if not open conflict between spouses” it was now possible to conceive of a companionate marriage and female desire’. Oral historian Kate Fisher has rejected Seccombe’s picture of the working-class marriage as a site of disputes over fertility control. However the average date of

83 Thompson, Edwardians, 57.
86 For examples of such behaviour, see D. Sanders, The Woman Book of Love and Sex (1985), 79–80, 98.
87 Seccombe, ‘Starting’, 187.
88 Fisher claims that ‘Stories of women suffering at the hands of indifferent men were prominent in clinic literature,’ and that ‘reliability on these stories has disproportionately influenced historians’ analysis of gender roles in changing birth control practices’. Stories of indifferent men are usually carefully balanced by examples of caring husbands in published clinic literature. There is more than sufficient evidence available of ‘indifferent’, not to say violent, men to support those that are included. See P. Ayres and J. Lambertz, ‘Marriage
birth in Fisher’s oral history sample was 1912 and the average year of marriage was 1934. Therefore, no conclusions can be drawn from her sample about marital relations or birth control use before the mid-1920s at the earliest. This average date of marriage is very close to the low point in the total marital fertility rate of 1933. By that time women had won the battle. Men had accepted the need to control their sexuality. Women of this generation reported that ‘my husband was not lustful’ and ‘my husband was not highly sexed’. Fisher’s findings actually reinforce Seccombe’s claim that the men have been persuaded. If the first quarter of the twentieth century was not a period of marital disputes and emotional alienation between men and women, these dates mean that Fisher’s evidence cannot prove this. If, on the other hand, women’s rejection of female sexual pleasure and their sexual passivity are factored in as resistance to male sexual demands then the argument presented here accounts for the sexual evidence, the survey findings on contraception and Fisher’s evidence of male support for contraception.

By the late nineteenth century many working-class men were interested in the gains of respectability and it appears contradictory that their wives should have had to pressure them to control their fertility, as controlling family size was key to achieving and maintaining such gains. There were many loving fathers (in all classes); nonetheless male resistance probably existed because most men prioritized sexual access to their wives, not because they wanted many children. Having children was part

89 Fisher, ‘She was quite satisfied’, 186, 189. See also Fisher, ‘Oral History’.
90 Chinn, They Worked, 148.
91 e.g. Thompson (ed.), Dear Girl, 173.
of achieving adult masculinity and many men took considerable pleasure in their first and second children, but their interest often dropped off after that.\(^92\) Studies of working-class people in the 1950s and 1960s found that adults mainly visited their mothers and that it was their ‘Mum they supported, materially and emotionally’.\(^93\) A compromise with women’s desire for fertility control was produced in the 1920s as knowledge of contraception grew and increasing numbers of men realized that if they used contraception their wives would permit them to have intercourse. Thus men were, as Fisher claims, pivotal to changes in contraceptive behaviour, but that does not make them willing and early promoters of fertility decline in unity with their wives.

As we have seen in the two preceding chapters, fertility decline began in the first third of the nineteenth century when the only methods known to the majority of the population were abstinence and abortion. The existing ignorance about withdrawal was not dispelled until the late 1870s and only gradually did men accept the resulting discipline and loss of sexual pleasure. Thus, it was after a century of simmering tension that men and women could start to come to an agreement about controlling fertility. But by then abstinence had become women’s preferred method and the adoption of contraception took place within that context. The next chapter examines men and women’s changing attitudes to their bodies in order to understand the culture of abstinence more fully.

\(^{92}\) Ross, \textit{Love}, 97, 149–52.

Mastering the Sexual Self: Contraception and Sexuality 1890s–1950s

In 1928, H. G. Wells wrote in the introduction to a contraceptive advice manual: ‘When the adult citizen has gone through these pages he or she will know exactly the physical factors of the modern sexual problem. He or she will have all the mastery of his or her sexual self that knowledge can give.’\(^1\) Wells had extensive opportunity to gain mastery of the existing methods and his penchant for sexually passionate affairs with young, unmarried middle-class women meant his contraceptive failures were recorded in an age when few such accounts survive. Amber Pember Reeves, the daughter of friends, did not become pregnant until she desired to do so, but Rebecca West seems to have become pregnant almost the first time she and Wells had intercourse.\(^2\) Thus, Wells’s mastery of the existing methods could not be relied upon to prevent pregnancy. When the sexually inexperienced poet Rupert Brooke had intercourse with Katherine Cox in 1912, he obeyed the instructions he had been given, Unfortunately this meant the couple waited until Cox’s most fertile period, mid-month, and she probably syringed her vagina with quinine and water, a most inefficient method.\(^3\) Cox became pregnant very quickly and then either miscarried or had an abortion. Contraceptive failure was


devastating for these women. Having an illegitimate child kept West from active involvement in society while she was developing as a journalist and writer, while Cox was deeply distressed by her experience. Mastery of methods counted for little when the methods were grossly inefficient. In the early decades of the century success at preventing pregnancy depended on luck, a couple’s fertility, and a willingness to sacrifice some degree of sexual pleasure. The first half of the twentieth century was a period of transition between ignorance and the inadequacy of nineteenth-century methods, and modern methods based upon widespread sexual knowledge. Contraception was necessary before women and men could allow themselves to relax the intense sexual control which has been described in the previous chapters. But the following examination of the methods reveals how difficult and frustrating they were to use. It becomes evident that controlling fertility required major alterations in sexual practice.

Historians have argued that the birth control methods available did not change from 1900 to 1960, but there was, nonetheless, an immense improvement in the effectiveness with which birth control prevented pregnancy and the extent to which methods permitted sexual pleasure.\(^4\) In Britain in 1900, and even in 1920, contraceptives were ‘generally crude, unreliable, expensive and difficult to obtain’.\(^5\) There was wide advertising of appliances in the trade literature but most people were embarrassed and uncertain of what they needed and where to go to obtain it. Difficulties continued once the appliances had been purchased. There was no regulation of contraceptive aids, and quality control tests were carried out by many wholesalers and retailers for the purpose of grading second-quality articles in order to sell them at a cheaper price, rather than to reject any. The Birth Control Investigation Committee, set up in 1927, became the Scientific Advisory Committee of the FPA in 1939. This body released a schedule of approved chemical contraceptives in 1934, which was eventually extended to include sheaths and caps, and became the ‘Approved List of Contraceptives’. There continued to be no British government quality control until the introduction of a British standard for condoms.


in 1964. The gradual imposition of such regulations is an important aspect of the huge improvement in contraception that took place over the course of the twentieth century.

However, the growth of widely available and accurate knowledge was probably the most crucial innovation of all in the history of birth control in Britain. At the beginning of the 1920s the few experts on birth control had limited knowledge as to which birth control methods were effective and why. Contraception remained a matter of self-help in the face of advice that was often confusing at best. The situation improved rapidly from then on, as is shown in birth control manuals written between 1918 and 1960. These texts fall into a gap between the history of birth control and the history of sexuality that reflects the separation of birth control from sexuality, which took place in the mid-twentieth century, as a result of the effort to make birth control socially acceptable. The birth rate of sections of the middle classes began to fall first and fastest, but twentieth-century research into the use of contraception has largely focused on working-class use of contraception. Together with the limited middle-class survey material, these birth control manuals offer a unique picture of middle-class use of contraception, as well as further illuminating the constraints on working-class users.

This chapter is based on the work of a number of manual writers, some of whom were drawing primarily on their own ideas and original research, and others who distilled workable summaries of the available knowledge. It is difficult to overestimate the innovativeness and importance of Marie Stopes’s (1880–1958) first two books, Married Love (1918) and Wise Parenthood (1918), in kick-starting and shaping the discourse on heterosexual marital

---


8 There is a copious secondary literature on sex manuals but Stopes’s first slim manual on contraception, Wise Parenthood (1918), is the only text solely on birth control cited in this literature, and although Griffith’s Modern Marriage and Birth Control (1935) is cited, it is as a marriage manual.
sexuality and contraception respectively in the 1920s.\textsuperscript{9} Theodore van de Velde (1873–1937) had been a gynaecologist in the Netherlands, which means that in his texts he was not reflecting the physical experience of the English. This is an important caveat regarding his evidence; he was, however, enormously influential, and books written after 1928 follow his lead on many issues. A combination of personal experience and knowledge of the research that had been done prior to the First World War formed the ideas of both Stopes and van de Velde. Their beliefs produce a subtly different view of the body from that held by the next generation of writers, more porous, less mechanical, and less governed by rigid regularities of response; a more emotional body.

New writers had rejected this view of the body by the early 1930s. In their work the contraceptive body was defined by mechanical barriers and the physical removal of sperm and was less sexualized and less emotional because of this. By the time Norman Haire’s (1892–1952) \textit{Birth Control Methods} (1936) was published, he had twenty-one years of medical practice, including fifteen years of practical birth control work with working-class women in clinics, and middle-class men and women in his Harley Street practice.\textsuperscript{10} Dr Edward Fyfe Griffith (1895–1988), originally a general practitioner, became increasingly involved in sex education and providing birth control. One of the most frequently recommended of the early birth control manuals was \textit{Parenthood: Design or Accident? A Manual of Birth Control} (1928) by Michael Fielding, the pseudonym of Maurice Newfield (1893–1949), doctor and editor of the \textit{Eugenics Review}.\textsuperscript{11} Some advice from George Ryley Scott (1886–1954), a professional writer, is included because, unlike the other authors mentioned, he was not concerned with ethical issues. In 1960, Dr Eleanor Mears (1917–92), then medical secretary of the British Family Planning Association (FPA), edited a British edition of a book on birth control by Alan Guttmacher (1898–1974), a gynaecologist,

\textsuperscript{9} \textit{Married Love} (1918) contains no information on methods of contraception though Stopes does defend the practice.


\textsuperscript{11} Obituary, \textit{Eugenics Review} (1949), 103–16. Fielding, \textit{Parenthood}. This book was recommended by several other writers, and in sex manuals, including those by N. Haire, H. Wright, and L. D. Weatherhead. By 1940, 150,000 copies had sold.
obstetrician, and president of the Planned Parenthood Federation of America. This text represents the state of the art immediately prior to the release of the pill in 1961.

All these writers drew on users’ responses, and their evidence has been supplemented by several better-known studies. Birth Control on Trial (1930) and Progress on Birth Control (1956) were written by Lella Secor Florence (1887–1966), an American from a working-class background. Her sensitive and thorough discussions of working-class women’s experience of birth control are based on interviews with patients attending the Cambridge birth control clinic and with patients who had failed to return to the Birmingham FPA clinic, respectively. The Practice of Birth Control (1932), by Enid Charles (1894–1972), was based on evidence collected from the Birmingham birth control clinic and 432 completed postal questionnaires from middle-class women. Charles, a social biologist and a socialist, was born in Cape-Town and educated at Newnham College, Cambridge. Patterns of Marriage (1951) was a study of 100 ‘neurotic’ and 100 control couples, undertaken to investigate the extent of assortative marriage, that is of like people marrying like or otherwise, an issue which concerned eugenicists. It is unique in that both husbands and wives were interviewed separately, so sexuality and contraceptive use were placed in the context of the marriage. The project was undertaken by Eliot Slater (1904–83), a psychiatrist, and Moya Woodside, a social worker and researcher.

**BIRTH CONTROL METHODS**

During the inter-war years, authors continued to recommend the sponge so beloved of the early nineteenth-century authors. Norman Haire explained that they were hard to clean and should be sterilized by boiling

---

12 A. F. Guttmacher and E. Mears, Babies by Choice or by Chance (1960).
in a saucepan of water. To increase the efficacy they could be soaked in a 1 per cent solution of lactic acid jelly and a soapy water douche should be taken the next morning. These precautions, if taken, would have made the sponge a difficult method for women in working-class housing. In 1930, the ‘vast majority’ of Florence’s working-class Cambridge patients had no bathroom or suitable sanitary facilities. The desire for privacy also created problems with the use of all vaginal devices, as well as with douching and reusable condoms. One woman, talking about the diaphragm, explained: ‘Many’s the morning I’ve come down in my slippers before daylight so as to try and get it done [washed] before the children were up. But one of them always heard me and then they were all at my heels.’ Another woman ‘spoke of the embarrassment of fixing it up in the bedroom with her husband present’. This embarrassment was usually not due to attempts to conceal use of contraception from husbands but arose because women preferred to avoid display of anything connected with sexuality. The question of pleasure is addressed repeatedly in the discussion of methods. Florence commented that ‘we have never found any patient who liked the method well enough to persist in its use... [One patient who was] instructed to soak the sponge in vinegar found it cold and unpleasant to use, and her husband found the vinegar much too stimulating, so that the climax in his case was very much hastened.’ By the end of the inter-war period sponges were no longer mentioned in England.

Methods such as ‘sitting upright the moment after ejaculation has taken place and coughing violently or taking some other exercise to contract the pelvis’ were not completely rejected until the mid-1930s. ‘Holding back’ is the term for a deliberate attempt by a woman to prevent herself from having an orgasm, in the belief that this would prevent

---

19 Ibid. 65.
conception. Women who used this ‘method’ were found into the 1940s and 1950s. Karezza consisted of penile insertion, with ejaculation inhibited by the mental concentration of both partners on the spiritual aspects of love. Van de Velde thought it ‘obvious that most persons, and especially most men, would not consent to try it’. There was one case of karezza in Charles’s sample and two cases in which ‘the form of intimacy adopted was not normal copulation nor coitus interruptus’. This could have referred to placing the penis between the woman’s thighs or to mutual masturbation.

It is often, perhaps even usually, assumed that oral and anal sex provided a route to sexual satisfaction without risk of pregnancy. However, recent surveys of sexual behaviour reinforce other evidence to suggest strongly that these sexual practices were unacceptable to most people in the first half of the twentieth century. This was not a new inhibition. Richard Davenport Hines found that in the seventeenth century oral acts were seen as wanton and the bidet was rejected from a moral, not hygienic, perspective. Such elaborate provision for cleaning the genitals was probably thought to be preparation for oral acts, confirming that oral–genital contact was considered debased. Bidets were still rare and associated with sexual sin in the inter-war period. Richard Hoggart (b. 1918) commented that, amongst the working class, there was ‘a great shyness about some aspects of sex—about discussing it “sensibly”, about being seen naked, or even about undressing for the act of sex, or about sophistications in sexual behaviour’. This was also true for many in


24 van de Velde, Fertility, 294–5. For the origins of karezza, see P. Fryer, The Birth Controllers (1965), 149–54.

25 Charles, Practice, 29.


the middle classes. Margaret Cole referred favourably to ‘sophistications in sexual behaviour’, and to ‘love-play’, which phrases referred to sexual activity other than coitus, such as oral sex or touching the genitals with the hands. But Cole and Hoggart were part of a progressive intelligentsia and their acceptance of such activities was not typical of the majority.

Dr Eustace Chesser claimed to have asked some 800 of his patients about their sexual practices, probably around 1930. He recalled:

I was surprised and shocked at the proportionately large number of husbands and wives [more than 15 per cent] who admitted that they indulged, either occasionally or regularly, in anal intercourse. At first I wondered why they preferred this unnatural, and disgusting, method of union; and I asked some of them why they considered it more desirable than the normal sex act. In almost every case the reply was the same. They did not prefer it, but indulged in it because it could not result in pregnancy. (italics in original)

This is a high rate of practice of anal sex but it is impossible to confirm this account, as other researchers were not willing to ask such questions. Chesser was a sympathetic questioner, who demonstrated a commitment to understanding sexual behaviour throughout his life, and there is no evidence of a bias that would lead him to misrepresent or to exaggerate this finding. Later evidence regarding anal sex suggests that it is likely that


29 This may have been in Manchester or Cinderford where Chesser worked as a GP after qualifying in 1926 and before moving to London in the early 1930s. My thanks to Lesley Hall for this information. E. Chesser, Sexual Behaviour: Normal and Abnormal (1949), 183. See also E. Chesser, Live and Let Live (1958), 31. The persistent negative attitude to anal sex can be seen in the comment of a sex manual author in 1966: ‘Anal intercourse (coitus in ano) is also occasionally tried by some lovers eager for new sensations. but... this can so easily degrade into a perversion... it seems to me to lie outside the scope of a work such as this. Furthermore, this form of conduct is legally condemned as a criminal act.’ V. Howarth, Secret Techniques of Erotic Delight (1966), 247. Woycke argues anal sex was increasingly used as birth control in Germany from the 1890s. If so, this is another example of the very different German attitude to the body. J. Woycke, Birth Control in Germany, 1871–1933 (1988), 10.
many of these women did not obtain pleasure from the experience, and this is probably further testimony to women’s fear of pregnancy and their acceptance of conjugal rights. The Woman magazine survey found that, in the 1980s, ‘more than a third of wives regularly agree to things that they don’t enjoy and which make them feel uneasy. In one in ten cases this is anal sex and, in nearly one in two, oral sex.’ The Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles (1994) survey collected information on sexual practices from the 1950s, which was already well past the height of sexual prudery, to the 1980s. Even so, only 12 per cent of men and 11.6 per cent of women born 1935–50 admitted having ever had anal sex.\(^{30}\)

In the 1994 survey, heterosexual non-penetrative sexual activities and oral sex were found to increase with higher social class and over time. Unfortunately, neither this study nor the 1985 Woman magazine survey distinguishes between cunnilingus and fellatio in the analysis. Overall, women were less interested in oral sex than men. Of all women aged 20 from 1950 to 1965, only 50 per cent reported experience of oral sex ever in their lifetime, while 62 per cent of men did.\(^{31}\) An examination of letters to Forum magazine in the 1970s reinforces the impression gained from all the sources that women tended to be less interested in varied sexual acts or varied positions during coitus than were many men.\(^{32}\) This lack of desire to experiment is consistent with women’s more negative attitude to birth control.

Rates of breastfeeding declined with the birth rate and so it is unlikely that prolonged lactation was widely used as a method of birth control, although Florence found most women believed this would prevent them becoming pregnant.\(^{34}\) Women and men did try to employ the safe period but, as Haire commented, there was ‘practically no day, or group of days, for preventing conception.’\(^{30}\)

---

32 Ibid. 169; table 6.8, 164, table 6.12, 175.
which has not, at some time or other, been described by some authority, and usually with some show of evidence, as absolutely or relatively infertile’.\(^{35}\) All the post-First World War writers whose work has been examined rejected the safe period, but it is probable that many couples who were reducing their coital frequency chose to have intercourse on days they believed to be infertile.\(^{36}\)

**Female Contraceptive Devices**

The methods discussed so far were free or very cheap. The most expensive methods were intra-cervical pessaries and intrauterine devices. The former consisted of a plate that sat in the vagina against the cervix with a stem which extended up the cervical canal, and in some devices there was a spring shaped like the letter V that expanded in the uterus. Stopes rejected such methods in 1918, but by the 1921 edition of *Wise Parenthood*, she recommended their use in women who had completed childbearing and had damage that prevented the use of a cap.\(^{37}\) The devices were potentially harmful, as they provided a path for the introduction of infection into the uterus, although Haire described the ‘Wishbone pessary’ as also causing physical damage because of the pressure the V-shaped spring applied to the walls of the uterus.\(^{38}\) Himes commented in 1936 that ‘[a]lmost all practitioners have now discarded intrauterine stems, “wishbones,” “butterflies” . . . The Graefenberg ring is still suspect.’\(^{39}\) The latter was an early precursor of the modern intrauterine device, the IUD, and Haire spent some decades using it before eventually rejecting it too as likely to produce infection. Even in 1936, he commented that this was an ‘expensive method requiring many visits and a healthy genital tract’ and that for the vast majority of women and doctors the vaginal diaphragm


\(^{39}\) Haire, *Birth-Control Methods*, 131.


One user in her sample.
was preferable.\textsuperscript{40} Van de Velde and Fielding were against the use of the devices.\textsuperscript{41} It is evident from practitioners’ rejection of the devices that injuries and infections did occur and these devices would have provided some justification for those who claimed that contraception was injurious. There was only one user, even in Charles’s middle-class sample, though like all female-controlled devices they were more widely used outside England.\textsuperscript{42}

Devices that were placed in the woman’s vagina to cover the cervix came in a large number of forms and materials. Robert Roberts claims that working-class girls in Edwardian Salford used vaginal ‘pessaries of lard and flour’.\textsuperscript{43} These would have been difficult to insert and ineffective at preventing pregnancy. Cervical caps are thimble shaped and fit over the cervix, which protrudes into the vagina, as a thimble fits over a finger. In the early 1900s there were rigid caps made of cellulose and metal, one version of which had sharp projections around the inside edge, designed to stick into the cervix, which has few nerves, so as to anchor the cap into position. These teeth produced small wounds and consequent infection.\textsuperscript{44} They appear to have been little used in Britain.

Rubber caps were held in place on the cervix by suction. They stay in place more securely than diaphragms and cannot press on the bladder. The diaphragm is shaped like a shallow bowl made of rubber, larger in circumference, but less deep than a cervical cap. The diaphragm is placed with one edge over the cervix and the other edge resting against the pubic bone. A metal watch spring is encased in the rubber of the rim and this exerts pressure on the walls of the vagina, holding it in place. Doctors were uncertain as to how long women should be advised to leave caps in place, with some recommending that caps could be worn throughout the period between menstrual periods, or even continuously. It took until the

\textsuperscript{40} Haire, \textit{Birth-Control Methods}, 157.
1930s for consensus to emerge that it was better for a woman to insert her cap every night, as leaving it in for long periods resulted in discharges and smells, and could cause inflammation.\textsuperscript{45} The ignorance of doctors, as well as that of women, reveals how unusual and unnatural it seemed to many English people to place objects into a woman’s vagina, outside the context of sex or birth, before the introduction of tampons and contraception. Cervical caps were slightly harder for women to insert and remove than diaphragms because the woman had to reach deeper into her vagina. Stopes had suggested in 1918 that self-fitting of rubber cervical caps should be possible.\textsuperscript{46} But Haire wrote that ‘women found it hard to fit’, and self-fitting may not have been manageable by the majority of users. He believed that the doctor’s skill in teaching a woman how to use the cap was the most important element in success with the method, but most doctors were not keen to become involved.\textsuperscript{47} As a result problems with the supply of caps were considerable.

The use of these methods required a change in the conduct of sexual intercourse. Putting in the cap made intercourse premeditated and this reduced desire: ‘Either a couple must decide before hand that it would be needed, in which case as one said, intercourse became a duty, or the wife must get out of bed to put in her cap, and often after that had lost her desire for intercourse.’\textsuperscript{48} These complaints give a sense of the immediacy and instability of desire, and the brevity of the sexual act. Florence was able to elicit comments about a mutual experience in which the woman’s desire was also important, as her own desire undoubtedly was to her.\textsuperscript{49} However, many men and women felt the woman was taking the sexual initiative if she inserted the cap beforehand. Fielding wrote scathingly that some women saw inserting the cap into the vagina as a ‘wanton act’, ‘an invitation to sexual intercourse’, and that many men also found the cap


\textsuperscript{48} Florence, *Progress Report* 130. Also see e.g. M. Macaulay, *Marriage for the Married* (1964), 206.

unsuitable because they believed sex to be ‘a manly pleasure, one in which women must indeed, by a deplorable necessity, have some part, but which no pure woman should ever enjoy’.\textsuperscript{50} This was probably a widespread difficulty. Even in the 1960s Geoffrey Gorer found that working class men and women believed men should take the initiative in use of contraception.\textsuperscript{51}

Other problems have obvious implications for women’s sexual enjoyment, highlighting the result of high fertility rates. Giving birth frequently altered the shape of a woman’s cervix and a cervical cap could not be fitted, although a diaphragm still could be used in some cases. In the event that the vagina had been badly torn or stretched in childbirth, resulting in a malposition of the uterus, a prolapse, laxity of the vagina, or a torn perineum, then the diaphragm, also, would not remain in position.\textsuperscript{52} Of the sample of 1,250 women analysed in \textit{Working Class Wives} (1939), 191, or 15 per cent, reported having gynaecological ailments, and of these seventy-seven, or 6 per cent, had received no treatment.\textsuperscript{53} The actual number with problems was probably higher as these women were not actually examined and they had very low expectations as to good health. Patients who went to clinics were found to have more children on average than women in the population as a whole, so clinic findings are also not fully representative. Nonetheless, Florence found that a majority of the Cambridge birth control clinic’s patients had suffered from injury in childbirth. For example, amongst the 247 patients who agreed to being examined, seventy-eight, or nearly a third, were found to have a lacerated cervix. Other injuries included fifty-six women with a torn perineum, twenty-three with a retroverted uterus, and eight with a severe prolapse.\textsuperscript{54}

Such women had little or no access to medical help prior to the introduction of the National Health Service in 1948 nor would this always have been to their advantage. Obstetric practice often demonstrated little respect for


\textsuperscript{51} G. Gorer, \textit{Sex and Marriage in England Today: A Study of the Views and Experience of the under-45s} (1971), 142; see also 133.


women or their bodies.\textsuperscript{55} Severe constipation meant the diaphragm might not remain in position. Florence thought nine-tenths of workers were constipated year in, year out.\textsuperscript{56} In 1935, it was estimated that of the £2.5 million spent nationally each year on patent medicines, a large proportion went on purgatives.\textsuperscript{57} For women who had adequate privacy and sanitation, caps could be more satisfactory than any other method, as Charles found in her middle-class sample.\textsuperscript{58} Haire, van de Velde, and Fielding concluded that the diaphragm was the best method, if used in conjunction with a spermicide. In spite of this, caps and diaphragms were never used by more than a small percentage even among middle-class English women.\textsuperscript{59}

**Spermicides**

During the inter-war period it was discovered that while spermicides on their own were not very effective, combining them with appliance methods created a far higher level of effectiveness.\textsuperscript{60} Spermicides were delivered in the form of pessaries and foam tablets inserted into the vagina, douches, and jellies or creams applied to the condom or cap. With manufactured products, the lack of regulation meant standards were variable.\textsuperscript{61} Books included recipes for pessaries and jellies that could be made up at home.\textsuperscript{62} Individual response varied considerably, with some


\textsuperscript{57} C. W. Hutt and H. H. Thomson (eds.), *Principles and Practice of Preventive Medicine*, vol. ii (1935), 1439.

\textsuperscript{58} Charles, *Practice*, 52–4.


\textsuperscript{60} Charles, *Practice*, 19–20.

\textsuperscript{61} Haire, *Birth-Control Methods*, 74–7.

women and men able to tolerate quite strong chemicals, and others complaining of smarting, burning, or discharges as a result of use. Soluble pessaries, made by Rendalls and consisting of quinine suspended in cocoa butter, were amongst the oldest. The popularity of the brand endured even though quinine produced local irritation in some women, and researchers C. I. Voge and J. R. Baker both found that its spermicidal power was low. There were also aesthetic and practical objections to the ‘soiling of underclothing and sheets, [and] the penetrating odour of cheap chocolate… Also cocoa butter is wholly unsuited for use in combination with any rubber… [diaphragms]; it injures the rubber and rapidly rots it away.’ Jellies were also found to be messy and unpleasant. In use, tablets and pessaries often failed to dissolve, or there could be difficulties in placing them high enough in the vagina. The cost per item of pessaries could create a disincentive to have intercourse. Even some of Charles’s middle-class respondents commented on the expense.

Vaginal syringing and douching were never popular methods in England. The reason given by the authors for dislike of the method was that use of douches or syringing alone, or as back-up in the case of condom failure, required the woman to get out of bed immediately the man had ejaculated. Fielding suggested dependence on syringing made a woman ‘more reluctant to be wooed’, that is, less interested in sex. Haire’s 1936 description is worth quoting at length:

If the weather is cold and the room where the douche has to be taken inadequately heated, the woman’s disinclination [to get up immediately] is likely to be increased… douching is a nuisance even for the prosperous French woman with

63 Haire, Birth-Control Methods, 73. Also van de Velde, Fertility, 343.
65 van de Velde, Fertility, 345. See also Charles, Practice, 54–5. Fielding, Parenthood (1928), 63. Haire, Birth-Control Methods, 76, 78.
66 Charles, Practice, 55. For working-class couples, see Florence, Birth Control, 67.
67 Fielding, Parenthood (1928), 47. In 1886 Albutt suggested that use of a bedpan with the syringe after intercourse removed the need for the woman to rise from bed. It took him half a page merely to describe how to set this up, and a less erotic procedure can scarcely be imagined. H. A. Allbutt, The Wife’s Handbook (1886), 47–8. See also Charles, Practice, 56, 110. Himes, Medical History, 228. Stopes, Wise Parenthood (1919), 26.
her well-warmed bathroom, her bidet and her fountain douche. In Anglo-Saxon communities, where bathrooms are notoriously the coldest and most cheerless rooms in our houses, where the presence of a bidet is regarded as almost a symbol of sin . . . immediate post-coital douching is more often a pious wish than an accomplished fact.  

It is obvious that Haire was not talking about working-class women. This was the experience of the privileged middle-class women who came to his Harley Street practice.

**Condoms**

Advances in the technology of condom manufacture came regularly but these were not sufficient to overcome the substantial problems in use until the early 1960s. The vulcanization of rubber, which had been developed in the 1840s, was probably not used for condoms until the 1870s. The crepe rubber used for these ‘cement’ condoms deteriorated within three months and gave off a strong odour. In America the substitution of liquid latex in the early 1930s led to thinner, odourless condoms that resisted ageing for three to five years, but European production continued to be mainly of the older type. In 1931, van de Velde commented: ‘Cheap condoms are a fatal form of economy . . . it is wisest to buy only products of firms with a large turnover, to buy in small quantities at a time . . . And never use the same article twice’. Haire thought that ‘highly intelligent people . . . would experience a higher percentage of success’. All of the recommended precautions increased the cost of the method, revealing the role played by an adequate income in the ‘intelligent’ use of condoms. Once purchased, the non-lubricated condoms had to be carefully rolled on, after
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68 Haire, *Birth-Control Methods*, 83.
70 van de Velde, *Fertility*, 323.
lubricating the penis, then the outside of the condom also needed lubrication, to avoid irritation to the genitals of both partners. Enid Charles explained that the sheath was more comfortable when fitted wet: ‘the penis [then] glides over the surface of the rubber without stretching it . . . this reduces the intra-urethral pressure, which perhaps accounts partly for the very pronounced disinclination of many males to use the sheath.’ The replies to her questionnaire did not disclose familiarity with this approach, so uncomfortable pressure on the urethra when putting on the condom may have been common.

Several authors suggested that some men could not sustain their erection or that premature ejaculation occurred while a man was pausing to put the condom on. Griffith wrote that ‘many men dislike it and will not use it continuously . . . The woman frequently finds it more difficult to achieve an orgasm.’ The elasticity of the rubber was limited, which meant that it often gave way at one or more points, creating breaks so small that they would not be noticed. Both Haire and van de Velde gave instructions for testing the condom after use, by filling it with water and observing whether any drips become visible. In the event that a drip appeared they told readers that the woman must leap from the bed and douche immediately. Dr C. Killick Mallard, the MOH for Leicester, commented in 1922 that it ‘is said that men object to [the condom]; but one must recognise that birth control involves self-control and self-denial . . . It is no use recommending a male method to the wife when the husband perhaps will not be bothered.’ The female researchers

72 van de Velde, *Fertility* 322–3.
77 Pierpont (ed.), *Report*, 288. Also see Haire, *Birth-Control Methods*, 97. Slater and Woodside, *Patterns*, 203. Nurses in Stopes’s birth control clinics also commented on male rejection of
Charles and Florence were considerably more positive about condoms than the male writers, who particularly disapproved of the thicker reusable condoms as interfering with sensation to an unacceptable extent. In 1930 the Cambridge clinic had made efforts to ensure a good-quality, affordable supply of reusable sheaths and Florence was relatively positive about their working-class patients’ experience with this method. However, in 1950s Birmingham, she found that ‘among manual workers the sheath is turned to more as a last resort’. Charles’s 1930s middle-class respondents had a very mixed response to condoms, but they were the most frequently used method. She concluded that the reusable sheath was a relatively acceptable and reliable method, which was not too troublesome for the average woman and did not interfere with the pleasure of intercourse to too great an extent. In the late 1950s the modern condom, relatively thin, cheap, and easy to use, and, most importantly, pre-lubricated, arrived. Once introduced they captured over half the market within three years.

CONTRACEPTIVE EFFECTIVENESS

This section examines some estimates of contraceptive effectiveness for the methods that were in use during the inter-war period. Statistical methods of assessing effectiveness were only beginning to develop and these estimates are flawed. The periods of use were not controlled, the samples from which the results were obtained were not properly selected, and so on. The reason to look again at this work is that it includes condoms in the form in which they were being used in the inter-war period and methods, such as sponges, that had been abandoned by the


80 Charles, Practice, 49–51, 166.
post-Second World War period, when more systematic attempts at assessing effectiveness were made. Norman Haire gave estimates of the contraceptive effectiveness of different methods in 1928 and in 1936. The following discussion is arranged in the order of Haire’s ranking of the methods from least to most effective. Enid Charles also gave estimates from her postal sample of users. Her detailed discussion of the conditions and periods of use contributed to the development of techniques for measuring statistical effectiveness. Eighty-three per cent of her sample was classified as middle class, the group understood to have the lowest birth rate. She suggested these women might also be unusually interested in birth control, given that they had taken the trouble to answer the questionnaire.

Table 5.1. *Inter-war contraceptive effectiveness estimates: failure rates*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Haire—1928</th>
<th>Haire—1937</th>
<th>Charles—1932</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intra-cervical pessaries</td>
<td>unsafe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe period/holding back</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical caps, incl. metal and celluloid</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>rubber only—27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spermicides alone</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>quinine—useless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syringing</td>
<td></td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponges</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal</td>
<td></td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condoms</td>
<td></td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grafenberg rings</td>
<td></td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination methods cap + S: 5</td>
<td>cap + S: 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>condom + S: 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: Charles gives success rates. These have been reversed to make comparison easier. S = spermicide.


---

82 Haire, Comparative Value, 2. Haire, Birth-Control Methods.

83 Charles, Practice, 21, 23, 25.
much lower failure rates she recorded may, speculatively, be taken to
represent the best results possible with these methods in this period.

Neither Haire nor Charles had sufficient experience of intra-cervical
pessaries to give an estimate of effectiveness. Haire found holding back and
the safe period would fail in 100 per cent of the cases.\textsuperscript{84} In 1928, for cervical
caps used alone, he found a high failure rate, over 86 per cent, but this
included metal and celluloid caps, as well as rubber ones.\textsuperscript{85} Charles found
a much lower failure rate for cervical caps of only 28 per cent. For Dutch
caps, she found only a 21 per cent failure rate.\textsuperscript{86} This included only rubber
caps, and some of her cases used chemicals, so they were actually combi-
ined methods. Her results may demonstrate the gains that could be
made. If chemical methods were used alone failure was estimated by Haire
to occur in about 70 per cent of cases, in 1928. By 1936, this estimate had
risen to 75 per cent of cases.\textsuperscript{87} Charles found that syringing alone failed in
73 per cent of cases.\textsuperscript{88} Haire found that the reward for all the effort of
cleaning sponges was that ‘[f]ailure may be expected sooner or later in
about 70 per cent of cases’.\textsuperscript{89} Charles’s respondents reported no success at
prevention of pregnancy for periods of over one year, when using this
method.\textsuperscript{90} Withdrawal failed in 69.5 per cent of Haire’s cases, 34 per cent of
Charles’s;\textsuperscript{91} condoms in 51.4 per cent of Haire’s cases, 18 per cent of
Charles’s.\textsuperscript{92} Haire found the Grafenberg ring, an intrauterine device, failed
either because pregnancy occurred, or the ring was expelled from the
uterus, in around 30 per cent of his cases.\textsuperscript{93} He concluded that the
‘combined method of occlusive rubber vaginal diaphragm, plus contra-
ceptive jelly, plus douche, is in my opinion the best method of contracep-
tion for the majority of women . . . [I t has a] 5 \% failure rate \textit{if used}.’\textsuperscript{94}
Charles found that a combination of the sheath and a soluble pessary or
syringing was most effective, suggesting a 5 per cent failure rate.\textsuperscript{95} The fact
that the male researcher preferred caps, and the female researcher
condoms, emphasizes just how unappetizing the methods were. It can

\textsuperscript{84} Haire, \textit{Comparative Value}, 2.
\textsuperscript{85} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{86} Charles, \textit{Practice}, 34.
\textsuperscript{88} Charles, \textit{Practice}, 35, 44.
\textsuperscript{89} Haire, \textit{Birth-Control Methods}, 93.
\textsuperscript{90} Charles, \textit{Practice}, 166.
\textsuperscript{91} Haire, \textit{Birth-Control Methods}, 65. Charles, \textit{Practice}, 34.
\textsuperscript{92} Haire, \textit{Birth-Control Methods}, 99.
\textsuperscript{93} Ibid. 156.
\textsuperscript{94} Ibid. 124, 126.
\textsuperscript{95} Charles, \textit{Practice}, 47–8.
be concluded that before the First World War those couples who took the
advice offered would obtain some degree of protection from pregnancy in
return for considerable effort and some loss of sexual pleasure. Sponges,
douches, and syringing offered little protection, and the condoms of the
period were unreliable. Rubber caps and diaphragms were little used. By
the 1930s, those women and men who had co-operative partners, self-
discipline, an adequate income, and private washing facilities could, by
using a spermicidal pessary, and a douche and either a condom, rubber cap,
or diaphragm, obtain a high level of protection from pregnancy.

However, despite the loss of pleasure, especially for women, withdrawal
continued to be more widely used than any other method. Use of
abortion was widespread although no reliable estimates of prevalence
can be obtained. Unlike contraception, abortion is not a sexual practice
and it does not alter physical sexual activity, but the practice is likely to
have increased women’s fears regarding a further pregnancy. It is possible
that abortion became easier for women after several births; nonetheless
working-class women were aware they risked producing chronic ill health
or worse. Florence recorded that one woman said she had ‘often taken
drugs to bring about a miscarriage . . . [and] was blind and deaf for three
days as a result of taking too much quinine’. 96 Although middle-class
women’s experience with doctors was probably safer, financial exploit-
ation, sexual abuse, poor hygiene, and inadequate medical care were
reported in the post-Second World War period. 97 The possibility of abor-
tion probably acted as a disincentive to sexual intercourse. The contrac-
cepted act of heterosexual coitus remained substantially different from that
experienced by the 1960s. The diminished sexual pleasure resulting from
successful use of the available methods must be considered a major factor
in the sexual culture of a period in which the birth rate (TFR) had fallen
substantially.

‘Physical “Open Secrets”’: 
Hygiene, Masturbation, 
Bowel Control, and Abstinence

Levels of birth control use were starting to rise sharply by the 1930s, yet contraceptive failure rates remained high in spite of many women’s intense fear of pregnancy and many couples’ shared desire for a small family. The reasons that lay behind people’s difficulties were complex and not easy to overcome. In order to use contraception effectively in the inter-war period, people had to think about what they were doing, they had to be aware of and consider their sexual acts, not just perform them. In 1931, van de Velde commented:

Doctors succeed as a rule in the application of contraception in their individual lives because they understand the main factors... a few—very few—out of the hundreds of thousands of sperms, shed at the vaginal orifice, may be enough to cause pregnancy...[the doctor] has the habit of vigilance...this is...why he practices contraception with more success than the layman...The ‘secret’ of success here is—extreme care, precision and vigilance in executing whatever method has been chosen, and due allowance for apparently trivial matters. (italics in original)¹

Outside the context of sex, the constant self-discipline, attention to minor details, and regulation of personal conduct required to achieve control of fertility had been central to middle-class Victorian thinking, and these attitudes became considerably more widespread throughout the population during the inter-war period. From the 1870s to the end of the 1930s,

¹ Th. H. van de Velde, *Fertility and Sterility in Marriage: Their Voluntary Promotion and Limitation* (1931), 286–9.
this attitude was more crucial to the decline in fertility than birth control information or appliances as such. H. G. Wells wrote that birth control meant that ‘one thing at least will become impossible—the bestial and almost involuntary fumblings of an ignorant animal urgency’.² But there was resistance to this discipline from some progressive men. The publisher Victor Gollancz felt that ‘contraceptives mean wilfulness, planning, preparation: they shackle freedom.’ Abstinence was the only method available to his wife Ruth until the opening of the Marie Stopes Clinic in 1927. She then tried a spermicide, but that method failed in 1928 and she again insisted on abstention.³ The physical sexual control needed to use contraception included, indeed required, a new emotional control.⁴ Rising rates of birth control use show that the desire, whether that of men or of women, to control fertility usually won out over spontaneity.

HYGIENE, MASTURBATION, AND TOILET TRAINING

This new discipline combined with attitudes to the genitals to reshape many aspects of adult sexuality. Three areas offer some insight into such attitudes: hygiene, masturbation, and bowel control. No historical works cover genital hygiene, and even general improvements in personal hygiene are little written about. The genitals are a source of bodily secretions and excreta, and all societies have beliefs that ensure the separation of these from food in order to prevent disease. Avoidance of

⁴ Emotional control, see E. F. Griffith, Emotional Development (1944), 8. He repeats this sentiment in Modern Marriage (1935; 1947), 31.
touching the genitals was probably a sensible and functional aspect of premodern control of disease. Improvements in personal hygiene during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries necessitated huge amounts of labour in the absence of running water in the home. Intense guilt and shame about being ‘dirty’ and rising disgust at others who were perceived to be unclean helped motivate this effort. These attitudes did operate as symbolic boundaries and as a means to impose definitions of class, but improved hygiene had substantial material consequences. Measures such as the discouraging of spitting and the washing of hands and bodies have been accepted as a major causal factor in improvements in morbidity and mortality, amidst a general dismissal by historians of the extravagant claims made for the achievements of modern medicine.

Sexual activity is the only human activity in which close association with the bodily secretions of the self or another person is deemed desirable. It is hardly surprising that people, especially girls kept ignorant of sexuality, confused the pleasurable mess of sex with the dirt of excreta. A woman recalled that, as a girl around 1915, she had been ‘horrified at such intimacy with part of the body associated with “dirt”’. Vera Brittain said, ‘I thought I ought to know [about sexual matters], though the information is always intensely distasteful to me...I suppose it is the spiritual—and intellectual—development part of me that feels repugnance at being brought too closely into contact with physical “open secrets”’. The history of visible dirt, the kind that is removed with soap and water, is also relevant. Historically, concern for cleanliness had begun with the outer clothes, where it was visible, where it counted and gave some return for the effort, then moved to linen, and only in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries did a concern with cleaning the skin emerge. In


9 Wear, ‘Personal Hygiene’.
the 1940s, this process was still ongoing. A young woman working in a factory during the Second World War repeated the adage: ‘My mother always used to say, suppose you were run over, in the street, and they took you to hospital, you wouldn’t want to feel ashamed, would you?’ Cleanliness was still for show, as much to impress others as for the benefit of the self.

Genital hygiene is discussed in the sources on contraceptive methods. Van de Velde told his readers, especially the women, that they were insufficiently aware of genital hygiene. As a gynaecologist and obstetrician he would have had little exposure to male genitals. Haire, who did, commented graphically that:

Every doctor who has to examine the genital organs of either sex must be struck frequently with . . . the dirty condition of the sexual organs . . . in a considerable proportion of cases. This is due, not to any innate perversity, but rather to ignorance and convention. Women who spend hours every day over their toilet, who take a complete bath once or more every day, who are manicured and pedicured . . . often display to their gynaecologist sexual organs bathed with foul discharges. Men who pride themselves that under the most trying conditions, they insist on their ‘morning tub,’ often think it quite superfluous to retract the foreskin and clean the glans, and are quite satisfied to go about with a sloppy, wet, evil smelling penis the head of which is smeared with a disgusting combination of stale smegma and stale urine.

The extreme language used in this quotation, ‘foul’, ‘evil smelling’, ‘disgusting’, reflects the moral loading carried by the concept of cleanliness in this period. However, the probability is that approaches to genital hygiene were not those usually considered ‘natural’ or comfortable today. Van de Velde gave detailed advice beginning with explaining that men and women should clean their genitals both morning and evening, using filtered or boiled water and a fresh piece of surgical lint each time. The description emphasized that this cleansing was ‘[l]n addition to the usual

---

10 C. Fremlin, War Factory, ed. D. Sheridan (1987), 39–40. See also R. Hoggart, A Local Habitation (Life and Times, i: 1918–1940) (1989), 26. For a middle-class example, see The Hygiene of Life and Safer Motherhood [c.1929], 422. This guide was republished in a slightly different version as W. Arbuthnot Lane (ed.), The Modern Woman’s Home Doctor (1939), 312.

11 T. H. van de Velde, Ideal Marriage (1928; reset 1943), 27–9, 49–51.

12 N. Haire, Birth-Control Methods (Contraception, Abortion, Sterilisation) (1936; 1937), 89–90.
baths and ablutions'. This somewhat obsessive approach was reinforced by commercial advertising of douches and other cleaning products. One medical textbook gave an example of a ‘young woman in her twenties [who] presented with a severe vaginal and vulval condition as the result of douching four times daily with Lysol, in an excess of zeal for cleanliness’. This woman was aware of her genitals and of the need to clean them but her perception of her genitals as dirty was apparently so strong that she was unable to assess an appropriate level of care.

Measures taken to prevent children masturbating and to ensure regular bowel movements shaped their response to their genitals as adults. Prohibitions against masturbation endured well beyond the Second World War. As late as 1990, the authors of the Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles survey reported with regret that ‘questions on masturbation were excluded from the survey, because discussion of this practice had met with both distaste and embarrassment from respondents involved in the qualitative work on question design’. Even middle-class, progressive parents were deeply upset by ‘masturbation’ in the 1930s. A mother who decided that her nine-month-old daughter was masturbating asked for advice at the hospital: ‘Matron alarmed me by saying it was a form of self-abuse and she [the nine-month-old girl] would eventually go out of her mind unless the habit was broken. She advised smacking very hard.’ The mother instead wrote to Susan Issacs, a Freudian educationalist, who probably replied to her by citing Freud’s theory that masturbation was universal in infancy. In his study of English nannies, Jonathan Gathorne-Hardy found
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14 E. Hunt, Diseases Affecting the Vulva (1943), 144. Vaginal douching for cleanliness was actively discouraged by a few inter-war writers, e.g. M. Stopes, Wise Parenthood (1918), 28.
16 S. Issacs, Social Development in Young Children (1933), 150–1. Three cases of parents who did use, or were advised to use, splints imprisoning their child’s limbs at night to prevent masturbation are described in the book. Issacs, whose book contained extensive observations of children supporting the Freudian view that infantile sexuality was universal, received considerable public attention. See W. A. C. Stewart, Progressives and Radicals in English Education, 1750–1970 (1972), 256–61.
that responses by nannies to suspected or actual masturbation had become physically less harsh and the religious overtones were less prominent in the inter-war period, but fears about masturbation hardly seemed to lessen at all. For example:

[Simon T. (b. 1925)] can remember being slapped every time his hand so much as strayed in the direction of his genitals and once, when he and his sister were aged four and six, they were caught examining each other and soundly thrashed...[Alexander Weymouth] can remember he and his brother Christopher Thynne fiddling with each other's penises in the bath, perhaps the 'cleanest' place to do it. Nanny Marks said sharply, ‘You’re not being dirty are you?’

Washing the genitals would not be sufficient to make them ‘clean’ for children brought up in this fashion and anything more thorough than a quick going over, even of their own genitals, would have attracted negative comment. Unsurprisingly, this behaviour was similar to that of many working-class mothers in this period, as the nannies were almost inevitably working class. In 1965, a retired female doctor described the pre-First World War behaviour of an ‘indomitable Lancashire lass’ who had become the family’s nanny following their mother’s death. ‘[B]elieving, as she told me years later, that “self abuse was the evil rotting the world”, [the nanny] insisted on supervision in the lavatory, and put us to bed with our hands tied, sometimes too tightly. I remember my piano teacher commenting on my scarred wrists.’ Gathorne-Hardy implies that the lack of resources available to supervise working-class children would have resulted in a more relaxed environment for them to grow up in. But oral histories of working-class women reveal that their attitudes to sexuality were no less prudish, and it is probable the immensely more cramped housing made surveillance inevitable much of the time.

17 J. Gathorne-Hardy, The Rise and Fall of the British Nanny (1972), 270, 272.
18 Ibid., ch.1.
overcrowded kitchen. With some boys, however, even this privilege was not allowed: there were parents with a phobia about masturbation who insisted that young sons should use the privy only with the door wide open.\textsuperscript{21}

The evidence on adult masturbation is very limited. Chesser reported in 1949 that he had asked 600 female general patients and 300 men whom he examined as an army medical officer if they had masturbated. Fewer than 30 per cent of the women admitted to having done so, whereas 100 per cent of the men claimed they had.\textsuperscript{22} Chesser had considerable experience of asking patients about stigmatized activities and is more likely to have obtained accurate answers than other investigators, but there is no way of confirming his results. Nearly forty years later a questionnaire survey undertaken by \textit{Woman} magazine asked, ‘Do you ever masturbate?’ Only two-thirds of unmarried women and 56 per cent of wives said yes. Even in the 1980s, nearly two-fifths of the unmarried women reported that they felt guilty doing so.\textsuperscript{23} There is a trickle of accounts by men about discovering masturbation but only one account by a British woman found in the course of this research. Molly Parkin (b. 1932) became notorious for her wild sexual behaviour. Yet, her account encapsulates the contradictions that might be expected from the other evidence on women’s approach to their genitals. She felt sexual pleasure was animal, ‘like a dog’, and touching herself would have been rude and forbidden, so she rubbed her vulva against the arm of a chair.\textsuperscript{24} In a study of child rearing in Nottingham, undertaken in the 1960s, John and Elizabeth Newson found that ‘the class trend in the mother’s behaviour in response to masturbation is very marked indeed. Nearly all class V mothers try to stop the


\textsuperscript{22} E. Chesser, \textit{Sexual Behaviour: Normal and Abnormal} (1949), 126–7. The Himeses, from the USA, believed English investigators were unduly cautious about questioning patients, and Chesser’s results suggest they were correct. N. E. and V. C. Himes, ‘Birth control for the British Working Classes: A Study of the First Thousand Cases to Visit an English Birth Control Clinic’, \textit{Hospital Social Service}, 19 (1929), 588.

\textsuperscript{23} D. Sanders, \textit{The Woman Book of Love and Sex} (1985), 21. It is not clear from the text whether this is two-fifths of those who masturbate or two-fifths of all the unmarried women.

[1-year-old] child touching or playing with his genitals at this age; only a quarter of professional men’s wives do so.\textsuperscript{25} They attribute this in part to greater working-class ‘modesty’, or prudery, and in part to advice from baby books, which, in a reversal of the inter-war period, were united in advising that ‘genital play’ was natural by 1960. However, by the time the children were 4 years old, 90 per cent of all mothers stopped such behaviour. Many of the 10 per cent who ignored it were doing so only because they believed this was ‘bringing it out into the open’ and would encourage the child to lose interest and stop.\textsuperscript{26} There was a tremendous ambivalence implicit in the attempt to neutralize sex interest.

Toilet training was another area in which parents’ attitudes to the genitals as well as to the shaping of the child’s feelings are revealed. The educationalist Susan Issacs believed that ‘the practice of very early and very rigid training in bowel and bladder routine’ was growing in the inter-war period.\textsuperscript{27} In a questionnaire-based survey undertaken in 1951, sociologist Geoffrey Gorer found that there was ‘a large consensus of opinion . . . that cleanliness training should be started before the baby is a year old (more than two-thirds of mothers say before it is six months old) . . . and that children need more discipline than they get nowadays’.\textsuperscript{28} Both Gorer and Gathorne-Hardy pointed out that toilet training below the age of six months is a waste of time, and the latter explained that this is because the sphincters that enable control of the bowels have not physically developed. Both the nannies and, in Gorer’s sample, the parents of more than one child rarely appeared to have learned from experience and they continued trying to ‘pot’ later children before this age.\textsuperscript{29} Older children were expected to be ‘regular’. The nanny of Simon T. allowed him ‘two “tries” separated by half an hour’, and if he failed to produce he

\textsuperscript{25} J. Newson and E. Newson, \textit{Patterns of Infant Care in an Urban Community} (1963; 1965), 201. Class I and II 25\%, class V 93\%.

\textsuperscript{26} J. Newson and E. Newson, \textit{Four Years Old in an Urban Community} (1968), 385–6. See also Bibby, \textit{Sex}, 116.

\textsuperscript{27} Issacs, \textit{Social Development}, 16.

\textsuperscript{28} G. Gorer, \textit{Exploring English Character} (1955), 163. This book was based on 5,000 of the questionnaires returned in 1951 in response to a request in \textit{People}, a popular newspaper of the period.

was then given a thorough smacking and Gregory’s powder.\textsuperscript{30} The limited diet, which led to chronic constipation in many adults, must have done the same for children, exacerbating the anxieties this regimen created.

**WOMEN AND GENITALS**

Women often felt considerable degrees of discomfort at touching their sexual organs. Margaret Mead has pointed out that, compared to boys, the ‘female child’s genitals are less exposed, [less] subject to maternal manipulation and self manipulation’.\textsuperscript{31} There was no socially sanctioned reason for women to touch their genitals in the early 1920s. Even when washing her genitals, the female child would almost invariably have been taught to use a flannel, not to ‘touch herself’.\textsuperscript{32} This is in contrast to the male child who had to be given permission by those in authority to hold his penis in order that he could urinate. Female children would have little or no experience that would provide them with any pleasurable, or even neutral, sensations to refute the construction of their genitals as dirty, ugly, and fear inducing. Mothers very frequently did not tell their daughters about menstruation. There are numerous mentions of distress when girls discovered they were bleeding and thought they were seriously ill. One woman recalled, ‘When I was fourteen, I had the shock of my life—I couldn’t think—I just screamed.’\textsuperscript{33} Women in all classes report that they were given no explanation for the event. Beliefs that women should avoid washing during menstruation, that it must be concealed,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{30} Gathorne-Hardy, *Nanny*, 264.
\item \textsuperscript{32} This was still the case for some girls in the 1960s, e.g. M. Warner, ‘Our Lady of the Boarding School’, in M. Laing, (ed.), *Woman on Woman* (1971), 36–7.
\end{itemize}
and problems with maintaining adequate sanitary protection added to negative feelings about the genitals—and femininity. In the first decades of the century, ordinary protection consisted of washable towels made from turkish towelling. They were ‘unpleasant to store and to wash either at home or in a laundry’. The poor probably lacked even this provision: ‘when the Suffrage Campaign brought women of education into Holloway Gaol, they found that no provision of any kind was made for women prisoners in this respect. If this means anything beyond abominable administration, it means that women of the class commonly committed to the gaol were not expected at that date to require such refinements.’

By the 1930s, disposable sanitary pads were usual for those who could afford them, and the tampon, a commercial innovation, had begun to erode women’s resistance to touching their genitals. Some GPs and the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists resisted women’s use of tampons. This reveals the extent of discomfort about the sexual body and the extent to which the medical profession endorsed and, where they had influence, reinforced apparently irrational female attitudes to their genitals. In a 1943 textbook, Diseases Affecting the Vulva, E. Hunt asserted that:

The insertion of a contaminated carton, without any attempt at cleansing the external surfaces of the genitalia, may be the source of actual danger to the woman who pushes the tampon upwards into the vagina, damaging the epithelium en route and introducing organisms which are retained in the vagina. The prolonged retention of the tampon by the woman who is careless in her habits leads to a suppurative condition, such as occurs with any foreign body. The psychical effect of the daily insertion of tampons in the vagina must also be considered, and the possibility that this practice may lead to masturbation.

In interpreting this quotation in the absence of extensive historical research into sanitary hygiene products we must accept the possibility that the tampons of the 1940s promoted infection upon introduction. It remains

35 Women’s Group on Public Welfare, Our Towns, 98.  
36 Ibid. 97–8. Some girls in factories were found to be using toilet paper and a few Second World War evacuees were using no protection whatsoever.  
38 Hunt, Diseases, 144.
difficult to believe they could have damaged the epithelium, or lining of the vagina. The reference to masturbation makes it evident there was a strong social component to the doctor’s discomfort, which would have existed prior to the discovery of any physiological basis for unease. The suggestion that a woman who left her tampon in for prolonged periods was being careless ignores the confusion surrounding the issue. Around 1930, medical debates on the placing of contraceptive devices in the vagina reveal that some doctors were then happy to advise patients to leave devices in for long periods.\textsuperscript{39} Van de Velde’s suggestion that a fresh piece of surgical lint is essential each time the external genitals are cleaned comes from an opposing perspective, but both discussions suggest a lack of customary knowledge of the vagina. Even in the late 1950s, a gynaecology textbook advised that tampons were suitable only for ‘married women’, and were ‘liable to set up vaginitis through inadequate drainage’.\textsuperscript{40} No distinction was made between what would be seen now as separate social and medical rationales. Accepting the advice of the majority of the medical profession, even in the late 1950s, would often not have helped women to understand and interpret their own physical experience more positively. People’s attitudes towards their genitals, whether this deviated from standards current today in terms of, for women, a lesser or a greater willingness to place objects in the vagina, or, for both sexes, a lesser or a greater concern with hygiene, should not be interpreted as irrational. There is no natural body, no natural range of sensations, pre-existing and free from the social context.

Working-class people were very much slower to begin using contraception, especially appliance methods, than were middle-class couples.\textsuperscript{41} Looking back over the first half of the century, E. Lewis-Faning did not find pregnancy rates varied amongst method users by social class, which suggests that where working-class people were able and willing to use artificial methods they did so as effectively as middle-class couples.\textsuperscript{42} But


\textsuperscript{40} F. W. Roques, J. Beattie, and J. Wrigley, \textit{Diseases of Women} (1959), 107.

\textsuperscript{41} See Ch. 4.

for those who lived in poverty, maintaining the standards of hygiene sufficient to use contraception without promoting infection required efforts far greater than those that the same standards demanded of middle-class users of contraception. In the late Victorian period, lower-middle-class people still might not have running water in the home, and even in the inter-war period it was exceptional for working-class women to have unlimited water ready at hand, A private toilet also remained unusual in many areas.\(^{43}\) It is probable that where there were inadequate facilities women frequently felt their genitals were dirty because they were; their feelings were not unreasonable and a reluctance to touch their genitals was not irrational. The use of birth control devices, including condoms or caps, may have required them to alter deep-seated and, within their context, functional ideas about their bodies. These women were unlikely to have had the attention to spare for the effort of preventing a future pregnancy by use of the recommended combined methods, nor is it likely that these would have seemed a sensible use of limited resources. Many of the women described in *Working-Class Wives* (1939) were ignoring existing painful diseases, and given that obtaining treatment for these was not possible, they certainly would not have had resources to spare for hypothetical gains in the future.\(^{44}\) The label ‘working-class’ covers a range of incomes and housing conditions, and during the inter-war period much new housing was produced. There was an annual average of 150,000 new houses built in the 1920s, rising to over 300,000 annually during the 1930s.\(^{45}\) Increasingly, working-class people did have internal running water, a privy that did not have to be shared with other tenants, and some degree of privacy in the home. But during the Second World War, 15 per cent of Britain’s housing stock was destroyed and this loss was only slowly repaired. As late as the 1960s, Hannah Gavron


found that bad housing ‘dominated the lives’ of over 60 per cent of her sample of working-class London mothers.  

ABSTINENCE

Many women and men’s apparent inability to use contraception properly in the first half of the twentieth century was due in part to feelings of distaste about their bodies. The feelings that discouraged women and men from being sexually adventurous or expressing tenderness through genital sexual activity were crucial in underpinning the acceptance of partial sexual abstinence. In 1886, Dr Henry A. Albutt published *The Wife’s Handbook*, which covered the care of the wife and new baby and included information about contraceptive methods. He also explained that ‘many young people injure their health considerably by indulging in intercourse too freely during the first months of marriage’, and that ‘Moderation should be observed.’ The early sex and birth control manual authors assumed abstaining from sexual activity was a widely recommended approach to controlling births which their readers needed to be dissuaded from using. The manual authors are more flexible, even ambivalent, about the appropriate frequency of intercourse. In *Married Love* (1918) Stopes mentioned that this was one of the topics about which questions were most frequently asked. In *Enduring Passion* (1928) she devoted a chapter to the topic. In this she commented that ‘some couples find after periods of mutual strength and enrichment, they can live without the physical act of union, deriving from each other all their natures require from the subtler mental, physical and spiritual


48. e.g. ‘The alternative [to use of birth control]...is not merely the cessation of sexual intimacy, but also abstinence from all the endearing intimacies which are natural and spontaneous in married life. They must not only sleep apart but in many ways live apart. And this not only means pain of the heart...but also often leads to serious nervous trouble because of the strain which it involves...I believe conception control to be the better way.’ A. H. Gray, *Men, Women and God* (1923; 1947) 112.
radiations’. She also gave examples of high frequencies of intercourse. The evidence suggests this was a sexual culture in which there was a very much higher proportion of people at the low frequency end of a continuum, not that a full range of sexual behaviour was not taking place. Nor did a low frequency of intercourse necessarily mean a lack of enjoyment of sexual activity. However, in looking at the evidence from the late nineteenth century up to the Second World War, it is easy to forget or underestimate the obvious fact that those who were by today’s standards inhibited in their sexual behaviour were also strongly inhibited in discussing sex. So reports of sexual behaviour largely come from those who were by the standards of their age uninhibited and atypical.

One of the indications that sexual restraint played an important role in bringing down the birth rate is the association of large families with sexual indulgence by working-class people. When people are using effective contraception there is no connection between the extent of sexual activity and reproduction. Where pregnancy is still seen as a sign of sexual indulgence then it is probable that birth control is not the sole and perhaps not even the primary means by which attempts to limit births are made. One woman described arguing with her father in 1914; ‘My father was too easy going. I said, “No sooner do we get one baby grown up than another one comes.” “Oh you brazen little madam,” he said.’ The word brazen indicates the sexual content of what she had said. Embarrassment at being seen in public while pregnant was also common in the inter-war period.

Mass-Observation commented in 1945 that ‘large families today are considered old-fashioned at best, at worst somehow indecent’. Comments made by respondents to the survey included a mother of four, who said, ‘We have been called lustful and irresponsible producers.’ A telephone engineer aged 30 described the ‘Vague social feeling almost of immorality in having a lot of children’. A mother of three said, ‘I was so ashamed when the third was expected, I wouldn’t go out if I could help it.’ Terms such as

50 Roberts, *A Woman’s Place*, 41.
52 Mass-Observation, *Britain and her Birth Rate* (1945), 75.
‘lustful’ or ‘immorality’ reveal the continuing sexual connotation of reproduction.

There is evidence of sensitivity and concern on the part of some husbands. Where men were aware of their wives’ feelings and a woman disliked sexual activity, it is reasonable to assume that there was often a lower frequency of intercourse. In 1964, a 32-year-old man, who described his wife as ‘an alert and intelligent woman’, described how both he and she had been brought up ‘in an atmosphere of anti-sex education and thought’. He explained that his own and his wife’s inhibitions led him to frequent prostitutes. Her ‘initial efforts were a very brave attempt on her part to do what she thought was expected. Within a year of our marriage the old walls of inhibition and disgust had sprung up again; and because I don’t like the indignity of rejection . . . we rapidly drifted apart, at least physically.’53 Clearly a man’s sensitivity to his wife could be limited and might not direct him into paths likely to improve their mutual sexual experience. One in four men told the Mass-Observation sex survey that they had visited prostitutes, although they did not state how often.54

In 1949, this Mass-Observation sex survey found that two out of five respondents insisted that it was possible to be happy without any form of sex life. Those who felt this tended to be older and there was a higher proportion of women.55 Biographical evidence of partial or complete abstinence reinforces the impression that women were more likely to be accepting of this than men. For example, Herbert Morrison’s wife was said to have refused to copulate with him for twenty years and his ‘roaming hands’ were blamed on her.56 Nonetheless, writers of all kinds assumed that in the absence of sexual opportunity many people did not miss sexual fulfilment. One doctor argued that ‘[a]bstinence does no harm in the absence of sexual stimulus, as, for example, when a husband and wife occupy separate bedrooms; but if they lie in contact with one another there is sexual stimulus. Perhaps the stimulus may be unconscious and

55 Ibid. 155; example of abstinence, 156.
unrecognised, but it does occur and it is not recognised.’ Separate sleeping arrangements appear to have been an acceptable solution to many people, not just middle-class couples. There are mentions of working-class women who chose to sleep in another room with their children or in separate beds in the same room as their husband. This level of avoidance could, and probably frequently did, go beyond the desire to control births into an active rejection of genital sexual activity by both sexes.

In *The Peckham Experiment* (1943), a report on a health clinic set up in the 1930s in Peckham, a working-class suburb of London, the authors noted that in ‘the course of our work we found what we believe to be a high percentage of . . . non-consummation and of rarity of connection, as well as of the deliberate avoidance of childbearing by birth control methods . . . In these people what is usually presumed to be the pressing urgency of the sexual appetite remains unstirred to a surprising extent.’ Mentions of non-consummated marriages are particularly striking. *Sexual Disorders in the Male* (1939) was written by the Viennese E. B. Strauss and Kenneth Walker, whose career as a genito-urinary surgeon had begun before the First World War. They give a number of case studies that include abstinence over a long period. One married couple decided not to have children due to insanity in the immediate family. After their doctor recommended they not use birth control they remained abstinent for twenty-three years, at which point the wife wanted sexual experience and a child. They were described as having a ‘moderately successful marriage’. In general, the authors said, ‘feebly sexed patients are not uncommon’. The absence of sexual activity did not mean

---


couples were unloving. Agnes Hughes, a close friend of Kier Hardie, and her husband Hedley Dennis remained abstinent throughout their married life but were close and very supportive of one another.\textsuperscript{61} The historian Lesley Hall commented on the ‘surprising number of correspondents [who] wrote to Stopes about unconsummated marriages, some of which had existed in this state for an extremely long period’.\textsuperscript{62} Dr Joan Malleson, a well-respected female consultant on sexual problems, published her first article on non-consummated marriages in the \textit{British Medical Journal} in 1942, and two further articles in the \textit{Practitioner} in 1952 and 1954.\textsuperscript{63} These were based upon hundreds of cases.

A detailed study was published in 1962 of non-consummated marriages treated by doctors over the three years that they participated in a Family Planning Association series of seminars. Only the wives were treated. They were given a medical examination and were then seen for a limited number of sessions. The author explained that such cases were not rare in the participating doctors’ practices. It was estimated that each doctor saw an average of twenty-five to thirty ‘virgin wives’ a year, with the lowest estimate eight to ten women, and the highest fifty to sixty. Altogether, these ten doctors probably saw about 700 cases of non-consummated marriages, most of which patients were probably middle class, during the two and a half years of the study.\textsuperscript{64} Of the 100 cases discussed in the seminar, 35 per cent, just over a third, had been married for the relatively short period of under one year, 37 per cent, again over a third, for one to four years, and 25 per cent for five to ten years. Three per cent had been married for over ten years.\textsuperscript{65} There were few doctors willing or

\textsuperscript{61} C. Benn, \textit{Keir Hardie} (1992), 426.
\textsuperscript{64} L. J. Friedman, \textit{Virgin Wives: A Study of Unconsummated Marriages} (1962), 11. A list of the medical experience of the ten, all female, participating doctors is given, 4–5.
\textsuperscript{65} Ibid., derived from table 4, 126. The 100 cases discussed in the seminar were ‘not a random sample’ of those seen. The doctors tended to report those cases which they found difficult, 11–12. See also Alison Giles, ‘Learning to Deal with Sexual Difficulties’, \textit{Family Planning}, 10/2 (1961). Many of the patients would have been referred from FPA clinics, which had a mainly middle-class clientele. A. Leathard, \textit{The Fight for Family Planning} (1980), 76.
able to help their patients with sexual problems in this period. The large number of couples with these extreme sexual difficulties that found their way to the seminar participants is indicative of a much larger number who must have been unable to obtain professional advice.

Unsurprisingly, given that this was the late 1950s, these couples were not abstaining for contraceptive purposes but because they had profound difficulties with the expression of sexuality. The doctors found that:

Some women who have not consummated their marriages are in a sense asleep; they restrict conscious awareness of sexual feeling. They use the defence of ‘not knowing’ about their sexual organs to ward off anxiety . . . Such women tend to think of their vaginas as too small for the penis and fear injury from intercourse.66

This explanation that the women were restricting conscious awareness of sexual feelings that nonetheless did exist reflects the broad acceptance within Western culture of the Freudian refusal to admit that a lack of sexual feelings is possible. This was the basis of the doctors’ assumption that they knew more about these women than the women knew themselves. This validated their denial of the women’s own testimony, which often spoke of an absence of sexual feelings. Many of the patients experienced vaginismus, where the vaginal muscles clamp tightly. The treatment offered consisted of talking with the woman and then inserting glass dilators into her vagina to enable her to overcome her fears about penetration of the vagina. Several of the doctors ‘were anxious that using dilators might be seen as encouraging the patients to masturbate’, a fear which now appears as ‘irrational’ as the patients’ fear of intercourse.67

The aim of the treatment was to reconcile women to sexual intercourse and the seminar concluded that a patient’s ‘[m]arked disgust for her genitals [has] been taken as bad prognostic signs but fear and anxiety have not’.68

Some men also suffered from perceptions that sex was ‘messy and disgusting’. Kenneth Walker explained that:

66 Friedman, Virgin Wives, 39.
67 Ibid. 105–6.
68 Ibid. 111.
Many men marry not only in ignorance of the art of love-making but with entirely wrong attitudes to sexuality. Take, for example, a man who has grown up with the idea that sex is of a comic nature. From the start all manifestations of sexuality have been regarded by him as excellent material for ribald stories and obscene drawings... Is it surprising that when he marries his attitude remains the same? ... the more he is in love with and admires his wife, the less likely he is to be able to associate her with such obscene behaviour as love-making. As a result he may even find himself impotent with his wife and capable only of love-making with prostitutes.  

Male participation in sexual badinage is not sufficient to indicate that they were any more comfortable and less anxious about genital sexual activity than their more obviously prudish wives. The problems these men and women faced were not usual by the 1950s. But their attitudes were assumed to be common in the manuals of the 1920s and before. The existence of so large a number of women with serious difficulties in the late 1950s reinforces the impression given by other sources that the proportion of couples in which one or both partners did not enjoy sexual expression, and thus did not find abstinence a sacrifice, was considerable in earlier decades.

However, marital abstinence is not merely a method of birth control any more than is infanticide. Abstinence within marriage was a course of desperation that could be sustained only by imposition of a repressive sexual and emotional culture, initially by individuals of their own accord, and then, as they internalized those dictates, upon succeeding generations. The fertility decline that took place in Britain was of a wholly different nature from those that have taken place in the developing world since the arrival of effective methods of contraception in the 1960s. The point that was reached in the 1930s was not a stable, low-growth population equilibrium, instead it was a highly unstable low-fertility regime.

---

maintained by sexual control. As contraception and living conditions improved during the inter-war period, the internalized sexual repression which had maintained this regime was gradually eroded, and fertility began to rise again.
PART II

Sexuality and Sex Manuals
I have found that people talk to me very frankly about sex, and I have formed some interesting conclusions from their confidences and from my own personal experience. The most important is my firm conviction that most people go through life without experiencing sexual pleasure worth the name.¹

Leonora Eyles, who wrote this in 1933, was a journalist and the author of a sex manual. She had been married twice and had several affairs, and wanted to share what she had learnt. Until the late twentieth century her readers are unlikely to have been surprised that the majority of the population experienced little by way of sexual pleasure, but many would have been taken aback that people would speak frankly to her about their sexual experience.² The publication since the 1970s of numerous biographies of radical or literary and highly sexually active individuals, many of whom left generous diaries and letters, and histories of groups to whom


sexuality was central may give the impression of a culture in which sexual rebellion, or hidden and forbidden sexual activity, was frequent. These people were often important as they brought new ideas and an insistence on pleasure in the body into twentieth-century English society, but their sexual experiences were unusual. The intention of this chapter is to provide an overview of the sexual behaviour of the majority of people in early to mid-twentieth-century England. These generations continued the struggle that had begun in the early nineteenth century to control fertility by altering sexual response. The sexual culture was shaped by change in three other areas; sexual ignorance and the reshaping of knowledge; the clash between the separate sexual cultures of men and women; and lastly the conflict between an entrenched privacy and the need to talk about sexuality. An individual’s sexuality is formed by physical and emotional experiences that take place from infancy to adolescence. Adult experience then shapes the expression of that sexuality. This individual experience takes place within the context of the existing sexual culture. A cultural generation has been defined as a ‘vague, ambiguous, and stretchable concept...people of roughly the same age whose shared experience significantly distinguishes them from contemporaries in other age groups’. It is useful to think of sexual generations whose shared experience was distinguished from those who came before or after. It is the young, whose ideas and lives are still in the process of formation, who are powerfully shaped by the new, and, because of this, shifts in sexual mores take place over decades. When we look for changes in, say, the 1900s, we must look at the choices young adults are making and how they are behaving as they form their sexual lives. Then back at the 1880s and 1890s to consider the time in which this generation was formed and how that social context was different from what came before and after.

Wyatt et al. found that ‘Whatever was learned and practiced in childhood was a strong predictor of how a woman would express her sexuality throughout her life.’ G. E. Wyatt, M. D. Newcomb, and M. H. Riederle, *Sexual Abuse and Consensual Sex: Women’s Developmental Patterns and Outcomes* (1993), 205. There appears to be no equivalent research into male sexuality, but it seems probable the same is true of men.

SEXUAL IGNORANCE

This section examines the sexual culture which made controlling births by abstinence possible. Ignorance about genital sexual activity and reproduction is mentioned frequently in the first half of the century and it must be central to any explanation of the sexual culture. The word ignorance has been used because this was the term chosen by many people during the period to describe their own experience of physical sexuality. Yet, during the course of this research, it has become obvious that many people, including historians, have difficulty in accepting that extreme sexual ignorance could exist. This common-sense perspective is usually not articulated, and so the assumptions underlying it are left unexamined. The problem stems in part from the difficulty of connecting theories of sexuality with the history of physical sexual experience. The ideas of Sigmund Freud (1856–1939) entered popular culture during the middle decades of the twentieth century and have become part of common-sense understandings of behaviour for the generations that came of age since then. Freud gave sexual drives an importance and centrality in human life, human actions, and human behaviour which was new and deeply shocking to many people. He argued that the sexual drives exist and can be discerned in children from birth, giving rise to infantile sexuality, and that sexual energy (libido) is the single most important motivating force in adult life. If the satisfaction of the pleasure drives transgresses sanctions imposed by the ego then the sexual energy may be repressed. The conflicts this causes will be pushed back into the unconscious and deviations and neuroses are likely to occur through the damming up of libidinal energy. Or sublimation may take place, in which case the sexual energy will be

5 e.g. ‘Has one to leave sex alone to be pure? Is it such an evil, ugly thing? No! It must be this dreadful all prevailing ignorance.’ From the 1909 diary of Ruth Slate (1884–1953), in T. Thompson (ed.), Dear Girl: The Diaries and Letters of Two Working Women 1897–1917 (1987), 139.
6 e.g. T. Laqueur commented in a book review: ‘Similarly, women report not knowing where babies came from until they were married. Perhaps this is true but they learned quickly and it is odd that in such a print saturated culture such ignorance was so widespread.’ Laqueur, ‘Simply Doing It’, London Review of Books (22 Feb. 1996). 12. See also the scepticism expressed in K. Fisher, ‘‘She was Quite Satisfied with the Arrangements I Made’: Gender and Birth Control in Britain 1920–1950’, Past and Present, 169 (2001), 168–9, 173–4. For a thoughtful scepticism, see E. K. Sedgwick who has suggested that we pluralize and specify ignorance. Epistemology of the Closet (1990), 7–8.
channelled into the achievement of socially acceptable goals in art or science. Freud encouraged a search for the underlying sexual basis of social behaviour and taught people to be sceptical of persons with an apparent lack of sexual energy. It is still widely believed that an absence of sexual feelings or physical desire is not possible and is merely a sign that sexual feeling had been repressed and denied. Many people born since the 1930s may also find it difficult to accept sexual ignorance as possible because formal sex education is largely irrelevant to the development of sexuality. They have few other memories of acquiring sexual knowledge and they, therefore, perceive their own sexual knowledge as coming naturally. It is necessary to consider how sexuality develops in more detail in order to understand how it was possible for many people in earlier generations to grow up without sexual knowledge.

First, some evidence regarding sexual ignorance. A survey undertaken by Mass Observation in 1949 found sexual ignorance, including ignorance of reproduction, to have been common. The following quotation is one example from a series:

At 26 years of age [in 1914], I was as ignorant as it was possible to be. The funny part is that I can’t imagine how I lived to that age without realising. I wasn’t helped in the slightest bit. Even when I started my midwifery training I never thought fathers had anything to do with it. (61 year old woman, retired nurse)

In the draft of a book on the Mass Observation survey, Leonard England discussed responses such as this woman’s, and the problem of determining the extent of sexual ignorance:

These are not extreme cases, but rather milder instances of prolonged ignorance, and do not appear to be by any means rare. Although discovery of the facts by ‘getting married’ seems—from the relative elderliness of the majority mentioning it—to be a dying phenomena, it is still mentioned by one in every twenty, usually the less ‘well-educated’ and generally women. A working-class housewife for instance said: I didn’t know until I was married—all my mother said was ‘Behave yourself’ and none of the details. (39 year old organ grinder’s wife)

In 1930, the woman quoted would have been aged around 20. A rate of extreme sexual ignorance of one in twenty suggests that the average level of sexual knowledge in inter-war society was low. The evidence on sexual abstinence presented in the previous chapter reinforces this, and oral historians who have asked about sexual knowledge have consistently found this was the case. It is probable that prolonged ignorance in single people, including a smaller percentage of young men, was relatively common until the early 1930s. This sexual ignorance often included lack of knowledge of how babies were made, that the baby emerged into the world through the vagina, of reproductive processes such as menstruation, of the body of the opposite sex, and of the actual act of coitus. Most importantly, many young people were not aware that mutual genital play and coitus were potentially a source of physical and emotional pleasure. This ignorance of sexual knowledge was closely related to ignorance or ‘innocence’ of physical sexual desire. Profound sexual ignorance did not necessarily include an absence of flirtation, or of playfulness; it was an absence of knowledge about the potential physical ends of such behaviour. Prior to the First World War such ignorance was common amongst single people in all classes, but during the inter-war decades profound ignorance ceased to exist amongst the sexually progressive or people with extensive formal education. Amongst other groups what passed for sexual knowledge was still very limited even in the 1930s.\footnote{E. Chesser, \textit{Love without Fear (A Plain Guide to Sex Technique for Every Married Adult)} (1941), 12. K. Dayus, \textit{Where there’s Life} (1985), 151. J. Klein, \textit{Samples of English Culture}, vol. i (1965), 38–9, 64–5. E. Roberts, ‘The Working Class Extended Family: Functions and Attitudes 1890–1940’, \textit{Oral History} (1900), 59.}

How was it possible for profound sexual ignorance to exist? From the last quarter of the late nineteenth century the majority of British parents in all classes had tried to ensure their children did not obtain sexual knowledge. They believed sexual knowledge was something from which children and young people, especially girls, must be protected, and that they must be taught to limit their physical and emotional expression.

Respectable men and women were embarrassed and inhibited in their replies to children’s questions about topics such as pregnancy and breast feeding. They felt that sexual knowledge would be worrying or frightening to a child and their answers were intended to ensure the processes involved remained mysterious. Children were discouraged from asking adults questions about sexuality and other children usually knew little more. Links between the sexual behaviour of animals and that of human beings, not to mention that of birds and bees, are not obvious or meaningful unless adult comments make them so.

Social learning theory suggests that parental learning endorsement has a strong impact on children. Recent research into the relationship between women’s childhood and adult sexual experience found those raised by parents who had, verbally or non-verbally, endorsed body awareness and nudity in childhood and adolescence had more extensive sexual experience and were most likely to have positive sexual experiences as adults. As a child grows up in a sexually relaxed society, they acquire tacit, non-verbalized physical sexual knowledge gradually. Neither the parent nor the child verbally articulates the larger part of this knowledge. The child progresses through a slow process of observing and touching their own body and those of other children, and they have physical contact with adults of both sexes. They can observe adults touch each other with affection and talk generally and lightly about sexual attraction. Enjoying the company of others is part of this. The child will not be routinely chastised for asking questions about sexuality or other matters. They will be allowed to reject unwanted touching (which may occur in the name of hygiene) and adults will not respond to menstruation and wet dreams as if the adolescent had behaved badly. As small children, they are likely to experiment sexually with their own body and with those of other children. As adolescents, they learn about sexual desire and response through masturbating alone and perhaps with others, through


11 For menstruation see Ch. 6. Boys could be frightened by wet dreams at puberty, e.g. V. Gollancz, Reminiscences of Affection (1968), 198.
holding hands, kissing, and feeling and holding the body of another person. Through all these activities, the growing person gradually becomes aware of the internal physical elements of their own sexual excitement.

Children growing up in the early decades of the century were denied much of this experience. Historian Peter Gay has argued that even if women only found out about sexual intercourse for the first time on their wedding nights, following this experience they then had the knowledge, and therefore, ignorance in unmarried adults was of little importance. Those children who were surrounded by adults who took pleasure in other aspects of the body and were physically affectionate might go on to enjoy physical sexual experience even though they had been refused information actually identified as sexual knowledge. But when a woman or a man had sexual intercourse without having gained this positive embodied knowledge their physical capacity for sexual pleasure was often diminished. This is not only a psychic deficit. Even when such prior learning has taken place, enjoyment of sexual intercourse was (and is) often a learned experience. For example, by 1965 most teenagers acquired basic sexual knowledge. Yet, in a sample of teenagers, less than half of the boys (48 per cent), and under a third (30 per cent) of the girls, said they had liked their first experience of coitus. A young person with prior positive experience of his or her body will be encouraged to persevere and develop an awareness of their own sexual pleasure but people who were already fearful and nervous about sexuality were less likely to persevere in actively seeking enjoyment.

While the consequences of ignorance varied, lack of knowledge did often lead to enduring difficulties. In 1951, Geoffrey Gorer undertook a questionnaire study, which was published as Exploring English Character.

12 P. Gay has an entire chapter on ‘Learned Ignorance’. According to this, 19th-century men and women repressed their ‘rousing yet frightening incestuous wishes’ twice, first in infancy and then after puberty, and entered marriage in a state of ‘factitious ignorance’; this then gave way to happy, sensual marriages. Gay did not explain why this ‘psychosexual development, a history . . . shared with all mankind’ did not lead to such ignorance before the 19th-century, and does not do so today. P. Gay, Education of the Senses: The Bourgeois Experience, Victoria to Freud (1984), 278–9.

13 Gay, Education, 278–94. See Ch. 8 below for physical consequences.

15 G. Gorer, *Exploring English Character* (1955). The research was funded by Odhams Press Ltd. There was a 75% return of the questionnaires sent out by 31 Jan. 1951—but the sample of 5,000 actually coded was skewed for age—only 3% of the sample were over 65 compared to 11% of the population, 8–9.


Dick’s insensitivity is reminiscent of that of Edwin Lutyens (1869–1944) but the late Victorian Emily Lutyens was unable to improve her sexual experience,¹⁹ unlike Mitchison, who was not only several decades younger but politically left wing and socially radical, and who, from the 1920s and with the aid of contraception, went on to have sexually satisfying affairs.

In the Freudian model of sexuality denial and repression of sexuality leads to the energy bursting out elsewhere. The actual experience of many people who passed through childhood in a society where sexual stimulation was minimized often appears to have been more analogous to that of a muscle that is not used or a talent that has not been developed. The evidence does not suggest that the absence of physical sexual desire diminished the individual’s capacity to love another person nor does the lack of sexual expression seem to have created a need for compensation. Researchers John Gagnon and William Simon explain that in adulthood a low level of sexual activity is usual in the absence of stimulation, as sexuality is usually ‘channelled through an existing set of eliciting social situations’. These situations were absent to a considerable extent in prison, and it was found this inhibited sexual responses, resulting in rates of male sexual activity, including masturbation, that were very much lower than occurred outside the institution.²⁰ Observers commented on the growth of sexual stimulation during the twentieth century. Kenneth Walker (1882–1966) was a surgeon and the author of many books on sexuality. In his biography, he commented that ‘modern children are also being constantly stimulated by papers, journals, plays . . . displaying nude figures in a way in which the children of the Victorian world were never stimulated . . . [I]n the future, an increasing number of young people will be unable to sublimate and to control their sexual desires in the way in which their parents and grandparents managed to control them.²¹ In 1951, Gorer commented that ‘the absence of of sexual feelings as well as experience, before marriage . . . was, and still to a great extent remains, the

¹⁹ M. Lutyens, *Edwin Lutyens* (1980), 56, 76. See also Ch. 4.


English ideal. He found that the earlier his respondents’ date of birth, the older they were when they ‘first started being really interested’ in the opposite sex (Table 7.1). This suggests that the generations that did not gain tacit sexual knowledge in childhood and adolescence took longer to feel sexual desire. The timing of the shift Gorer described is consistent with the diminishing levels of sexual ignorance found by Mass Observation.

Few people have described the experience of not feeling sexual desire. However, Margaret Cole (1893–1970) who went on to have an active physical sexual life commented about the pre-First World War period in which she worked with the Guild Socialists:

[They were] about as unconscious of sex and its ramifications as any body of people I have ever known...[M]aybe we were just exceptionally undeveloped in a generally undeveloped age. For myself, I know that I had been physically attracted to ‘G.D.H.’ [her future husband] from almost the time I had met him, though I did not at all recognise the attraction for what it was.

This account suggests that when people who were sexually ignorant felt physically attracted to others, they might not interpret these feelings as sexual. But many men as well as women appear to have had an enduring lower level of physical sexual desire than would now be seen as usual. Margaret Cole described her husband G. D. H. Cole (1889–1959) as a man

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current age of respondent in 1951</th>
<th>Estimated date of birth</th>
<th>Percentage interested in the opposite sex at median age 16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 18</td>
<td>1934 or later</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–24</td>
<td>1927–33</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–34</td>
<td>1917–26</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44</td>
<td>1907–16</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 45</td>
<td>Before 1910</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


whose interest in sexual expression was never high. He had some homosexual experience. Before marriage, Margaret explained, her husband’s ‘physical affections, his desire to caress, had been generally directed towards his own sex’, but, she added, this had been ‘all very mild’. She painted a convincing portrait of a man whose overall interest in, and acceptance of, physical sexual expression of any type was low throughout his life:

One feels that he would have hardly had the energy for vigorous love-making; and the idea of ‘love-play’ would have shocked him . . . [H]is sex-life diminished almost to zero for the last twenty years of his life. Concurrently he developed by degrees a positive dislike of, and disgust with, any aspect of sex almost equal to that of the early Christian fathers.

Lack of sexual interest is rarely even considered as a possible explanation for such denial of sexuality. Instead, it is now usual to assume that the answer lies in a denial of homosexuality, and this too is a possibility. But Cole did have access to social circles in which had he wished to it would have been possible for him to have sexual relationships with men, albeit secretly. More importantly, Cole was hardly any closer to fulfilling the demands of genital heterosexuality than he was those of homosexuality. The experience of men and women such as Cole cannot be described in terms of a binary continuum from homosexual through bisexual to heterosexual. They had a different experience of physical sexuality from that presented as natural and inevitable by the Freudian-influenced generations that followed.

Attitudes to lesbianism illuminate the pivotal role played by low levels of genital sexual desire in English sexual culture. Passionate and enduring female friendships were valued during the nineteenth century, but from the early twentieth century such friendships began to come under increasing suspicion. The popularization of the work of Freud and the sexologists is usually offered as the cause of this shift. But the production

24 Ibid. 92.  
25 Ibid. 93.  
26 In other accounts, the low importance of sexual desire is suggested by omissions. e.g. L. Manning, *A Life for Education* (1970), 195. Manning mentions Oscar Wilde and lesbianism but this is probably because she was writing just following homosexual law reform. She specifically rejects the concept of intimate friends, 37, 71–2, 209.  
of theory cannot, in itself, be held accountable for the widespread ‘recognition’ that intense schoolgirl crushes were dangerous, the repulsion directed at spinsters, or the anxiety aroused by fears of lesbianism. Why did this particular theory lend itself at this particular moment to being broadcast to a wider audience, and to arousing such anxiety in that audience? The audience accepted that the sexologists and Freud were correct because of shifts in female sexuality; elements of new emotions and experiences appeared to be more accurately described in these theories than by the existing religious and medical denial of sexuality. What, then, laid the ground for this shift? It has been argued that the fundamental cause was the threat posed by the growing independence and confidence of women, which was creating substantial changes in the dominant heterosexual sexual culture. To this must be added the falling birth rate and growing awareness of contraception. As a result of these shifts the limits of acceptable female sexual expression were widening. However, the growing awareness of women’s physical sexual desire and their sexual responsiveness combined with existing strong anxieties, and the fear of sexuality per se, to create the need for new rules defining deviance. Rejection of lesbianism rose in parallel with the tentative emergence of positive attitudes to heterosexual female physical sexual desires and pleasure. The rise in prejudice might be described as apparent rather than real because the previous tolerance of physically demonstrative female friendships had been the result of a widespread lack of awareness that genital sexual passion was possible between physically affectionate women.

This new genital orientation was not imposed on women from without but arose because there was an actual change of subjectivity and physical response on the part of many women. The learning process that develops the individual’s awareness of their physical sexual potential has been described above. It is equally relevant to lesbian or gay physical sexual


28 Progressive middle-class heterosexual women’s discussions are described by Bland, *Banishing*, 145, 285. See also Thompson (ed.), *Dear Girl*, 136, 8–9.
experience as it concerns the individual’s relation to their own body, not sexual object choice (though there is a relationship between the two issues). In the early twentieth century, women often expressed affection physically. This included embracing, kissing, sitting close together, and sharing the same bed at night. Women who identified as lesbians (and bisexual women) frequently began by experiencing non-genital physical contact with other women. They then moved to genital sexual activity with women gradually if at all, suggesting that they, like many heterosexual women, did not initially identify their genitals as a source of pleasure in this period. But as new rules defining deviance emerged, some of those who were promoting a more positive attitude to female genital sexuality put all adult women not in heterosexual relationships under suspicion.

Two English sex manuals differentiate between single women who are physically sexually active and those who lack interest in sexuality. In 1931, the Revd Leslie Weatherhead was referring to women who did not feel comfortable with or welcome physical sexuality when he wrote disapprovingly of ‘some maiden ladies [who] say . . . “I have no such feelings”’. Elsewhere in the manual, he discusses disapprovingly a lesbian couple who ‘slept together, embraced and kissed each other and sexually excited one another’. He was differentiating between those who have no ‘feelings’ and lesbians. Marie Stopes wrote in 1928 that wives whose husbands were unable to meet their sexual demands ‘suffer frightfully in secret’, and after discussing masturbation, she then described lesbianism disapprovingly as ‘[a]nother practical solution which some deprived women find’ to the problem of undersexed husbands. Women who lacked sexual desire were discussed elsewhere in her book. Both these writers were clear that there were women who were not interested in physical sexual feelings, and that the term lesbian did not include them but referred to physically, sexually passionate women.


The Sexually Active

Historians of sexuality, especially heterosexuality, have tended to disregard people in whose lives sexual expression was unimportant in favour of people who had extensive sexual knowledge and experience. In a society in which speaking, or writing, about physical sexual experience was strongly discouraged, those who have left records of their sexual expression were unusual by definition. From 1900 to the 1940s, sexually knowledgeable and experienced people usually belonged to relatively small sectors of the community such as artists, bohemians, some wealthy businessmen, sexual radicals, sailors, and the non-respectable section of the working class. Male boarding school pupils frequently had adolescent same-sex contacts but on many this appears to have had little impact. The number of unmarried women who were sexually active with men other than their intended spouse was increasing from 1900 but the only substantial group of such women continued to be those who worked as prostitutes. Their numbers diminished as legislation and the intensification of policing introduced pimps into the equation and made prostitution a less acceptable lifestyle for women before the Second World War. Occasional comments reveal the existence of women and men who were otherwise conventional but who had sexual experience and pleasure greater than that suggested as usual by most sources. This category included active but married homosexuals. Taken as a whole all these different groups probably amounted to no more than

35 e.g. Bailey, Cynthia Payne, 138.
around 15 per cent of the population at this time. With the exception of the wealthy businessmen, they tended to be marginal or powerless, and they lived within a sexual culture that silenced them. None of the sources suggest that extensive sexual experience was usual or acceptable to conventional, respectable people before the 1950s. The community as a whole supported and maintained sexual norms. Individuals who openly transgressed sexual boundaries, such as girls who had been sexually assaulted, unmarried mothers, or homosexuals who encountered the police, were usually treated harshly by their families and communities. It was this community support that enabled authorities to uphold rigid sexual mores.

GENDERED SEXUAL CULTURES

Although, for the majority of the population, physical sexual activity involved both men and women, they inhabited almost separate sexual cultures, a male culture and a female culture. Very different, and contradictory, pictures of sexual mores appear depending on which is examined. Gendered sexual cultures were part of a society in which gender segregation was usual in most schooling and in most occupations and remained a common experience up to the 1960s. Discussion of sexuality and of the sexual body in mixed-gender groups including respectable women or in the public sphere was extremely limited until the mid-1960s. Female gossip is characterized as contributing to maintaining rigid sexual mores, but Robert Roberts described how older men also disapproved of the increase in explicit male sexual boastfulness after the First World War. In the 1950s, the authors of *Coal is our Life* found that ‘[a]ny attempt to discuss sexual problems seriously and frankly with a mixed group was found to be soon acceptable to
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37 For the putting of unmarried mothers into the workhouse or mental hospitals under the Mental Deficiency Act of 1913, see Humphries, *Secret World*, 63–94. For examples of the shocked and punitive response to homosexuality, see P. Higgins, *Heterosexual Dictatorship: Male Homosexuality in Postwar Britain* (1996), ch. 10. Girls who had been sexually assaulted continued to be put in institutions in the 1960s: e.g. M. Lassell, *Wellington Road* (1966), 143, 146–7.

women, who welcomed the opportunity, but the men were embarrassed and almost silent. The only context . . . in which they discussed sex was in a circle of jesting males.\textsuperscript{39} Men in groups used sexual swear words, and shared stories and jokes about sex in order to confirm their status in the group, but participation in such conversations did not necessarily indicate extensive sexual knowledge, or varied experience.\textsuperscript{40} In his account of working-class Salford, Robert Roberts (b. 1905) used the phrase ‘serious sex talk’ for a conversation in which men were discussing their actual sexual activity with their wives.\textsuperscript{41} Male conversations about sexual activity were enjoyed as an activity \textit{per se} and a way to display masculinity; for most participants this had little or no relationship to their sexual behaviour.

Heterosexual sexual activity involves women, and greater male sexual knowledge or assertiveness had to be mediated through women. Thus, the tone of societal sexual culture altered in response to the degree of female sexual restraint. Diminishing supervision by their families and employers from the early 1900s left girls responsible for protecting themselves. Richard Hoggart’s (b. 1918) description of working-class social mores offers a good picture of how young men divided young women into categories and how they tested the girls:

The names of the same girls who are willing crop up again and again; the easy ones are soon well known . . . To me the surprising thing is that so many girls are able to remain unaffected, to retain both an ignorance about the facts of sex and an air of inviolability towards its whole atmosphere that would not have been unbecoming in a mid-nineteenth century young lady of the middle-classes. It is wonderful how, without evident prudishness or apparent struggle, many of them can walk through the howling valley of sex-approaches from the local lads and probably of sex-talk at work, and come through to the boy they are going to marry quite untouched physically and mentally.\textsuperscript{42}


\textsuperscript{41} Roberts, \textit{Classic Slum}, 55–6.

The ‘easy ones’, the girls with whom the ‘local lads’ could have sexual intercourse, were treated with contempt and unkindness, while good girls were admired for their lack of sexual awareness. The ‘howling valley of sex-approaches’ was a form of hazing, testing the girls and despising those who gave way. Male sexual culture encouraged men to inflate the extent of their sexual experience. However, in *Coal is our Life* (1956), a study carried out in a Yorkshire mining village, amongst the most gender-segregated working-class communities in Britain, the authors report that ‘[o]pen sexual interest was for the older generations confined to the groups of men and a few girls who were “a bit free”—there always seem to have been a few of these in any village or part of a town’.  

Gorer undertook a survey of the sexual behaviour of the under-45s (people born after 1924) in 1969, well past the peak of sexual constraint. He found that a quarter of the men who later married had more than three partners but only 2 per cent of women admitted to so many. The wide boys, or men with multiple partners, saw their behaviour as admirable, in sharp contrast to the attitude towards the wide girls.

Many husbands and boyfriends shared Hoggart’s admiration of female innocence and they did not want their wives and girlfriends to display sexual knowledge or passion. This reticence was part of a spousal relationship in which other issues, such as money, were also not discussed openly. Specifically in relation to contraception, Woodside and Slater found in the 1940s that shyness and inhibition about expressing dissatisfaction with the method to the spouse were common and even ‘characteristic’ of the older working-class couples they interviewed, but that this was changing with the younger couples. More generally, they reported that the ‘public ignorance of sexual physiology is abysmal. Ordinary men and women have not even the vocabulary with which to frame enquiries and express their puzzlement. Husbands and wives are hampered in
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43 Dennis et al., *Coal*, 232–3.
discussion with each other.\textsuperscript{46} From the 1940s, expanding sales meant sex manuals and other similar sources were providing a new respectable, medicalized language that men and women could share for couples in all classes. Inhibitions about discussing sex eroded slowly, remaining paramount throughout the period.

**SUMMARIZING SEXUAL CHANGE**

The period from 1900 to 1960 can be divided into three sections; pre-First World War and the war, the inter-war period up to and including the 1940s, and the 1950s. In the period between 1900 and the First World War, there was a relatively homogeneous sexual culture in which respectable people within all classes and age groups in society shared broadly similar, negative attitudes to sexuality.\textsuperscript{47} The impression that Victorian sexual mores altered substantially in these decades is misleading. The working classes were becoming more sexually restrained, and while the Bloomsbury group and other rebels contributed to the new openness which was being introduced in novels and magazines, their sexual activity remained limited.\textsuperscript{48} In the aftermath of the First World War, historians of masculinity have found that a deeply anti-heroic mood emerged. This further advanced the modification of masculinity set in motion by first-wave feminism, while women’s confidence and independence was increased by war work.\textsuperscript{49} Nonetheless, the majority of the population remained sexually conservative throughout the inter-war period. The generation that came of age in this period grew up between 1900 and the war, and a high proportion


remained unmarried or married late. For example, only 59 per cent of women aged 20 to 39 were married in 1931.\(^{50}\) Fertility rates continued to fall until the 1930s, and the inadequate contraception available ensured that those who did marry continued to focus on sexual restraint. There were considerable changes following the First World War but the impact of these on the sexual knowledge and behaviour of the majority was not felt until the 1930s. By then books on physical sexuality and contraception were becoming more widely available, and such topics could be mentioned in newspapers and magazines, although censorship remained a major constraint.\(^{51}\) Contraception was being used by all classes. Sexual ignorance was eroding and a recognizably modern sexual culture began to emerge. Children growing up in this period had a very different experience of the body from those who grew up before the First World War. Following the war, clothing, especially that worn by women, became less heavy and tight, more people took recreational exercise, and exposure to sun and air was encouraged.\(^{52}\) Relevant progressive causes that blossomed in the 1930s included nudism and the free schools movement.\(^{53}\)

The impact of the Second World War was complex. The existing research into sexuality and the war largely ignores the continuing sexual trends before, during, and after the war.\(^{54}\) It seems evident that so massive
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\(^{50}\) Marriage and Divorce Statistics, OPCS Series FM2 no. 7 (1983). Derived from table 1.1 (b).


and unsettling an event should have had a major impact. Yet it is necessary to distinguish between the opportunities and disturbances created in people’s day-to-day lives during the war and the consequences of the war victory in the following years. During the war, social dislocation diminished community surveillance and provided opportunities for sexual activity. The bringing together of large numbers of men and women in the forces was particularly important for gay men and women.\textsuperscript{55} Evidence of heterosexual women’s sexual behaviour during the war is not sufficient to prove the war was a liberalizing force for them. In 1949, Mass-Observation found that one husband in four and one wife in five admitted to extramarital activity.\textsuperscript{56} However, women who had extramarital affairs while their husbands were absent for long periods usually saw this as excusable only in an extreme situation, if at all. Women who had premarital sex with a man they believed to be their intended spouse were considerably more likely to wind up with an illegitimate child during the war.\textsuperscript{57} Women’s guilt regarding their fall from grace would not necessarily translate into future liberality. It is arguable that it did not in the case of the older generation in the 1950s. Eustace Chesser found that over two-thirds of women who had themselves had premarital sex would not wish their daughters to do so.\textsuperscript{58} More importantly, men did not return from service tolerant of their wives’ sexual activity, although they could dismiss their own peccadilloes as forgivable in men fighting a war.

The 1950s saw the coming together of two streams of change producing contradictory results. The ongoing relaxation of sexual mores endured, but heterosexual male dominance of sexual activity, which had been thrown into question by decades of feminism and by the trauma of the First World War, was reasserted following the Second World War. The inter-war privileging of verbal reticence and self-control endured, but this

\textsuperscript{55} Service in the armed forces increased the chance of contact with like-minded others, especially for women. Before the war there had been no visible lesbian subculture in London as there was in Paris and Berlin. Bland, Banishing, 169. E. Hamer, Britannia’s Glory: A History of Twentieth Century Lesbians (1996), 141–2. Porter and Weeks, Between the Acts, 78, 87, 98, 100–5, 112.

\textsuperscript{56} Stanley, Sex Surveyed, 134.

\textsuperscript{57} See Ch. 12.

\textsuperscript{58} E. Chesser, The Sexual, Marital and Family Relationships of the English Woman (1956), 342–3. See also Roberts, Women, 68.
masked a renewed confidence in masculinity. The outcome in the 1950s and 1960s was a sexual culture more conservative and rigid in gender terms, but less abstinent sexually. The lessening of male sexual restraint required a concomitant lessening of female sexual restraint, which young women often desired, but it was they who bore the costs of relaxed sexual mores in the form of rising rates of illegal abortion, illegitimate babies, and painful adoptions. Middle-class men were starting to want mistresses of their own class, and the increasing availability of contraception and illegal abortion meant conventional middle-class women were more willing to have premarital and extramarital affairs. In spite of the apparent desirability of this from a male perspective, the distress caused to women helped fuel second-wave feminism and the destabilizing of middle-class men’s dominant position in the sexual culture.

At the same time, the premarital petting of the 1950s marked a substantial shift back to a more relaxed sexual culture. Women and men were able to learn about each other’s bodies and sexual responses before sexual intercourse and commitment to marriage in a similar fashion to that which had existed before the nineteenth century. Many adolescents found that after a little awkward fumbling their body responded with pleasure to new experiences. To many people in this generation sexual pleasure appeared ‘natural’, not learnt. From the 1920s the more educated, left leaning, and less religious among the middle classes had become increasingly less sexually prudish than the working classes. By the 1960s, class differences were the opposite to those that had existed a century and a half earlier when the religious elements in the emerging middle classes had promulgated a rigid and constricting sexual
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61 In 1950, Mass-Observation found that there is a ‘noticeable lessening of moral strictness amongst those with more education . . . [This] reflects a completely contrary principle to that shown in the Kinsey Report.’ This is yet another difference between US and UK sexual culture. England, ‘Sex Survey’, 152. See also J. Newson and E. Newson, Four Years Old in an Urban Community (1968), 384.
ideology and tried to impose this on the rest of the population. The shared negative perspective on sexuality was breaking down and by the early 1960s accepted standards of sexual behaviour differed widely between classes, by age, and amongst various groups. The gulf between male and female sexual behaviour and attitudes was narrowing in the younger generation. This produced sharp conflict between the generations and, by the end of the 1960s, between men and women. Historians and theorists have raised many important questions about the nature of sexual knowledge, and overthrown earlier triumphalist accounts that argued progress had taken place on the basis of little more than the belief that more sex was automatically better sex. Nonetheless, during the twentieth century there was a dramatic decrease in the anxiety and fear surrounding sexuality, a growth in gender equality, and, from the 1930s, a genuine growth in the acceptance of varied actively sexual lifestyles including homosexuality.

‘The Wonderful Tides’: Sexual Emotion and Sexual Ignorance in the 1920s

*Married Love* (1918) by Marie Stopes (1880–1958) transformed the discourse on heterosexual female sexuality and sexual practice. In 1972, *The Joy of Sex* by Alex Comfort (1920–2000) was the last influential text to be published in the discourse Stopes had established, before second-wave feminism once more transformed the terms of the discourse regarding sexuality. In the following chapters the content of all sex manuals found that were published in Britain between these dates is analysed. Sex manuals have been defined for the purposes of this research as legally available books intended for women and/or men to read in order to obtain knowledge about their own body and that of the opposite sex, and about physical sexual practice, primarily sexual intercourse (or coitus). As this suggests, the genre is almost exclusively concerned with heterosexual sexual practice. Some of these manuals contain only a few pages describing the body or discussing physical sexual practice while others consist of little else. This definition includes books ranging from religious texts that delicately skim over the topic of the physical body and its needs to chapters on sexuality in medical health guides. A few texts omit birth control but the majority give the topic considerable space. Sex manuals have been described as marriage manuals by some researchers. While there is considerable overlap between the genres there are also significant differences. Marriage manuals are concerned with the marital relationship, of which sexuality is only a part, and many sex manuals also addressed the unmarried. Appendix A contains a list of the 104 manual authors found and an analysis of their characteristics, including gender, occupation, and so forth. No attempt was made to find all
manuals published before 1918 and authors of these are not included in
the analysis.

These texts have attracted a deal of academic attention since the mid-
1960s. American sociologists Lionel Lewis and Denis Brisset began by
examining fifteen of the then current best-sellers. They concluded that
the sex manuals presented sex as work, in keeping with the guilt that
many people then felt about extended leisure activity.¹ The first study of
sex manuals inspired by second-wave feminism was published in the early
1970s. In it Michael Gordon and Penelope Shankweiler argued that the
content of the manuals reflected a gendered ideology, which had, they
wrote, been created by male experts in a patriarchal society.² A new
recognition of female sexual desire emerged in the early twentieth-
century manuals, they explained, but more important, they felt, was
the phallocentric presentation of coitus as the ‘real thing’. They typified
the texts as sexually conservative because of this and the accompanying
belief that men’s sexual impulses were more powerful than those of
women, which were dormant until marriage, needing to be awakened
by the husband.

Influential accounts since then include Jeffrey Weeks’s brief discussion,
which stressed the apparent social and sexual conservatism of the inter-
war manuals, most obvious in the emphasis on sex only in marriage and in
the rejection of activities, such as masturbation and homosexuality, which
were then understood to be perversions.³ Margaret Jackson argued that
the inter-war period manuals acted to reinforce a ‘patriarchal model of
sexuality, according to which men’s imperious and aggressive sexual
“needs” were defined as “natural”’. Jackson followed the lead of Sheila
Jeffreys and shares with her a theoretical construction of female sexuality,

¹ L. S. Lewis and D. Brissett, ‘Sex as Work’, Social Problems, 15/8 (1967). D. Brissett and
L. S. Lewis, ‘Guidelines for Marital Sex: An Analysis of Fifteen Popular Marriage Manuals’,

² M. Gordon and P. J. Shankweiler, ‘Different Equals Less: Female Sexuality in Recent
Marriage Manuals’, Journal of Marriage and the Family, 3 (1971). Also see M. Gordon and
M. C. Bernstein, ‘Mate Choice and Domestic Life in the Nineteenth-Century Marriage
Necessity to a cult of Mutual Orgasm: Sex in American Marital Education Literature,

which emerged in the 1970s in response to male violence against women and predatory male sexuality.\textsuperscript{4} In this analysis, the possibility of female sexual pleasure in penetrative penile-vaginal intercourse with men who were not violent, indeed the possibility of men who were not violent \textit{per se}, was rejected, and the evidence that women did experience such pleasure was interpreted as demonstrating their oppression. This is a substantial change from Gordon and Shankweiler’s perspective, as even the recognition of female sexual desire is not seen as positive. A different approach was taken by Lesley Hall, who examined the presentation of male sexuality in the major inter-war manuals. She revealed there was an emphasis on men who were timid and fearful, and in her later work has provided much useful information about the English manuals and their authors.\textsuperscript{5} The post-Second World War manuals have been woven into accounts of changing sexuality by, for example, the Americans Barbara Ehrenreich, E. Hess, and G. Jacobs, and into the development of sexology in the post-war USA, by Janice Irvine.\textsuperscript{6} The emphasis on the manuals as a source of conservative gender ideology continues to dominate the historiography. For example, in a recent article on sex manuals, Jessamyn Neuhaus describes how she “gathered information with a set of questions about how the author defined male and female sexuality and the role of sex in marriage”.\textsuperscript{7} This focus on gender and ideology has provided considerable insights over the last thirty years, but attention also needs to be given to the issues that the manual authors were directly addressing.

Physical sexual experience is the subject of the manuals but in the existing historiography it is assumed that we, the readers, understand what an event such as sexual intercourse, or oral sex, consists of as


physical behaviour and what meaning it had for readers in the 1920s or the 1950s. Physical sexual events are inadvertently constructed as natural and unchanging. As a result, substantial shifts in sexual experience have been overlooked. The evidence does not exist on which to base an argument that the manuals did or did not cause sexual change, but the reverse is incontestable; changes in sexual behaviour did cause changes in the content of the sex manuals. The British manual authors were a part of the culture about which they were writing, and they reflected their own time. Before the 1960s many of these authors were more aware of changing physical sexual behaviour than the average person, and more concerned to observe changing attitudes to such behaviour. Many had contacts with their readers through letters, or as patients, or through activities such as giving lectures. Thus their comments on societal sexual mores do provide reliable evidence of change. Foreign authors have been included where their manuals highlight important themes or where they were important influences on British authors.

Current approaches to the manuals build upon arguments developed by sexologists in the 1960s. In 1965, Newsweek published an article on sex manuals which quoted several sexologists, and told readers, ‘Today’s standard manuals are hopelessly dated, medically misleading and potentially harmful.’ These standard manuals were, in fact, the major sex manuals of the inter-war era. They had greatly extended a very limited corpus of research on human sexuality and many of the authors also
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contributed research to the emerging professional journals that were established from the 1930s, but sexologists’ contemptuous attitudes have been immensely influential. The development of sexology in the post-Second World War period made the ‘tradition’ in which the American scientific sexologists placed themselves appear to be an accurate representation of the construction of sexual knowledge in the twentieth century. This largely invented tradition moved from the sexual taxonomists of the nineteenth century, such as Havelock Ellis (1859–1939) and R. Krafft-Ebing (1840–1902), directly to the application of newly developed survey techniques in the inter-war period, and Alfred Kinsey’s (1894–1956) research in the 1940s, then on to William Masters (b. 1912) and Virginia Johnson’s (b. 1925) use of the laboratory. Initially, the sexologists’ version of ‘tradition’ performed the function of establishing a reputable methodological status for sexology and laying a claim to the place of the discipline within the academy. By using terms such as ‘experiential folk wisdom’ they were making an implicit claim that producing the sex manuals did not involve research, deploy scientific techniques, or result in ‘knowledge’.

The claim that survey techniques or laboratory research could produce data that would enable a full understanding of human sexuality exemplifies the post-Second World War mode of thought.

From the viewpoint of the 1970s and after, such judgements appeared valid, because during the post-Second World War period the new manuals had ceased to be innovative. Instead, they drew on the work of previous manual authors, on the new sexology, and on psychoanalysis, which functioned as a normalizing technique, codifying and channelling emotional expression. But the lack of close attention in previous historical analyses of these texts to the original date of publication has obscured the difference between the post-Second World War manuals and the earlier manuals. The former based themselves on what was by then established authority, whereas the inter-war manual authors still accepted their own


11 Cited in Irvine, *Disorders*, 75.

experience as a valid source of data on the basis of which they could contest authority or create new accounts. This is especially relevant to Stopes whose main contribution was the construction of an autonomous female sexuality, which existed independently of male sexuality, and provided a realistic basis for a more equal interaction with men in the context of her own time. There was no body of theory, or ‘tradition’, for her to draw upon in the construction of a non-reproductive, non-mercenary, autonomous, and emotionally active female sexual identity, whether marital or otherwise. The major sex manual authors of the 1920s and 1930s can be defended within the terms of ‘scientific’ research into sexuality, but their work also provides a basis on which to contest this form of knowledge as an adequate perspective from which to seek understanding of human sexuality.

**The Separation of Reproduction and Sexuality**

The first major innovation of Stopes’s *Married Love* (1918) was her omission of information about reproduction.\(^{13}\) Prior to the First World War, manuals, such as those by the nineteenth-century American Russell Thatcher Trall (1812–77) or the English Margaret Stephens, placed sexual activity in a sequence that included reproductive physiology and menstruation, and continued on to pregnancy, birth, and lactation.\(^{14}\) While occasional manuals published after the First World War still included material on reproduction, the influential manuals reduced their coverage of reproductive events to those that overlapped with physical sexual activity.\(^{15}\) They included descriptions of, for example, the genitals, of
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\(^{13}\) M. Stopes, *Married Love: A New Contribution to the Solution of Sex Difficulties* (1918). Stopes boasted that she did not include anthropological and zoological details. See Porter and Hall, *Facts*, 261. However, this was also true of M. Stephens, *Women and Marriage: A Handbook* (1910; 1918).


\(^{15}\) e.g. manuals by M. Stopes, T. H. van de Velde, and, in the 1930s, H. Wright and E. Chesser.
menstruation, of sexual intercourse, and, from the 1930s, information about birth control. What was occurring was a taxonomic act, a shift in classification that enabled a redefinition of the subject. The result was that sexual intercourse was presented as an isolated event rather than one of a series of events which were integral parts of the life cycle and a developmental sequence that took place over time. The placement of sexual intercourse in the sequence of reproductive events had reflected the lack of separation between sex and reproduction (for women) before the development of effective birth control. The shift to isolating sexual activity resulted from the real physical possibility of the separation between sexual intercourse and reproduction. For this reason, the development of the sex manuals and the improvement in availability and knowledge of birth control occurred in tandem. Stopes’s innovative advice manual on birth control, *Wise Parenthood* (1918), was published later in the same year as *Married Love*.

Initially these, and the other manuals, were read by middle-class readers who had the resources successfully to use mechanical or artificial methods of birth control such as condoms and caps in the 1920s. A number of the manual writers explicitly made the connection between improved birth control and changing sexual behaviour. For example, Kenneth Walker (1882–1966), a genito-urinary surgeon and author, wrote in 1940 that ‘[w]hilst methods of limiting childbirth are not entirely new, it is only within the last thirty years that contraceptives have been made reliable and brought within reach of the masses. This . . . has allowed of the sexual relationship being treated quite differently from how it was treated two or three generations ago.’

Stopes included a description of the act of coitus, and descriptions of both male and female physiology and anatomy using scientific terminology. The emergence of texts that described physical sexual activity but not reproduction marked the first time that explicit texts focusing on physical sexual activity were intentionally addressed to respectable middle-class women as well as to men. Birth control was central to this widening readership. Men had been able to separate coitus and reproduction by
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approaches such as recourse to prostitution, but until effective birth control became available this choice had not been open to women (including prostitutes). The inclusion of women readers in the audience enabled the manuals to be addressed to a conventional, respectable mass readership. There had been a tiny audience for the sexological works of Ellis prior to the 1930s and an even smaller number who actively sympathized with the progressive aims of such work. For example, Weeks estimated that 250 members was the median size of the British Society for the Study of Sex Psychology from the 1910s to the 1940s.\(^{18}\) By contrast the manuals sold in very large numbers. Stopes’s _Married Love_ (1918) had sold 820,000 worldwide by 1937. The more obscure G. Courtenay Beale [pseud.], _Wise Wedlock_ (1921), sold 100,000 by 1939. The emphatically Christian manual, Revd L. D. Weatherhead’s (1893–1976) _The Mastery of Sex_ (1931), had sold 58,000 by 1942.\(^{19}\)

In _Married Love_ the sexual response of the fluid, passionate, physical female body was described by Stopes in an emotional, spiritual language. This text included ‘Scientific’ descriptions of the genitals and sexual events together with emotional passages such as, ‘Welling up in her are the wonderful tides, scented and enriched by the myriad experiences of the human race from its ancient days of leisure and flower-wreathed love-making, urging her to transports and to self-expressions were the man but ready to take the first step in the initiative or to recognise it in her.’\(^{20}\) This positive model of women’s physical sexual desire was very new, and the text presented an attractive young husband to accompany it. In a page picked at random from _Married Love_, Stopes describes the feelings of the young husband to whom the book is dedicated: he strives to please, he has tender feelings, he wants to kiss his bride’s fingers and come to her for sweet communion in the dusk, he is aggrieved, he is astonished, he desairs.\(^{21}\) This list of emotions does not exhaust the descriptions on a single page. Stopes’s mixture of emotion and explicit physical detail contravened the categories that were being established to enable a professional and public discourse on birth control and sexuality to occur.\(^{22}\) In _The
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18 Weeks, Sex, 184.  
19 See Appendix A.  
21 Ibid. 21.  
22 See ‘We however wish to appeal to reason and we must therefore employ dull neutral phrases such as “extra-marital sexual relations”.’ B. Russell, _Marriage and Morals_ (1929; 1968), ch. 5, 40.
Hygiene of Marriage (1923) Isabel E. Hutton (1887–1960) distanced herself from Stopes’s approach, declaring in her introduction, ‘The matter has been simply treated . . . it is quite scientific and no attempt has been made to embellish it. Anything of an erotic nature is obviously out of place in a book of this kind and can only appeal to the wrong kind of readers.’

For Hutton, sex was made acceptable by a presentation that was divorced from erotic emotion, and she added more medical terminology in later editions of her manual. However, there were obviously more of the ‘wrong kind of readers’, as Married Love was not only the first, it was also the best-selling manual of the inter-war period. In spite of this, Stopes’s combination of detailed physical description and emotion was rejected as inappropriate by Dr Norman Haire (1892–1952), who ended a plea for more research into birth control by referring to ‘non-medical “doctors” who write erotic treatises on Contraception, conveying misleading information in a sexually-stimulating form’.

Dr C. P. Blacker (b. 1895), the eugenicist, was particularly distressed that Stopes was pre-empting the field of birth control with her ‘flowery and highly-coloured’ books.

Historians have been no more comfortable. Paul Ferris, a historian and journalist who has been writing since the 1960s, suggested that Stopes ‘was, perhaps, not quite sane’.

Writing in a brief moment during the 1970s when heterosexual feminist English women felt confident of their opinions about female sexuality, Ruth Hall wrote in her biography of Stopes that ‘it is astonishing that a virgin of thirty eight could talk so much good sense, deplorably flowery though its expression now appears’. Though Hall accepted Stopes’s feminism, she still took for granted that the correct, indeed the only, way to give information about the physical sexual body and sexual events was in the unemotional and reductionist language of modern biological science.
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26 Ferris, Sex, 109.
27 Hall, Stopes, 131.
In *Ideal Marriage* (1928) the Dutch gynaecologist Theodore van de Velde (1873–1937) also took a positive approach both to sex and to emotional relationships between the sexes. This text was expensive and difficult to obtain during the inter-war period but it greatly influenced other manual writers and became the classic manual of the 1940s and 1950s. While Stopes had several pages of physical descriptions of coitus addressed to young lovers, *Ideal Marriage* contained over 200 pages of detailed and sensitive descriptions of the body and of physical sexual events. There were three ‘intermezzos’ which consisted of pages of quotations about love and marriage from writers such as Goethe, Stendhal, and Rousseau. The intermezzos have been ignored or dismissed as irrelevant by historians. Dr Margaret Smyth (b. 1937), a British doctor who worked for the Liverpool Family Planning Association, revised the book in 1965. She said, ‘I’ve left all his ideas intact,’ but added that she had ‘removed some of the gilt from van De Velde’s baroque prose’, thus moving the text closer to language seen as objective and scientific. This approach was firmly established as the norm well before the 1950s, but judging by sales of both this manual and, in the inter-war period, *Married Love*, many readers wanted manuals that placed their sexual activity in the context of their emotional lives. Sales indicate readers also wanted a positive, reassuring view of sexuality. *The Riddle of Sex* (1930) by the American Joseph Tenenbaum (b. 1887) is not mentioned elsewhere, and does not appear to have sold well. This text included several chapters on venereal disease. In Hutton’s manual, the subheadings for chapter 2, ‘Before Marriage’, read ‘Health of Woman, Health of Man, Venereal Disease, Heredity, Insanity, Epilepsy, Alcoholism, Tuberculosis’. The number of deaths from syphilis...
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28 e.g. see E. Chesser, *Love without Fear (A Plain Guide to Sex Technique for Every Married Adult)* (1941), 67. H. Wright, *The Sex Factor in Marriage* (1930; 1940), 5.
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was higher than that from either cancer or tuberculosis in 1924. In this context fears about venereal disease and physical sexual activity were not irrational; however, Stopes included no such information in *Married Love*. In 1923, the Revd A. Herbert Gray (b. 1868), who published a popular religious text which contained a brief description of the genitals and sexual intercourse, wrote that:

I have deliberately omitted from these pages any reference to disease. I do that not because I am not impressed by the terrible penalties with which nature visits certain sins, but because I do not believe in the power of fear to deliver us. Though there were no such things as venereal disease, immorality would still be a way of death and morality would still be the way of life and joy.

The very successful manuals presented sexual activity as pure, clean, and a physical source of love between a man and a woman. They wanted their readers to feel confident and to experience mutual sexual pleasure.

**RECONSTRUCTING FEMALE SEXUALITY**

Without exception the manual authors were most concerned about young newly married women, who were thought to be more vulnerable than young men:

In every healthy young man the instinct of sex is present, controlled or allowed to run riot according to his strength of self-control and elevation of mind. Some young women possess it in as great, and in rare cases even a greater degree; but in the majority of average healthy women before marriage it lies in a more or less dormant condition, and occasionally is altogether absent.

This writer, an English female poet, carefully explains that women’s sexual ‘instinct’ encompasses a full range of responses, but, writing in 1910, says that in the majority of young women sexual feeling is dormant until marriage. Most manual authors agree with this assessment of female sexuality until the 1940s, from which point the authors tend to modify
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their stance and suggest that though this is still true of some women, there are many who are aware of sexual desires before marriage. This statement should be treated not as an attempt by the authors to construct gendered sexuality but as a reflection of the existing socially constructed sexual experience of many women in English society in this period. Why might women’s sexuality have been dormant until marriage? In earlier chapters it has been explained that every effort was made to prevent girls and young women from gaining knowledge associated with sex or reproduction. As girls, most women did not learn to express sexuality or to feel pleasure in their genitals in this period. Even where young women felt intense desire for a man this did not mean that they expected or understood what sexual intercourse entailed. A young middle-class woman named Joan Grant, who had shared a bed overnight but not had sexual intercourse with her fiancé, decided this meant she was no longer a virgin. Her horrified parents accepted her at her word. She explained in her autobiography: ‘Books! Scientific books! ...words like fallopian tubes and spermatozoa—just words! I thought spermatozoa crept out and crept in while both parties were asleep.’ Manuals published before 1918 avoided describing intercourse directly and lent themselves to such misunderstandings. Stopes’s description of the genitals and of coitus included the erection of the penis and insertion into the vagina, but other British-authored manuals continued to be indirect and confused in the 1920s. In 1923, Isabel Hutton (1887–1960) wrote that the ‘husband and wife should be close together in a comfortable and easy horizontal position. They are thus face to face, their bodies in contact and in the most natural way reflex sexual processes take place almost without their being aware of it.’ This description would lend itself to fundamental misunderstandings of sexual intercourse, such as are revealed by Grant and by oral history respondents.

Beale suggested that less than complete ignorance still created major problems for young women: ‘More probably, however, she will have arrived at the marriageable age not indeed without all knowledge of sex,

35 J. Grant, *Time out of Mind* (1956), 123.
but with a woefully incomplete and inaccurate knowledge, distorted and sullied by the belief that sex is a thing to be ashamed of and the exercise of the marital function a descent from the heights of virgin purity to a lower level.\textsuperscript{38} Considerable numbers of men also lacked sexual knowledge. As a result of shared ignorance, and not infrequent male insensitivity, women’s first experience of intercourse was a potentially frightening experience. These fears were not baseless. Breaking the hymen was, and still is today, a painful experience for some women. More importantly, if haste on the part of the husband or lack of desire on the part of the wife meant she was not sexually aroused, her vagina would not be lubricated and intercourse would be quite straightforwardly painful.\textsuperscript{39} Where their first experience of intercourse was an unpleasant shock, women with little expectation of pleasure would have been provided with no reason to become physically aroused and produce vaginal lubrication on future occasions, increasing the likelihood of further unpleasant physical experiences.

Stopes argued that ‘no union should ever take place unless the woman also desires it and is made physically ready for it’. Her insistence that the woman must be courted (or persuaded, seduced, wooed, etc.) before sexual intercourse in order that she will enjoy the experience provided the woman with a veto, if she still did not wish to have intercourse. Thus accepting Stopes’s advice necessitated the rejection of the male conjugal right, which the husband acquired on marriage, to have sexual intercourse with his wife whenever he desired it. Nineteenth-century feminists in Britain and America had argued that marriage should not give the husband the right to have sexual intercourse with his wife on demand.\textsuperscript{40} The rejection of these ‘conjugal rights’ was well established in the radical, nineteenth-century American discourse on sexuality of which some of the sex manuals had been a part. In 1866, the American Trall wrote: ‘what I mean is, that sexual intercourse, for any purpose, should be, under all

\textsuperscript{38} Beale, \textit{Wise Wedlock}, 48. See also H. W. Long, \textit{Sane Sex Life and Sane Sex Living} (1919), 72.

\textsuperscript{39} Stopes, \textit{Married Love}, 62. It was then believed that the mucus was produced by the Bartholin’s glands in the labia minora e.g. Weatherhead, \textit{Mastery}, 243. M. J. Exner, \textit{The Sexual Side of Marriage} (1932; 1951), 43, 70.

circumstances, for the female to accept or refuse, and not for the male to dictate or enforce.'

However, the rejection of the concept of conjugal rights was reinforced by feminist acceptance of the societal belief that women were passionless. According to nineteenth-century feminism, advance would come from men learning to control themselves, not from women discovering their capacity for sexual passion. In 1918, Stopes explained that ‘the trend of social feeling has largely been in the direction of freeing her from [being used as man’s instrument], and thus mistakenly encouraging the idea that sex-life is a low, physical and degrading necessity which a pure woman is above enjoying’. Instead Stopes constructed the female body as actively sexual at a physiological level.

In Married Love (1918) she explained that women had a fortnightly cycle, relating to their menstrual cycle, during which sexual desire welled up and ebbed away. This gave a biological mandate both to women’s rejection of a husband’s demands for intercourse and to Stopes’s new insistence on women’s desire for physical sexual pleasure. The existence of this cycle meant that women did desire sex at times determined by themselves and could say yes without being ‘lowered’, while still maintaining the right to say no on other occasions. Physiological detail about male sexual function was also employed to support Stopes’s beliefs about behaviour. For example, in the course of explaining that the penis was made erect by the filling of venous cavities with blood and not with sperm, she rejected one of the arguments in support of conjugal rights, adding that ‘if this is clear, it will be realised that the stiffening and erection does not necessarily call for relief in the ejaculation of sperm [italics in original].’

Beale also rejected the idea of conjugal rights and accepted that males must control their sexual desires, but he still argued that the ‘continuous accumulation of the sperm cells . . . create[d] the male desire’, thus leaving open the

---


43 Stopes, Married Love (1937), 54.
possibility that the male had a biological need for relief.⁴⁴ Van de Velde stated that conjugal rights must be mutual, not based on only the wife’s desires, as Stopes suggested. He called this mutuality ‘sexual altruism’, but as coitus cannot occur when the man does not feel desire, such altruism must be one sided in practice.⁴⁵ Dr Edward Griffith (1895–1988) was almost unique amongst the post-war male authors in arguing unequivocally that ‘Sex union is only permissible—is only morally right—when it is mutually desired.’⁴⁶ The resistance to the erosion of conjugal rights highlights the importance of male domination of sexual activity to men.

Stopes’s support for an existing theory that semen was absorbed through the walls of the vagina provided her with a rationale for claiming that sexual intercourse was important for women’s health.⁴⁷ Sir Arbuthnot Lane, a prominent London surgeon, supported her in her belief that the absorption of semen did occur, and other authors, including van de Velde, also accepted this.⁴⁸ It has been suggested that ‘Stopes was forced to invent a mythical dependence of women on sexual intercourse for their physical health for want of any more cogent arguments against lesbianism.’⁴⁹ Alternative physical sexual practices, whether with men or between women, do not appear to have been of such importance to Stopes that she would develop an argument defending the primacy of coitus in order to reject them. Rather her ideas about the female sexual body derived from her focus on the importance of physical sexual pleasure (provided by

⁴⁴ Beale, Wise Wedlock, 47–9, 84. also Exner, Sexual Side, 56. G. R. Scott, The New Art of Love (1934), 75.
⁴⁵ van de Velde, Ideal Marriage, 255.
intercourse) for women in a society in which the accepted ideal was a lack of such physical sexual feeling. Absorption also complemented Stopes’s rejection of methods of birth control that lessened female sexual pleasure, such as abstinence, early condoms, and withdrawal.

**Reshaping Male Sexuality**

The authors assumed that healthy men initiated physical sexual activity and determined the timing of sexual events. Following Stopes, the manuals also addressed the contribution husbands made to women’s physical sexual pleasure. In van de Velde’s writing there is an insistence on the importance of female sexual pleasure, albeit certainly not independent female sexual pleasure. It is because of this absence of female sexual autonomy that it has been argued that these texts are constructing a phallocentric, heterosexist, and anti-feminist approach to sexuality. There is no evidence suggesting that an alternative construction of heterosexual physical sexual activity existed. These texts should be read as revealing that gender roles in physical sexual practice were rigidly constructed, not treated as causal. These inter-war period authors were largely concerned with presenting a vision of idealized but attainable sexual practice, and thus the first-wave feminist emphasis on male sexual domination, predatory sexual behaviour, and sexual violence had no place in their texts. They do not appear to have been aware of any utopian visions of gender equality in physical sexual practice, nor have I encountered any such visions elsewhere in the writing of this period. Yet men were almost invariably presented by these authors as either timid and in need of encouragement, or gentlemanly and concerned to take care of their wife’s sexual needs; at worst men were selfish only because they were unaware of their wife’s desires. This itself could be considered almost utopian; it is certainly idealized. But the means by which men were to satisfy their wife’s sexual needs were quite specific. As Stopes explained in
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50 The American Long discusses this in 1919, probably before seeing Stopes’s manual. Long, *Sane Sex*.

51 For this claim see Jackson, *Real Facts*, 185; see also 75.

52 Timid men, see Hall, *Hidden Anxieties*. 
1918, women took longer to reach orgasm from intercourse than did men; therefore if husbands delayed their own orgasms this would ensure female satisfaction:

Married women . . . are deprived of the full orgasm through the excessive speed of the husband’s reactions . . . [I]t may even take as much as from ten to twenty minutes of actual physical union to consummate her feeling, while two to three minutes often completes the union for a man who is ignorant of the need to control his reactions so that both may experience the added benefit of a mutual crisis to love.53

This argument that husbands must alter their sexual behaviour to be more aware of their wife’s sexual needs was one of the points most widely accepted by other manual authors. Husbands were told repeatedly in manuals that their wives’ sexual pleasure was vital to their own, and that they must learn how to delay their own orgasm to extend the duration of intercourse.

However, for most men to continue intercourse for as long as ten to twenty minutes seems to have been a considerable demand. Stopes repeated the estimate of two to three minutes, average duration of intercourse in Enduring Passion (1928) but mentioned that use of different positions had enabled some men to continue for much longer periods of time, such as forty-five minutes.54 Dr Eustace Chesser (1902–73), who was not a sexually conservative author, estimated in 1941 that the ‘average duration of the stay of the penis in the vagina is about five minutes. Many regularly exceed that time. The actual union sometimes lasts between five and ten minutes. Extreme cases of longer duration also occur.’55 Durations of intercourse over ten minutes would not now be considered extreme but they evidently were in the early twentieth century, as all the authors who discuss the topic assume that the duration of intercourse is usually brief. Before 1918 the manuals had focused on the appropriate


54 M. Stopes, Enduring Passion, 145.

frequency of intercourse, and duration had gone unmentioned, except in relation to methods of birth control that depended on avoiding orgasm altogether.\textsuperscript{56} The new emphasis on a longer duration of intercourse as the answer to the problem of women’s lack of sexual satisfaction is testimony to a new view of women’s importance, as well as to the focus on sexual intercourse. Asking men to control, by delaying, their orgasms required a transformation of the existing male approach to intercourse. Beale makes his discomfort clear: there ‘is plenty of room . . . [for male] sexual restraint, even within married life, but hardly in the conjugal act itself, where spontaneity is of the essence of the function’s wholesome performance; to hold up the climax . . . means the imposing of a severe and probably injurious strain upon the nerves and emotions alike.’\textsuperscript{57} Thus the process from arousal through to orgasm was experienced as a spontaneous act that could not be controlled without severe strain on the man. Even so, Beale recommended that men continue intercourse after reaching their orgasm, revealing that he accepted the necessity for female sexual satisfaction.\textsuperscript{58} The German manual authors Abraham Buschke (b. 1868) and Friedrich Jacobsohn (b. 1894) did not. They directly addressed the conflict between men’s and women’s sexual needs. Extending the duration of intercourse might further sexual pleasure in women, they wrote, but this was not an adequate reason to undertake the procedure, as it would make sexual neurasthenics of men. Instead men were advised to ‘enjoy sexual intercourse in normal fashion, without extensive preliminaries, without any attempt at artificial prolongation, but proceeding as quickly as may be to orgasm and ejaculation’.\textsuperscript{59} This lack of concern for female pleasure was exceptional. The continuing influence of feminism, combined with the progressive preference for a sexually responsive partner, resulted in other manual authors following the example of Stopes and van de Velde. Through the 1920s and 1930s manuals repeatedly counselled men to extend the duration of intercourse so their wives could reach orgasm.

\textsuperscript{56} e.g. Duration of intercourse is not mentioned in the section on impotence in Jefferis and Nichols, \textit{Search Lights}, 252–5. Avoidance of orgasm, see Stockham, \textit{Tokology}.
\textsuperscript{57} Beale, \textit{Wise Wedlock}, 86–7.
\textsuperscript{58} Ibid. 87. None of the other manual authors suggests this approach but the bitter fictional account of its use by D. H. Lawrence is discussed in Ch. 9.
THE MODERNIZATION OF PHYSICAL SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR

This change in male sexual behaviour is central to the modernization of physical sexual behaviour. In *Sex in the Human Male* (1948) Kinsey drew from his evidence the concept of two distinct ‘systems of mores’ or behavioural patterns. His findings cannot be applied directly to Britain as his research was based on the very different American population, but his two patterns are a useful way to understand the shift that was taking place:

In the last two decades, marriage manuals have more or less uniformly emphasized the value of variety in coital techniques, and have probably encouraged an increasing proportion of the population to experiment... There is, however, a considerable portion of the population... which is not interested in prolonging a sexual relationship. This is true, for the most part, of the more poorly educated portions of the population, although there are not a few upper level individuals who react similarly. It is a mistake to assume that a sophistication [sic] of techniques would be equally significant to all persons. For most of the population, the satisfaction to be secured in orgasm is the goal of the sex act, and the more quickly that satisfaction is attained, the more effective the performance is judged to be.

In Kinsey’s second pattern of sexual behaviour speed is a desired goal and varied techniques are not valued. The notion that greater satisfaction is to be gained from this approach is now all but incomprehensible to most people, at least in theory, so completely has this society been convinced that variety and extended duration is the acme of sexual experience. Yet the evidence suggests that for the vast majority of couples in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries sexual activity consisted almost exclusively of brief episodes of sexual intercourse. Thus substantial change has taken place in perceptions of desirable and ‘natural’ sexual activity. There were two relevant developments. The impact of birth control
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60 In the early 20th century the demographic profile of the US population was younger and there was a high proportion of first-generation immigrants, many from cultures with more liberal attitudes to sexuality. Greater sexual liberalization occurred in the 1920s than in England. The age at marriage fell faster and more people married during the early 20th century.

methods on sexual practice has been described in the first section of the book. The spontaneity that men like Beale claimed was essential to the performance of intercourse was already undermined by the control necessary for effective use of contraception. Those who recommended birth control were aware of this and saw it as a gain because they valued female sexual pleasure and greater sexual sophistication. The second change was only just beginning to take place; the widening out of acceptable physical sexual activity beyond sexual intercourse. For this to occur, substantial changes in women and men’s attitudes to the genitals and masturbation had to take place. The next chapter looks at new ideas about masturbation and other sexual practices during the 1930s.

In the 1920s and 1930s, British sexual culture was shaped by an almost abstract perception of sexuality as a negative force that had to be restricted and controlled in whatever form it occurred. The genitals were not primarily a source of pleasure but a part of the body to avoid and think about as little as possible. The major shift that occurred in the sex manuals of the 1930s was a move away from acceptance of this feeling of shame and fear to promotion of a more positive conception of the body and sexuality. While the manuals do challenge male control of sexual activity in new ways during the 1930s, the challenge is largely indirect, and it comes about from the desire of both men and women that women should experience sexual pleasure. The redefinition of masturbation which took place during the inter-war decades had more impact than any direct challenge to gender relations on sexual practice in the 1930s. Attitudes to masturbation concerned not only the relation of the individual to their own body but their approach to the body of a sexual partner. The limits that these inhibitions about the body placed on physical sexual practice were severe.

**Clitoral Stimulation**

The previous chapter described how first Marie Stopes, and then the manual authors that came after her, told husbands that they must court or woo their wife on each and every occasion they had intercourse. In other words, their wife too must be aroused and desire to have intercourse. Then, during intercourse, men were told to delay their
own orgasms in order that she received sufficient duration of stimulation to reach orgasm. Letters and contact with patients quickly revealed that a woman might well not have an orgasm even if her partner had sufficient control to delay his orgasm, and that, in any event, many men were not capable of such control. Clitoral stimulation appears to be the obvious solution to this dilemma. However, the generation that came of age in the 1920s was shaped by the peak of anxiety about masturbation, which occurred from the late Victorian period until the First World War. The majority of inter-war authors and their readers believed women and men should experience orgasms during coitus because handling of the genitals to produce pleasure by either partner was deeply discomforting to them. There was no word or term for touching your wife’s clitoris (or your husband’s penis) although it was sometimes labelled as masturbation. Most individuals internalized prohibitions against touching the genitals in infancy, and the experiences of childhood and adolescence reinforced their discomfort. The taboo against masturbation provided an intellectual justification for feelings that this generation experienced as natural and inevitable. Some couples were unaware that the clitoris even existed, but even couples that realized clitoral stimulation was possible often felt unhappy and uncomfortable about producing orgasm in this way. The English sexologist Havelock Ellis had written in the 1890s that masturbation would not cause physical damage although it might result in slight nervous disorders and that extensive masturbation in youth might lead to the divorce of sexuality from affection. In the 1920s and 1930s, many of


3 See P. Robinson, The Modernization of Sex (1976), 12–14. Ellis greatly influenced those writing manuals. Though it was initially banned in England there were American editions of his six-volume Studies in the Psychology of Sex published before the First World War and he published many essays. His sexological work was not available to the general reader in England until the mid-1930s. Sex in Relation to Society was published in 1937, in a new edition ‘intended for a wider public’, and the Psychology of Sex: A Manual for Students was published in 1933, with a Pan paperback edition in 1959.
the manual authors who read and admired Ellis struggled against their own inhibitions to accept this liberal position. However, both male and female manual readers wanted women to gain sexual satisfaction, and the manual authors realized that clitoral stimulation was the next expedient. In 1926, Theodore van de Velde suggested that if ‘the man should be unable to produce his wife’s orgasm by genital friction [coitus], autotherapeutic measures are probably better than none at all, although the objections, on many counts, to such expedients, are far from trivial.’

Autotherapeutic measures were stimulation of the clitoris by hand. His pseudoscientific language reinforces the sense of unease he is expressing. Other manual authors described this as digital or manual stimulation, or as masturbation.

The next major innovation in the sex manuals, after those of Stopes and van de Velde, came from Helena Wright (1887–1982), a woman who was notably direct and confident. She expressed more scepticism about conventional heterosexual masculine and feminine roles than any other manual writer. In 1930, Wright published a short, clear manual, in which she suggested that in ‘the first few days of marriage . . . an orgasm induced by the husband’s hand, and entirely by way of clitoris sensation, may be a kind and gentle way of introducing a timid and perhaps frightened girl to a happy sex-life’. Even Wright suggested this expedient only for the first few days. In the same book, she wrote that:

[I]t is very difficult even for an adventurous-minded person to find and hold a reasonable point of view on this subject . . . It is, perhaps . . . the fact that masturbation is purely selfish that is at the root of the spontaneous feeling of shame experienced by most masturbators. (my italics)


6 Wright, *The Sex Factor in Marriage* (1930; 1940), 34, 76, 86, 95–6.

7 Ibid. 95–6.

8 Ibid. 91–2.
Wright’s belief that such shame was spontaneous highlights the impossibility of simply casting off such socially constructed beliefs. Her background was very different from the prudent middle-class, provincial roots from which much of nineteenth-century British feminism sprang. Wright’s father was a Polish immigrant who became a wealthy businessman. He openly took a new mistress every year, for a year, in order to ensure the woman never became a threat to his family. In spite of this precaution, his wife divorced him when Helena was a teenager. Helena herself had an open marriage and enjoyed affairs with younger men. She showed her patients where their clitoris was and encouraged them to recognize clitoral sensation. If she believed that shame at masturbation was spontaneous there was little hope that more conventional people could easily overcome their anxieties.

By the late 1930s, the more progressive authors began to adopt Sigmund Freud’s (1856–1939) argument that masturbation in infancy and adolescence was a phase through which the vast majority of the population passed. Freud’s analysis of masturbation provided an explanation for the observed fact that the practice was too frequent to cause the alleged ill effects. A new rationale was used to explain why adult masturbation was unacceptable: ‘It is a solitary vice; it conduces to egoistic pleasure. It is an anti-social and selfish act. The doer is in love with himself; he does not share his pleasure with another. Biologically, it is in opposition to the law of mating.’

The concept of a social act was made necessary by the introduction of birth control. Unacceptable sexual activity could no longer be defined by the fact that it did not result in reproduction. Men who did not care about female pleasure and women who did not want sexual intercourse were also both described as selfish. However, some authors extended this interpretation of masturbation using it as the basis for a more tolerant attitude to other sexual practices, including homosexuality. Eustace Chesser (1902–73) placed these ‘other deviations’ in the same category as masturbation in 1949:
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Nowadays the term auto-erotism is used to cover a number of deviations from normality, all of which have one characteristic which brings them within the auto-erotic sphere—that they involve concentration upon the self instead of a love objective outside of the self, and normally a person of the opposite sex. At one time the term was used synonymously with masturbation... Most sexual abnormalities are substitutes for normal adult sexual activity; they represent a turning away from the real thing.\textsuperscript{12}

For this generation, heterosexual coitus was the ‘real thing’, but the presentation of sexuality as positive that this entailed was itself a shift. Discussions such as this were part of the process of gradually extending the boundaries of permissible sexual behaviour amongst conventional, respectable couples. Kenneth Walker (1882–1966) wrote in 1940 that ‘No one can claim complete normality for his own particular pattern of sexuality,’ and Chesser expressed a similar sentiment.\textsuperscript{13} The linking of masturbation with ‘sexual abnormalities’ highlights both the importance of the practice and the extent to which it was seen as unacceptable. These authors were writing for an audience that were still uncomfortable with their own sexuality, and the authors themselves had barriers to overcome.\textsuperscript{14} Such tentative attempts at promoting tolerance were as far as they were able to go at this time.

The manual authors were subject to considerable legal constraints, and it is arguable that the law imposed such conservative attitudes to masturbation upon them. The sex radical and historian of English censorship, Alec Craig, wrote that Stopes, who did not even mention masturbation, had gone to the edge of what was legal in 1918.\textsuperscript{15} Wright’s publishers feared police might confiscate all copies of her book on publication in 1930 and the courts had a sex manual destroyed in 1936. Not until the attempt to ban Chesser’s manual \textit{Love without Fear} (1940) in 1941 failed did the situation ease substantially.\textsuperscript{16} Nonetheless the gradual evolution of attitudes in their


work suggests that the law was not the sole problem. As early as 1934 it was possible to publish a translation of the French sex theorist René Guyon’s lengthy defence of ‘mutual’ and solitary masturbation as a ‘natural form of sexual pleasure’, showing that the law had limits.\textsuperscript{17} Alec Craig, although he was a practising nudist who wrote about censorship, and a man of similar class and type to the more liberal manual authors, specifically rejected Guyon’s liberal approach in 1936.\textsuperscript{18} Dr Edward Griffith included a ten-page stricture on avoidance of masturbation by use of self-control in his 1935 sex manual.\textsuperscript{19} Censorship law was liberalized in 1959. In his substantially revised 1963 edition, Griffith initially declared masturbation was not harmful, but only two pages later he wrote that ‘the sex act is really intended to be used between two persons for their mutual benefit’.\textsuperscript{20} He still felt the need to emphasize that acceptable sex was a social act. Thus even after the law ceased to be an obstacle he still expressed reservations about masturbation, confirming that his anxieties were genuinely felt. Kenneth Walker’s attitudes had been, and appear to have remained, even more ambivalent. In 1954, he still included masturbation (and oral sex) in a list of ‘Deviations of Aim’, which also included coprophagia, that is, eating faeces.\textsuperscript{21}

\section*{Masturbation and Male Dominance}

In 1935, the publishers of Edward Charles’s \textit{The Sexual Impulse} (1935) were prosecuted successfully for publishing an obscene book. Charles (b.1898), an English novelist and academic, whose book ‘aimed to produce an enlightened intelligentsia’, was elitist and racist.\textsuperscript{22} He despised the working

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[17]{R. Guyon, \textit{Sex Life and Sex Ethics} (1934), 290–5.}
\footnotetext[18]{Craig, \textit{Sex and Revolution}, 136.}
\footnotetext[19]{E. F. Griffith, \textit{Modern Marriage and Birth Control} (1935), 157–68. This was reprinted from L. D. Weatherhead, \textit{The Mastery of Sex through Psychology and Religion} (1931).}
\footnotetext[20]{E. F. Griffith, \textit{Modern Marriage} (1935; 1963), 250, 253.}
\footnotetext[21]{K. M. Walker and E. B. Strauss, \textit{Sexual Disorders in the Male} (1939; 1954), 172–4.}
\footnotetext[22]{E. Charles, \textit{The Sexual Impulse: An Introduction to the Study of the Psychology, Physiology and Biochemistry of the Sexual Impulse Among Adults in Mental and Bodily Health} (1935), 155, 207. In keeping with his ambivalent modernity, Charles does include reproduction—but he explicitly separates the two sections. See 119–20.}
\end{footnotes}
class and Indians and believed ardently in the subordination of women.
The defence presented a parade of eminent witnesses, and had agreed that
the chapter on ‘Sexual union’ be removed, but in his summing up the
judge concluded:

I see a most disgusting reference to a beautiful building on page 68, and I find
course language elsewhere... And there is no question that the author is
sniggering at pre-marital chastity among women. I am afraid there would be
much to be picked out... Therefore I shall order it to be destroyed.  

The ‘disgusting reference’ read, ‘the building of the Taj Mahal... was
presumably a masturbatory act... since it was a tomb for a dead mistress
and a dead queen’. The judge’s response indicates the strength of feeling
against masturbation. In a convoluted argument of theological complex-
ity, Charles revealed that male masturbation as usually understood was
acceptable to him:

Masturbation for a male may occur within the female vagina just as easily and as
frequently as elsewhere... The act of sexual union being performed, where there
is no spontaneous mutual desire, is definitely masturbation... Handling of the
genitals by an individual, during a period of enforced abstinence, to secure his
own fidelity or to secure sleep... is not masturbation.  

In this passage Charles was redefining masturbation to include only so-
called selfish acts. Sexual acts were acceptable if they were social acts
(usually coitus), and selfishness in sexual pleasure was unacceptable, so he
redefined as masturbation all sexual acts that have selfish pleasure as their
aim. Thus handling of the genitals with the aim of sleep was acceptable to
him but coitus where the woman did not feel desire was not. Charles had
to go to considerable lengths to justify masturbation; like Wright and
others of this generation he could not simply throw off his inhibitions.

Although Charles wanted women to enjoy sex, he rejected Stopes and
her ideas utterly. In 1928, he wrote that when he saw her book he thought

---

of the Psychology, Physiology and Bio-chemistry of the Sexual Impulse among Adults in Mental and Bodily
Health”’: A Study by E. Charles, Published on the 7th of February, 1935’, unpublished, British
Library, 2–3.

24 Charles, Sexual Impulse, 68–9.

25 Ibid. 64–5.
of ‘the big green mantis sitting up on her hind legs and eating husband after husband as soon as he has satisfied her biological needs’. Stopes had in fact suggested only a relatively minor degree of greater sexual equality, and certainly not dominance by the woman. It was vital to Charles that sexual activity be male dominated and centred on the phallus and, unlike other inter-war manual authors, he saw clitoral orgasms as threatening this:

Dr Marie Stopes has ‘discovered’, by which I mean popularized . . . the half-truth that woman enjoys two distinct types of orgasm, with physiological differences, the one clitorial, the other vaginal or cervical . . . [but] woman may be equally psychically versatile, and, what is far, far more important, that man may be her equal.  

The difference, he told his readers, between vaginal and clitoral orgasms was the same as the difference between masturbatory and non-masturbatory sex, which men could also experience. In the case of women’s orgasms it was the man’s penis that defined the act as masturbatory or not:

The truth is that the distinction in women is psychic far more than physical. The stimulation of the cervix by artificial means [i.e. vaginal masturbation] will produce in women an orgasm, spiritually no different (and physically very slightly different) from the orgasm produced by the artificial stimulation of the clitoris. It happens, of course, that a woman is far more often clitoridally stimulated in mean and unnatural circumstances, whereas she is more usually cervically stimulated in the lovely and healthy satisfaction of her sexual impulse with her dear and practised lover [i.e. coitus]. And the difference between the woman’s ‘two’ orgasms is exactly the difference between masturbation and the satisfaction of the sexual impulse.

In other words, clitoral orgasms were masturbation and vaginal orgasms produced in coitus by the man’s penis were not. Charles was a harbinger of the liberal manuals of the 1950s and 1960s, with their relaxed attitude to sexual practice coupled with intense anxiety about the possibility of

---

26 E. Charles, *An Indian Patchwork* (1934), 283.
29 Ibid. 141–2.
female domination. The other manual authors of his time were concerned to improve sexual experience. Most were unaware or, albeit subtly, actively pleased that this would erode male domination of sexual practice. Like Stopes, Charles was moving on from the first-wave feminist rejection of conjugal rights, but the argument he constructs enables him simultaneously to promote the modernization of many aspects of sexual practice and to reassert male domination as central to sexual activity. To achieve this he abandons all other aspects of the taboo against masturbation while introducing Freud’s prohibition against clitoral masturbation as an expression of active adult female sexuality.

Freud’s theory of human development described internal psychic structures but related these to the body and its sensations. He argued that infantile masturbation was a universal experience, thus giving permission for such behaviour: if everyone masturbated as an infant then infantile masturbation must be acceptable. At one level this contributed to the erosion of the prohibition against adult masturbation, but Freud transposed it into a specific prohibition against adult women’s clitoral orgasms. In 1905, he explained that the sole task of the clitoris in the adult woman is to transmit excitement to the vagina. Initially the young woman is ‘anaesthetic’, that is, she has no sexual sensations in her vagina. He goes on to explain that this ‘anaesthesia may become permanent if the clitoridal zone refuses to abandon its excitability’, that is, if the woman still experienced clitoral orgasms.30 Anaesthesia was synonymous with frigidity and an indication of immaturity. Freud’s ideas about female sexuality enabled men such as Charles to legitimize male-dominated sexual practice while accepting a more sexually passionate role for women. This shift was away from regulating sexuality per se towards regulating gender power relations in order to maintain male domination. Sexuality ceases to be seen as a negative force but sexual activity is now to be restricted and controlled in a new way.

D. H. Lawrence’s (1885–1930) descriptions of sexual intercourse were influenced by these ideas, and in turn influenced, the development of English sexual culture strongly. He incorporated the rejection of

masturbation as self-directed sexuality, and of clitoral stimulation as a
form of masturbation. His last and most relevant novel, *Lady Chatterley’s 
Lover* (1928), was not published in England in an unexpurgated version 
until 1960, but it was widely read by middle-class men before this. The 

novel tells the story of an adulterous relationship between Lady Chatter-

ley and Mellors, the gamekeeper of her crippled and impotent husband. 

Lawrence rewrote the novel three times, and his wife, Frieda Lawrence, 

commented that: ‘The First Lady Chatterley he wrote as she came out of 

him, out of his own immediate self. In the third version he was also aware 

of his contemporaries’ minds.’

31 One of those contemporaries was Stopes. In an essay in the late 1920s Lawrence fulminated against Stopes, who, he wrote, had taken out the ‘dirty little secret [of sex] and thoroughly 

disinfected it with scientific words’. Sex had been ‘mentalized’, it was all 

‘cerebral reaction’, and ‘not a bit of phallic insouciance and spontaneity’.

32 We have seen in the previous chapter that spontaneity, or absence of 

control, had been central to the male experience of coitus. Frieda, who 

was German, had introduced Lawrence to Freud’s ideas as early as 1912. 

Between the first and the third and final draft of the novel, he inserted 

lengthy descriptions of physical sexual events. Freud’s ideas and Stopes’s 

manual influenced the novel, and it in turn influenced ideas about the 

conduct of physical sexual activity.

33 In the novel, Lawrence attaches enormous importance to the difference 

between clitoral and vaginal orgasms. He accepted that some men were to 

blame for women’s lack of sexual pleasure because they reached orgasm 

too quickly (as Stopes had written). However, his male characters con-

demned active participation by the woman to ensure that she also had an 

orgasm during coitus. In this quotation, Michaelis, the lover of Connie, 

Lady Chatterley, was reproaching her for being active and reaching her 

orgasm through clitoral stimulation, albeit from his penis:

‘You couldn’t go off at the same time as a man, could you? You’d have to bring 
yourself off! You’d have to run the show!’ . . . ‘What do you mean?’ she said. ‘You 
know what I mean. You keep on for hours after I’ve gone off . . . and I have to


33 K. Sagar, *D. H. Lawrence: Life into Art* (1985), 91–3. For Lawrence’s own sexuality, see 

hang on with my teeth till you bring yourself off by your own exertions.’ She was stunned by this unexpected piece of brutality, at the moment when she was glowing with a sort of pleasure beyond words and a sort of love for him. Because, after all, like so many modern men, he was finished almost before he had begun. And that forced the woman to be active.  

The manual writers had usually recommended that the man delay coming. Instead in this quotation, the man maintained his erection after orgasm, and was depicted as having to share control of intercourse with the woman; that is, her orgasm determined when coitus ended. Lawrence’s novel portrays the woman’s desire for orgasm as a conscious struggle for power between the man and the woman. A later passage, in which Mellors, describing the same mode of intercourse, after repeatedly referring to his first wife’s clitoris as a ‘beak’ that ‘tears’ at him, underlined the point:  

I had to stop inside her till she brought herself off, wriggling and shouting… Self! Self! Self! all Self! tearing and shouting!… Like an old trull [prostitute]… I told her how I hated it. And she’d even try. She’d try to lie still and let me work the business. She’d try. But it was no good… She had to work the thing herself, grind her own coo.

The association of clitoral stimulation with self and thus with masturbation is made powerfully negative. The character Mellors can then use this to legitimize male preferences and regulate women’s sexual behaviour. Self-directed, female desire for sexual pleasure also led him to accuse the woman of similarity to a prostitute, a powerful negative association. Charles and Lawrence were constructing a male-controlled sexual event that still centred on the male orgasm but incorporated a sexually passionate woman.

Amongst such men, male domination was combined with a more spontaneous vision of physical sexual activity. This emphasis on spontaneity was a rejection of the demand for male control in Stopes’s work and that of the manual authors she had influenced and the first-wave feminism that had influenced her. Charles rejected Stopes’s insistence that women should be wooed before each episode of coitus, insisting that coitus should only occur when there was not just mutual desire but
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34 D. H. Lawrence, *Lady Chatterley’s Lover* (1928; 1990), 57.
‘spontaneous mutual desire’. He did not want a return to Victorian female passivity and lack of sexual response; instead he wanted his partner to produce sexual desire whenever he desired her. Charles associated spontaneous sex strongly with nature, as did Lawrence. The chapter on ‘Sexual Union’ in Charles’s manual (which the judge wished to have removed in its entirety) began by suggesting that coitus should be an emotional experience, and involve a variety of positions. It should happen under beech trees, on grassy banks, on chairs, in front of a fire, anywhere but in a bed on an inner spring mattress. In the context of the 1930s, this demand for spontaneity was in part a demand that women be more like a man and, as was so often the case, such a demand could not be accommodated without eventually undermining male control.

The assumption of male management and control of physical sexual events in the manuals makes it plain that male sexual domination was the sexual norm. Once conventional couples accepted female sexual desire, then the norm of male control came into question. This was especially so if the woman did not reach orgasm in coitus, thus necessitating clitoral stimulation, or if the woman sat astride the man during coitus. More active female participation and more varied sexual activity potentially heightened male sexual anxiety. The accounts assumed that either men or women were active and initiated controlled sexual activity; thus if women were active, men must become passive. The notion of shared activity in which neither partner dominated was completely absent from the discourse. Historians of homosexuality have found that in the early twentieth century a man who took only the active, dominant, penetrating role in male homosexual physical sexual activity often considered himself ‘normal’, what would now be called heterosexual. The manuals

37 For the anxieties this aroused, see e.g. van de Velde, *Ideal Marriage*, 195–7. For the opposite attitude, Chesser, *Love*, 55–6.
suggest that at this historical juncture a man might feel his masculinity was threatened even when having coitus with a woman if he was not dominant. This rigid role was not fully compatible with producing female sexual pleasure. For example there was no pre-existing active/dominant role and passive/subordinate role in masturbatory techniques. Helena Wright’s books show that women often needed to demonstrate to their husbands what gave them sexual pleasure, thus undermining the notion that it was men who had sexual knowledge and produced sexual pleasure in women and forcing a small shift away from female passivity.\textsuperscript{40}

\textbf{LIBERTINE SEXUALITY}

The male manual writers mentioned so far did largely share a progressive vision of masculinity in one important respect. They believed that ideal sexual activity involved an emotional (and often spiritual) bond between the couple, and to this extent, they rejected the double standard of sexual behaviour. Crucially, these authors usually rejected prostitution, as did feminists.\textsuperscript{41} Amongst those men who accepted prostitution, female sexual pleasure was just one more element in what they were paying for.\textsuperscript{42} George Ryley Scott’s (b. 1886) \textit{Sex and its Mysteries} (1929) was the first sex manual that took a non-feminist, libertine male approach to sexuality. He considered that considerable change in sexual mores had taken place and that this had not made sexual relations easier. In \textit{The New Art of Love} (1934) he wrote:

\begin{quote}
Up to as recently as ten years ago sex was a most one-sided affair. It was pre-eminently a male affair. The woman, at any rate the woman of respectability, went to the altar a virgin in both fact and thought… With the rise of women’s emancipation has gone her reputed sexual anaesthesia… (which, as regards
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{40} Wright, \textit{Sex Factor}, 1930. 58. Wright, \textit{Sex Fulfilment}, 1947. 81.


married women, was greatly exaggerated). . . This emergence of woman into a position, on the eve of marriage, somewhat analogous to man, has greatly extended the possibilities of marital sexual disharmony. (italics added)\(^{43}\)

Scott believed that marital harmony had been greater when sex was a one-sided affair. He was not anti-feminist in the sense of Charles, Freud, or Lawrence; rather in his manuals he simply did not engage intellectually or emotionally with feminist arguments. Instead he took advantage of the publishing opportunity that had arisen as a result of the new, albeit very partial, respectability of sex. Scott’s two texts interspersed the conventional wisdom of the 1920s sex manuals with fragments of anthropology and libertine sexual beliefs. In strong contrast to other authors quoted thus far, he placed examples of the behaviour of prostitutes side by side with that of other women, effectively placing all women on a continuum. For example:

The woman is in an altogether different street. Only in the case of passionate orgasm is coitus in any way exhausting. Prostitutes regularly receive as many as a dozen men a night.\(^{44}\)

[A] woman can and often does rape a man.\(^{45}\)
Pederasty is a common contraceptive practice; bestiality, like intercourse with a virgin, has a widespread reputation as a cure for venereal disease.\(^{46}\)

Scott’s work appears to have sold consistently but not in large numbers. Given the emphasis on female ignorance and the rejection of prostitution in the manuals that sold well, and in manuals by women, it is probable that female readers did not wish to entertain Scott’s view of their sex. In his third manual, he abandoned this type of material.\(^{47}\) An examination of Scott’s work re-emphasizes the extent to which most sex manuals aimed at a conventional middle-class readership. The manuals might be titillating, arousing, or even erotic, but they were not pornography. They consistently presented readers with an ideal of sexual activity involving an emotional bond between the couple and combined this with the

\(^{45}\) Ibid. 77.
\(^{46}\) Scott, *New Art*, 110.
\(^{47}\) G. R. Scott, *Sex in Married Life* (1938).
use of unemotional, medicalized language when describing actual sexual events.

Scott’s work can be contrasted with Eustace Chesser’s *Love without Fear* (1940), which was one of the highest-selling manuals. It was also packed with racy, and sometimes funny, little anecdotes, and, like Scott, suggested that not all women were ignorant of sex. Unlike Scott, Chesser was as reassuring and positive about sexuality as earlier best-selling manuals had been. Chesser tried hard not to be didactic or patronizing and suggested that individual variation was important and should be accepted. In the second edition he added a little saying, which read: ‘Happiness is the true test . . . Never mind what books—including this one—say you should do. If you are happy, and your partner is, too, leave well enough alone.’ Chesser’s high sales compared to Scott reinforce the argument that the high sales enjoyed by Stopes and van de Velde’s manuals reveal that readers wanted manuals to present a positive view of sexuality as joyous and loving. However by the 1940s a new generation had grown up with greater awareness of the body and access to sexual knowledge. They were growing in confidence and many wanted sex to be light-hearted as well as romantic. Chesser provided this, and his original contribution lay in the new tone he struck as much as anything else.

**Repression and the Imposition of Sexual Norms**

The introduction of Freudian psychoanalytic theory into the manuals, from the mid-1930s, reflected the intense interest in Freud’s ideas and those of his followers amongst socially progressive people. They perceived Victorian society as having been riddled with sexual hypocrisy, and they treated as axiomatic Freud’s claim that individuals did not always reveal what was most important, or tell the truth, even to themselves. Increasingly they accepted the claims of psychoanalysis to define normal sexual behaviour. The influence of Freud was both repressive and liberalizing. He

---


49 For Freud’s influence, see C. E. M. Joad, *Guide to Modern Thought* (1933), 192–221.
had stated that ‘scarcely a single individual escapes [early infantile mas-
turbation]’.\(^{50}\) His definition of masturbation included any pleasurable
contact with the genitals however minor and whether accidental, for
the purposes of hygiene, or for any other reason. Only in his claim that
this behaviour was universal in infancy did Freud’s definition, or indeed
his attitude, differ substantially from others of his generation.\(^{51}\) However,
many people in the inter-war decades did not believe that they had
masturbated at any point in their lives. In 1933, manual author Leonora
Eyles (1889–1960) wrote that:

A psychoanalyst once said to me that ninety-nine per cent of people would admit
to having at some time or other been addicted to masturbation and the other one
per cent would lie about it. But I find my own experience and observation does
not coincide with this. Discussing the subject once with some young people,
I found that two out of the seven had, like myself, first heard of it by reading
books about sex.\(^{52}\)

Psychoanalysts simply asserted that testimony such as that of Eyles was
based on repression of unacceptable sexual memories. This made Freud’s
theories a powerful weapon against those sectors of society who insisted
that sexual impulses could be denied and repressed and that it was more
honourable and made one a better person to do so. The insistence that all
people had sexual desires was liberal in its immediate impact but psycho-
analysis also reinforced the move away from a tentative pluralism to an
authoritarian insistence on norms in the manuals. As we shall see in the
next chapter, this trend peaked in the 1950s and 1960s. Freud’s vision of the
polymorphously perverse condition of infancy implied an inherent sexual
pluralism but this was easily dismissed because the psyche was conceived
of in essentialist terms. The libido, which was the source of sexual energy,
according to Freud, was not limited to the observable behaviour of the
infant or, for that matter, anyone else. It was a hypothetical instinct that,
Freud theorized, underlay all human sexuality but which could never be
observed in itself. This, then, was a force which provided ‘man’ with a
sexual nature that society modified and controlled, but which itself


remained hidden, and about which assertions could be made that were not falsifiable on the basis of lived experience. Thus people who claimed not to masturbate or women who had only clitoral orgasms, could simply be told they were wrong. They did not remember or they were immature. This was a redrawing of the boundaries of deviance away from sexuality *per se*, which became acceptable, and towards a restatement of gender power relations. It was acceptable to have sexual desires and sensations, but not autonomous female sexual desires and sensations (or those directed toward the same-sex).

In 1938, a ‘medical psychologist’ named Estelle Cole published a manual. She reveals attitudes that the manual authors were to take up in the 1950s as they became more sexually and socially conservative. She based her manual on ‘simple talks’ she had given to the ‘most varied types from young women just down from university to girls in offices and shops’.\(^53\) This probably included women in their twenties rather than those in their teens. Cole intended the talks to overcome ignorance and, by so doing, lower the divorce rate. She wrote that the wife’s sexual satisfaction was the ‘basis of a successful marriage, and of a happy family life, which [led] to worthy and competent citizenship’.\(^54\) The use of such language demonstrated the growing acceptance of a respectable female genital sexuality and reinforced the male’s responsibility to ‘give’ his wife orgasms. In Cole’s manual, the association of masturbation with clitoral stimulation has become explicit and extended to include frigidity: ‘A frigid woman is interested in the sensations derived from the stimulation of the clitoris; the vaginal sensations, so necessary for normal and satisfactory intercourse are absent. She has probably been a masturbator and may be unable to rid herself of the habit.’\(^55\) She follows Freud’s assertion that clitoral orgasm in women was a sign of immaturity, and that mature adult women who accepted their female role experienced only vaginal orgasms. This is a more conservative approach than that of Wright whose manual had been published nearly a decade previously. Cole rejected masturbation and Freud’s ideas reinforced this belief. His assertion that vaginal orgasms were mature would probably have appeared self-evident to Cole, given that they did not entail masturbation. This was the first manual to

\(^{54}\) Ibid. 10.  
\(^{55}\) Ibid. 71.
present Freud’s ideas confidently to a female audience. From the end of the 1940s, manual authors used Freudian theory to direct women back to the home and marital duty that many women had rejected in previous decades, and they often encouraged men to take a more libertine approach to women. However, while the gender ideology promoted by these manuals became more restrictive, the physical sexual confidence promoted so diffidently by the inter-war manual authors developed. The new generation of authors and readers increasingly accepted that touching their partner’s genitals and their own was an enjoyable part of physical sexual activity.
‘Thought Control’: Conjugal Rights and Vaginal Orgasms 1940s–1960s

Legal and social attitudes had loosened considerably by the end of the 1930s. The trends toward sexual liberalization and libertinism and reassertion of male domination within the discourse on sexuality, which were to shape the post-war decades, were also well established. Nonetheless, many of the individuals who produced the inter-war sex manuals were progressive and strongly influenced by feminism. In the mid-1940s, there was a hiatus caused by the Second World War, during which no new manuals came out. Following this pause, manuals became considerably easier to obtain than had been the case before the war, but the content of the manuals gives no indication that the actual wartime experience caused any substantial change in sexual attitudes. However, more of the new post-war authors were professional writers motivated by the growing profits to be made, and the ideas and attitudes toward sexuality these authors expressed were less idealistic than those of the inter-war authors.

American manuals appear more frequently in this chapter than the previous two because they had a greater influence in this period. The increasing availability of American material was a major development following the Second World War. Peggy Makin, a well-known agony aunt called Evelyn Home, who had been working as a magazine journalist since the early 1930s, described the effect of this:

[J]ust after the war . . . the load of imported literature from all over the world, especially the United States, had begun to soften up our publishing conventions. American women’s magazines were running whole articles on taboo topics such as masturbation and its morals; our readers were buying these publications on
the bookstalls... and they were asking us why we were depriving them of such hot knowledge.¹

This imported literature included cheap paperback editions of the more physically explicit American sex manuals. The American tendency towards a more relaxed style, along with a less cautious approach to sexual subjects, reflected a different sexual and physical culture. Compared to the English manuals, they revealed a less inhibited approach to the body, and in many instances a stronger emphasis on the need for women to accept a feminine role. This is probably because male control of sexual activity was more highly contested in the USA and not because American women were more supine. Indirect evidence of greater confidence amongst American women in 1950s USA includes the higher proportion of women in the paid workforce, higher levels of female education, and the earlier arrival of second-wave feminism. In the post-Second World War years, ‘scientific’ sexology also played an increasing part in shaping new attitudes to sex. The publication of Alfred Kinsey’s *Sex in the Human Male* (1948) and *Sex in the Human Female* (1953) was front-page news in the British popular press, and experts in fields such as sex education or family planning read them eagerly.² Perhaps most important were the findings that between 92 and 97 per cent of all American males had masturbated and that 37 per cent had had sexual contact to orgasm with other men.

There was a sharp swing upward in the sales figures for manuals. For example, by 1938 the worldwide sales figure for *Married Love* (1918) was 820,000, which averages out at 41,000 copies a year. But *Love without Fear* (1940) by Dr Eustace Chesser (1902–73) had sold 720,000 by 1951, which averages out at 72,000 a year. By 1964, Chesser’s book had sold three million, an average of 231,000 a year.³ Yet this manual was of much less importance in its own time than *Married Love* had been during the inter-war decades. Stopes had involved herself in highly controversial legal cases and in birth control activities, all of which received huge publicity. Chesser, whose peak period was after the war, was prolific and involved in research and in commenting on controversial issues, but he and his

³ All information found on sales figures is given in Appendix A.
work had nothing like the same influence Stopes had. His manual was one amongst many, and the substantial sales figures reflect the relaxing of prohibitions on sexual material combined with the growing demand for information. The price of manuals in relation to real wages fell consistently until the end of the 1960s. They went from being relatively expensive to being easily affordable and the readership broadened out accordingly beyond the middle classes. Nonetheless, the new manuals continued to reflect the attitudes and emerging contradictions of sexual practice amongst the middle-class authors and the sexually progressive rather than the working class or the large socially conservative sections of the middle class. The manuals of the inter-war years continued to sell in large numbers throughout the 1940s and 1950s, with some appearing in new revised editions well into the 1970s. The limited, albeit varied, evidence suggests that from the 1940s to the 1960s working-class people were most likely to encounter the early manuals, and possibly the cheaper, simply written British manuals of the late 1940s. The relaxation of the law on censorship in 1959 led to a sharp increase in the number and variety of cheap books containing sexual material. These included numerous paperback editions of ‘erotic’ classics and, thanks to the improving print technology, illustrated manuals.

THE CREATION OF INSTITUTIONS

By the late 1940s, groups had been formed to support the dissemination of information on sexuality. Over a quarter of the manual authors belonged to the National Marriage Guidance Council (NMGC), the Family Planning Association (FPA), or the equivalents abroad. The NMGC’s goal was
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4 Prices include: paperbacks: Exner 1951, 1s. 6d.; Macaulay 1957, 2s. 6d.; Walker and Fletcher 1962, 4s.; Barnes 1962, 3s. 6d.; hardbacks: Stopes 23rd edn. 1937, 6s.; Wright 1947, 5s.


preserving marriages and so it emphasized the marital relationship, rather than the sexual satisfaction of the individual. Invariably this meant that it advised women to accommodate themselves to their husband’s sexual needs and avoided discussion of varied sexual practices. The Art of Marriage (1952) was written by Dr Mary Macaulay (b. 1902) who had been the medical officer for the Liverpool branch of the FPA from 1930 to 1956. She was also the founder and vice president of the Merseyside MGC. The FPA continued to recommend Macaulay’s marriage and sex manual to engaged and newly wed women until the early 1970s. The husband’s responsibility to educate his new bride in order that she should learn to enjoy sex was still emphasized. But combined with the insistence that the wife should accommodate the husband’s sexual needs in return, this took on the overtones of a marital duty, which citizens owed to society as much as to their partner. This language can be placed in the context of the late 1940s and 1950s when there was a tremendous sense of optimism about belonging to society and citizenship. However Macaulay elided physical and emotional satisfaction. She suggested that a woman should be utterly satisfied with the ‘free gift of love’ she received from her husband in intercourse rather than make the mistake of seeking mere physical thrills. Books on sex and marriage were partly to blame for this mistake because they laid too much emphasis on the woman sharing her husband’s sexual satisfaction, Macaulay explained. She accepted the husband’s conjugal rights, commenting that it ‘is a shocking thing to hear a woman say that she has not had any intercourse for years because she will not be raped even by her husband’. A wife’s rights were limited to saying no occasionally and to the insistence that her husband must ensure that she too was experiencing pleasure, evidently regardless of whether she felt desire. These ideas about sexual practice, including the acceptance of

11 Macaulay, Art, 80.
12 Ibid. 42–4, 112. See also Medica, Any Wife, 85–8.
male conjugal rights, are common to almost all the manuals written in this period. They reinforce other evidence that suggests many women in all classes were still resisting sexual intercourse.

Many of those involved in the NMGC were practising Christians. Their rejection of a negative Christian tradition was an important aspect of changing societal sexual mores. Macaulay used the phrase ‘one flesh’ from the marriage service to describe the union that created the ideal sexual experience. She may have been drawing on the work of theologians, such as Dr Derrick Sherwin Bailey, who were integrating new sexual attitudes into the Anglican vision of marriage. In 1952, Bailey discussed the duties that husband and wife owe to one another in marital sex relations. He explained that to ‘refrain [from sexual intercourse] except temporarily by mutual agreement . . . is to deprive the partner of a benefit to which he or she is entitled’. Thus ‘only in special circumstances . . . may she [the wife] refuse a reasonable request for intercourse’. The extent to which Bailey considered the husband and wife to be equal sheds further light. He took as his text the verse from St Paul ‘Wives be in subjection unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord,’ and told the reader that these words, ‘misunderstood and judged from the standpoint of modern feminism or sentimentality, are repugnant to many, but they embody nevertheless an important and fundamental truth’. This was that there was a ‘principle of subordination which finds expression wherever human community exists’. ‘[T]he principle of subordination operates in a multitude of ways to differentiate between ruler and ruled, employer and employed . . . Without it, social stability is precarious, and equalitarian or communistic groups abolish it in a traditional form only to renew it in a fresh guise. Authority and obedience are essential . . . subordination is the only alternative to anarchy.’ Seven years later, Bailey explained to his readers that he had reversed his position; ‘there remains the critical question of the status of woman . . . In [1952] . . . I attempted (not without misgiving) to

13 Chesser was an honourable exception. By 1968 he had reversed several opinions he held in 1941 and a woman’s right to say no to sexual activity is discussed at length in Sex and the Married Woman (1968; 1970), 118, 240–1.
14 S. D. Bailey, The Mystery of Love (1952), 63.
15 Ibid. 129. Eph. 5: 22–4 (St Paul), Authorized Version.
16 Bailey, Mystery, 130.
justify the traditional theological view that woman is subordinate to man... the pages which follow are, therefore, in the nature of a retraction.' His uncertainty reflected the existence of debate about women, feminism, and sexual values and the strength of the consensus in support of conjugal rights in the 1950s.

PSYCHOANALYSIS AND WOMEN’S PHYSICAL RESPONSE

Other authors were moving in a different direction. By the 1940s, all the English manual authors were aware that extreme sexual ignorance had declined. Young, respectable, unmarried women were the group who had been most ignorant of sexuality. Comments that described a range of responses and suggested that sexual awareness, or even sexual experience, was not unknown amongst these women began to appear at the end of the 1930s. The English author Rennie Macandrew (b. 1907) recommended ‘flirting’ before marriage. He wrote that ‘I see no harm at all in two unmarried lovers going the length of mutual digital masturbation, or for the man to caress or kiss the woman’s breasts.’ In 1941, discussing the wedding night, Chesser had told husbands that clitoral stimulation of their new bride was not desirable: ‘It is safe to say’, he wrote, ‘that in a very large number of cases, the inexperienced bride will not be pleasurably moved by attempts to stimulate the clitoris. She is apt to experience no other sensation than shock, the very thing which should be avoided’ (italics added). In the 1948 edition of the manual, Chesser altered the ‘very large’ to simply a ‘large number of cases’. He continued:

The genital kiss, too, sometimes indicated as an invaluable help in bringing an inexperienced bride to the highly stimulated state where penetration is sought, must be ruled out for much the same reason. On the other hand if she happens

18 Macandrew warned against premarital coitus because of venereal disease, possible pregnancy, and the double standard. He may have felt vulnerable to censorship as the judge who condemned E. Charles’s manual to be destroyed only four years previously had mentioned ‘sniggering at pre-marital chastity among women’ in his decision. R. Macandrew [pseud.], Friendship, Love Affairs and Marriage (1939), 61, 87, also 80–9. For an earlier idealism, see L. D. Weatherhead, The Mastery of Sex through Psychology and Religion (1931), 39–42.
19 Chesser, Love without fear (1941), 67.
to be ‘virgin in body only’—that is one who has had much experience short of actual defloration, and who is well familiar, through reading and discussion with such stimulating measures as the genital kiss—full use can be made of this aid.\textsuperscript{20}

Women, or couples, who were unable to countenance clitoral stimulation would obviously not have been comfortable with oral sex, the ‘genital kiss’ which van de Velde had recommended in 1928. But, like Macandrew, Chesser thought there were a growing number of women who had sexual experience before marriage, and he assumed that men were sexually knowledgeable.

Sex manuals were increasingly aimed at particular audiences, but those addressed to younger people still emphasized that that it often took some time after marriage before women enjoyed intercourse.\textsuperscript{21} The delay had been reinterpreted by some authors as the period of latency during which Freud had claimed sensation was transferred from clitoris to the vagina.\textsuperscript{22} Macandrew explained how women who were ‘frigid’ could learn to have vaginal orgasms. He used ‘externally’ and the ‘outer lips’ to refer to the clitoris:

[Some women] may perhaps prefer to be stimulated externally rather than internally. This can largely be corrected by thought control, and the lining of the vagina must be trained to register stimulation. During intercourse, therefore, such women must force themselves to believe that stimulation inside the vagina is preferable to around the outer lips. The transfer of an erotic zone from one focul [sic] point to another may occupy months, but with perseverance, it can be attained.\textsuperscript{23}

Unsurprisingly ‘thought control’ failed to produce the desired sexual pleasure for many women. The delivery was often more sophisticated but Freud’s ideas underlay most descriptions of female sexuality by the late 1940s. The incompatibility of this account of sexual development with women’s actual physical experience can only have contributed to the growing perception of women’s sexuality as a problem.

\textsuperscript{20} E. Chesser, \textit{Love without Fear} (1948), 68. See also R. Macandrew [pseud.], \textit{Encyclopedia of Sex and Love Technique} (1941; 1951), 217.
\textsuperscript{21} e.g. K. C. Barnes, \textit{He and She} (1958; 1962), 155. Macaulay, \textit{Art}, 70–1.
\textsuperscript{22} See Ch. 9.
\textsuperscript{23} Macandrew, \textit{Encyclopedia}, 218.
Nonetheless, there were reasons for the acceptance of vaginal orgasm by female manual authors. The strong resistance to masturbatory activities reveals that such women were not internalizing a new prohibition in rejecting clitoral stimulation but extending an existing one. Manuals by women (and the evidence on behaviour) also suggest that English women were generally less comfortable with varied sexual practices than were men. For many married women of this generation their sexual aspirations lay in a different direction. Although the theme had been present in the manuals throughout the inter-war period, the 1950s saw the peak of the insistence on vaginal orgasm for women and the peak of the glorification of sexual intercourse as a transcendent, shared emotional experience for the couple. Authors used phrases such as ‘their spirits as well as their bodies seem to rise together to a flame of ecstasy which is quite indescribable’ or ‘total emotional surrender’. Definitions of marital sexual pleasure incorporated emotion. In *The Golden Notebook* (1962) the Rhodesian-born novelist Doris Lessing (b. 1919) made a frequently quoted, classic statement of support for the vaginal orgasm. She wrote that a ‘vaginal orgasm is emotion and nothing else, felt as emotion and expressed in sensations that are indistinguishable from emotion’. In her 1995 autobiography she also commented that ‘when I masturbated in my adolescence it was the vagina and its amazing possibilities I learned about. The clitoris was only part of the whole ensemble.’ In the 1950s, there were many articulate middle-class women who agreed with Doris Lessing and her perception of female sexual experience. They experienced coitus and vaginal orgasm as an emotional experience and they wanted men to participate emotionally also. Men had to alter their attitude to marital sexuality if they were to accommodate this demand, as a shared emotional experience was incompatible with the exercise of conjugal rights. Thus, in a context where male initiation and management of physical sexual activity was still the norm, the vaginal orgasm involved a further step toward the destruction of the double standard.


It was because vaginal orgasm addressed some female desires that the response to the concept was one of confused acceptance, not rejection. Joan Malleson (1900–56) was a gynaecologist with twenty years’ experience of running sexual problem clinics for the Family Planning Association. In 1951, she wrote that:

Possibly about a third of civilised women get their climax externally [clitorally]; perhaps another third achieve it mainly in the vaginal passage, and another third achieve it seldom or never. Of women who can reach it from either area it is found that the inner climax is generally—but not quite always—the one most valued. It is held by psychiatrists that the emotional content of the two types of orgasm is different. Most women will confirm this, though there can be no question of the significance being identical for everybody.27

This revealed considerable problems. According to Malleson, two-thirds of women were not achieving the vaginal orgasms held to be most desirable by Freud, by most sex manual authors, and frequently by women themselves. Less specifically, Helena Wright, who saw London women through her private medical practice and in Family Planning clinics, wrote in 1947 that she had kept careful records of her patients’ experiences since 1928, and that ‘sexual satisfaction is not obtained by more than 50 per cent of married women’.28 Unsurprisingly Macaulay, who advised women to lower their expectations, was more sanguine about female sexual pleasure: ‘The answers I have received on questioning my patients about their sexual life are in complete contrast to the somewhat gloomy figures published by other writers.’29 In her second sex manual, published in 1947, Wright commented that ‘Fifteen years ago most workers along this line thought that the main problem [for women] was ignorance.’30 This, Wright felt, had changed, revealing another problem, which was that both men and women expected female sexual response to conform to a male pattern:

[Men] discover very early in their sexual experiences that...a comparatively short time of rhythmic movements of the penis in the vagina produces an orgasm and ejaculation easily and completely...men, therefore, expect that

---

woman will have an answering orgasm felt in the vagina induced by the movements of the penis, with similar speed and easiness.\textsuperscript{31}

While the manuals had been placing the responsibility for female sexual response on men, Wright’s comment on couples’ ‘amusingly different’ response to this problem reveals that many men did not accept this:

The wife when she finds . . . that her vagina continues to be lacking in sensation, almost invariably blames herself. She feels inferior, she says to herself that she’s a failure . . . The husband, with nothing to complain of in his own sensations, has no inclination to criticize himself; instead he agrees with his wife, and thinks, with her, that she is the one to blame and that she must be unusually lacking in sex-capacity!\textsuperscript{32}

In 1931, Stopes had also commented that, where a difference existed, both husband and wife assumed him to be the norm and her to be the exception.\textsuperscript{33} This was an old problem in new guise. Wright and Malleson’s acceptance of varied female responses was exceptional.\textsuperscript{34} Increasingly new manuals strongly encouraged women to feel that not having vaginal orgasms was a ‘failure’ on their part.

Psychoanalysts greatly encouraged this attitude. Marie N. Robinson (b. 1919), an American, produced a popularization of Freudian ideas called \textit{The Power of Sexual Surrender} (1960). Robinson explained that women were at fault if they lacked sexual satisfaction. ‘In saying that the husband is rarely if ever to blame for a frigidity problem I am running counter to a vast body of information . . . [B]ook after book appeared, each showing conclusively that a happily married sexual life depended on the male’s skill at arousing the woman . . . This is simply not true.’\textsuperscript{35} According to Robinson ‘frigid’ women needed help to overcome their competitiveness, their resentment of male insensitivity, their fear of the male’s ‘sometimes violent thrusting’ during intercourse, their desire to take the masculine position in intercourse, and so on.\textsuperscript{36} She had a chapter on the behaviour of the ideal

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{31} Wright, \textit{Sex Fulfilment}, 47.
\item \textsuperscript{32} Ibid. 48–9.
\item \textsuperscript{33} M. Stopes, \textit{Enduring Passion} (1928; 1931), 129.
\item \textsuperscript{34} See also W. de Kok, ‘Woman and Sex’, in Lord Horder, J. Malleson, and G. Cox (eds.), \textit{The Modern Woman’s Medical Guide} (1949; 1955), 135.
\item \textsuperscript{35} M. N. Robinson, \textit{The Power of Sexual Surrender} (1960), 17.
\item \textsuperscript{36} Ibid. 199. The phrase ‘violent thrusting’ probably originated with Marie Bonaparte. See M. Bonaparte, \textit{Female Sexuality} (1953), 85–6.
\end{itemize}
woman, in which she repeatedly told women that they must never reject their husbands’ requests for sex:

Her eternal acquiescence, her ever-readiness, never lets her in for a painful sexual experience however. She knows that ninety-nine times out of one hundred even negative sexual feelings in herself will soon turn to eagerness, and eagerness to desire. And even if that one in a hundred times occurs, she will still get a profound satisfaction from the pleasure she is able to give her husband, the very obvious pleasure. Once more that deep altruism.  

Robinson insisted that the woman must not only perform sex on demand but that she must enjoy the experience. She insisted the woman must insert her diaphragm every night as the ideal woman ‘should always be prepared for intercourse whenever it is even remotely possible’. In 1965, Alexander Lowen (b. 1910), an American Reichian psychoanalyst, who was part of the US human potential or growth movement, explained why vaginal orgasms were preferable:

Most men, however, feel that the need to bring a woman to climax through clitoral stimulation is a burden. If it is done before intercourse but after the man is excited and ready to penetrate, it imposes a restraint upon his natural desire for closeness and intimacy... Clitoral stimulation during the act of intercourse... distracts the man from the perception of his genital sensations... The need to bring a woman to climax through clitoral stimulation after the act of intercourse has been completed and the man has reached his climax is burdensome, since it prevents him from enjoying the relaxation and peace that are the rewards of sexuality. Most men to whom I have spoken who engaged in this practice resented it.

Lowen’s rejection of clitoral stimulation is very close to that quoted earlier by the male characters in D. H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928). It reveals the conflict between the desire for a sexually responsive woman, and resentment (or anxiety) at having to make any sexual effort on her behalf. The psychoanalytic vision of female sexuality was highly contested

but by the 1960s the notion that women who were not sexually interested in men, or at all, were frigid and that this meant they were at fault and inadequate was widely accepted by younger people. In 1960, most psychoanalysts still argued fiercely that normal, mature women came solely through vaginal sensations, and those within the profession who disputed this were regarded as ‘uncommonly courageous’.40

MALE SEXUAL NEEDS

However, male authors increasingly rejected psychoanalytic interpretations of physical sexual activity. For these men the emphasis on vaginal orgasm was increasingly inconvenient because of the stress on a mutual emotional experience and the limits it placed on sexual practice. Many abandoned the notion. By the 1950s, a group of American manuals had appeared which assumed that far greater sexual demands could be made of the wife than manuals had previously. In 1961, Joseph Kaufman (b. 1931) and Griffith Borgeson commented that ‘Ideal Marriage’ by T. H. van de Velde, M.D. is noteworthy . . . for its severely condemnatory attitude toward the male in the heterosexual relationship.41 This is an astonishing judgement in comparison to those made by feminist historians, who have described van de Velde as a misogynist who believed male dominance in sex was natural.42 Van de Velde, like Stopes, had an idealistic view of marriage, which he based on a construction of marital physical sexual pleasure as a mutual emotional experience. He held men responsible for the lack of female sexual pleasure and insisted that husbands should go to considerable effort and use a variety of techniques to ensure that their wives learned to enjoy sex. In his text, the male was dominant but the wife was both idealized and sexual. In the manuals by new male authors during

the 1950s and 1960s, the (Victorian) wife, whom the husband dominated but also respected and loved, had disappeared and the new wife was a sexualized woman. The insistence on male conjugal rights meant that in these manuals, her sexual role increasingly corresponded to that of the other woman who existed to meet male demands for sexual services, the prostitute. The growing acceptance of sexuality resulted in a new openness about men’s control of sexual activity, and men’s perception of their sexual needs. These new manuals make the extent of the feminist influence on the earlier manuals evident. The American Dr John Eichenlaub (b. 1922) directly addressed the issue of conjugal rights:

Perhaps the biggest problem centers on a wife’s participation in sex when she has no sensual desire. Unless she makes her willingness entirely clear, her husband often finds these incidents tainting his attitudes toward sex with quite unpleasant feelings... [These include] indignation if rebuffs and hesitations seem to violate his rightful privileges (which in point of law and religion they always do, although the prevailing attitudes in our society might deny this position).  

Eichenlaub suggested that if the wife fears for ‘her human dignity, integrity and independence’ as a result of her husband’s insistence on his conjugal rights, the husband should compliment his wife’s achievements in other areas, such as her management of the household budget or her hobbies. Note that Eichenlaub acknowledged that this was highly contested: ‘prevailing attitudes’ now denied the husband’s right to intercourse on demand, although, as he correctly claimed, it was a legal right. According to the cover, this manual had sold one and a half million copies in the USA by 1961 and was in its eleventh UK reprint by 1966. In 1955, the Americans Dr Louis Berg (b. 1901) and Robert Street, a professional writer, explained that:

The female has very definite duties apart from her obligation to render normal sexual service to her husband... Should her period run five, six, seven, or eight days, this is a lengthy interval for the man to practice self-control. Of course, he should be able to do it, but there is no reason to force it upon him when the simple expedient of the female hand or oral connection can remove the necessity. Since many men are reluctant to force any type of relationship upon

---

44 Ibid. 176–7.
their wives during this period, the woman herself should take the initiative . . . It might be added also, that in conducting sexual intimacy, it is equally the duty of the wife to excite her partner by engaging in genital stimulation. The woman who lies passively and overlooks these essentials is as guilty of neglect in her way as the husband who fails to satisfy her.\(^{45}\)

These writers were confidently demanding ‘sexual services’ from the wife, which would have been unthinkable in the manuals of the inter-war period. As is obvious, the new writers suggested a wide range of sexual practices, and the concept of masturbatory techniques had ceased to be relevant to them. They also did not insist on vaginal orgasms, though they continued to accuse non-compliant women of frigidity.\(^{46}\) For most English men these manuals were fantasy literature, as there was no possibility that their wives would behave accordingly. But the texts reinforced beliefs that women were a function of their husbands’ needs, objects, not subjects with legitimate needs and desires of their own.

These authors were reflecting the breaking down of boundaries that had demarcated women’s sexual roles. During the inter-war years the behaviour of young middle-class women changed. Men began to take women who were not married out alone to public places such as restaurants, the theatre, and clubs.\(^{47}\) They became increasingly likely to agree to sexual activity and the boundary between these women and mistresses or prostitutes became blurred.\(^{48}\) From the 1940s, there was also increasingly open acceptance of actual prostitution on the part of male authors. The expectation of male emotional involvement in physical sexual activity had


\(^{47}\) These changes had taken place faster in the USA, e.g. J. Tenenbaum, *The Riddle of Sex: The Medical and Social Aspects of Sex, Love and Marriage* (1930), 211–13.

been intimately tied into the rejection of prostitution. In 1949, Oswald Schwarz argued that:

According to Roman law, for instance, a prostitute was a woman who offered herself *passim et sine delectu* (everywhere and without pleasure). Observe how much more human than ours this concept is, because it stresses just that lack of emotional participation which lowers the sexual act to a mere genital function and thus constitutes the essential, as distinct from the conventional immorality of prostitution. Incidentally, the men who frequent prostitutes make themselves guilty of the same offence.  

Except in unusual circumstances such as wartime, emotional involvement (or romantic love) entailed the risk of commitment over a period of time for men (as pregnancy did for women). In *The Golden Notebook* (1962) Lessing was describing vaginal orgasm in the context of a love affair between two characters. She explains how the woman, Ella, perceived the emotional demand this made on her married male lover Paul:

> [S]he could not have experienced [vaginal orgasm] if she had not loved him . . . As time went on . . . Paul began to rely on manipulating her externally, on giving Ella clitoral orgasms. Very exciting. Yet there was always a part of her that resented it. Because she felt that the fact he wanted to was an expression of his instinctive desire not to commit himself to her. She felt that without knowing it or being conscious of it (though perhaps he was conscious of it) he was afraid of the emotion.

Ella’s perspective has been treated as meaningless except as part of a masochistic relationship. Yet the link Ella makes between emotional involvement and commitment is correct. Women’s demand for emotion put coitus back into a sequence of events involving male obligations, unlike an encounter with a prostitute. The separation of recreational coitus from reproductive coitus was crucially about removing sex from such a sequence. The character Ella was enjoying sexual pleasure while rejecting the role of a wife. For her generation that was a risky stance. It was not until the mid-1960s that a new generation of British female novelists began to describe women taking such pleasure without it

---


resulting in intense distress. The American Terry Garrity or ‘J.’ who wrote *The Sensuous Woman* (1969) was the only woman to produce a manual along these lines. Garrity later revealed that she felt sexually and personally exploited by Lyle Stuart, her publisher, who suggested she write the book.

English male manual authors insisted women were not just unwilling but unable to separate sex from emotional commitment. Alex Comfort (b. 1920) explained that ‘[The girl] can never feel exactly the same towards a man who has “known” her thus, even if only once—many boys are staggered by the change in her attitude which one act of intercourse can bring about, and her intensity may scare them off.’ It is possible that this had been true for some, perhaps many, women in the inter-war period. Sexually libertine men insisted that it would be preferable if this were not the case. In 1939, Macandrew remarked, ‘for their own sakes I wish girls could take love affairs less seriously.’ However, those young women who did take things less seriously were stigmatized as cold hearted and mercenary in his manuals. Surveys of English sexual attitudes in the post-Second World War era found that men supposedly rejected the sexual double standard. For example, in 1969, Geoffrey Gorer found that:

[T]he double standard of sexual morality, by which men are allowed license which is denied to women, still has fairly wide currency and, it would appear, it is predominately women who maintain this double standard... Women who support the double standard are liable to invoke generalisations about the differing nature of men and women... whereas men tend to invoke abstract


54 Macandrew, *Friendship*, 61.
principles of justice, typically with the adage: ‘What is sauce for the goose, is sauce for the gander.’

Support for abstract principles of justice and equality between the sexes does not appear to have dictated male sexual behaviour. This finding is an indication that the shift in content in the manuals reflected changes taking place in societal attitudes and that men were more eager for sexual liberalization than women.

Resistance to male sexual exploitation and abuse by women in England during the post-war decades was hampered by the existing sexual ethos. Sexually progressive women had rejected the Victorian and Edwardian belief, shared by first-wave feminists, that sexual desire should be controlled and contained. They wanted to present sexual experience as positive and healthy, perhaps to themselves as well as to their readers. As the evidence on sexual behaviour in earlier chapters has shown, for much of the population, the discourse on sexuality in the manuals had far outpaced the changes in behaviour. Authors who were also medical practitioners were aware that many couples had fundamental problems. The experience of helping couples who were often timid and inhibited by anxieties, or unaware of the need to display affection, shaped their manuals. They saw encouraging people to become more sexually confident and spontaneous as part of their task. In the 1950s, Joan Malleson wrote that it ‘has been repeatedly said that every woman in her heart wishes to be raped, and although this extreme may not be true, a husband should remember that a wife’s self-esteem is enhanced by being wanted’. Although she hints that readers should not take this approach to rape literally, this statement places rape on a continuum with expressing male sexual desire. But from Malleson’s perspective, the last thing the sexually constricted men and women she saw needed was encouragement to control themselves


sexually. The manuals acknowledged that male demands for over-frequent intercourse (e.g. nightly) were a possible problem, but their efforts to present a positive perspective meant that they made almost no comments on sexual harassment or abuse. Non-feminist men of the type who accepted prostitution and premarital sex were more likely to make comments on sexual abuse in their manuals. They reflect prevailing medical and social beliefs about sexual violence. Macandrew (b. 1907) wrote that ‘It is a well known fact that in cases of attempted rape, the man very rarely gains entry.’ Later he added that sexual harassment did not provide an explanation for female sexual coldness because ‘nearly all women have at some time or other been frightened in such a way’.

In this period progressive discourses on sexuality encouraged men who engaged in abusive or predatory sexual behaviour to see themselves as normal and women who objected as abnormal.

For example, in 1956, Rose Hacker (b. 1904), a liberal and progressive senior member of the National Marriage Guidance Council, who had also written a sex manual for older unmarried teenagers, explained in a newspaper article that:

Unfortunately few girls realise the force of the glandular processes they themselves have aroused in boys… Nor do they see how boys are impelled beyond their control to use any means to reach their objective… The main causes of worry in a courtship occur because girls do not understand that when a man is stimulated to the point of readiness for sexual activity, the strength of his feelings will cause him to say many things that he does not really mean.

Girls or women were seen as wholly responsible for controlling sexual activity and men’s glandular processes provided them with a licence to lie. Women like Hacker saw themselves as enabling young women to protect themselves from the reality of male sexuality. In 1969, almost the peak of male sexual liberalism, a pseudonymous doctor, published in England, John James, wrote a sex manual intended for young people. He explained, ‘These days it is as often as not the girl who makes the advances; and this is quite a new thing.’ A girl had to do very little in order for men to tell her she was making advances. James continued:

---

One great difficulty has only lately been admitted; there has always been great natural indignation when adult or elderly men have been found to have interfered sexually with young girls. Unfortunately as has been shown the ‘seducer’ is quite often the young girl, who in all innocence perhaps, has introduced the sexual element... the novel Lolita... caused a great deal of anger in those... reminded of facts.  

This quotation demonstrates the belief that men were not responsible for their sexual actions. A young girl who acted ‘in all innocence’ was not culpable in the usual sense, but females were responsible because sex desire was an overwhelming force which men could not resist. Many men in this period utterly rejected the late Victorian belief that men could and should control themselves sexually. Progressive women were unable to rebut this at an ideological level because they did not want women to have to control and repress their sexual desires, as the Victorians had assumed they should.

Over the period from 1918 to the 1970s, the changing structure of the manuals reflected the changes occurring in ideas about sexuality and marriage. Married Love (1918) was intended for the newly married couple and Ideal Marriage (1928) for the couple throughout their marriage. By the end of the inter-war period many of the manuals loosely followed a life course format. This went through courtship, the wedding night, physical descriptions of the genitals, satisfaction in marriage, problems that might occur such as frigidity and impotence, birth control, and sex for the older couple. Authors included varying material on topics such as coital positions, physiology and hormones, marital behaviour aside from sexual events, ‘deviations’, and morality. This format depended on a rigid approach to normative socio-sexual behaviour for its effectiveness as an organizing principle, placing physical sexual activity in the context of the emotional development of the marriage and of the family. Although birth control meant that sexual intercourse need not have reproductive consequences, this format continued to structure coitus as an act with lasting consequences. There had been a scattering of sexual encyclopedias, question and answer formats, and alphabetical lists from the 1930s.  

61 Ibid. 30–1.  
62 e.g. A. D. Costler and A. Willy, The Encyclopaedia of Sex Practice, ed. N. Haire (1938; 1951). Macandrew, Encyclopedia. Hegeler and Hegeler, An ABZ.
Comfort’s *The Joy of Sex*, published in 1972, was the last sex manual of major significance in the tradition described here. This consisted of descriptions of sexual events organized as if on a menu, and illustrated by copious drawings of a heterosexual couple engaged in sexual activities. Although Comfort was concerned to reassure people about the acceptability of themselves and their desires, heterosexual coitus remained the main dish. The menu format of this manual reflected the decontextualizing of sex just as the earlier life course format manuals reflected the social framework. This shift reflected an intellectual reconceptualization of sexuality, and the genuine and substantial alteration in sexual behaviour that was occurring by the late 1960s.

To conclude, the manuals written in these decades fit into two main strands. There was the creation of the female citizen who valued her emotionally intense vaginal orgasm, and accepted her marital duty, previously her husband’s conjugal right. Often the authors had been involved in the growing marriage guidance movement or the Family Planning Association, and many had strong religious convictions. The second strand was the increasingly confident emergence of a libertine male sexual ethos. More varied sexual practice, including short-term sexual affairs, was promoted as natural, and emotional involvement was omitted. Amongst both groups female lack of sexual satisfaction was recognized as a problem but increasingly this was seen as her responsibility, not his. In the second half of the century writing sex manuals became more acceptable (as well as profitable). Compared to the previous decades there is a shift in tone, with authors less likely to make suggestions and more likely to state norms. The next and final chapter in this part of the book considers research into women’s genital sexuality and the response of the new second-wave feminists.
Debates on female sexuality throughout the twentieth century assumed the existence of a transhistorical, unchanging body which provided a secure basis for knowledge. Questions about how the female orgasm occurs and what it consists of directly related to the issue of whether the female vagina is an active organ, or an inert canal which forms a passive receptacle for the penis during heterosexual intercourse. Marie Stopes described the female genitals and the act of coitus in detail in *Contraception* (1923). She understood sexual intercourse as an activity in which both partners were active, arguing that ‘the coital act is an extremely complex social function in which the woman (as well as the man) is an active partner’ (italics in original). According to her the female orgasm entailed a corresponding action of the vagina to that of the penis:

In the fully excited uterus the cervix may spontaneously open and interlock with the glans penis which thus discharges directly into the uterus... I have formerly hinted at this active co-operation of the cervix, but received critical comment or denial of the possibility of the action. Such criticism is, however, due to the rarity of the persons in whom this happens and the impossibility of demonstrating it, as it can only take place at the height of sexual excitement. There is no doubt whatever, that some fully sexed and roused women do experience the interlocking of the glans penis with the cervical
canal, and such a woman does aspirate some of the seminal ejaculate into the uterus.¹

The notion that the cervix might not just move, but move in response to female sexual pleasure, appeared so outlandish that it was ignored. It is possible to respond to this as historians have done to the notion of the absorption of semen by the vaginal walls, that is, as if such ideas were self-evidently incorrect or with an uncritical acceptance that Stopes was wrong to contest ‘expert’ opinions.² There was little medical knowledge of physical sexual events and no instruments adequate to testing such theories existed throughout the period covered in this study. For example, until recently it was impossible to observe the inside of the vagina during intercourse. As late as the 1960s sex researchers used what they themselves saw as crude and limited instruments.³ This is not to say that ‘coital interlocking’ occurred, rather that Stopes was presenting a legitimate hypothesis within the framework of the existing knowledge.

Stopes's theories were certainly sounder anatomically than Freud’s theory of the transferral of clitoral sensation to the vagina, which dominated Western understanding of female sexuality throughout the mid-twentieth century. Some authors accepted that the more limited ‘uterine suction’ of the sperm during female orgasm did occur. This transformed the female response from a sexual impulse to a reproductive response, which probably made it acceptable.⁴ In Ideal Marriage (1928) van de Velde also attributed importance to the cervix as a source of sensation; however,

¹ M. Stopes, Contraception: Theory, History and Practice (1923; 1925), 12, 139. Similar ideas were expressed in E. H. Kisch, The Sexual Life of Woman in its Physiological, Pathological and Hygienic Aspects (1910; 1926).
he suggested this was because the woman can feel the man ejaculating onto the cervix. This was another instance in which a subtle adjustment of physical detail shifted the account of physical sexual activity away from Stopes’s active female sexual body during the 1920s and 1930s. The differing reception of the ideas of Stopes and of van de Velde reflected the societal construction of gender. Stopes’s conception was ignored in this instance while van de Velde’s notion, which reduced the woman to a passive recipient of sensation, was repeated for the next fifty years by manual authors.

There is another aspect to the debate on vaginal movement. Marie Stopes had championed her ‘Pro-Race’ version of the rubber cervical cap because the diaphragm ‘must be worn so as to cover the whole of the end of the vagina and depends on stretching the vaginal walls to stay in position...[so] certain movements of physiological value (particularly to the man) which ideally the woman should make are then impossible’. Van de Velde agreed with Stopes that the diaphragm limited vaginal movements but he commented dismissively that most ‘women to-day are not able to operate their pelvic muscles voluntarily to the best advantage in coitus; so the inability to do so would not represent any appreciable loss to them’. It is possible that the sexual upbringing of women over generations ensured they were unaware of the range of movement the muscles associated with vagina were capable of, and that this contributed to the lack of

7 Stopes, *Contraception*, 162.
8 Th. H. van de Velde, *Fertility and Sterility in Marriage* (1931) 334. In 1977, Ruth Hall felt there was ‘little evidence to support Stopes’ belief that the vaginal pessary [diaphragm] would stretch vaginal walls’. Yet diaphragms came in sizes ranging from 5 to 9 centimetres in diameter and there was no consensus as to whether the use of larger sizes was more or less uncomfortable for users. As vaginas vary in size, the larger sizes must have stretched the vaginal walls and, in some women, pressed on the bladder or otherwise caused discomfort. This is another example of the willingness to see the vagina as inactive. R. Hall, *Marie Stopes: A Biography* (1977), 198. M. Sanger and H. Stone, *The Practice of Contraception: An International Symposium and Survey. From the Proceedings of the Seventh International Birth Control Congress, Zurich, Switzerland. September 1930* (1931), 3–30. See also Haire, *Comparative Value*, 11. L. S. Florence, *Birth Control on Trial* (1930). Size of pessaries, 44–5.
sexual pleasure experienced by so many women during the twentieth century.⁹

In the 1930s, practitioners began trying to relate the physical sexual experience described by women to Freud’s concept of the vaginal orgasm and it became apparent that the distinction between the vaginal and clitoral orgasms was unclear. Debate over this issue occurred in the burgeoning professional journals. Those involved in clinical work found that some women when asked were unsure as to whether they had orgasms or not, or researchers felt that perhaps they had not, though the women felt that they had. Researchers found it difficult to identify any female orgasm with certainty. In 1935, a female psychologist wrote in a British journal that ‘orgasm of the vagina . . . may include muscular contraction of the uterus . . . and has a sucking characteristic and in some cases the uterus may definitely retract up slightly into the pelvis. Clitoral orgasm is a discharging orgasm and is more like the male orgasm.’¹⁰ What was a ‘discharging orgasm’? In 1948, Lena Levine (b. 1903), an American psychiatrist and sex researcher, suggested that perineal contractions provided criteria:

Where the involuntary perineal contractions occur, they are definite and are observable by the woman if her attention is directed to them . . . By accepting involuntary perineal contractions as the criterion for the female orgasm, we would have a definite standard for evaluation of the reaction of the female, which can be used in diagnoses and in treatment.¹¹


Perineal contractions occurred in the third of the vagina closest to the entrance. Joan Malleson responded that these contractions, which she referred to as ‘vulval’, were:

only a proof of clitoral orgasm . . . I wish I could be more specific about vaginal orgasm. I do not myself believe that there are ‘measurements’ that can be observed *always*, and assessed and I do not think these vulval contractions are necessarily found with a true vaginal orgasm. Such movement as there is, I should say, is confined much more to the levator and the upper vaginal musculature. (italics in original)\textsuperscript{12}

The levator is a muscle that circumnavigates the vagina. The problem with this explanation was that researchers had supposedly proven that the vagina was a relatively insensitive and nerve-deficient organ. The clitoris, on the other hand, was packed with nerve endings. The American findings of Alfred Kinsey et al. in *Sex in the Human Male* (1948) reinforced existing beliefs: ‘In most females the walls of the vagina are devoid of end organs of touch . . . Among the women who were tested in our gynecologic sample, less than 14 per cent were at all conscious that they had been touched.’\textsuperscript{13} The 1953 Kinsey report *Sex in the Human Female* followed this up with the first detailed attack on the physiology of the vaginal orgasm. Kinsey stated that while many women, and perhaps even a majority of them, distinguished between a type of satisfaction that results from coitus involving deep vaginal penetration and one that results from the stimulation of the labia or clitoris alone, he considered the vaginal orgasm to be a ‘biologic impossibility’.\textsuperscript{14}

Malleson had already disputed the statement made in the 1948 report on the male, arguing that:

I would disagree entirely with [Kinsey’s] assumption that because the vagina is anatomically ‘less supplied with nerves’ than the clitoris that its qualitative and quantitative sensation must therefore be less. One can cut the intestine of a sentient patient without hurting him; but stretch it and you have agony. You can cut or cauterize the cervix with little pain, but stretch it No: or give it friction

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} J. Malleson (an exchange with L. Levine) ‘Criterion’, 174.
\item \textsuperscript{14} Kinsey et al., *Female*, 582–3.
\end{itemize}
under emotional circumstances and quite another type of sensation will be engendered.\textsuperscript{15}

An American gynaecological surgeon, LeMon Clark, suggested in 1949 that the source of the sensations felt when the penis stimulated the vagina might be the peritoneum, a sensitive membranous lining which surrounds the intestines, uterus, and other abdominal viscera.\textsuperscript{16}

Clark believed there must some source of sensation relating to the vagina because he was aware that many women found that a total hysterectomy had a negative impact on their sexual response. Kinsey had commented in 1948 that the satisfaction experienced from deep penetration in anal intercourse was anatomically confusing. Much later, in 1973, the American Irving Singer commented that stimulation of the peritoneum might also explain this. However, in 1950, Ernest Grafenberg, an American researcher, wrote that: ‘an erotic zone always could be demonstrated on the anterior wall of the vagina along the course of the urethra [proximate to the back of the clitoris].’\textsuperscript{17} This was another candidate for vaginal sensations aside from the peritoneum. Grafenberg suggested that removal of this erotogenic zone in the anterior wall of the vagina would cause the loss of sexual response reported by LeMon Clark’s patients following total hysterectomies. Swelling of this area also occurred more frequently during orgasm than the contractions described by Levine, Grafenberg claimed. Kinsey and others found variation in physical responses and actual anatomical variation in the area described first by Grafenberg.\textsuperscript{18} Closer examination of the body and its organs and orifices was not revealing simple truths of the kind still assumed to exist by those sex researchers and historians who rely on a transhistorical body. These debates continue and have extended into the area of female ejaculation, which is associated with intense sexual pleasure. There is increasing evidence that such a physical response can occur although it very

\textsuperscript{17} E. Grafenberg, ‘The Role of the Urethra in Female Orgasm’, \textit{International Journal of Sexology}, 3/3 (1950), 146.
frequently does not. Recent research reveals that the vagina and the urethral passage have an extremely complex physical structure and suggests that Skene’s glands may be a female prostatic homologue. Josephine Seveley argues that in arousal there is an increased flow of blood and a process of swelling and expansion takes place, as a result of which the clitoris, the urethra, the vagina, and their related structures are transformed into a functional unit.  

**HUMAN SEXUAL RESPONSE AND FEMINISM**

During the second half of the 1960s, a combination of sexology and feminism transformed conceptions of female sexuality. The precipitating event was the simultaneous US and UK publication of *Human Sexual Response* by the American researchers William Masters and Virginia Johnson in 1966. As the discussion above and in the previous chapter has revealed, there was nothing new about questioning or even rejecting the Freudian female orgasm by this date. But in the mid-1960s it was possible to publicize new research into the female orgasm through the mass media, research that necessitated discussing female genitals, which would not have been possible in the 1950s. Although they produced a report on laboratory research, not a sex manual, large numbers of people ploughed through the intentionally obscurantist text or the books and manuals in which the research was discussed and applied the findings to their own sexual behaviour and their interpretations of the behaviour of others. The following discussion is based on Ruth and Edward Brecher’s *An Analysis of ‘Human Sexual Response’* (1966) ‘interpreted and considered in non-technical language’, as this was intended for, and reached, a wide audience.


20 For an entertaining assessment of the prose style, see P. Robinson, *The Modernization of Sex* (1976).

Masters and Johnson’s methods as much as the actual findings contributed to the debate taking place about female sexuality and sexual morality. A total of 1,273 people were interviewed and of these 694 people, including 276 married couples, participated in the laboratory stage of the research.\textsuperscript{22} The research was presented as scientific and rigorous. Here is a description of a ‘fully controlled experimental session’, described as part of a series intended to determine the relative pH level in the vagina. The experimental subjects Mr and Mrs K. had been requested to refrain from either masturbation or intercourse for three days previously. A glass slide with a sample of Mrs K.’s vaginal secretion was examined under a microscope to confirm that she had not yet ovulated. Following this:

An electronic probe or electrode sheathed in glass was inserted into Mrs K.’s vagina. It was attached by wires to a standard pH meter which determined the relative pH of any region of the vaginal lining touched by the probe. The pH at five points was recorded in succession . . . After this first or baseline reading, Mrs K. was requested to masturbate. The electronic probe was reinserted 2 ½ minutes later and another set of five pH readings was recorded. At this time too, Dr Masters and Mrs Johnson checked the interior of the vagina to gauge the amount of lubricating moisture secreted . . . Three additional sets of pH readings and of lubrication observations were taken 5 minutes, 7 ½ minutes, and 10 minutes after Mrs K. had started masturbating. During Mrs K.’s next menstrual cycle, [Mr K.] . . . joined Mrs K. wearing a condom so that his semen would not affect pH measurements. Sex play began, followed by sexual intercourse. The intercourse was interrupted when Mrs K. reported she was fully aroused sexually . . . [etc, etc].\textsuperscript{23}

This description continued for a further three pages. The relative amount of space given to Mr and Mrs K. in this quote is representative of that in the research as a whole.\textsuperscript{24} As in the manuals, it was female sexuality which was problematized. The reported discoveries about male sexuality amounted to little more than the finding that different-sized non-erect penises expand to differing extents and so the size range of erect penises is much less. The relation of this information to men’s insecurities about the

\textsuperscript{23} Ibid. 85–7.
\textsuperscript{24} In Human Sexual Response, the section on women is 167 pages and that on men 75 pages long.
size of their own individual penis is obvious. Nevertheless, the reader was not treated to a lengthy description of Dr Masters and Mrs Johnson measuring several hundred penises. It was the female body which was described surrounded by laboratory instruments, white coats, and medical titles.

Masters and Johnson’s research methods deeply offended many people. In 1969, Leslie Paul, an English Catholic academic, expressed the following view:

The goal may be the lofty one of human knowledge but there does remain the question of the entitlement of any one individual to so deep an invasion of the privacy of another as the Kinsey—or the Masters and Johnson investigation demanded. [The latter had] an insolence of which only the most humble scientists are truly capable...as though their own motives could never be suspect even to themselves...and the value...of their knowledge is beyond question.\textsuperscript{25}

For Paul the scientific invasion of sexual privacy by ‘non-sexual values’ was in itself so negative that no knowledge gained by this method could be worthwhile. Non-sexual values included social interests, individual pleasure, privacy, freedom, and living space. Paul prioritized emotional control and reticence, an attitude that was central to English culture during the 1950s. Privacy and emotional reticence were necessary to genuine love, he felt, and it was right that many aspects of life should not be understood; acceptance of this was part of the human condition. Love was in direct opposition to an emphasis on genital sex. Paul saw this as an either/or inevitable opposition; sex as love or genital sex. Only within the privacy of lifetime monogamous marriage could this be resolved and sex be a valid expression of love. Other Christian conservatives writing in opposition to new approaches to sexuality held similar positions.\textsuperscript{26} Most such people also rejected other social innovations such as a more equal role for women and a less deferential society.

In contrast to the likes of Lesley Paul, the response of young female thinkers to Masters and Johnson’s findings was extremely positive.

\textsuperscript{25} L. Paul, \textit{Coming to Terms with Sex} (1969), 91–3.
Masters and Johnson’s major conclusion was that there was only one female orgasm and that it originated in the clitoris regardless of where it was felt. This was in spite of their description of the vaginal response to erotic stimulation, explained here by the Brechers:

The vagina too, responds. It can be thought of as a cylinder or ‘barrel’, which remains in a collapsed state in the absence of erotic stimulation. The Masters–Johnson studies have established that the outer third of this barrel reacts in one way and the inner two-thirds in a very different way during the successive phases of sexual response. As sexual tension mounts during the excitement phase . . . [t]he cervix and the uterus are pulled back and up . . . producing a ‘tenting’ of the vaginal walls surrounding the cervix. The net result of these and other changes is a dramatic ‘ballooning’ of the inner two thirds of the vagina. The diameter at the widest point of the ballooning may be three times the diameter of the erotically unstimulated vagina; and the total length of the vaginal barrel may be increased as much as a full inch.27

Given this physical response the vagina cannot be described as inactive or even passive. However, Masters and Johnson assumed this to be the case, and their findings focused on what they called clitoral orgasms. The female research subjects were chosen on the basis of their capacity to produce orgasms in the laboratory while under observation. Regarding these women, Masters and Johnson found that as ‘contrasted with the male’s usual inability to have more than one orgasm in a short period, many females, especially when clitorally stimulated can regularly have five or six full orgasms within a matter of minutes’.28 In this context, with these female subjects, it was found that the most intense orgasms on a physiological level occurred as a result of masturbation, not while engaging in penile-vaginal intercourse. In response to these findings, Dr Mary Jane Sherfey, an American psychoanalyst, concluded in 1966 that ‘biology gives to women an inordinate sexual drive and capacity which had to be suppressed in the interests of maternal responsibility and male property rights with the rise of modern civilisation’.29 Sherfey was revers-

ing cultural assumptions that women were naturally monogamous and less interested in sex than men. For example, the English agony aunt and writer Claire Rayner had written a manual called *People in Love: A Modern Guide to Sex in Marriage* (1968). She explained that ‘few would be willing to see the strongly sexual man as one mentally ill, while almost everyone sees nymphomania as a decided aberration . . . Women are passive because for them, sex is really baby-making . . . Since their sex drive is different, fewer women than men seem to need success in careers.’ As popularized by female writers such as the American Barbara Seaman, Sherfey’s work was used to support an exercise in turning the tables. Rather than women being frigid and cold:

> [T]he latest scientific evidence indicates that, sexually, the male is but a pale imitation—of us. His capacity, which compared to ours, was not much to start with, peaks at a ridiculously early age, and after that, it’s downhill all the way. Our capacity continues to grow throughout much of our adult lifetime, if the world we inhabit and the men we consort with do not cruelly abort it.

It was because Masters and Johnson decontextualized sexuality, and presented the (transhistorical) body as a source of empirical scientific truth, that so radical a redefinition of female sexuality could gain credence. Sherfey and Seaman were part of an explosion of mainly American feminist writing about heterosexual female sexuality, and women’s capacity for sexual pleasure, which took place over the five years following the publication of *Human Sexual Response* (1966). This excited and angry work received an enthusiastic reception from young educated women, demonstrating the impact of the Freudian insistence that women who did not have vaginal orgasms through penile penetration were frigid and inadequate.

---


31 B. Seaman, *Free and Female* (1972), 32, 42.

Young feminists used the notion that the vagina was largely inert to their own ends. In *Sexual Politics* (1969), Kate Millet used Masters and Johnson’s findings as sources to explain that the ‘clitoris is the organ specific to sexuality in the human female, the vagina being an organ of reproduction as well as of sexuality’. In an influential 1970 article called ‘The Myth of Vaginal Orgasm’ the American feminist Anna Koedt argued that ‘Men have orgasms essentially by friction with the vagina, not the clitoral area, which is external and not able to cause friction the way penetration does. Women have thus been defined sexually in terms of what pleases men; our own biology has not been properly analysed.’ The vestiges of the prohibition against masturbation led to an absolute association of vaginal sensation with the penis. For example, in 1970 when the Australian feminist Germaine Greer was trying to make the point that the vagina was responsive to stimulation she assumed the stimulus would be a penis. ‘It is nonsense to say that a woman feels nothing when a man is moving his penis in her vagina. The orgasm is qualitatively different when the vagina can undulate around the penis instead of vacancy.’ This association between vaginal sensation and the penis meant that at this time it was not possible to argue that the vagina was a sexually responsive organ without appearing to accept the norm of male-dominated sexual practice. Conversely, those women who rejected the vagina as a site of erotic sensation were also rejecting the idea that women were dependent on men. Koedt believed that ‘Men fear they will become sexually expendable if the clitoris is substituted for the vagina as the centre of pleasure for women.’

Sexuality was considered entirely in the context of gender power relations. By the mid-1960s, the pre-Second World War societal rejection of sexual expression *per se* and the relation of masturbation to clitoral stimulation had become irrelevant. As a result of the introduction of effective contraception, primarily the pill, reproduction could be treated as entirely separate from and irrelevant to female sexual pleasure. Female

sexuality was now understood as being constrained by the male desire for vaginal intercourse—labelled phallocentric heterosexuality. Koedt believed that the ‘recognition of clitoral orgasm as fact would threaten the heterosexual institution. For it would indicate that sexual pleasure was obtainable from either men or women thus making heterosexuality not an absolute, but an option.’ This stance evolved very rapidly into a rejection of vaginal sensation. Some lesbian-separatist feminists concluded that they should reject heterosexual intercourse and vaginal stimulation altogether, arguing that ‘Our personality alters as we become less penetrable (vaginal) and increasingly self-contained (clitoral).’ This position was taken up by a numerically small number of women, but because many women felt deeply ambivalent about male-dominated societal attitudes to sexuality, and the problem of male violence, those who held it played a major role in refocusing the discourse on sexuality during the late 1970s and 1980s.

American clinical psychologist Leonore Teifer has explained that in the medical model, on which Masters and Johnson’s research was based, the body has its own empirical laws and processes, which operate independently of mental or social life. Sexuality is a natural property, or set of properties, of individuals expressed in acts which require properly functioning organ systems. The complex interaction between physical and emotional responses, which women describe and which the earlier sex researchers acknowledged to be confusing, could not be explained by the use of such a reductive model. But the lived experience of an older generation of women who did experience vaginal orgasms was rejected on this basis. For example, in 1974 academic literary critic Rosalind Miles wrote patronizingly that in ‘defiance of modern biological discovery, Doris Lessing clings to the old notion of there being two types of orgasm.

37 Ibid.
in female sexual response, the vaginal and the clitoral’. Miles was probably following Koedt who asserted:

Because of the lack of knowledge of their own anatomy, some women accept the idea that an orgasm felt during ‘normal’ intercourse was vaginally caused. This confusion is caused by a combination of two factors. One, failing to locate the centre of the orgasm, and two, by a desire to fit her experience to the male-defined idea of sexual normalcy.

Yet even in the 1970s, some women continued to insist that they experienced vaginal orgasms. In the 1940s, Robert Latou Dickinson, an American gynaecologist and sex researcher, had already concluded that women might feel, think, or believe that they were having two different orgasms, but the biological base proved there were not two orgasms. These words can be used ambiguously. They could mean women feel; they have an experience, something actually happens to them. Or ‘feel’ could mean women imagine a sensation. A difference seems or appears to exist, but women are wrong, the event does not actually happen. In their haste to reject the existing controlling and misogynistic approach to female sexuality young feminists stood alongside sex researchers and male sex manual authors and asserted the vagina was passive and inert in the 1970s. Those women who had vaginal orgasms (or even just vaginal sensation) were denied the right to define their own desire as had been women who had an absence of sexual desire. Doris Lessing’s comments made it quite clear that she did not accept this interpretation of her experience. In 1995, she commented in her autobiography:

[T]he clitoris was far from the big deal it is at the moment of writing…when I masturbated in my adolescence it was the vagina and its amazing possibilities I learned about…A clitoral orgasm by itself was a secondary and inferior

---


42 Irvine also comments on how this discourse fostered women’s mistrust of their own physical experiences. She analyses the development of sexology and concepts of female sexuality during the 1970s and 1980s. *Disorders*, 226.


44 See Ch. 6.
pleasure. If I had been told that clitoral and vaginal orgasms would within a few decades become ideological enemies, or that people would say vaginal orgasms did not exist, I’d have thought it a joke.\textsuperscript{45}

Lessing, and other intellectual women of her generation, described sexual relationships that were profoundly exploitative and misogynistic. However, many young feminists took the part for the whole; in an act of intellectual metonymy, the vaginal sensation was treated as the misogynistic relationship, as if by rejecting the vagina, the system of gender power relations could be reshaped. Vaginal orgasm was identified not with but as the misogynist, phallocentric vision of female sexuality created by Freud and made central to the modernization of female submission. The female part, the vagina, was taken for the whole psychic structure of male-dominated sexuality, as if female submission did not exist when sexual activity was confined to, for example, oral sex.

Young feminists articulated the rejection by young women (revealed in their growing levels of sexual activity) of a model of female sexuality allegedly based on the biological demands of reproduction, which included monogamy and acceptance of male needs. These biological ‘facts’ were being used as a reason to continue imposing sexual control upon young women by an older generation faced with the challenge posed by female financial independence and contraception. However, the substitution of a norm of sex divorced from emotion would have left heterosexual women of an earlier generation with no arguments against a male libertine perspective on sexuality.\textsuperscript{46}

Vaginal sensations are emphasized in this research because of the period it covers. For the younger generation of women who grew up in the 1950s and 1960s, clitoral sensation was often more important, as feminists argued. Although these women often were, as most young girls still are today, brought up to perceive their genitals as ugly and a source of embarrassment, inhibitions about touching the genitals had become far less intense and awareness of the clitoris as a source of pleasure was usual. By the 1960s, most young heterosexual women were likely to engage in


petting, unlike women of earlier generations. A woman aged only 40 in 1960 was born in 1920 and had been brought up in a culture with very different attitudes to her genitals and her sexuality, from a woman who was 20 that same year. There was little opportunity for women to appreciate the huge differences in their physical experiences, as it was usually unacceptable to discuss this in detail. In any event, the older generation of women often intensely disapproved of the relatively casual sexual activity which was becoming usual among the younger generation of women, especially those who were highly educated and socially unconventional. Furthermore, embodied sexuality was seen as natural, a set of physical sensations that might be expressed or repressed, a capacity which was present from infancy and emerged in puberty, and certainly not an attribute which could change from one generation to another. Therefore, arguments about sexual response assumed that any conclusions reached, and the social implications of these, applied to all women. As this research has shown, that belief was not correct.
PART III

The English Sexual Revolution
Sexual Pleasure, Contraception, and Fertility Decline

In Parts I and II of this book major shifts in sexual mores from around 1800 to around the 1960s have been charted. In Part III the impact of oral contraception, that is, the pill, is described. In this introductory chapter the path of fertility from the low point, which was reached in 1933, to a new low point in 1976 is analysed. The availability of contraception altered the impact of demographic changes from the middle half of the twentieth century. The median age at marriage was at a low of around 21 in 1800, and returned to much the same figure in 1971, after rising to a high of 24 years around the First World War. This low age of marriage produced large families in 1800 when contraception was almost unknown but, by 1971, people were able to marry at the same low age and control their fertility by use of contraception. Hence the apparent paradox that relaxed sexual mores resulted in large families in 1800 but in 1971 small families accompanied the loosening of sexual restraint.¹

Initially, however, the relaxation of sexual restraint was probably the major cause of the rise in marital fertility rates that took place from the mid-1930s to the early 1960s. Part of the increase in the numbers of babies born resulted from more people marrying. In 1931 only 54 per cent, that is just over half of women aged between 16 and 44, were married; by 1971, the percentage had risen to 73 per cent, nearly three-quarters.² Of that 19

¹ M. Anderson, ‘The Emergence of the Modern Life Cycle in Britain’, *Social History, 10* (1985), fig. 3, 73, 74.
per cent increase, 11 per cent occurred between 1931 and 1951, and the other 8 per cent from then until 1971. More people were able to marry and engage in sexual activity. Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, many people who wanted to marry were unable to do so and it is also probable that many women and men did not want to marry. Attitudes to marriage changed and, by the 1950s, it was unusual (and often unacceptable) for young people to choose not to marry or to abjure sexual expression.

However, the marital fertility rate also rose. This is the number of children women have at given durations of marriage and use of this rate makes it possible to compare the fertility of women who have been married for the same number of years in different eras. After four years of marriage, the average number of children born per woman in the cohort of women who got married 1931–5 was 0.95. In the cohort who married in 1956–60, the average was 1.15. Thus, there was a rise in women’s fertility that cannot be explained by greater numbers of women marrying. A small part of this rise can be accounted for by the fall in the mean age of women at first marriage, which fell from 25.5 in the early 1930s to 22.5 in the late 1960s, as younger women are more fertile.

The total fertility rate is another way of measuring this increase. It shows the family size a woman would have if she experienced current age-specific fertility rates throughout her lifetime. By 1933 English fertility had fallen to a low point of 1.72 TFR. If the Second World War is disregarded there is then a slow rise until a high of 2.93 is reached in 1964. In contrast to this, rates of use of contraception increased from the 1890s to the 1970s.

The explanation for this rise in fertility is the mirror of that for the fall in marital fertility that took place from around 1870 to 1933. In the first part of this book, it was explained that a rising age at marriage and partial abstinence in the form of low coital frequencies were the crucial factors in

---


4 OPCS Series FM2 no. 7, 1983, table 1.1 (B).

5 The TFR shows the family size a woman would have if she experienced current age-specific fertility rates throughout her lifetime.
the driving down of fertility from the 1870s to the 1930s. This was achieved in the context of considerable anxiety regarding unwanted pregnancies and venereal disease and a broad social acceptance of emotional and sexual self-control as an ideal to be aimed for. The women and men who came of age in the 1940s and 1950s were exposed to increasingly positive information about sexuality, and encouraged to believe that use of birth control methods would prevent pregnancy. This gradually eroded the emotional and sexual control that had produced low frequencies of intercourse. The war brought rising real wages and full employment, and improved provision of services by the welfare state followed, all of which also contributed to improving marital relationships from the late 1940s. In such conditions, couples were also more willing to risk a further child rather than abstain. However, while some middle-class women returned to having large families by choice in the 1950s, most women who had large families in the 1950s did not plan to do so and they had them because they could not control their fertility. A survey in 1967, by Myra Woolf, found that 73 per cent of women with completed family sizes of four or more children said they had more children than they considered ideal for families ‘like themselves’. The results of the introduction of the pill, an almost 100 per cent effective female-controlled method of contraception, confirm this interpretation. By 1970–5, following the introduction of the pill and the fall in the TFR, there had been a fall in the number of pregnancies reported as unwanted or mistimed in every social class and a sharp fall in fertility.

There is no way of directly measuring coital frequencies in this period but changes in the sexual culture suggest that couples were having more sexual intercourse. Unfortunately for these generations, their rising coital frequencies would have reduced the contraceptive efficiency of the available methods sharply. This is because coital frequency alters the risk of contraceptive failure. For example, if one group of women has sexual
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7 M. Woolf, Family Intentions (1971), table 2.18, 35, 37, 74–6. A randomly selected national sample of 6,300 married women under the age of 45 was interviewed for the survey in July–Dec. 1967.

intercourse twice as often as another group of women, the contraceptive failure rate will be the same for each act of intercourse, but the cumulative method failure rate in the first group will be twice that of the second group. Therefore the rise in marital fertility from 1933 until 1964 was almost certainly caused by increasing rates of coitus, which meant that couples’ increasing use of contraception was not sufficient to maintain their fertility at the low level reached in the 1930s. Sex was not openly discussed and few people could have gauged the extent to which their coital frequencies differed from those of previous generations. Nor, even had they done so, would they have known how substantial a difference this made to their risk of pregnancy, as this was not understood until the 1960s.9

There is a counter-argument that there was no trend rise in the birth rate 1931–64. Instead, this argument goes, there were two small baby booms, one after the Second World War and one after the end of rationing and national service. These can be misread as a long-term rise when combined with the fall in the age of marriage as this resulted in women marrying at an age when their fertility was higher. The detailed statistical work required to rebut this argument definitively is beyond the scope of this book; however, this explanation does not adequately explain the rise. The increase in fertility rates began before the war and the rates never returned to pre-war levels. There was a plateau in the mid-1950s but the rise from 1956 ended only when pill use rose to sufficient heights in 1964 (see below). This suggests an underlying long-term trend that can be found in the shift toward a more sexually liberal society of which the falling age at marriage is a part. The falling age at marriage results in higher coital frequencies, as well as higher fecundity, because younger women have higher rates of both.10

International comparisons suggest that British rates of coitus were low relative to other Anglo cultures throughout this period. Demographers L. T. Ruzicka and John Caldwell found in 1977 that there had been an ‘astonishing similarity’ between the reproductive behaviour of Britain, Australia, and the USA from the 1930s, including falls in the average age

at marriage and more women marrying.\textsuperscript{11} American and British marital fertility levels were very close.\textsuperscript{12} However, in 1961 Griselda Rowntree and Rachel Pierce found that only 67 per cent of the British women married in the 1940s admitted to using birth control as compared with 74 per cent of the American women married at a similar time. They commented that an explanation for this discrepancy was needed ‘since there is much evidence that fertility aspirations and achievements are lower in Britain than in the U.S.A.’\textsuperscript{13} It is possible that the level of concealment of use of birth control was higher in Britain than that in the USA as this would be consistent with enduring cultural differences between the two nations. Thus, the 7 per cent shortfall in birth control use could have been illusory. However, British couples also chose less effective methods than those used by American couples. In the 1950s, only 14 percent of British women used female-controlled methods compared to nearly two-thirds of white American women.\textsuperscript{14} Withdrawal, a less effective method, was favoured in Britain compared to the USA (and Australia). There continued to be no British government quality control of condoms until 1964, whereas condoms were brought under the control of the American Food and Drug Administration in 1938, so this method also would have been less effective.\textsuperscript{15} This suggests

\textsuperscript{14} The percentage of women using the diaphragm is combined with the use of the less effective douche to give a total use of female methods of contraception by white American women of 64%, compared to a total use of female methods by British women of 14%. British couples married 1950–60: diaphragm 12.5%, douche 1.5%. White, married American women aged 18–39 in 1955: diaphragm 36%, douche 28%. The British couples had not been married as long as some of the American couples. This probably produces a slightly higher difference in levels of use, as diaphragm use increased with duration of marriage. F. Lafitte, \textit{Family Planning in the Sixties: The Report of the Family Planning Association Working Party} (1963), ch. 2.10, citing P. K. Whelpton, A. C. Campbell, and R. Freedon, \textit{Family Planning, Sterility and Population Growth} (1959) and G. Rowntree and R. M. Pierce, ‘Birth Control in Britain: Part Two’, \textit{Population Studies}, 15/2 (1961), table 1.
that lower coital frequencies would have been necessary to produce a level of marital fertility in Britain as low as that in the USA. In Australia those women born in Britain in each cohort also had on average 10 per cent lower fertility than that of people born in Australia. This difference persisted at least until the 1970s. Reported contraceptive use does not account for this and again it is difficult to find an explanation other than lower coital frequencies. The comparison reinforces the argument that British coital frequencies had been particularly low and were perhaps more likely to rise in response to social change.

The pill was introduced in late 1961, and by 1964 an estimated 480,000 women were taking the drug. Previously unpublished data from the Medical Research Council’s National Survey of Health and Development on women’s use of the pill provides a revealing picture of pill use by young women. The women in the sample were engaging in sexual activity, using contraceptives, and getting married in the years when the pill first became widely available. Fig. 12.1 shows the cumulative incidence of their first use of the pill. The cohort were aged 20 in 1966, and the data shows that by 1969 48 per cent of all women then aged 23 had used the drug. This was 62 per cent of the total group who used the pill at any stage in their life, showing that the pill was widely available and widely used by young women in the second half of the 1960s. By 1989, over 80 per cent of women born 1950–9 had used the pill as a contraceptive method. In 1985, social scientist Margaret Bone commented that in Scotland ‘between 1964 and 1981, the course described by fertility . . . was virtually a mirror image of the trend in prevalence of oral contraception’. In spite of the coincidence of the rising use of the pill with the falling TFR, which was also occurring in the rest of Britain, demographers continued to argue that the pill did not cause the decline until the demographer Michael Murphy demonstrated

---

17 This longitudinal cohort study is a socially stratified sample of all the births in England, Scotland, and Wales in the first week of March 1946. In 1989, the 1,628 women in the sample were asked, ‘Are you currently taking the pill?’, ‘Have you ever taken the pill?’, ‘How old were you when you first took the pill?’, and ‘For how long in total have you taken the pill?’ The base used is the 1,622 women for whom full information is available.
Fig. 12.1 The cumulative percentage of the first use of the pill by the MRC 1946 cohort

*Source:* MRC 1946 cohort.

Statistically in 1993 that the bulk of the fall in fertility in the 1970s, and by implication the fall from 1964, did result from pill use.¹⁹

Murphy shows that although the proportions of married couples using contraception changed very little during the years 1970 and 1976, total fertility in the years 1971 and 1977 fell by 30 per cent. That is, although the level of use of all methods of contraception did not change, 30 per cent fewer conceptions occurred in 1976 than had done in 1970. This meant that births fell by 30 per cent in 1977 as compared to 1971. What did change between 1970 and 1976 were the proportions of women in the first five years of marriage using the pill as contraception. Under a third of these women were using the pill in 1967–8 but by 1976 around 80 per cent were.²⁰ These age-specific marital fertility rates had begun to fall from 1964. For women aged 20–4 the rate fell from 291.9 in 1964 to 250.7 in 1969, for women aged 25–9 it fell from 212.5 to 177.8. The highest levels of

---


²⁰ Murphy citing Langford, ‘Birth Control in Great Britain’, table 3.3.
women using the pill were in these age groups. The pace of childbearing in the first five years is crucial in determining final family size. As a result of the greater effectiveness of the pill in preventing conception, Murphy writes that ‘[A]verage use-ineffectiveness (the complement of effectiveness and therefore an indicator which shows how far from “perfect” contraception a population is) among contracepting couples halved from 6.2 to 3.2 per cent between 1970 and 1976.’ Thus, he concludes that the main determinant of the fall in the TFR was not ‘more contraception, rather it was different contraception, especially increased use of the contraceptive pill’. In the following three chapters the impact of the pill on sexual mores and on women’s lives is discussed in detail.

22 Murphy, ‘Contraceptive Pill’, 223.
'Truly it Felt Like Year One':
The English Sexual Revolution

In the late 1960s, many young women believed that a sexual revolution was taking place. The novelist Angela Carter wrote that by 1969 ‘the introduction of more or less 100 per cent effective methods of birth control, combined with the relaxation of manners that may have derived from this technological innovation or else came from God knows where, changed, well, everything’.¹ Margaret Drabble, another novelist, said in the Guardian that ‘we face the certainty of a sexual revolution, and [this] . . . is caused largely by the development of contraceptive techniques . . . This freedom is evidently connected to that other major revolution of our society, the emancipation of women.’² But, by the early 1980s, the idea that a sexual revolution had taken place was being treated with scepticism, and historians including, for example, Jeffrey Weeks and Jane Lewis have consistently argued that heterosexual sexual behaviour remained conservative during the 1960s.³ The only measurable change occurring in sexual behaviour was the rising incidence of premarital

sexual intercourse and, on the basis of the ample evidence that the unmarried insisted they were having sexual intercourse only with their intended spouse, they dismiss this as the continuation of an existing trend. Indeed, outside the middle classes, premarital sex was almost certainly a frequent element of courting behaviour that fell to a low point around 1900, when survey records began, and was merely rising back to a more usual rate. However, during the 1960s, and in conjunction with the pill, premarital sexual intercourse became radical sexual behaviour regardless of the intentions of those participating in it.

Very high effectiveness was one of the innovations offered by the pill; another was female control. As has been shown, comparatively few English women ever used female-controlled methods such as the diaphragm. Over two-thirds of white American women used female methods in the 1950s compared to a seventh of English women. This comparison suggests that the introduction of a female-controlled method into English society had the potential to produce a greater change in contraceptive use and in turn sexual behaviour than was the case in the USA. There were restrictions on the availability of female methods of contraception. In 1960, there were only 340 of the volunteer-operated Family Planning Association clinics and these supplied contraception only to married women or engaged women who could supply evidence of an impending marriage. The 118 government-funded local authority clinics were restricted to married women who required contraception on ‘medical grounds’. This limit was the result of strong resistance to the spending of public money in support of sexual activity, even within marriage. A large percentage of GPs believed providing contraception was not part of medical practice and would be demeaning to their status. Distaste for preventive and sexual medicine reinforced each other, as in this 1962 letter in the British Medical Journal:

---

4 See ch. 12.
6 Lafitte, Family Planning, chs. 3.1, 4.5.
Sir . . . I write to protest against the giving of hormones to normal healthy women with the sole object of preventing conception. Our calling is to guard against illness . . . It is no business of a doctor to interfere with normal physiology. Use of drugs in this way is a debasement of our profession, a misapplication of our knowledge and totally unworthy of a great profession.  

Even those GPS who did provide contraception usually accepted, along with the rest of society, that single women should not have access to contraception. In 1963, an article in the Observer described the options open to unmarried (middle-class) women:

If she knows the right man in Harley Street she can get fitted for five guineas. If she is able to lie convincingly and stick to her story through often ruthless cross questioning, she can go to the family planning clinics and tell them she is about to get married. If she is confident enough she will go to her G.P. who may or may not be ready to help her. But he is probably a friend of her parents. The end result is that most girls give up, or hope that if they ‘fall’, the man will make an honest woman of them.

The word ‘girl’ is used, but these restrictions applied to unmarried women of any age, and the options for working-class women and girls and those outside major cities were even more limited. The small numbers of clinics and doctors’ unwillingness to provide services meant that even for married women the regional availability of female methods varied considerably. Few doctors had or wanted the training needed to fit diaphragms. This also reflected an underlying attitude to physical contact with the body of the patient. The Australian author of a study of general practice carried out in 1948–9 was surprised that the GPs he observed were reluctant to conduct ‘proper physical examinations’. He also found that most consultations ended with the prescription of ‘the almost mandatory bottle of medicine’. The pill was to fit perfectly into this approach to medical practice. In 1967–8, by which time the pill was well established as a

---

9 Observer (5 May 1963).
10 See Brook Advisory Service Archive, Brook Annual Report 1965/6.
11 J. Collings, an Australian academic based at the Harvard School of Public Health in the USA, was awarded Nuffield Trust Fund money in 1948 to study general practice in England. He looked at 55 practices, run by 104 GPs. J. Collings, Lancet (1950). See also P. Vaughan, The Pill on Trial (1972), 172.
method, a survey of family planning services found that if asked for contraceptive advice, 83 per cent of doctors discussed the pill, 60 per cent prescribed no other methods, and 64 per cent gave no physical examination. One-sixth of the medical profession was also Catholic and these doctors were therefore (largely) opposed to the use of artificial birth control methods. Aside from use of withdrawal, the primary source of contraception was the supply of condoms through some 6,000 barbers and chemists. As these distribution methods imply, there were no restrictions on access to male methods, aside from youthful shyness.

The arrival of the pill and the willingness of doctors to prescribe a contraceptive drug transformed these methods of distribution. During the 1960s, the number of outlets where a female method of contraception could be obtained increased from under a thousand clinics to an estimated 19,000 non-Catholic family doctors, and pill sales shot up accordingly.

The multinational drug companies involved in manufacturing the pill had large budgets to spend on promoting their individual brands to doctors. Thus, the pill involved three innovations: almost total reliability, widespread publicity, and large-scale modern distribution of a female contraceptive method.

**The Family Planning Association**

The birth control clinic movement was started, largely by women, in the inter-war period. A number of small groups joined to form the national Birth Control Association, which, following the emergence of population decline fears in the late 1930s, became the Family Planning Association (FPA) in 1939. The FPA played a pivotal role in the introduction of the pill

---

14 Ibid. 123. Clinics and surgical stores are not included. There were also mail order firms which sent advertising to those who put engagement announcements in the press and to new mothers in hospitals.
15 P. Bartrip, *Themselves Writ Large: The British Medical Association, 1832–1966* (1996), 333. There were around 22,000–23,000 GPs in total.
to Britain, and the changes taking place in the organization during the late 1950s and early 1960s reveal how women’s contraceptive behaviour was being interpreted in this period. During the 1950s, the organization’s leadership was still strongly dominated by the founding generation of women.\(^\text{17}\) They had created a substantial organization with a central office in London that controlled national public relations and medical practice by the doctors in the clinics, while the branches that ran the clinics were started up and funded by local lay voluntary workers. During the 1950s the FPA grew quickly and in 1959 a working party was set up under the leadership of ProfessorFrançois LaFitte to consider the future and the structure of the FPA. The working party’s report, written by LaFitte, commented disapprovingly that the FPA was a female-dominated organization and recommended that it abandon its Women’s Institute type of decentralized organization and adopt a more professional (medical) approach.\(^\text{18}\) The one-sex, one-method (the diaphragm) clinics should be abandoned along with the concept of rescuing the ‘worn out downtrodden housewife who must be protected against the consequences of her husband’s demands’.\(^\text{19}\) In this period organizations primarily for women were on the defensive, and the FPA hierarchy agreed that all these things were problems.\(^\text{20}\) The recommendations were used as a basis for restructuring the entire organization, a process that continued to absorb much of the FPA’s attention throughout the 1960s.

\(^{17}\) LaFitte, *Family Planning*, ch. 6.18–21. For example, M. Pyke, who was then chairman of the Executive Committee, had been the first general secretary 1930–8. Although LaFitte’s Report was concerned with the headquarters, this appears to have been true outside London also. All the women covered in this study who were associated with the FPA had long histories of involvement, e.g. M. Macaulay had been medical officer to the Liverpool FPA Branch 1930–56. L. Secor Florence had set up the Cambridge birth control clinic in the 1920s. She became chairman of the Birmingham FPA and remained involved until the 1960s. J. Malleson served for nine years on the National Executive Committee prior to her death in 1956.

\(^{18}\) Leathard, *Fight*, 122. LaFitte (1913–2003) was Professor of Social Policy and Administration at Birmingham University and the adopted son of Havelock Ellis. The FPA was female dominated. Of the 95 persons who had served on the National Executive Committee since the war, only 16 were men, *Family Planning*, ch. 6.18–19. Only 530 of the 5,330 active branch members were men, ch. 5. Almost all the doctors were women and in the month surveyed less than 0.5% of new clients were men, ch. 3.2.

\(^{19}\) LaFitte, *Family Planning*, ch. 7.14–15.

A survey done for the working party found that FPA clinics recom-
mended the diaphragm to over 97.5 per cent of clients, although a
national survey done in 1960 revealed that the majority of couples used
male-controlled methods—withdrawal or the sheath.\textsuperscript{21} The Report’s
comments on methods reveal the background that Lafitte saw as relevant
to discussions about method choice:

\textit{T}he British family planning scene is one of strong preference for masculine
birth control methods partly perhaps because most British wives trust their
husbands, mainly no doubt for deeper and not easily altered psychological
reasons. This is the context in which the family planning movement operates
and to which, in our view, it should adjust itself. \textit{FPA is not in business to advocate the
moral or technological superiority of feminine over masculine birth control methods}. It could not
indeed assert the latter with scientific honesty in view of what is known of the
effectiveness in use of different methods, or the former without reviving a
misplaced feminism. (italics in original)\textsuperscript{22}

There was a preference for male birth control methods but research
suggested that although some women did trust their husbands to with-
draw in time, frequently women did not do so. There was no evidence
offered to support the suggestion that where women did trust their
husbands they chose their contraceptive method on this basis. Evidence
of deep-seated resistance to the diaphragm did exist and this played an
important role in the preference for male methods. A footnote to the
previous quotation read:

the evidence…shows that the condom and cap are equally effective birth
prevention techniques among urban Americans, with withdrawal not far behind.
Marie Stopes’ view of the male contraceptive method preferred by the majority of
her fellow citizens is exemplified by her reference, in a scientific paper in 1931, to
‘the condom…which…is generally to be condemned’…How much influence did such
attitudes exert on the then developing clinic movement?\textsuperscript{23}

The substantial problems with inadequate condom manufacture during
the inter-war period had been forgotten by the 1960s, enabling the
preference of most of the early birth control clinics for caps to be ascribed

\textsuperscript{21} Lafitte, \textit{Family Planning}, ch. 3.2, 4. The Population Investigation Committee survey done
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid., ch. 7.13.\textsuperscript{23} Ibid.
solely to feminism. In a section entitled ‘Emotional barriers to birth control’, the report comments on the ‘primary desire in both women as well as men to have husbands in a dominant role and wives in a sexually submissive one’. The reference to Marie Stopes (who was not involved in founding the FPA) comes from a biography by Keith Briant. He wrote that the ‘success of her teaching was due to the fact that she was a woman writing with a male personality and a male approach to the sex act’. The Report was arguing that resistance to condoms was ideological and originated with a woman whose sexual desires were masculine. It ran counter to wives’ need to depend on their husbands. The Report discussed the possible influence of the pill but concluded that for the above reasons a contraceptive service for women will ‘probably reach only a large minority of couples’.

Instead, the direction proposed for the FPA was the involvement of men in clinics: ‘there cannot be much doubt about the shape of the future . . . Growing partnership between husband and wife’ (italics in original). The Report acknowledged that problems might exist for some women but the solution suggested was influencing husbands. The men who did not co-operate were said to come from dysfunctional groups: ‘family case-workers tell us continually of methods learnt at clinics never used because of ignorance or opposition of husbands.’ It was believed that male co-operation would be obtained if the FPA encouraged more male involvement at every level in the organization. Attempts were already being made to do this. In 1961, the FPA issued a revised version of its Clinic Handbook. For the first time clinic doctors were unequivocally advised, when consulted by intending brides, that ‘it is a help to see both partners and, in any case, the agreement of the féministe must be obtained before the patient is examined . . . The wishes of the couple as regards stretching the hymen and choice of contraceptive method must be respected.’

24 Ibid., appendix 5.13. This section was written by E. Draper, the secretary and investigator to the working party.


26 Lafitte, Family Planning, ch. 7.13.

27 Ibid., ch. 7.14.

28 Ibid., ch. 7.14–15.

29 Ibid., ch. 7.21.

30 Ibid., ch. 3.3 n.1.
the FPA were heading towards even less concern with female autonomy when the pill was introduced to clinics.

By the late 1950s, there was already an expectation, created by news reports, and given credibility by other medical advances, that better, or even perfect, contraception was on its way. Terms such as ‘facts’ and ‘experiments’ were used, but the first newspaper articles on the pill described scientists as people who had dreams and visions. Newspapers responded to reports from the USA where the pill was developed, and during this early period a wide variety of terms were used to identify the new ‘wonder drug’. A phrase coined in 1957, ‘Scientists are on the brink of perfecting the tablet which will control life’, led to ‘life tablet’, ‘life pill’, and, from a Catholic source, ‘death pill’. The Sunday Pictorial, a popular newspaper, used ‘X-pills’, ‘no-baby-drug’, ‘sex pills’, and ‘The free-love-formula’ all in the same 1958 article. The inventive light-heartedness of this plethora of names gives a sense of the intense optimism about the possibilities of change in the late 1950s and early 1960s. There were few doubts about the capacity of science to transform people’s lives for the better. In 1963, Harold Wilson, then leader of the Labour Party, proclaimed the intent to forge a new Britain in the ‘white heat’ of scientific revolution. Science and technology was no longer the black and grimy stuff of satanic mills and belching chimney stacks. In an analogous fashion the oral contraceptive pill shifted the associations of contraception away from the red and pink, slime and rubber, of condoms and caps, sex and genitals. The new association of sex with secularized, scientific knowledge, the sterilized laboratory, and the hygienic white-coated scientist was a total break with previous representations. This meant that for the first time it was possible to report on an actual method in the national media and for individuals to discuss a contraceptive method in mixed company. This greatly increased the impact of the pill.

In the early 1960s, much of the pressure to prescribe the pill in Britain came from women. The first indication of English women’s attitude to the pill came with the enthusiastic response to the call for volunteers to join

34 Cartwright, Parents, 245.
in clinical trials of the pill being run in conjunction with various Family Planning Association branches. Other examples include the ‘flood of inquiries’ following a TV programme on the pill in July 1961.35 Nursery World magazine had many women writing in and enquiring about the pill.36 By 1961, the birth rate was rising sharply and it is clear that, as soon as they heard about it, large numbers of women wanted this female-controlled contraceptive often far more than their doctors wanted to give it to them. By July 1962, less than eighteen months after the drug had been made available to family doctors (GPs) and only six months after the FPA clinics started to offer it to their patients, there were around 150,000 women on the pill.37 The pill was available through FPA clinics only to married women and providing they obtained the permission of their doctor. This combination of medical and social criteria set by the FPA head office implicitly accepted substantial reductions in women’s autonomy and there were complaints from some branches. But the pill was the first drug affecting the whole system or body ever to be given to a healthy population on a large scale. For this reason, there was no possibility of it being distributed except by clinicians, and that meant in the context of the existing societal constraints on female sexual behaviour. Mail order and other semi-covert or unsupervised outlets such as those where condoms could be purchased were never a possibility.

In 1961, an NHS prescription cost the patient two shillings whereas the full price of the drug without one was seventeen shillings.38 Women’s pressure on their doctors to provide the pill on the NHS resulted in the first extension of contraceptive provision since the 1930 Memo, which had also been the result of pressure from women.39 In December 1961, it was

35 Slough Observer (7 July 1961).
37 Daily Mirror (3 July 1962).
38 The cost of the pill fell throughout the 1960s. In 1960, one month’s supply of Conovid was 23s. shillings, by 1961 it was 17s. In 1962, clinics were selling them for 15s. for a month’s supply and it was reported that there was a new pill costing only 10s. By 1965 this had come down to 5s. 9d. from the FPA, 10s. on private prescription. Slough Observer (26 Feb. 1962). Financial Times (4 Mar. 1965).
announced that the pill would be available through the NHS, but only to married women whose health would be endangered by further pregnancies. This was the ground for provision of contraception laid down in the previous government statements on the subject, beginning with a Memorandum on local authority clinics dating from 1930. There was one change. The Minister of Health, Enoch Powell, did not specify that the drug could be made available on prescription only to married women, as had been the case in local authority clinics since 1930, because to do so would have been to impinge upon doctors’ fiercely guarded medical autonomy, a sensitive issue in relation to the creation of the NHS.

The advent of oral contraceptives forced many doctors who were previously unwilling to become involved with contraceptive work. Their attitude to this varied. Some doctors welcomed the possibility of prescribing an effective contraceptive method. But those for whom ‘contraceptive work [was] still often regarded if not as a quack activity, at least as a chore or a joke’ appear to have been in the majority. According to the News of the World, a Ministry spokesmen said, with regard to the decision not to allow prescriptions for social rather than medical reasons, that ‘We have decided that the Health Service cannot be used to satisfy a patient’s social needs. It would be the same as if a heavy smoker asked for a drug to put him off tobacco.’ That is, in both cases, the drug would replace the need for self-control. One doctor wrote to the Lancet, ‘Of course we can prescribe [the pill], we can prescribe bottles of brandy, but, how could we justify it?’ From the perspective of these men, contraception enabled indulgence in sex, just as brandy and tobacco enabled other forms of self-indulgence. It is difficult to assess the prevalence of such views amongst doctors. However, money was the major theme in the British Medical Association’s response to the pill and contraception. In 1966, BMA negotiators were able to force the Ministry of Health to agree that general

practitioners could charge for family planning purposes where these prescriptions were not given for medical reasons. This made the pill the only drug for which doctors were permitted to charge their National Health Service patients a fee. Pill sales rose sharply from then on, and most British doctors’ strong concerns about side effects in the early 1960s appeared to be forgotten, in spite of the increasingly convincing reports linking serious illnesses to pill use, and the setting up of major research projects to investigate the reports. By the 1970s some women were starting to feel that doctors were pressuring them to take the pill, dismissing the side effects and ignoring the alternative methods. In 1972, one female medical researcher wrote: ‘many doctors . . . seem to lose interest in a woman who does not wish for or who stops taking the pill. Some doctors seem to feel angry that their treatment has been rejected.’ Unfortunately there were no desirable alternatives. Many women tried a variety of methods. In the 1980s, in her critique of any and all technological and medical approaches to women’s fertility, Gemaine Greer was reduced to ill-informed praise of withdrawal. So-called natural methods offer women more control but these were still in development and associated with the Catholic Church. It is also unlikely that women who had rejected the cap and diaphragm would have taken to observing their cervical mucus despite the huge benefits of this approach.

By 1964, there were around half a million women taking the pill. By 1989, the pill had been used at some time as a contraceptive method by over 75 per cent of all women born from 1945 to 1959. Historians generally see contraception as a minor component of sexual change. However, the dominant sexual culture in Britain is heterosexual, and use of the pill enabled immense change to take place in this culture.

Women’s role within this culture has been described as that of gatekeepers. This label does not tell us why women should perform such a role. It is better understood in terms of risk. The fundamental risk attached to heterosexual sex has been the risk of pregnancy, which is borne primarily by women, and it is this that has shaped women’s attitude to sexual activity both in and out of marriage. Although women are only half of the population, 100 per cent of heterosexual sexual activity involves women. Therefore, it is probable that substantial changes in women’s sexual risk would affect societal sexual mores, and it has done.

PREMARITAL SEX AND THE MASS MEDIA

Even before the arrival of the pill, increasing use of contraception and new attitudes to sexuality were combining with anxiety about rising illegitimacy figures to create comment on the existence of premarital sex and the denial of contraception to unmarried women.\(^{48}\) We can place premarital sexual intercourse in the context of attitudes to other sexual activity occurring outside marriage in the late 1950s. The 1957 Report of the Wolfenden Committee on Homosexual Offences and Prostitution recommended that behaviour which took place in private between consenting adults should be decriminalized but that the legal penalties for public displays of sexual behaviour should be strengthened. Essentially, although it was not illegal, that was the already existing position as regards women and premarital sexual intercourse. Premarital sex, an activity in which both men and women participated, was carried out in private between consenting adults. Societal sanctions were severe enough to ensure it had to be concealed, but it was not illegal. If the woman became pregnant and could not marry, her sexual activity became public and society punished her for this. Having an abortion was illegal. Having an illegitimate baby was highly stigmatized and women concealed the fact as desperately as people did a criminal record. There were nearly 50,000 illegitimate births in 1961. The combination of these babies and the pill was able to force a new openness on many people and by the end of the 1960s this had

\(^{48}\) E. Chesser, *The Sexual, Marital and Family Relationships of the English Woman* (1956), 313.
resulted in public acceptance of a hitherto hidden and stigmatized private sexual activity.

The emphasis on public restraint and self-control in the Wolfenden Report reflected important values of the 1950s and, ironically, given the wide publicity the Report received, any public discussion of sexual activity was seen as a lack of appropriate restraint by many people. By the late 1950s there was, nonetheless, an increasing amount of such discussion. Aspects of the debates described here have been covered by a number of historians.49 What these existing accounts lack is a sense of the development of the argument during the 1960s and the extent to which what it was possible to say in public altered. Each year Family Doctor, a magazine published by the British Medical Association (BMA), produced an annual supplement entitled Getting Married. In 1959, two articles caused offence. Dr Roger Pilkington’s article contained a light-hearted question: ‘so you are a bride and are you pregnant too?’, a reference to the rising rate of births conceived before marriage. An article by psychologist Eustace Chesser suggested that contraception was removing the problems that arose from sexual activity outside marriage and ‘people should have the right to choose between being chaste and unchaste as long as society doesn’t suffer’.50 This was reported disapprovingly in, for example, the Daily Express, the Daily Mail, People, the Woman’s Mirror, and the Sunday Graphic.51 The Daily Express alone had a circulation of over four million.52 The provincial press also commented, as did the religious papers.53 The BMA withdrew the issue two days after publication.54 The New Statesman then reprinted Chesser’s article in full and Chesser wrote a book called Is Chastity Outmoded? This was published in 1960 and then put out in a paperback edition that sold for two shillings and sixpence in 1961. Even in this book, Chesser felt obliged to state he was not defending

51 Ibid. 15. This list of press coverage is given in the introduction to the 1961 paperback reprint.
54 Chesser, Chastity. Women’s Sunday Mirror (6 Mar. 1959). This incident is also discussed in Bartrip, Themselves, 319–20.
promiscuity or even premarital sex. In 1960, a medical expert could not publicly hold such a position.

In 1960, Penguin Books was unsuccessfully prosecuted under the Obscene Publications Act for the first full British publication of Lady Chatterley’s Lover by D. H. Lawrence, originally published in 1928. C. H. Rolph was present in court and then edited a transcript of the Old Bailey trial. He wrote that the focus of the prosecution became the promiscuous and adulterous behaviour of Lady Chatterley, who had sexual intercourse before marriage as a young woman in Germany, and later had two affairs, one with her impotent husband’s gamekeeper. Thirteen episodes of physical sexual activity were described in detail using ‘four letter words’ in the book. The defence successfully defended the book on the basis of Lawrence’s presentation of the sex as pure and holy, although outside the bonds of legal wedlock. To quote the defence lawyer, Mr Gerald Gardiner QC:

[B]roadly speaking . . . there are two views about this. One is that sex is disgusting and sinful and unclean; that it is very unfortunate children cannot be born without it; that really the least thing said about the whole thing the better. The view of [D. H. Lawrence], as is made clear from the book, is that as a puritan moralist he plainly disapproves of casual sex, of sex without love, of promiscuous sex; but he strongly approved and thought society as a whole paid too little attention to, the physical love of a man and woman in love and in a permanent relationship with one another.

Evidence, such as novels and marriage manuals, shows that, by 1960, the sexually progressive accepted Lawrence’s presentation of sex as justified by love. The trial received extensive coverage and the Penguin edition of the novel itself sold extremely well. In 1960, the Sunday Pictorial, a popular newspaper with a circulation of five million, serialized a sequel to the novel called Lady Chatterley’s Daughter, written by Patricia Robins, a romance writer. This clearly touched a chord with readers, as it was then published as a novel.
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The idea that sexual intercourse was validated by love and not by legal wedlock was not new. Presentation of the suggestion that different approaches to sex existed and need not be vilified in the national press, and in particular on national television, was very new. In his history of the BBC, Asa Briggs comments that ‘what distinguished [the early 1960s] . . . from others in the history of broadcasting was that the BBC as an institution—with [Hugh] Greene [appointed in 1960] as its Director General—considered it necessary to align itself with change’. For example, in 1962, Professor G. M. Carstairs, a psychiatrist and academic, was asked to give the annual BBC Reith Lectures. The subject was ‘the state of the nation, in the light of changes, which have come about in the community and private life since the beginning of the century’. In his third lecture, he suggested that ‘pre-marital licence has been found to be quite compatible with stable married life’. Although the BBC had a largely middle-class audience, the press relayed such controversial statements to a wider audience. Mary Whitehouse initially began her campaign opposing changes in sexual morality in 1964 in response to Hugh Greene’s new approach at the BBC.

Controversial Anglican theologians, such as the Bishop of Woolwich, revealed that new sexual standards and beliefs were being seriously debated within the Church of England. In Honest to God (1963) he wrote: ‘nothing can of itself always be labelled as “wrong”. One cannot, for instance, start from the position “sex relations before marriage” or “divorce” are wrong or sinful in themselves. They may be in 99 cases or even in 100 cases out of 100, but they are not intrinsically so, for the only intrinsic evil is lack of love.’ The Church of England appears to have had little relevance to personal sexual change by the 1960s. However, the Mass-Observation surveys on the birth rate and sexuality carried out during the 1940s found that even a nominal adherence to Christianity correlated with larger families and a more restrictive approach to sexual behaviour.
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Statements from within the Church probably affected a larger percentage of the population than is usually thought to be the case. *A Quaker View of Sex* (1963) was an attempt by a group of Quakers to formulate a new liberal Christian morality. The group commented on premarital sexual behaviour as follows:

When [teenagers] . . . meet the taboo against premarital intercourse they will often be given as the reason for this that the girl may have a baby, that they are in danger of venereal disease and that it is contrary to Christian morals. It does not take them long to discover that intelligent use of contraceptives, with which most adolescents are familiar anyway, usually (but certainly not always) avoids the first result, and minimises the second. On the third point [they] . . . do not accept that Christian morality has claims upon them.65

Although this quotation exaggerated adolescent familiarity with contraception, it is an example of a new acknowledgement that people were not behaving as it was claimed they should. Statements, debates, and publications of this kind were important, not just because of what was said but because they exposed the lack of consensus amongst authorities. There was an erosion of moral authority, not just of Christian morality but of a consensus-based morality, seen as correct and upheld by society as a whole, the morality that ensured single women should not obtain contraception without any need to legislate that this should be so. In 1963, it was revealed that John Profumo, the Minister for War in the Conservative government, had lied in a statement to Parliament about his affair with a 19-year-old call girl who it was claimed was also sleeping with a Russian naval attaché. The ensuing scandal gave a huge push to the growing emphasis on the hypocrisy of the establishment and the need for a new, more open and honest morality.

The first substantial alteration in the theoretical construction of sexuality came with Alex Comfort’s *Sex in Society*. This book had attracted little attention when it was first published in 1950. In 1963, when a revised edition was published, it had a considerable impact, caused in part by Comfort’s appearance on a BBC television discussion programme defending premarital sex.66 Canon Bentley was one of several prominent

---

and traditionally conservative Anglicans who responded to what was then being called the ‘new morality’. In 1965, he described Alex Comfort’s ideas as follows:

When your son brings a girlfriend on a visit, will you say to your mother in law, ‘Do take a tray of lemonade into the garden for Charles and Mary; they’ve been playing tennis all day,’ and next morning in exactly the same tones, ‘Do leave a tray down the passage for Charles and Mary; they’ve been playing sex all night’? This looks like Dr Comfort’s hope because he tells us we ought to know that sex is the healthiest and most important human sport.  

Comfort made a greater contribution to the creation of a new discourse on heterosexual sexual mores than anyone else had done since Lawrence. The crucial difference was that Comfort did not believe, as Lawrence had done, that enduring love in the form of a monogamous heterosexual union legitimized sex. Rather, Comfort argued, sex was a physical pleasure like eating. People should indulge as much as they wished providing only that they were considerate of the feelings of other people and that they ensured no unwanted children were born. Canon Bentley went on to ask, ‘can we actualise these hopes in the 1960s? Alas no; for the key to realising this ideal is a wholly foolproof form of contraception.’ Bentley evidently did not see the pill in this light, but many others, including Comfort himself, did. Thus by 1965 there were debates on sexual mores occurring that, while theoretical, presented alternative ways of responding to actual choices and possibilities in the lives of young people.

One major effect of these debates when combined with extensive media coverage of the pill was that, for many girls during the 1960s, the idea of the pill was as important as the reality. Mary Ingham, a journalist, went back in the late 1970s and asked her entire class year of 11-plus grammar school girls, who were aged 20 by 1966, about growing up in the 1960s. She described the effect of the publicity given to the pill: ‘Our generation was growing up with the knowledge that somewhere out there existed a contraceptive which promised you would be able to get away with it, in
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the way only men had before.\(^\text{70}\) So there were alternative attitudes to that of sexual restraint and young women were aware of these choices. These grammar school girls were, of course, not typical of the population as a whole. But as more-educated, non-manual-class young women they were typical of the first unmarried pill takers. The refusal to give the pill to these young single women created a concrete issue on which the debates about sexual morality could be brought to bear. In the early 1960s there was increasing coverage in the press, in novels and plays, and on television of the distress and desperation an unwanted pregnancy created for single women. Unmarried mothers were believed to have personality problems or character disorders and treated accordingly.\(^\text{71}\) Adoption caused many women lasting grief. In the three-year period 1958–60 there were eighty-two recorded deaths from illegal abortion and many more women were hospitalized or left with permanent damage.\(^\text{72}\) Women were often willing to try anything once pregnant and were frequently terrified rather than unaware of the risks. The only acceptable outcome was that the woman should marry before the baby was born, but even in that case research had revealed that such marriages were more likely to break down.\(^\text{73}\) This coverage made it obvious that unmarried women were having sexual intercourse and created a case for providing them with contraception.

The first birth control clinic in Britain openly and publicly set up for unmarried women was started in London in 1964 by Helen Brook, a banker’s wife, who had been involved in family planning work since 1951.\(^\text{74}\) No historical precedent existed for openly providing young unmarried women with the means to have sexual intercourse outside of marriage. In 1966, Brook said: ‘Four years ago my hair would have stood on end if someone had said to me: “Give contraceptives to the young.”’
Today I still wake up in a sweat sometimes at night and wonder how I came to take this responsibility. The clinics were constantly accused of encouraging promiscuity. Helen Brook’s response to this accusation was as follows:

I think that is a lot of nonsense. If you are promiscuous this is the sort of clinic you need. You are the one who most needs to be helped and guarded. If a girl is promiscuous, you have got to ask why. Promiscuity is a sign of some sort of disturbance. They are the ones who need the most love and the most help.

All young women who came to the clinic received what Brook and the clinic doctors repeatedly referred to as psychiatric counselling. This was taken very seriously. This first Brook clinic was a tiny operation. Only 564 cases were seen in that first year during which over 63,000 illegitimate births occurred. Thus, the historical significance of the Brook clinics lies in the role they played in legitimizing the open public provision of contraception to young women and in shaping the developing public discourse on the issue. In mid-1965, a committee was set up to open a clinic in Birmingham. The spokesman, Martin Cole, a geneticist and member of Abortion Law Reform Campaign, explained his reasons for setting up clinics for the unmarried:

There are two chief reasons. Firstly, the need to stem the appalling tide of illegitimate births. Secondly, to produce a society which will allow young people to enjoy sexual experience free of feelings of guilt and disease. Most people start with the idea that sex is basically undesirable and is only allowable within certain circumstances—for example—in marriage. I start with the opposite idea—that sex is desirable and should only be discouraged where there is lack of sex education, where there is disease or a likelihood of someone being hurt or exploited.

In the context of the existing discourse on birth control, these statements were shocking. Martin Cole did not regard female promiscuity as evidence of neurosis in the way that society, including the Brook clinic and the majority of FPA workers, did. The transition can be understood as that
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from a Lawrentian view of sexual intercourse as legitimized by love between two people and only by that, to Alex Comfort’s idea of sex as sport. To Cole sex was merely a desirable activity, which, like sport, did not need the sanction of the law, religion, or love. The new approach taken by Cole certainly did not dampen down controversy. The Birmingham clinic met considerable resistance and, although they proved to be unneeded, there were police in attendance at the first session in 1966. This apparently general debate about access to contraception was increasingly about access to the pill. Young women preferred the pill and, as their confidence grew, they rejected the advice given by the Brook and FPA doctors who wanted them to use diaphragms. The vast majority of GPs preferred to prescribe the pill, in any event. The word pill was frequently used in the press as a synonym for contraception and vice versa by the early 1970s.

From 1966, there was an expansion of government provision of contraception. This is discussed in detail in the following two chapters; however, at this point it is relevant that there was no discrimination on grounds of marital status. In 1968, the FPA finally gave their branches permission to provide contraception for unmarried women, and from 1970 they were required to make provision. In this five-year period, the Labour government passed a wave of liberalizing social legislation that affected the lives of individuals. This included the Sexual Offences Act 1966, which made male homosexual acts between consenting adults legal; the Equal Pay Act; two Race Relations Acts in 1965 and 1968; the removal of theatre censorship; and divorce law reform in 1969. These reforms enabled a wide range of people to take actions they saw as improving their quality of life, or dissuaded others from preventing them from doing so. Abortion law reform also took place in this period. The 1967 Act was greatly influenced by the BMA, and the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, who believed that it would not result in a greater number of abortions being performed and explicitly rejected any extension of female sexual

autonomy. In practice, the Act has been crucial in enabling women to prevent unwanted births, but reliance on a combination of abortion and male-controlled methods would still have meant women were subject to very different sexual constraints from men, as revealed in the sexual cultures of Japan and Eastern Europe, where this remained true until the 1990s. In the late 1960s, it appeared to many people that the pill meant men and women were now on equal terms. Many women’s comments on their experience at this time still reflect the intense optimism with which people greeted news of the pill in the late 1950s.

In reports towards the end of the 1960s, comments from young women reveal a growing sense of confidence. A 1969 article on middle-class ‘flat sharers’ described a young woman who shared ‘a £15-a-week flat in Fulham with two other girls and, more often than not, her boyfriend’ whom she had met at a party two years earlier and had been sleeping with ever since. The journalist quoted her as follows: “It was the first time”, she says. “I suddenly got scared that I would end up putting too much value on my virginity… It would break my mother’s heart if she knew I was on the pill.” She added, “I suppose I’m happier today than I’ve ever been.” There were also reports which showed some women gaining a much needed control over their own fertility. A 19-year-old girl wrote: ‘My boyfriend would not use contraceptives, so I lived in constant fear of becoming pregnant. Our engagement did not work out… I often thank God I took the pill or I could be either an unmarried mother or the victim of a shotgun wedding.’ Even in these brief comments women reveal the direct role that effective contraception and consequent protection from pregnancy played in diminishing the extent of control that men or parents could exercise over young women. Continued limits on access to contraception and abortion, the difficulties of resisting male pressure and knowing one’s own desires, have all been emphasized by previous
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The pace of change in the second half of the 1960s was astonishing. By the late 1960s, many of those who wanted a new sexual morality felt able to talk openly about wanting sex before (and a different approach after) marriage, instead of claiming they were being forced into providing a solution to a difficult social problem. In 1969, Dr R. W. Kind, the school medical officer for Leicestershire, who was writing a series of books on sex education, told the Sunday Telegraph that he found himself ‘continually

---


overtaken by the speed of change’. ‘If you’d come out two years ago with a statement that there may be perfectly good grounds for pre-marital or extra-marital sexual experience, it would have been fairly dramatic, . . . A year ago it wouldn’t have mattered. Today it wouldn’t be noticed.’

Sex became more visible in a variety of ways. In 1960, pubic hair could not be legally shown in magazines. By 1970, naked actors were simulating sex on stage in *Oh! Calcutta!*, an erotic revue by theatre critic Kenneth Tynan, and, while the vast majority of the population did not see either pornographic magazines or theatre shows, this was reported extensively by the press. The explicit physical sexual content of films, television plays, and popular music greatly increased from the mid-1960s.

In 1960, the Top Twenty song charts were dominated by anodyne pop songs such as ‘Itsy Bitsy Teeny Weeny Yellow Polka Dot Bikini’. By 1965, songs such as ‘It’s my Life’ by the Animals were telling the older generation where to go, while ‘Satisfaction’ by the Rolling Stones mixed sexual desire with anti-commercialism. By the early 1970s, it was said that real and substantial change had occurred. In mid-1971, a leader in *The Times* said, ‘[t]here has undoubtedly been a revolution in sexual attitudes over recent years, and there is a good deal of evidence to suggest a corresponding revolution in sexual behaviour’.

This was not what Helen Brook and her generation of family planners had intended to have happen. Many of these people were defending changes about which they were feeling increasingly ambivalent. By 1971, it was becoming obvious that providing contraception for the unmarried was not having the intended effect. Well-publicized government statistics showed that although the actual number of illegitimate births was falling from 1967, the overall number of births was falling even faster, so the rate of illegitimacy remained almost stable, while the number of now legal abortions performed on single women increased rapidly. Promiscuity also appeared to be rising as young women’s sexual
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behaviour became less covert and more visible. The development of new arguments revealed the major shifts that had taken place.

Those defending use of the pill shifted their ground. Promiscuity, hitherto undefined, was examined in more detail. In 1972, the *Sunday Times* reported on a study in which 3,000 women who suffered unwanted pregnancies were interviewed and then divided into four classes: permanent cohabitees; people in stable liaisons (anything over three months); temporary relationships (under three months or undefined), and lastly ‘those who had disordered casual sex with a variety of partners’.94 Only the last group, women who tended not to use contraception, was identified as promiscuous. This enabled Joan Lambert, the author of the study, to assert that ‘the facts of contraception at the moment are that the more promiscuous you are, the less likely you are to be on the pill’ (italics in original).95 In the 1950s, all of these women would have been considered immoral and all of those not in permanent relationships would have been considered promiscuous. The fact that such an argument could be put forward in a major serious newspaper was an indication of the degree of change that had taken place by the early 1970s. Those arguing against contraception and the liberalization of sexual mores ceased referring to ‘the unmarried’ and ‘pre-marital sex’, they shifted to ‘girls’ or ‘schoolgirls’ and focused on the age at which sex took place. A 1974 headline in the *Times Educational Supplement* summed up the fears that were being expressed: ‘Young teenagers and the pill, the assault on childhood.’96 The use of non-gendered terms such as teenagers or schoolchildren is frequently revealed by the context to refer solely to girls, as was the case with use of the phrase ‘the unmarried’ ten years previously. Paul Ferris, a journalist and writer, commented in 1971 that the ‘old argument for contraception, that “anything is better than unwanted pregnancies,” has moved down the age-scale until now it can be respectfully applied to any woman of about 19 and above. With single girls who are younger than this, it begins to meet the controversy about “teenage immorality.”’97 By the mid-1970s, this was the only remaining issue on the basis of which pressure could be applied. The percentage of girls who were having sex under 16, the legal
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age of consent, was small but growing. The debate regarding ‘young’ girls, contraception, and sexual activity has continued into the twenty-first century.

To sum up the process: for the best part of a century, contraception had been a matter of self-help. After nearly half a century of pressure the government and the market were still being dragged slowly and reluctantly into the supply of advice and devices. By the end of the 1950s, sexual liberalization was producing rising fertility, and young married and unmarried people were looking for a way out of the dilemma this created. The methods the English had chosen, withdrawal and condoms, diminished sexual pleasure and left women dependent on male control of fertility. When the pill was introduced in 1961, illegitimacy was rising to new heights and the drug became an essential element in debates about changing sexual mores. A new generation, aided by a reformist Labour government, then ensured that when change came, it came with a bang. From 1965 to 1969, there was a transformation of sexual mores. This happened as a result of supplying contraception to women publicly and solely for the purpose of sexual pleasure, indeed explicitly to prevent reproduction. The next two chapters look first at political change and the erosion of female deference in this period, and then at the statistical evidence supporting this claim.

98 See K. Wellings, J. Field, A. M. Johnson, J. Wadsworth, and S. Bradshaw, Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles (1994), table 4.4, 74. The data is presented in the form of age at interview cohorts, but approximately 10% of those aged 16 1971–5 had intercourse before 16 years, increased from 8.6% aged 16 from 1966–70, and 5.8% in the early 1960s.
Population Control or ‘Sex on the Rates’?
Political Change 1955–1975

Between 1955 and 1975, the British government moved from being almost wholly uninvolved in the provision of contraception to free provision of contraception to all women and men regardless of age or marital status. In 1977, Audrey Leathard described the campaigns and the expansion in services, and in 1976 Gillian Walt examined family planning policy-making at local and government level.¹ These two writers accepted unquestioningly the value of what had been and was being achieved by the Family Planning Association (FPA) and other similar groups. They tell a tale of well-intentioned progress towards the light. However, Jeffrey Weeks asserted in 1981 that it was right-wing fears of population growth and support for eugenics that led to the provision of birth control on the NHS. Elizabeth Wilson suggested in 1977 that a ‘view of the Pill as a method of controlling young women has indeed gained ground’.² These Marxist historians present a grim narrative of shifting control. This interpretation is not grounded in an accurate representation of the events or the changes in women’s lives yet it is this interpretation which has largely been followed. For example, Jane Lewis commented in 1992 that ‘[i]n regard to sexual autonomy it may be argued that there has been no slackening in government’s determination to regulate women’s sexual behaviour’.³

fact exactly the opposite took place: there was an unprecedented retreat from government and community attempts to control women’s behaviour and an erosion of female deference.

**POPULATION CONTROL**

Interpretations of the role played by the growing debate on population control are central to the difference between these two versions of change. From the late 1950s the popular press relayed the increasing knowledge of world population growth in the most graphic form: ‘the greatest menace of all...a new “bomb”’—more dangerous than an H-bomb—is threatening the world. It is the “Population bomb”’ (capitals in original). The concept of the population explosion gave birth control huge importance, while placing it in a sphere of scientific, depersonalized concerns separate from sex and morality. Proponents argued that improvements in modern Western medicine had led to a massive increase in the human population, with which food production could not keep up—as Thomas Malthus had predicted—and famine, for which the West was responsible, would result. It was now selfish to resist the use of birth control rather than selfish to wish to limit one’s family. This gave private behaviour a public dimension and provided opportunities to speculate about the pill, a daringly sexual topic in the late 1950s, in the press. There are two questions it would be useful to answer before looking specifically at Britain and the relationship of support for population control to improvements in birth control provision. First, was international population growth a problem as was claimed? Secondly, what did those in developing countries feel about the birth control programmes they
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received? The results of international population conferences provide one way to briefly chart the answers to these questions.

Prior to the 1940s, the recent and dramatic changes in areas like fertility, mortality, and immigration in the West had absorbed the attention of the small number of researchers with interests and skills in demography. The first international meeting on population in Rome in 1954 focused on Western countries and demographic techniques. By 1965, at the second conference in Belgrade, the focus had shifted to the underdeveloped countries. Both meetings warned of an upcoming surge of world population, which has since occurred. In the 1960s, the USA and other nations launched a multilateral effort to provide family planning services or population programmes in developing countries. Following the failure of voluntary measures there was increasing use of programmes employing rewards to persuade supposedly ill-informed local people to accept sterilization or IUDs and discussion of possible coercive measures.

Strong criticism of these population programmes emerged at the first United Nations World Population Conference, in 1974. The industrialized nations called for measures to control population growth, but the developing nations urged greater attention to economic problems, arguing that 'development is the best contraceptive'. In the USA, the discovery of the life-threatening side effects of the pill and medical arrogance had radicalized the emerging women’s health organizations in the early 1970s, encouraging strong feminist opposition to birth control programmes. This was reinforced by the increasing awareness of the use of sterilization without consent on vulnerable groups throughout much of the twentieth century.

However, by 1984 most developing countries at the Mexico City Conference had concluded that population growth did create problems that could not be solved simply by economic growth and that access to birth control was necessary. By the 1994 International Conference on Population and Development in Cairo, research, much of it feminist inspired,
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into the experience of women in developing countries had revealed that improving female access to education, resources, and opportunity is vital to achieving low fertility rates.\footnote{Population and Women: Proceedings of the United Nations Expert Group Meeting on Population and Women, Gaborone, Botswana, 22–26 June 1992 (1996). See also S. Jejeebhoy, Women’s Education, Autonomy, and Reproductive Behaviour: Experience from Developing Countries (1995).} There was strong criticism of quantitative programme targets and the final conference document emphasized that these were unnecessary. Research showed that if birth control was made available to women and men who wanted it but were currently unable to obtain it this would bring down population growth to sustainable levels. The key issue in making judgements about the provision of birth control is whether people, especially women, can make voluntary and individual decisions or if coercion is being used, in however subtle a fashion. From this brief overview, it can be seen that concerns about the issue of population growth did not merely reflect an ideological debate occurring within wealthy societies. Criticism has contributed towards creating programmes that are sensitive to local needs and are not coercive. Voluntary access to contraception for women in the developing world was, and is, as important in improving their lives as had been the case for women in Western nations earlier in the twentieth century.

The approach of British historians to population control has followed the lead taken by historians such as the American feminist Linda Gordon, reflecting the negative opinions expressed by developing countries in 1974 and the international history of the pre-Second World War eugenics movement.\footnote{e.g. L. V. Marks, Sexual Chemistry: A History of the Contraceptive Pill (2001), ch. 1.} This is a distorting lens through which to view the relationship between the British birth control movement and population control in 1950s and 1960s Britain, or indeed eugenics in Britain full stop, as the movement had little or no success in this country. Attempts to introduce a law providing for sterilization on grounds of mental deficiency in 1913 failed.\footnote{J. Macnicol, ‘The Voluntary Sterilisation Campaign in Britain, 1918–1939’, Journal of the History of Sexuality, 2/3 (1992), 422–38.} Many of the doctors and scientists involved in the birth control movement supported eugenics\footnote{e.g. Female Eugenics Society Fellows included; Dr J. Malleson, Dr E. Mears, M. Pyke, Dr Helena Wright. Jean Medawar’s husband Peter Medawar was a member. Opposed to eugenics were Lella Secor Florence and Enid Charles.} but, for example, Marie Stopes’s eugenic
beliefs did not result in differential treatment of women in her mothers’ clinics for birth control.15 Furthermore, although eugenics was a major strand within late nineteenth- and twentieth-century middle- and upper-class thought, these ideas had no discernible impact upon birth rates or other aspects of sexual behaviour.16 Although, the tiny number of clinics played an important role in legitimizing use of birth control, the actual lowering of fertility was achieved through working-class self-help. Withdrawing, which was rejected by the birth control movement, remained the method used by the majority until the 1950s. Rising birth rates in the 1950s did briefly coincide with desires for an increase in population but this is not evidence of a causal link.17 There is no evidence that, at any point in nineteenth- and twentieth-century England, birth rates responded to the desires of eugenicists or population controllers.

The FPA did accept financial support from the British Eugenics Society, but they successfully held the organization at arm’s length. The historian of eugenics, Richard Soloway, has commented that by the 1970s hereditary class-oriented eugenicists must have wondered why the Eugenics Society had invested so much in the birth control movement.18 In 1963, they specifically stated in a letter to the Observer that the ‘FPA has never advocated limitation of family size in the national interest’ (italics in original).19 The FPA also rejected use of coercive measures. From the 1950s, birth control supporters, including the FPA, did employ arguments for population control to further their interest in ensuring birth control was widely available to individual women internationally as well as in Britain.20 Population control enabled them to talk about birth control without raising moral, sexual, or women’s rights issues. By the late 1960s,
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birth control had been transformed from an issue concerning individuals and sexuality into the solution for an international problem. This helped create a climate in which it was seen as appropriate for birth control to be supplied by local authorities or the NHS, rather than paid for by individuals. For example, a group of individuals who had been involved in abortion law reform formed the Birth Control Campaign in 1971 especially to push for free NHS services. They saw themselves as ‘women’s rights campaigners’ but they realized that concern for population could be used to further the development of services, while concern for women would not be effective. In the press by the 1970s the label of population control was sometimes used even when referring to the use of birth control by individual women to fulfil their own needs: ‘[T]o be really effective our thinking on population control must go deeper . . . With Women’s Lib we have seen the beginnings of a social revolution in Western Society. Complete equality in a career or profession coupled with the Pill can develop an independent woman who does not need an early marriage, or more than one or two babies to bring interest into her life.’

There were many people whose concern about international overpopulation was part of a commitment to social justice and equity. They espoused the notion that wealthier nations have a duty to poorer countries and addressed the issue of racism within the UK: ‘[Family planning] is a vital part of any sensible policy of development . . . There is a simple moral duty to help those so much poorer than ourselves . . . How can we, a multi-racial society, expect to solve our domestic problems, unless we play a constructive part in a multi-racial world?’ It was unusual to find writers acknowledging Britain’s responsibility for any problems abroad and the attitudes expressed were paternalistic, but, from this perspective, support for international population control did imply a financial contribution from Britain. Many Conservatives rejected the suggestion that Britain should contribute financially, or indeed in any other way, to less developed nations. The Daily Telegraph suggested that, although the underdeveloped world had to worry about overpopulation, that was not Britain’s problem. Mrs Jill Knight, a Conservative MP, simply ignored the international

dimension in favour of encouraging racism at home: ‘People are looking at the problem of over population far too simply . . . There is also the problem of immigration. I am in favour of stopping all immigration to this country.’ Anxiety about the growth of the black population in Britain strongly reinforced racist support for population control in the late 1960s and 1970s. Some supporters of population control believed that the state should use coercive measures to enforce population targets. Examples that appeared in the press include a statement from the Greater London Young Conservatives: ‘Steps should be taken to encourage voluntary limitation of family size, [if not] . . . it is our belief that in ten years time it will be necessary to introduce compulsory control.’ As this survey of the press coverage reveals, supporters of population control were motivated by a variety of concerns in this period. The range of conflicting reasons for supporting population control across the political spectrum was what made the provision of birth control by the NHS politically conceivable.

**Legislative change: ‘Sex on the rates’**

In February 1966, Kenneth Robinson, the Labour Minister of Health, who was a long-time supporter of birth control and the legalization of abortion, sent out a circular to all local authorities (LAs) encouraging them to use their existing limited powers to support family planning. Circular 5/66 requested that local health authorities should make provision for free treatment for ‘the benefit of women to whom pregnancy would be detrimental to health’, and undertake full responsibility for publicizing the places and times of voluntary clinics. The National Health Service Amendment (Family Planning) Act, which followed in 1967, gave permi-
sion for LA contraceptive provision to be expanded from medical grounds only to social criteria and placed no restrictions such as age or marital status upon eligibility. This meant that LAs could provide contraceptive services for unmarried women and for married women who simply did not want a child, not just for those married women whose health would be endangered by further pregnancies. The 1949 Royal Commission on Population had recommended that contraception be included in the NHS and suggestions were made during the debates on the 1967 bill that supplies should be free of charge, as advice was to be. This was rejected, as it was felt that the mandatory provision of 'sex on the rates' would arouse strong opposition. However, once the 1967 bill received royal assent, LAs could legally provide contraception free if they chose to do so, and a series of battles between the supporters of free contraception and their opponents commenced in council chambers throughout Britain.

Supporters saw the opposition to local authority provision of birth control advice and appliances as a conservative fear of sex, and treated it as a Freudian subconscious resistance. The opponents of free contraception were seen as responding ‘emotionally’ as opposed to the rationality of those arguing the case for birth control. For example, the Report on the Family Planning Association (1963) gave a list of conflicts ‘which produce in the individual emotional barriers of great and often unsuspected strength, to the reasoned adoption of birth control’.28 More polemically, the controversial sex educator Martin Cole suspected ‘that with some persons more vociferous it would be a matter of sour grapes. “I didn’t have sex when I was young, so why should the younger generation have it?” They don’t realise it because it is deep down in the subconscious.’29 Yet, in fact, ‘sex on the rates’ (or on the taxes) was what was being demanded when free contraception was called for. In the 1972–3 parliamentary debates which are described below, the Conservative MP Elaine Kellet Bowman said that the ‘best form of oral contraceptive is, as it has always been, the perfectly simple word “No” ’ and this was repeated by Conservative MP Dame Joan Vickers.30

29 Birmingham Post (30 Nov. 1965).
diverts attention from the fact that it was, and is, correct. While birth control enables women to engage more fully in a wide range of other activities, as well as heterosexual sexual intercourse, saying no to sexual intercourse is a totally effective method of achieving this end. Many of the people arguing against LAs paying for contraception had themselves lived lives in which values such as self-control and restraint were paramount and they did not see why others, particularly the unmarried, should not do the same. The results of widespread provision of contraception have been what those opposed to it claimed would be the case: greater promiscuity and the breakdown of the family, as they understood it. These people were seeing a way of living, or, as they described it, a society, which they believed in, being irreversibly altered by the new technology of contraception. We should not condescend to them by continuing to deny that their fears were accurate: as E. P. Thompson wrote, ‘Their aspirations were valid in terms of their own experience; and if they were casualties of history, they remain, condemned in their own lives, as casualties.’

In 1958 the Lambeth Conference of Anglican Bishops had given firm approval to birth control, leaving the Catholic Church as the only major denomination which specifically opposed the use of so-called artificial birth control (Pope Pius IX had given approval to the use of abstinence and the rhythm method in 1930). Catholics influenced the public approach to birth control in the post-Second World War period in part because many Catholics felt a duty to act against the spread of contraception. Resistance to the 1967 Amendment had been muted because the Catholic opposition was divided internationally by the pill, and distracted nationally by the Abortion Law Reform Act passed the same year. Until the Papal Encyclical *Humanae Vitae* on 25 July 1968, there appeared a strong possibility that papal approval might be given to the pill. Only 8 per cent of the population were Catholic in 1960, but 22 per cent of the BMA were, and, although actual percentages are not available, there was also a sizeable and vocal Catholic

33 e.g. Catholic MP for Brighton Pavilion, Mr Teeling, in *Family Planning*, 8/3 (1959) 5.
presence on local councils and in Parliament.\textsuperscript{34} It was widely felt that it was improper to discuss contraception or other sexual issues in public and that to do so would encourage sexual immorality. Frequently criticism of the FPA or of the pill made by Catholics was not identified as such because criticism of the religious beliefs of others was seen as discourteous. A 1963 column by Katherine Whitehorn in the \textit{Observer} objected to Catholic pressure against FPA activities. She commented on the response to the column, ‘that an article so tame, so careful, so measured should have caused such a furore just shows how silent everyone usually is on the subject’.\textsuperscript{35} That the furore occurred was itself a sign of change.

The Irish distributor of the newspaper refused to print the column and also demanded that the \textit{Observer} not report this in the English editions, although the editor refused to accept the latter demand.\textsuperscript{36} Such censorship was an important source of indirect Catholic influence. British newspapers and magazines were sold in Ireland and were subject to the strict Irish censorship of birth control coverage, including mention of the FPA. In 1956, the four British women’s papers with a large circulation were said to be ‘afraid to print anything which would affect their Irish circulation although this was tiny compared to the general circulation’.\textsuperscript{37} Many dailies started to print special Irish editions but the contraceptive researcher John Peel was told in 1963 that ‘newspapers charge more for contraceptive ads because of the cost of removing the ads “from our Eire edition”’.\textsuperscript{38} It is probable that editorial content that would cause problems in Ireland was considered not worth the trouble by most newspapers unless particularly newsworthy. By the second half of the 1960s, as discussion of contraception became a public matter, religious influence was acknowledged and challenged. The following exchange took place during the debate on the 1967 National Health Service (Family Planning) Bill:

\textsuperscript{36} Ibid. 6.
\textsuperscript{37} Internal FPA Memo, notes from lunch with the Women’s Sunday Mirror production manager, 31 Jan. 1956. The four ‘papers’ were the \textit{Woman}, \textit{Woman’s Own}, \textit{Woman’s Weekly}, \textit{Women’s Illustrated}. SA/FPA/A17/94 Wellcome Trust Medical Archive. See also P. Makin, The Evelyn Home Story (1975), 142–3.
Mr Bernard Braine: ... I know from my own constituency experience that this is a subject which arouses intense feeling in certain quarters. The idea that free contraceptives might be supplied on the rates to unmarried as well as to married people for social reasons. Mr Houghton: What about religious education on the rates? Mr Braine: I am not arguing about that. Mr Houghton: Let us have it out. These certain quarters are religious quarters. Mr Braine: ... I agree with the hon. Gentleman that here we are in the realm of prejudice as well as deeply-held feelings.39

Mr Houghton’s ‘Let us have it out’ reflected a new openness that was rapidly becoming less tame, careful, and measured. This new attitude was of major importance in the changes taking place by the late 1960s.40 This openness reflected the gulf that had opened up between what could be said about birth control in public and its increasingly routine use in private. Twenty years previously the level within the population of private discomfort and unease about sexuality and uncertainty as to the morality of birth control was too high for supporters to be so confident.41

Over the five years following the 1967 legislation, those opposing local body provision of contraception on moral grounds were rapidly left behind. Such people ceased to be a serious opposition and became the stuff of which the comedy series Monty Python’s Flying Circus was made. The argument about population growth and the attendant need for action was one rhetorical strategy used to shift the debate in such a way that concerns about self-restraint and chastity appeared trivial. For example, in a debate on contraceptive provision, Cheshire County Councillor Bryan Leck said, ‘I am also conscious of the terrible consequences that failure to make use of knowledge available to medical science will entail to future generations if attempts are not made to control the rising popula-


tion that threatens to engulf the world’s capacity to sustain it.”

The county council agreed unanimously to adopt a free birth control service for all, at an annual cost of £66,000. The other main strategy was to claim that free contraception would save money for the local authority. This financial argument was of considerable importance in persuading authorities to fund family planning programmes. Gillian Walt undertook a case study of LA family planning policy in Birmingham in the early 1970s. The multifaceted nature of the support for population control was evident. The Conservative chairman of the Birmingham Health Committee was very happy to explain to Walt that he had been alarmed by the arrival of Kenyan Asians in 1968, and that it was concern about high immigrant birth rates that led to his support for free birth control services. In spite of the varying motives, Walt argued that the move towards a free service introduced party political ideology into the issue of birth control because the Labour-controlled LAs, which had started giving a free service following the 1967 Act, took on the role of pressure groups.

**Legislating for Birth Control Provision**

By 1972, these LA initiatives were an important element in the pressure that led to the provision of contraceptive advice and supplies by the NHS. This was achieved by inclusion of a clause in the 1972 National Health Services Reorganization Bill. The three sections of the NHS were family doctors, community care run by the local authorities, and the hospitals. The reorganization was to centralize the NHS further, and this meant that existing local authority schemes would be transferred to the new district health authorities being created by the bill. Initially the author of the bill, the Conservative Secretary of State for Social Services Sir Keith Joseph, intended advice but not supplies to be free, which was going to result in a cutting back of services in some local authorities. The Lords, where there was a large contingent of members committed to free services, passed an amendment that made contraception entirely free of charges. Members

---

44 See also Leathard, Fight, 60–8.
then supported this on both sides in the Commons. Supporters of free contraception argued that any cost would dissuade those most in need, whereas Joseph, having retreated to a twenty pence prescription charge only, insisted that this was an acceptable compromise. Over the previous five years both Labour and Conservative governments had greatly increased the amount of money made available for birth control. The Labour Minister of Health, Kenneth Robinson, had introduced spending of £750,000 a year in 1968. Joseph had already increased this to £3,000,000 and the provisions in his bill were further to increase spending to thirty millions each year.

Resistance to free contraception did arise in part on the moral issue of chastity and the unmarried. In both houses those members who believed that the measure was immoral put up strenuous opposition and took up a fair amount of time, but these people had lost the war by 1972. They often argued on the basis of other factors, such as the spread of venereal disease or the medical side effects of the pill, rather than for the importance of chastity. The cross-party opposition to this moral case was also put indirectly. Members in favour did not argue for the creation of choice, but for the prevention of the suffering that uncontrolled fertility caused to women and their unwanted children. In a period in which birth control had only recently been publicly accepted such sentiments were not always the clichés they appear today. Conservative government support for making contraception a part of NHS services also sprang from the clarity with which increasingly detailed research exposed the financial calls made on government by unmarried mothers and large families living in poverty. However, it is evident that the Conservatives had conceded that control of the sexual behaviour of women, married or unmarried, was not possible and they must instead provide contraception. This was an extraordinary expansion of government support for women’s control over their own lives. It marks the overturning of the right that had been taken for granted by those in moral or medical authority to determine the context in which women’s reproductive,

45 See also Leathard, Fight, 89.
47 Ibid., col. 961.
48 Ibid., col. 238.
and thus sexual activity could take place. From this point on, moralists were reduced to opposing the legal provision of contraception to girls under 16 and even in this they were to be unsuccessful.

Jeffrey Weeks saw the passing of this clause as a success not for the left wing but for the old-fashioned right in disguise. According to him:

> [T]wo traditional concerns of the right had to battle: the fear of encouraging promiscuity against the fear of a disproportionate birthrate among the lower orders, and in the new context it was likely that birth control would win (it was an anxiety over the birth rate that prompted the House of Lords to revolt against the government . . . in 1974).  

In the opinion of the historian of eugenics Richard Soloway, there is little evidence of concern for a differential birth rate in British society by this stage. The debates support this. Such concerns attracted considerably less attention even than the moral issues. Moreover, the Tory government of the 1980s did not try to alter the ‘moral’, that is, sexual, behaviour of working-class women, particularly of young single mothers. With rising unemployment, this could have been attempted relatively easily by manipulating the benefit system (whether it would have been successful is a different issue). That such efforts did not occur suggests that the consensus that had been reached was of a different nature from that described by Weeks.

Sir Keith Joseph gave a speech following the election held on 10 October 1974, which the Conservatives lost. The speech, two years after the 1972–3 NHS Act, was taken as the first sign of the harsh new mood that was to dominate the Tory Party through the 1980s. Joseph attacked the expansion of tertiary education, moral chaos, welfare dependency, the unions, the decline of Britain, and so on. However, the speech, entitled ‘Remoralizing Britain’, was said to have destroyed his chance of gaining the Conservative Party leadership, because of a widely condemned passage:

> The balance of our population, of our human stock is threatened. A recent article in Poverty, published by the Child Poverty Action Group showed that a rising proportion of children are being born to mothers least fitted to bring children into the world and to bring them up . . . They are producing problem

49 Weeks, Sex, 259.  
50 Soloway, Demography, 351, 359.
children, the future unmarried mothers, delinquents...subnormal...prisons...these mothers, the under-20s in many cases, single parents, from classes four and five, are now producing a third of all births...If we do nothing, the nation moves towards degeneration...Yet proposals to extend birth control to these classes of people, particularly the young unmarried ones, evoke entirely understandable moral opposition.\textsuperscript{51}

The response focused almost exclusively on the remarks about mothers in social classes IV and V.\textsuperscript{52} The \textit{Times} revealed the extent to which public comment suggesting that working-class people were inadequate human stock had become politically unacceptable. The first leading article on the topic in \textit{The Times} said: ‘Sir Keith’s brief excursus into eugenics was bound to raise the roof since he introduced into it distinctions of social class.’\textsuperscript{53} A distinction was being made between eugenics \textit{per se} and a eugenics that related to class. A second leader in \textit{The Times} suggested, more in sorrow than in anger, that he had simply been careless: ‘If Sir Keith had not been unwary enough to use a phrase or two from the suspect terminology of eugenics...’\textsuperscript{54} These leader writers were not disagreeing with Joseph’s swingeing attack on modern egalitarian Britain and on lone mothers in classes IV and V, but eugenics was no longer a rallying call.

There was comment on the moral issues. An article in \textit{The Times}, by Ronald Butt, who was well to the right of Joseph on birth control and sex education, declared:

I suspect the truth was that, making a speech about influences that undermine moral values, it struck him that at the end of it some people might say that he himself had actually assisted this process as a minister by providing the basis of a free birth control service for all, which is now to operate without regard to age or moral status.\textsuperscript{55}

It seems possible that Butt was right about Joseph’s motivation. The expansion of the welfare state was increasing the financial calls made on government by lone mothers, but the shift to the left in post-war Britain had led to widespread acceptance that the sins of the parents should not be visited upon their children, and it was politically inexpedient to deprive mothers

\textsuperscript{51} The \textit{Times} (21 Oct. 1974).
\textsuperscript{52} Based on the coverage in the \textit{Sun}, \textit{Daily Mail}, \textit{Daily Mirror}, \textit{Observer}, \textit{The Times} and \textit{Spectator}.
\textsuperscript{53} The \textit{Times} (21 Oct. 1974).
\textsuperscript{54} Ibid. (26 Oct. 1974).
\textsuperscript{55} Ibid. (24 Oct. 1974).
of support. Although his previous record indicated a genuine concern for the disadvantaged, Joseph’s primary motive probably had been to prevent births and thus save money. In any event, neither compassion nor corporatism would have been likely to sound well in his clarion call to a resurgent Tory right. It was still unclear at an ideological level that sexual morality had now changed forever, though the switch away from repressing female sexuality to financial concerns reveals that the new reality had become apparent to those in charge of the accounts.

So, were socialist historians such as Weeks and Wilson, who were present at the time, completely wrong in their estimate of what was taking place? In his evidence to the population panel of the Select Committee on Science and Technology in 1972, Joseph insisted, to the irritation of the panel, that as Secretary of State for the Department of Social Security, his job had no relation to population issues. He stated that groups with higher fertility should have access to birth control information to make use of ‘if they wish to do so’, and it was ‘not my task to interfere at all with pregnancies that are not regretted’. There is no evidence that he would ever have intended forcing birth control onto the young women of socio-economic classes IV and V. However, he did believe that such people should be encouraged to make ‘rational’ choices. Dr Tom Stuttaford (Con.) asked Joseph:

So you get big families at the top end, those with university degrees, and big families again among people who have abandoned all hope and are living on supplementary. Do you agree that there is a sort of a “U” shape with big families at both ends? . . . [Keith Joseph] — . . . my concern is with the degree to which the parents concerned make rational decisions in the light of their own family circumstances about the number of pregnancies they will seek. There is all the difference in the world between rational decisions made at one end . . . and the rational decisions which may or may not be made at the other end.

---


57 Joseph had belonged to the Child Poverty Action Group and his 1972 NHS Reorganization Bill aimed to divert resources into the ‘Cinderella sector’, mental health and long-stay patients. See also Leathard, Fight, 163.
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The obvious implication of Joseph’s evidence is that the rational decision for those on the poverty-stricken side of the ‘U’ curve to make is to have fewer children than those at the ‘top end’. Stuttaford reveals the immensity of the gap between such people and these upper-class, public-school-educated parliamentarians in his allusion to the inscription above the entrance to hell in Dante’s *Divine Comedy*, ‘abandon all hope, you who enter!’\(^60\) They could not comprehend why people on low incomes might choose to ignore the ‘rational’ decision and have more children.

**THE EROSION OF DEFERENCE**

There has been an emphasis on the failure of the 1960s and 1970s to deliver on expectations of radical transformation but these decades saw growing egalitarianism and rising expectations of participation within the existing social structures. The rate and form of the expansion in some areas of women’s lives enables a beginning to be made in charting these broader changes. In the early 1960s, health service users were starting to form groups and the decade saw a huge expansion in voluntary activity and groups of service users. The kind of experiences that led to the formation of the National Association for the Welfare of Children in Hospital illustrate the approach of professionals and those in authority to the public in the post-Second World War period. The Platt Committee and the Minister of Health had proposed that unrestricted visiting by parents to their young children in hospital should be permitted.\(^61\) But mothers found:

> [W]hereas a hospital administration may in good faith give official sanction to this principle and publish official statements to this effect, it is found not once but repeatedly that when a mother brings her baby or small child in as a patient she is told there is no such opportunity. A typical incident occurred only a week ago when the mother was told ‘Yes, we have unrestricted visiting here, but I want you to co-operate by coming only between twelve and one, and from two or three in the afternoon’.\(^62\)

---

\(^60\) Dante Alighieri, *Inferno*, canto 3, 1. 1.


\(^62\) *Guardian* (9 July 1965).
The Association, composed largely of middle-class women, was seeking only to co-operate with nurses and doctors, but they found that ‘organisations like [the association] and the Pre-school Playgroups must inevitably seem, like the suffragettes, both revolutionary and challenging to some of the older professionals who in earlier days made many sacrifices to attain the positions they have achieved today’.63 It took very little for service users to be seen as extremely challenging to authority in the early 1960s. The mention of the suffragettes is typical of the almost subliminal introduction of women’s rights as an issue in any number of contexts from the mid-1950s.

The upholding of routine, of rigid hierarchies, and the maintenance of a suitable distance between themselves and the untrained person were seen to be of great importance by professionals. This generation of professionals came of age before or during the Second World War. Schools and workplaces followed by the wartime experience, and, for young men in the following years, national service, habituated most of society to rigid systems based on innumerable petty rules. Demands that people should accept systems that caused emotional distress without question were a part of this, and the erosion of public compliance with such rules was a major feature of social change in the 1960s and 1970s. From insisting that they were not ‘competing in any way . . . with those trained in the science of medicine, but [merely wanted] . . . to co-operate with the hard-pressed doctors and nurses’, the National Association for the Welfare of Children in Hospital became far more assertive.64 This was symptomatic of a wider trend in welfare rights groups and patients’ rights groups. In a 1977 article on the potential effectiveness of patients’ rights groups, C. J. Ham showed that in two of his case studies, the established groups Age Concern and MIND, the mental health group, this growth in assertiveness occurred in the early 1970s. The third, the Patients’ Association, was founded later than these, in 1963, and was more assertive from the start.65 There was a

---
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sharp rise in the numbers of such groups in the 1960s and 1970s, with 230 patients’ groups listed in a directory by 1979.\textsuperscript{66}

By the early 1970s, there was, for the first time, considerable discussion of patients’ rights in the medical press. The introduction of the NHS had enabled access to medical care by working-class women, and the visits necessary to obtain the pill hugely increased women’s contact with doctors. The doctor–patient relationship was an archetypal example of deference, and the coverage of these issues in the medical press during the early 1970s lurched from self-serving apologias to a tentative willingness to entertain criticism. For example, the December 1972 number of the Journal of the Royal College of Practitioners was devoted to the patient’s viewpoint, but the editorial was both patronizing and critical of the patients’ associations. The regular columnists of Pulse, a magazine for GPs, believed criticism of doctors should not be voiced publicly at all: ‘There is a tradition that clinical competence is not decently a topic for discussion . . . Such a state of affairs has much to recommend it. The stimulus it offers to a diffused respect harms neither the patient nor the doctor.’\textsuperscript{67} But in the same year, 1974, the magazine carried an article written by Jean Robinson, who went on to become the chair of the Patients’ Association, in which she suggested that many problems were due to ‘male domination of medicine’.\textsuperscript{68} The pressure for change was beginning to make an impact.

This evolution in attitudes can be charted amongst younger women. From 1957 to 1972 Mary Stott, who eagerly reported activity promoting the equality of women, edited the ‘Women’s Page’ of the Guardian. I examined the page from 1960 through to 1974. In this context the links between public and personal life are evident. In the 1960s, women were presented as contributing to society and/or to other women. Achievement was described in terms of participating or being given opportunities to contribute.\textsuperscript{69} The ‘Women’s Page’ ran articles on women obtaining jobs and positions previously not held by them. Prior to 1970, and frequently

\textsuperscript{66} Klein, Politics, 116.
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even after that date, humour or a conciliatory comment appeared in every article of this type; even when research into women’s role on local and regional policy-making bodies uncovered an ‘influential core of masculine prejudice’, women were ‘to blame in part’. There was a similar approach taken to the private sphere. For example, in 1973 Mrs Blooman was interviewed because she was the first woman to become a principal probation officer:

After marriage in 1952, she . . . felt her mind was idling away, and Charlie Blooman’s answer was, ‘Go to university’ . . . Mr Blooman proudly claims that he can now eat home-cooked meals 10 nights on the trot, minus the presence of his wife, by eating casseroles from the freezer which she prepares when time permits, plus a little modest cooking of his own. It is clear that Mr Blooman is content in his supportive role to a busy woman. Women’s Lib could do worse than pin a medal on him.

Charlie’s encouragement and willingness to allow his wife to inconvenience him was unusual and worthy of mention. Many examples were available of men who did not encourage their wives and the gratitude women felt toward men who were ‘supportive’ was an appropriate response within the social context of their time. However, by the 1970s the younger women appearing on the ‘Women’s Page’ would not give Charlie a medal because their expectations had risen. They decided that women should not be grateful for not having to act as servants and some had returned to political activism.

This was a sharp change according to the delighted Stott, who remarked in 1973 about the resurgence of women’s groups:

Only five years ago . . . Cambridge graduates [were saying] . . . that they were uninterested in political activity and . . . explaining winningly on television ‘You see, I think men want women to be feminine.’ Less than five years ago I suggested in a Guardian Column that it was time that the women’s organisations began to think about winding themselves up . . . I said then that as young

women were enjoying a new togetherness with young men, it was likely that in the future women would prefer to work in integrated organisations.\textsuperscript{74}

Instead, there was the emergence of second-wave feminism and a new agenda for change. This is largely beyond the scope of this book (except in the guise of historiography), but the availability of effective female-controlled contraception (and safe legal abortion as a back-up) was a major contributor to this new confidence.

The changes charted here were important; the growing confidence of women and non-professionals as well as that of working-class people, and the breaking down of a rigid, rule-bound consensus that imposed deferential behaviour upon people while insisting that they were co-operating freely. Much of this was occurring in areas of personal life and behaviour, but these shifts cannot be confined within that category. This evolution can be charted in the existing work that covers birth control in this period. The work of Walt and Leathard tells us little of the power relations between the various groups they discuss. The social legislation of the 1960s was passed as a result of agitation by groups that had, in the main, been established in the inter-war period and were rapidly becoming as much a part of upper-middle-class society as were MPs. \textit{The Times} commented on the FPA that ‘local notables certainly loom impressively large in the branches’.\textsuperscript{75} While they unequivocally rejected coercion, the FPA nonetheless accepted the assumption that the values of the middle class were those to which the whole society should aspire. They accepted ‘the need for classes four and five to effectively control their own fertility when they could not afford children’.\textsuperscript{76} A ‘rational’ decision in this period was not one which was made according to the felt desires, aspirations, and needs of the individual. Rather the word rational was used to refer to a sensible, financially responsible, mature decision, that is, one consistent with the values of society as conceived of by respectable men and women of the class and type of Stuttaford, Joseph, and the FPA. In his speech,

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Guardian} (8 Mar. 1973).
\textsuperscript{75} \textit{The Times} (30 May 1962). See also Lafitte, \textit{Family Planning}, ch. 5.13.
Joseph had declared that ‘[t]he worship of the instinct, of spontaneity, the rejection of self discipline is not progress; it is degeneration’.\textsuperscript{77} One of the things that was occurring in the work of young politically radical historians such as Elizabeth Wilson and Jeffrey Weeks was a rejection of this class-bound rationalism in favour of an awareness of relations of power. In the absolutism of their insistence that improvement in birth control provision was right-wing change, there are also traces of the millenarian optimism about the possibility of transformation and the rejection of anything less that was felt in the early 1970s.\textsuperscript{78} These are the interpretations that were accepted and repeated and these writers were attempting to integrate new ideas about class and power which reflected, albeit obliquely, the importance of the erosion of deference in the 1960s and 1970s. However, it is quite untrue to suggest that the pill functioned as a method of controlling young women.\textsuperscript{79} Rather there has been a huge increase in women’s autonomy and, as Walt and Leathard believed, this is a story of progress towards the light.

\textsuperscript{77} The Times (21 Oct. 1974) (full text of the speech).
\textsuperscript{79} Lewis, Women, 95. Wilson, Women and the Welfare State, 69.
‘A Car or a Wife?’ The Northern European Marriage System and the Sexual Revolution

The introduction of the pill and the transformation in social and political attitudes to the sexual activity of unmarried women during the 1960s have been described in the previous chapters. This chapter looks in detail at the quantitative evidence showing changes in the events which make up women’s reproductive and sexual lives, and in the timing of these events. The role played by premarital intercourse in the post-Second World War fertility regime of almost all working-class women, and many middle-class women, is explained. It is shown that young women’s reproductive careers continued to be governed by the constraints that made up the north-west European marriage system right up until the late 1960s. The link between economics, sexual intercourse, childbearing, and marriage (a permanent relationship in a shared household) had been central to the management of sexuality in England for centuries. This world has been turned upside down. Sexual intercourse is no longer directly linked to family formation and marriage is now optional. Changes in levels of premarital sexual intercourse have been dismissed as irrelevant by most researchers since the 1970s, but the small proportion of unmarried middle-class women who had begun having sexual affairs with men whom they did not intend to marry, using contraception and abortion to control the consequences, were the harbingers of change. In this chapter, it is shown how these changes before marriage led on to the substantial changes in families and sexuality with which we are all living today.
AGE AT FIRST INTERCOURSE

However, in *Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles*, the report of a large-scale national survey of sexual behaviour in Britain, published in 1994, Kaye Wellings and Sally Bradshaw reject both the notion that the sexual revolution took place in the 1960s and that oral contraception produced sexual change.\(^1\) Instead, they suggest that sexual change in the 1950s (somehow) produced technological advance. This conclusion has been widely accepted.\(^2\) An examination of their argument helps to establish the relevant issues. The authors explained that they had found a steep decline in the average age at first heterosexual penetrative intercourse between the 1950s and the 1960s. The pill was not introduced until 1961 and, they suggest, not widely available until the end of the 1960s, and they conclude from this that it ‘seems as likely that legal and technological advance has occurred in response to changing sexual mores as vice versa. These data give no evidence of a sexual revolution co-terminous with the 1960s; rather the major changes seem to have occurred in the previous decade.’\(^3\) There is a slippage in the analysis between ‘major change in age at first intercourse’ and the ‘sexual revolution’ which leads to the conflation of these events. A fall in the age at first intercourse is a sexual revolution to the survey authors. The meanings that are attached to physical sexual acts are seen to be self-evident and thus incontestable. More or less sex, earlier or later sex, means more or less revolutionary sex. It should be noted that other writers could not even be pinned down to clear definitions. For example, Jane Lewis and Jeffrey Weeks state that sexual behaviour remained conservative in the 1960s yet at no point do they offer a definition of non-conservative sexual behaviour.\(^4\) Wellings and Bradshaw’s assumption that the meaning of physical sexual events is self-evident arises from their disciplinary context as academic researchers in medicine and public health.

---


\(^3\) Wellings et al., *Sexual Attitudes*, 80.

Table 15.1. Female age at first intercourse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated year aged 20</th>
<th>Quartiles</th>
<th>Born</th>
<th>Age at Interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951–5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956–60</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961–5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966–70</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971–5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976–80</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Approximate birth cohort and five-year period in which cohort aged 20 added by this author.


For the survey, nearly 19,000 British men and women, aged from 16 to 59, were randomly selected, and those who agreed to participate in the survey were interviewed and given a questionnaire. Age at first heterosexual penetrative sexual intercourse was an event which was both clearly defined and subject to reliable recall. Most sexual events taking place in the distant past do not come into this category and the importance accorded to age at first intercourse results in part from this fact. The survey authors ordered the responses in the form of birth cohorts, labelled according to age at the time of the interview in 1990–1. The approximate dates of birth and the five-year period in which the interview cohorts were aged 20 have been added to Table 15.1. This allows the age at which the respondents first had intercourse to be related to the period in which this event took place. The results of the survey showed that from the 1950s until the 1980s, the median age at which people first had sexual intercourse fell by four years. The steepest decline in the age at first intercourse occurred between 1956 and 1960. The median age at first intercourse was two years higher, at age 21, for those born in the first half of the 1950s, than it was for those born in the first half of the 1960s, who first had intercourse at the median age of 19. Based on this finding the authors claimed that the major changes in sexual behaviour seem to have taken place in the 1950s.

5 Wellings et al., Sexual Attitudes, 69.
6 Ibid. 79.
For what reasons might age at first intercourse have fallen during the 1950s? What meanings did young people’s heterosexual, embodied, sexual activity have? ‘Petting’ was discussed in all surveys of sexual behaviour. This term defined sexual activity stopping short of heterosexual intercourse, and was, according to adult commentators, a heavily self-regulated activity. In 1956, Eustace Chesser found that there was a steady upward trend in the incidence of petting from his oldest informants, those born before 1904, and a similar trend to a greater prevalence of premarital intercourse. Middle-class women were more likely to have engaged in petting. Thus, the trend towards sex outside marriage found by the 1994 survey was not new in the 1950s. Until the mid-1970s, ‘premarital intercourse’ and ‘sex between unmarried people’ were seen as very different. Before the mid-1960s, most people disapproved strongly of sex between the unmarried, but premarital intercourse was a term used to describe sexual intercourse between a couple that were intending to marry in the relatively near future. The Mass-Observation sex survey carried out in 1949 found that the level of disapproval was greatly lessened where this was the case, as did later surveys. This was reflected in experience. Even in 1971, in Geoffrey Gorer’s survey, over 90 per cent of married women and just under half of men under the age of 45 who had had premarital sex claimed to have done so only with their intended spouse. Having intercourse marked a point in courtship, a staging post en route to marriage and household formation.

In the 1950s, there was a high rate of marriage, a low divorce rate, and a reduced possibility of death on the part of one of the partners. This produced what the demographer Michael Anderson has described as a moment of marital stability without known historical precedent. Petting

---

7 For a description of progression to intercourse in the mid-1960s, see C. Dix, Say I’m Sorry to Mother (1978), ch. 4, 75–80.
8 Eustace Chesser, The Sexual, Marital and Family Relationships of the English Woman (1956), 329–31, 313–14. Amongst single women, only one-fifth of those who had not had intercourse had petted, while two-fifths of those who had had intercourse had petted.
followed by premarital sex during this period of stability in the 1950s was another form of the varied culturally determined approaches to regulating young working-class people’s sexual contact in pre-twentieth century Europe. This involved parental and community controls over courtship. For example, Barry Reay has found that in Hernhill, a parish in Kent, from 1780 to 1851, women conceived over two-fifths of first births before marriage, over 10 per cent were illegitimate and under half were conceived in wedlock. The court records of maintenance cases for illegitimate babies revealed that there was a community ‘framework of moral vigilance and comment’. Premarital sex was usual, not exceptional, and vigilance ensured that males could not deny paternity and leave the community or family financially responsible for an unwed mother and her illegitimate child. These earlier practices are very evocative of the ritualized dating, petting, and premarital sex of the 1950s, which gave opportunities for sexual activity, while simultaneously insisting that it must not take place. There were well-established routines for dealing with the pregnancies that did happen. These ranged from male acceptance of responsibility and marriage to shotgun weddings, illegal abortions, and sending the girl away until the baby was born and then adopted. So, if many people conceived of, and accepted, first intercourse solely as sex with an intended marriage partner, why did the age at which it began to occur fall?

Over centuries, there was a link between economic performance and fertility created by marriage. Individual caution and community attitudes stopped most couples from marrying until they had sufficient savings and income to support a new separate household. The low level of average wages in Britain meant that there was a relatively high average age at marriage and a high proportion of people, from 10 to 20 per cent of each cohort, who never married at all right up until the post-Second World War period. In 1965, John Hajnal described this pattern of late and infrequent marriage as the European marriage system because it has occurred only in that area, and even more specifically only in north-

13 See Ch. 3 for a discussion of the breakdown of this system in much of 19th-century England.
In most societies, newly-wed couples are not expected to set up a separate household and so nearly 100 per cent of women and men are able to marry, and women, especially, tend to do so at a younger age. This marriage system also regulated premarital sex. Unmarried women would usually not agree to sexual intercourse until the man promised marriage and, while community control prevented them from abandoning financial responsibility for women if they became pregnant, men did not make such promises lightly.

Demographers had suggested that this system of prudential marriage had broken down as a result of industrial and social change prior to 1870, and that by then fertility was managed by the use of contraception or not at all. However, Simon Szreter recently commented that ‘[D]elayed marriage apparently existed as a practice...throughout the protracted period during which the planned control of fertility within marriage became established as a behavioural norm.’ Szreter was referring to the period from the 1860s to the 1940s, the cut-off date originally proposed by John Hajnal in 1965. However, Hajnal identified the marriage system by a high proportion never marrying at all and relatively high age at marriage. The proportion of women who remained unmarried in the age group 45–9 did not fall below 10 per cent until the 1971 census. The median age at marriage fell sharply, in line with rising real wages, but it did not reach its lowest point of 21.29 until 1966–70. Two reasons exist for continued adherence to the cut-off point of the 1940s. First, from the 1940s, the percentage of women who were marrying rose sharply, and the age at which they married fell sharply. However, average real wages were rising to historic heights, and it is consistent with the marriage system that marriage should also change as it did. Secondly, contraceptive methods were apparently widely used throughout the community. However, as explained, the marriage system worked to lower fertility because the cost of household formation, one component of which was the cost of children, prevented couples marrying. Until the 1960s, people still expected marriage to be the occasion for separate household formation. Where the housing shortage following the war made it necessary for a new

---

couple to share the home of one or other’s parents, they, and often their parents, felt this to be a great hardship. People were attempting to defer having children while they saved for a home, but, in practice, contraception was so inefficient that many failed. The cost of supporting a separate household remained a major deciding factor in whether young men were willing to marry at all. For example, in 1961, the researcher Ferdynand Zweig wrote:

What is better, a car or a wife? ‘I was courting,’ confided one, ‘and should have been married by now, but instead I bought a car.’ At first I treated this as a joke, but I heard it so many times in so many versions (‘I can’t afford a car and a wife, so I drifted away from my girl’) that I had to regard it as a major issue for youth at present.  

Women were increasingly working for wages, both before and after marriage, but it was still expected that a new wife would get pregnant fairly fast, if she was not so already, and stop earning (Table 15.10). Rising wages led to higher expectations of consumer goods amongst the unmarried of both sexes, not to a shift in fundamental determinants. The transition away from the north-west marriage system in England was not fully completed until the mid-1970s, a quarter of a century later.

By the mid-1950s, working-class manual employees and managers were already earning over three times more than had been the case in the mid-1930s, and most other occupational groups were earning over two and half times as much. Real wages for both males and females then doubled between 1951 and 1973.  

Thus, we would expect to see fertility increasing throughout the period as more people could afford marriage and the accompanying household formation; initially this was so. Marriage became more popular. From 1951 to 1971, the proportion of women aged from 16 to 44 who were married rose from just under two-thirds (65 per cent) to nearly three-quarters (73 per cent). Alongside this, a fall in the age at marriage from 22.96 years to 22.01 years also occurred.  

The majority of first sexual intercourse was premarital sex and a feature of

---

courtship, or intended as such. Thus the average age at first intercourse fell, because sexual activity increased in line with the improved economic conditions that also led to a fall in the age at marriage. There is a discrepancy of over a half a year between the fall in age at first intercourse as presented for publication and the fall in age at marriage, so this discussion is not conclusive. Nonetheless, there is sufficient evidence to argue that the fall in the age at which first sexual intercourse occurred in the 1950s was not a sexual revolution as Wellings et al. have claimed. It was a response to the rising real wages, which were causing a fall in the age at marriage and enabling increasing numbers of women and men to marry at all. However, in the following decade a sexual revolution did take place. What follows describes the changes that women made in their own lives and reveals the magnitude of the shift that has occurred.

**The Sexual Revolution**

In the quarter of a century between the 1940s and the mid-1970s there were two main trends in female sexual activity, both of which were moves away from the tight sexual control of the first half of the century. Sexual knowledge, including knowledge of contraception, remained very unevenly distributed in society and the first trend was a shift back to the pre-fertility decline package of premarital sexual intercourse followed by the sexual revolution.

19 The median ‘age at first marriage’ for women fell by exactly a year from the 1951–5 marriage cohort to the 1961–5 marriage cohort. (Median average age at spinsters’ first marriage—1951–5: 22.39; 1961–5: 21.39 = 1.00.) *Marriage, Divorce and Adoption Statistics, 1995*, OPCS Series FM2 no. 23 (1998). According to the *Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles* survey, the ‘age at first intercourse’ fell 1.7 years in the same period; 79. (Averaging the quartiles gives aged 21 in 1951/5, aged 20 in 1956/60, aged 19.3 in 1961/5; table.15.1.) The fall in the age of marriage of one year would account for one year of the fall in the age at first intercourse. There appears to be a year to account for in rates of first intercourse but the first intercourse figures are rounded up or down to make whole years whereas the marriage figures are percentages. The decline in age shown in the first quartile of the 1945–9 age cohort was not as great as in the previous cohorts. This suggests that the overall fall was less than a full year. It is not possible to go further with these figures. Another possibility exists: Chesser found that the younger the age at first intercourse the greater the time period before marriage. (An average age of 16 at first intercourse led to marriage 4.5 years later at an average of 20.6 years. Age 19 resulted in a three-year gap. Age 23, a two-year gap. Age over 25, average 27.5, a one-year gap. Chesser, *English Woman*, table 320, 354.) If this continued to be the case then a fall in age at marriage would correlate with a greater fall in age at first intercourse.
by marriage to a partner for life when pregnancy occurred. This trend peaked in the late 1960s. The second trend depended upon the growing availability of contraception and consisted of a move to sexual intercourse outside marriage between partners who might or might not intend to marry. This trend continued into the 1980s, and remains central to the ongoing reshaping of societal sexual mores. Initially, these two trends varied strongly by class. The first trend was followed mainly by working-class women who did not have access to contraceptive knowledge, and the second trend by those middle-class women who did. The following section describes a number of small shifts that differed according to age and class amongst women who married. Cumulatively these added up to considerable differences in the lives of women.

The authors of the Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles survey mentioned in passing that there was a shift from 38 per cent of female first intercourse occurring within marriage 1950–65 to only 15 per cent of first intercourse occurring within marriage 1965–75. Unfortunately, they presented the data in two cohorts of different time lengths and it is not possible to make direct comparisons.

Table 15.2. Married women and single women who reported coitus before marriage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period of birth</th>
<th>Estimated year aged 20</th>
<th>% reporting coitus</th>
<th>No coitus over the lifetime&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesser, 1956</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-1904</td>
<td>Pre-1924</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904–14</td>
<td>1924–34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914–24</td>
<td>1934–44</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924–34</td>
<td>1944–54</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellings et al.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931–45</td>
<td>1951–65</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946–55</td>
<td>1966–75</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956–65</td>
<td>1976–85</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Does not include homosexuals.


Wellings et al., Sexual Attitudes, table 4.14, 97.
Table 15.3. Women who reported premarital coitus with their husbands before first marriage, by year of marriage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of first marriage</th>
<th>% reporting premarital coitus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Under 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956–60</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961–5</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966–70</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971–5</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 15.4. Use of contraception before marriage by married women in different social class and age at interview cohorts who reported premarital sexual relations with their husbands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated year aged 20</th>
<th>Age at interview</th>
<th>Method choice</th>
<th>Social class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I and II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947–56</td>
<td>40–9</td>
<td>Pill</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957–66</td>
<td>30–9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967–76</td>
<td>20–9</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947–56</td>
<td>40–9</td>
<td>Always used</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957–66</td>
<td>30–9</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967–76</td>
<td>20–9</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947–56</td>
<td>40–9</td>
<td>Sometimes took chances</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957–66</td>
<td>30–9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967–76</td>
<td>20–9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947–56</td>
<td>40–9</td>
<td>Not used a method</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957–66</td>
<td>30–9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967–76</td>
<td>20–9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Estimated year aged 20 added.

Source: Dunnell, Family Formation, table 9.6, 54.

Possible to relate it directly to social trends or to the age-at-first-intercourse data. Family Formation 1976 (1979) by Karen Dunnell provided more detailed data. For this survey a random sample of 6,500 married and single women between the ages of 16 and 49 were interviewed in 1976
about their fertility and their use of contraception. This was the first government-funded survey to ask women about sexual experience outside marriage. Concerns about the social acceptability of such enquiries limited the questions to asking married women only if and when they had had sexual intercourse with their husband before marriage. Single women were asked only when they first had intercourse with their current partner, if they had one. The stigma attached to female promiscuity is evident in these decisions and the result of them is that the reported levels of sexual activity outside marriage are the minimum that was occurring. Wellings et al. for the whole period, and Chesser in the brief period of overlap, both found higher levels of sexual experience outside marriage. Dunnell suggested that because older women were reluctant to admit to premarital intercourse the rate of increase may have been exaggerated, but the other research suggests the later cohorts were also under-reporting. The conclusion to be drawn is that the overall level of premarital sexual intercourse reported to Dunnell was probably an underestimate but the rate of increase is probably reasonably accurate. The discussion below of Dunnell’s data closely follows her elegant and perceptive analysis.

MANUAL WORKING-CLASS WOMEN

The proportion of all married women who reported having had premarital intercourse with their husbands-to-be more than doubled between the 1956–60 marriage cohort and the 1971–5 marriage cohort. The largest increase was between the cohorts married in 1961–5 and in 1966–70. However, there was a higher rate of premarital intercourse in women aged under 20 compared to those aged over 20, with an increase in the difference from 1961–5 and a decreasing rate of difference thereafter (Table 15.3). More of those who had intercourse under 20 were working-class women and this means that working-class women’s risk of pregnancy was increased to a greater extent than that of middle-class women. This risk was further increased because the percentage of

22 Ibid., table 10.4, 59. Women’s social class was based on the husband’s occupation at time of first marriage for ever married women, or for single women, on their father’s occupation.
women under the age of 20 who did not use a method of contraception when having intercourse or who ‘sometimes took a chance’ was double that amongst women aged 20 and over. The overall percentage of brides who were pregnant at marriage increased through the 1950s, reached a peak in the late 1960s, and only began to decrease among women married in the 1970s. Dunnell suggested this was occurring because the increase in sexual relations during the 1960s was greater than the increase in the use of contraception. Amongst those who had premarital sex with their husbands, the proportion of women who ‘always used’ contraception went up and the proportion who never used a method fell, but the proportion of women who ‘sometimes took chances’ rose and the methods used were often not very effective. As the proportion of women who were having sex more than doubled, this led to an increase in the number of women at risk of pregnancy (Table 15.4).

The level of premarital conceptions ending in marriage differed by class. Working-class women, especially those in classes IV and V, continued to marry before the birth in greater numbers. Over twice the number of working-class women aged 20 from 1947–56 were married. By the late 1960s this difference had risen, with over four times as many working-class women aged 20 married as women in social class I and II and twice as many as in social class III Non Manual (Table 15.5). Thus, the small differences in the behaviour of young working-class women added up to considerable differences between their lives and those of middle-class women. To sum up Dunnell’s findings, working-class women were more likely to start

Table 15.5. Women in age at interview cohorts, by social class, who were first married by age 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated year aged 20</th>
<th>Age at interview</th>
<th>Social class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I and II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947–56</td>
<td>40–9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957–66</td>
<td>30–9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967–71</td>
<td>25–9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972–6</td>
<td>20–4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Estimated year aged 20 added.

having premarital intercourse at a younger age, then more likely to take a chance with contraception. Because of this they were more likely to become pregnant and then more likely to marry when they did so. The result was they married younger and they started having children younger in large numbers.

NON-MANUAL WORKING-CLASS AND MIDDLE-CLASS WOMEN

Dunnell grouped women in social classes I, II, and III NM as non-manual-class women. This group includes the young middle-class women who feature very prominently in the qualitative evidence for sexual change in the 1960s. The proportion of these women who had premarital intercourse was 10 per cent less at most than that of manual working-class women (Table 15.6). But their higher age at first intercourse, greater use of contraception, and lesser willingness to marry when pregnancy occurred produced a very different outcome. Initially, from 1956 to 1965, there was a switch in the choice of male methods away from withdrawal (30 to 25 per cent) to more effective condoms (35 to 44 per cent). Use of the pill amongst those women having premarital sex increased most from the 1966–70 cohort to the 1971–5 cohort. Pill use by women having premarital sex differed by class to a far greater extent than was the case with pill

Table 15.6. Women in age at interview cohorts, by social class, who reported premarital sexual relations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated year aged 20</th>
<th>Age at interview</th>
<th>Social class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I and II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947–56</td>
<td>40–9</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957–66</td>
<td>30–9</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967–71</td>
<td>25–9</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972–6</td>
<td>20–4</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Estimated year aged 20 added.

Source: Dunnell, Family Formation, table 9.5, 53.

23 Dunnell, Family Formation 1976 (1979), table 8.9 (b), 46; table 8.8, 45; table 8.7, 44.
use by married women. This produced a widening of the differences in behaviour between social classes during the premarital period.

Non-manual and middle-class women were more likely to use the pill and more likely to use it before marriage (Table 15.4). These women were already marrying later and less often, and from the late 1960s, they were increasingly more likely to have an abortion rather than to marry if they became pregnant. Even before the Abortion Act 1967 came into operation, a higher proportion of non-manual-class women’s pregnancies ended in abortion, and this remained true through the early 1970s. Dunnell found that, contrary to expectations, before the passing of the Abortion Act of 1967, the increased number of abortions to single women reduced the number who might otherwise have married before the birth of the child. There was no evidence from the survey that it reduced the proportions of premarital pregnancies ending in an illegitimate live birth. So the increasing availability of effective birth control made it possible for these young non-manual and middle-class women to have sexual relations without becoming pregnant and/or marrying, thus moving towards autonomous sexual activity. This was the new trend made possible by effective birth control. It was very different from the working-class trend towards rising rates of premarital intercourse as a result of a falling age at marriage and increasing numbers marrying. The behaviour of young working-class women before marriage was based on pre-fertility decline approaches to the management of sexuality and reproduction. Their low age at marriage was made possible by rising real wages and did not reflect a full break away from the northern European marriage system. The trends that resulted from their behaviour peaked in the late 1960s, whereas the trends resulting from the behaviour of young non-manual and middle-class women who had earlier access to contraceptive knowledge continued into the 1970s and beyond. This becomes more evident when we examine the behaviour of single women.

24 Ibid. 61–2. Women under-reported legal abortions (that is, after 1967) and premarital births by up to about 50% compared to registration data. Premarital conceptions resulting in births in marriage were misreported as conceptions within marriage; however, the pattern of these births was consistent with national data. As with premarital sex the trends were probably accurate; 10–13.
The proportion of women who had sexual intercourse completely outside marriage rather than having premarital sex before marriage had increased after the First World War. In Chesser’s sample 32 to 30 per cent of single women born 1904–34 had had sexual intercourse. Chesser referred to this as premarital sex although the older single women may have been referring to events well in the past and many would never have married. The lack of any other term highlights how unacceptable it then was for women to have sex outside marriage. In the 1994 survey less than 2 per cent of all women admitted to no coitus in their lifetime. (Table 15.2). In Dunnell’s sample of never married, i.e. single, women, 28 per cent of those aged 40–9 at the time of interview in 1976 (born approximately 1927–36), and thus unlikely to marry, had had sexual intercourse. Before the late 1950s, the sexual activity of single women was unacceptable to the majority of the population and likely to result in severe social sanctions if they revealed it. However, the use of increasingly effective contraception resulted in the boundary between married and single women becoming blurred. From the 1950s, the duration of premarital sex increased as well as the incidence. The percentage of women having premarital sex for between six and eleven months remained fairly stable (Table 15.7). But in the earliest marriage cohort shown, 1956–60, twice as many women had

Table 15.7. Length of time before first marriage sexual relations with husband started, for women first married in different years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of first marriage</th>
<th>Length of time before first marriage that sexual relations with husband started</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Under 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956–60</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961–5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966–70</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971–5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


26 Dunnell, *Family Formation*, 52. Only 5% of those aged 30–49 were single; 5.
premarital sex for only three months as did so for over two years, whereas in the 1971–5 cohort only 14 per cent had premarital sex for up to three months and 20 per cent did so for over two years. Thus for increasing numbers of women, marriage ceased to signal a substantial change in the nature of their sexual activity. Increasing numbers of women began to cohabit with their husbands before marriage. Dunnell found that the percentage of those who admitted cohabiting before their first marriage increased from 1 per cent in the 1956–60 cohort to 9 per cent in the 1971–5 cohort. For these women household formation was no longer directly connected to marriage.

Direct information is not available about levels of premarital sex in the Medical Research Council 1946 cohort. However, the women were asked to give the year in which they first used the pill and the year in which they married. This means that the percentage of women who first used the pill before the year that they married is available (Table 15.8). Thirty per cent of the women who first used the pill before marriage began doing so more than two years prior to the marriage. These women were moving away from the socially acceptable pattern of sexual intercourse during courtship toward a pattern of routine sexual expression outside of marriage. Fig. 15.1 shows only first use of the pill and does not indicate the duration of

![Graph showing the period by which first use of the pill pre-dates the year of marriage as a percentage of the total pill use before marriage.]

Fig. 15.1  Period by which first use of the pill pre-dates the year of marriage, as a percentage of the total pill use before marriage

---

27 Ibid. 8.  
28 See Ch. 13 for a description of the cohort.
Table 15.8. Ever married women who first used the pill before the year of marriage, in the same year as marriage, and following the year of marriage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age at first use</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>% before marriage</th>
<th>% same year</th>
<th>% after marriage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15–19</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–1</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22–3</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24–5</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26–9</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30+</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: MRC 1946 cohort.

time for which the pill was used. Some women who used the pill did so for only a short period and it may have been an isolated episode of sexual activity in their lives. However, when they first started having sexual intercourse women rarely used the pill, and only once they were in an ongoing sexual relationship did they begin using the pill.29 A further 6 per cent of the total pill users in the 1946 cohort never married. Adding the pill users who started use of the pill more than two years before marriage and the single pill users together shows that 14 per cent of the total pill users were engaging in sexual lifestyles that did not fit into a pattern of premarital sex followed by marriage. The younger women were when they first used the pill the longer they continued to do so. Use of the pill would have ensured that most of those women who would otherwise have become pregnant and had to marry for that reason remained single. Dunnell suggested about her sample that it ‘is . . . likely that considering only single women is to consider those who have successfully avoided pregnancy’.30 This is the probable reason for the much greater use of the pill among sexually active single women than among married women who were sexually active before marriage. Had the sexually active women who married used the pill they would have been more likely to ‘escape’ becoming pregnant and having to marry. Dunnell goes on to say that single women in different social classes have very similar contracep-

29 Wellings et al., Sexual Attitudes, 87. Dunnell, Family Formation, 52.
30 Dunnell, Family Formation, 55.
tive behaviour and this is probably because these are the contraceptive choices which enable women to stay single.\textsuperscript{31} In the second half of the 1960s, the pill became widely available to young single women. Contraception became free to all women regardless of marital status from 1975. By the late 1980s, less than 1 per cent of first intercourse occurred within marriage and there was a gap of several years between the median age at first intercourse and the median age at marriage.\textsuperscript{32}

**WOMEN AND PAID EMPLOYMENT**

During the post-Second World War decades women were entering paid employment in greater numbers. According to the census, from 1901 to 1951 the proportion of women in paid employment was stable around 38 per cent. There was a shift in the 1950s from women giving up paid work on marriage to giving up at first pregnancy. From 1955 to 1965, the demand for female labour grew because of the tight male labour supply, hence women were more easily able to continue in paid employment should they decide to defer childbirth.\textsuperscript{33} The greatest increase in the percentage of married women working was from 1961 to 1971 (Table 15.10). Historically marriage had marked the start of childbearing for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of marriage</th>
<th>Use of the pill before and between births</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before 1st birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956–60</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961–5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966–70</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971–5</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Dunnell, *Family Formation*, table 8.11, 47.*

\textsuperscript{31} Ibid. \hspace{1cm} \textsuperscript{32} Wellings et al., *Sexual Attitudes*, 235. \hspace{1cm} \textsuperscript{33} A. T. Mallier and M. J. Rosser, *Women and the Economy: A Comparative Study of Britain and the USA* (1987), 96–101.
Table 15.10. Married and single women aged 15–64 in paid employment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>+130.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>−21.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Single women’s participation drops due to the rise in the school-leaving age and because more women were marrying.


women but increasingly many women used contraception to extend this childless but sexually active period into marriage, further blurring the boundaries between sexual activity within marriage and outside it. Women marrying between the ages of 20 and 24 in 1961–5 had their first baby even faster than those who married 1956–60. This was then followed by a sharp fall in the pace at which those married 1966–70, whose pill use had shot up, produced their first child.34 After two years of marriage 48 per cent of the 1961–5 marriage cohort had a baby compared with only 40 per cent of women married between 1966 and 1970. This lengthening of the interval between marriage and the first birth continued in the 1970s. Thus, the boundary between married and single women was further blurred. Single women could continue to be sexually active and married women could remain voluntarily childless. The availability of adequate paid employment enabled them to be financially independent. Economic self-sufficiency becomes immensely more difficult for women once they have children. These changes in marriage have resulted in a shift in concern to women with children and a gradual return to the pre-nineteenth-century interest in pressuring men into taking financial responsibility for their children.35

This examination of the fertility surveys and the 1946 cohort data on pill use helps to explain why beliefs about sexual change during the late 1960s and 1970s and the quantitative evidence gathered in the mid-1970s were so at variance. The quantitative evidence contributed considerably to the conclusion that the changes brought about by the pill and the sexual

34 Dunnell, Family Formation, 12.
revolution had been greatly overestimated. The percentage of non-manual women aged 20–4 as a proportion of the population is fairly small. As it was the behaviour of these women that was changing first and fastest, the shift did not appear very substantial when viewed statistically. The different trends in women’s behaviour were also confusingly close. Rates of premarital sexual intercourse were rising among all classes of young women, but young working-class women were still courting with men whom they intended to marry, then marrying young and having families larger than those achieved using the self-control of the inter-war period. Change was led by the tiny proportion of young, mainly middle-class women who began in the late 1950s to have open sexual affairs with men whom they did not intend to marry, using contraception and abortion to control the consequences. The advent of the pill dramatically increased their numbers, severing the chain that had led women from the start of sexual activity to marriage and from there to childbearing. As soon as it was possible, women had begun to defer childbirth even when married, but now they did so in large numbers, producing a sexual lifestyle in which reproduction was separate from sexual activity and marriage was no longer a marker of either. By the 1970s, young working-class women were also starting to follow a similar path as a growing proportion of them began using the pill. It became possible for women to lead lives in which they could engage in sexual activity without lifelong economic and social consequences, as only men had previously done. Women who began sexual careers that had previously led almost inexorably to marriage because they got pregnant, did not become pregnant. They were faced with making decisions about their lives in a way that had never been possible before. Cumulatively, from the 1970s on, these small shifts enabled many young women to start leading a life that was without historical precedent.
Conclusion

In 1967, after the reform of homosexual law on the basis of the principles laid down in the Wolfenden Report, Lord Arran, who piloted that bill through the House of Lords, said, ‘I ask those who have, as it were, been in bondage and for whom the prison doors are now open to show their thanks by comporting themselves quietly and with dignity.’¹ Unmarried women who were provided with contraception had also been expected to continue being discreet and keeping their private lives private but it was not considered necessary to make this kind of comment in relation to women. It was believed women had a natural modesty. Those who opposed contraception in the nineteenth century as well as the twentieth believed that it would lead women to become promiscuous and adulterous, that the institution of marriage would collapse.² To a remarkable extent, it appears they were correct. Since the fear of pregnancy was removed women’s behaviour has become closer to that long considered acceptable for men and a sexual morality based on a double standard and central to the social construction of male and female sexuality has increasingly faltered and lost all certainty.

There has been a supposed crisis in the family since the 1970s. The revolution in sexual attitudes during the second half of the 1960s was followed by a sexual revolution in behaviour in the 1970s, which accelerated in the 1980s and 1990s.³ This has resulted in the transformation of the wider family into an extended grouping that is fluid and shifting over

² e.g. C. H. F. Routh, The Moral and Physical Evils (1878; 1879), 21.
time. It is primarily defined by the individuals involved rather than by legal forms such as marriage or legitimate birth. An individual may now include in their wider family grouping unmarried couples, several ex-partners to whom they may or may not have been legally married, stepchildren, divorced parents with new partners, or sexually active teenagers. They may be gay parents, choose not to have children at all, or, within a family unit, there may be children with differing legal statuses and parents. Although there may still be strong objections raised on occasion, these social outcomes of sexual behaviour are now accepted. Nonetheless, the change occurring in the 1970s was not primarily cultural. The force which propelled the cultural transformation of attitudes to sexual behaviour forwards was the transformation of conception and pregnancy from an uncontrollable risk to a freely chosen outcome of sexual intercourse. It might be suggested that these shifts in family structure are not the same as changes in physical sexual activity. However, these new family forms are created by and allow different physical sexual behaviour to take place. They result from the open exercise of sexual choice in order to create lifestyles which were unacceptable before the late 1960s and resulted in severe societal sanctions unless they were concealed.

These changes have made sexual acts less important in people’s lives. They may well engage in more sexual activity more often, or with more partners, than was the case fifty or even thirty years ago. Nevertheless, it has become less important. When having sexual intercourse with a person of the opposite sex was tantamount to choosing them as a lifetime partner the act had immense emotional, economic, and symbolic weight attached to it. Lifelong monogamous marriage is now only one option among several. A period of relatively casual sexual activity followed by ‘settling down’ to serial monogamy results from and in turn creates different sexual expectations from those entailed in the lifelong responsibility preached by marriage manual writers and others in the 1950s. The relaxation of anxiety about sexuality among heterosexuals led to a relaxation of legal and social penalties on homosexuals, making same-sex physical sexual expression carry less weight also. It is because of the changes in lived experience, which altered the consequences of sexuality, that sexual desires could be commercialized, not because of the
operations of the free market that sexuality has altered, as Jeffrey Weeks suggested.4

In the early 1970s, there were almost millenarian hopes on the part of some groups of people for a sexual revolution which would involve greater honesty and the rejection of fixed sexual identities, the sexual double standard, and monogamy. It was believed that this revolution would transform human relationships. This did not occur. However, as has been shown, the current chaos in family forms is part of a long-drawn-out process of change. There has been a slow movement, generation by generation, towards a society in which the lives of men are enhanced by involvement with their children and greater emotional expression, while the lives of women are enhanced by greater educational opportunities, by paid employment, and by sexual pleasure. People’s expectations of their partners have risen and so too have the possibilities for more open, more emotionally close and relaxed relationships. More and more every child is a wanted child. The repeated recessions of the last twenty years (and the advent of AIDS) have overshadowed these positive shifts. This, and the lack of historical memory of the emotional and sexual life of previous generations, conceals the extent to which the changes described in this book have improved the lives of women in this society. However there are still many women throughout the globe who continue to have minimal access to medical care in childbirth and afterwards, and to safe, affordable contraception and abortion should they choose not to have children. Even in Western cultures the improvements in people’s lives made possible by the political and social agitation of previous generations have been eroded by neo-liberal economic measures resulting in casualization and long hours for those in employment and increasing poverty for those who are dependent on social welfare. Contraception is now part of the technological armoury of a society in which many feel they cannot afford children, not a choice for those who do not want them. Many men still feel they have the right to dominate women. Acknowledging the immense positive change that has taken place does not imply blindness to existing problems. Instead it should give confidence and hope to those who seek such change in the future.

APPENDIX A

Analysis of the Sex Manual Authors

The following discussion is based upon a total of 104 authors of sex manuals published between 1918 and 1972. In Chapter 8, the definition was provided of sex manuals as legally available books intended for women and men to read in order to obtain knowledge about their own physical sexual body, and that of the opposite sex, and about physical sexual practice, primarily coitus. As this suggests, the genre is almost exclusively concerned with heterosexual sexual practice. Some of the texts contain only a few pages describing the body or discussing physical sexual practice. The start date of 1918 is the year in which Married Love by Marie Stopes was published. The immensely successful manual The Joy of Sex by Alex Comfort published in 1972 is the last manual to be included. The period has been divided into two parts, the first period 1918–45, and the later period from 1946 to 1972. These two periods correspond to the inter-war period, and the post-Second World War era. Few manuals were published in the 1940s and the division reflects the different sensibility of the new generation of adults born after the First World War, as much as, or more than, the impact of the Second World War.

The basis for inclusion of texts in this list is contemporary availability, usually publication, in England. The manuals were found by going through the catalogues of the British Library and the Wellcome Trust Library for the History of Medicine, in second-hand bookshops, in contemporary sex research and bibliographies by these researchers, and in the existing secondary literature. This is not a sample of the manuals, as I have attempted to include all that were available. Some books and their authors have undoubtedly been missed. These are most likely to be reprints of pre-First World War manuals, American manuals imported into inter-war Britain, most of which sold in small numbers, and manuals imported or published in paperback after 1960, some of which were not deposited in the British Library. However, the content and approach of the manuals falls into loose categories and it is unlikely that whole categories have been omitted. Where pre-First World War manuals were reprinted and sold during the later period these have been included (Guyot, Howard, Robie,
Stephens, Trall). Only a small number of health guides and encyclopedias is included and complete coverage of these was not attempted.

A combination of the author’s nationality in the case of manuals published in Britain, and either nationality, or place of publication where this is unknown, in the remainder, has been analysed to give some indication of the influence of other sexual cultures on the genre. The percentage of British-authored manuals falls from 44 to 38 per cent of the total between the inter-war period and the post-war period. A quarter of the manuals were first published in countries other than Britain or America in the early period but this fell to a fifth in the later period. The deficit is made up by a rise in the number of American manuals sold in Britain from 30 per cent to 43 per cent or over two-fifths of the total. The foreign category consists mainly of Germans in the first period but in the second period there are authors from Denmark, India, Japan, New Zealand, and Sweden.

Publishers and authors were justifiably concerned about the prospect of having their books seized and destroyed by the police. The majority of the sex manual authors were ethically concerned, progressive, and relatively socially conventional people, whose concern was with the sexual activity of the heterosexual majority of the population. Many of these authors did believe that sexual activity should take place only within marriage or that homosexuality was an illness, but even those who did not believe this could not say so openly. Books including discussion of physical sexual practice might well be banned if they included, for example, expressions of support for female premarital intercourse. The following three texts presented a less conventional approach to sexual practice. The Sexual Impulse (1935) by E. Charles was ordered to be destroyed by the court that same year. In 1942 the publishers and E. Chesser, the author of Love without Fear (1940), defended their case before a jury and were acquitted. A man who ran a postal lending library was imprisoned for lending out The Encyclopedia of Sexual Knowledge, ed. N. Haire (1934), in the 1930s, and the book was condemned to be destroyed in a case in 1950. Even after 1959 when censorship law was greatly eased there were still restrictions on illustrations and limits on content.

The available information gives a minimum level of involvement in marriage guidance, religion, eugenics, and birth control. Further research would probably raise these percentages. The marriage guidance movement emerged during this period and the concept of a marriage guidance counsellor was created. The number of marriage counsellors who write manuals increases as the movement expands from 7 per cent in the early period to 15 per cent in the late period. The

movement’s goal was preserving marriages and so they emphasize the relationship, not increasing the sexual satisfaction of the individual. Usually this meant that women were advised to accommodate themselves to their husband’s sexual needs and resulted in a more socially conservative approach when compared to other manuals from the same period (Boulton, Bovet, Butterfield, Geldenhuys, Gray, Griffith, Kelly, Macaulay, Mears, Miles, Popeneo, Tizard, Tyrer, Wallis, Wrage).

Many of the authors had a substantial religious commitment. Nearly a third, 28 per cent, were active Christians. Wright went as a medical missionary to China. Cochran belonged to the Society of Friends. Eyles searched for a religious faith. The nature of this commitment differed widely and it has no consistent impact on the manuals (Barnes, Boulton, Bovet, Bross, Butterfield, Calderone, Clark, E. Cole, M. Davis, Eichenlaub, Eyles, Geldenhuys, Gray, Griffith, Hutton, Johnson, G. A. Kelly, Long, Macandrew, Macaulay, Mears, Miles, Olsen, Rayner, Tenenbaum, Tizard, Tyrer, Walker, Wallis, Weatherhead, Witt, Wright). Nearly a tenth of the total were actually ministers.

Over a fifth of those who wrote manuals in the early period had a substantial involvement in the birth control movement (Calderone, Cole, Cox, Griffith, Haire, Himes, Macaulay, Malleson, Mears, Pillay, Popeneo, Sanger, Smyth, A. and H. Stone, Stopes, Wright). This fell to only 11 per cent in the later period. Malleson, Chesser, Cole, Griffith, and Wright were involved in British abortion law reform or provision of abortion.

There are a number of manuals specifically written for unmarried adults. With the exception of those by the Barneses and M. Cole and Cauthery, these are conservative and frequently prescriptive (Bevan, Bross, E. Cole, Hacker, Johnson, Macaulay, Mears, Rayner, Tizard). Weatherhead, and Costler and Haire, also address themselves to homosexuals in the inter-war period.

The majority of authors did not belong to either the American or the British Eugenics Society (members: Chesser, M. Cole, Cox, Griffith, Haire, Himes, Hoff and Whitehead, Hutton, Levine, Malleson, Mears, Pillay, Popeneo, Sanger, Stone, Stopes). Popeneo was a major figure in both the American eugenics movement and marriage guidance. None of the professional writers belonged. The overtly racist Charles, who was a writer, did not belong to the Society but Pillay, an Indian doctor, did. Further research is needed to understand what membership represented to contemporary individuals.

There were two bases for a positive approach to variation in physical sexual practice. Within the context of each period, there was a libertine approach, which might involve support for prostitution, extramarital sex for men, and male domination, and rejection of homosexuality (Charles, Chartham, Ellis, Hastings,
Havil, Hendrickson, Macandrew, Scott, Toft Tu.

The most inaccurate and bigoted of the top-selling manuals, *Everything you Always Wanted to Know about Sex but were Afraid to Ask* by David Reuben, falls into this category. Sexual radicalism could include support for feminism, homosexuality, open marriage, premarital sex for women, and, sometimes, opposition to prostitution. The following authors are the closest to this position (Chesser, Comfort, Costler, Eyles, Haire, Wright). Norman Haire is the only known homosexual and there were no known lesbians. Chesser and Walker both supported homosexual law reform and attempted to promote tolerance. In the 1950s some of the psychotherapists were involved in attempting to convert homosexuals to heterosexuality (Caprio, Ellis). There were authors who emphasized male control of sexuality (Andrews, Berg and Street, Borgeson and Kaufman, Buschke and Jacobsohn, Charles, Chartham, Lowen, Eichenlaub Scott, Tenenbaum).

Women made up just under a fifth, or 18 per cent, of the total number of manual authors. Manuals by women were just as likely, and just as unlikely, to be remote and authoritarian as those by males. The extent to which the manuals were prescriptive or promoted a submissive role for women cannot be correlated to the gender of the writer. It can be correlated with the period, and the high point of this approach was the 1950s, especially manuals by psychoanalysts. There are no women in the second period of the stature and impact of Stopes and Wright. The main association between the sex of the author and the attitudes expressed in the manuals is quite different. As a group the women appear to be considerably more sexually conservative than the men in the second period. The average age of the female manual authors at publication of their first manual rose from 41 years in the first period to 46 in the second period. They were all well-established professional journalists or doctors, with one exception, 'J.', or Garrity, the author of *The Sensuous Woman*. Women were vulnerable to having their professional identity diminished and belittled if they revealed sexual experience. Calderone was castigated for political naïveté as late as 1971 for having admitted to pregnancy before her first marriage in 1926. Malleson concealed having had her first child before she and the father married. Couples wrote 13 per cent of the manuals. Where there is information available the career and age details suggest that the woman played a major role (Baruch and Miller, Cochranes, Stones, Rainers). This was not so in the well-known case of the scientific sexologists William Masters and Virginia Johnson, but they may be exceptional.

---

In the early period over half (54 per cent) of the manual authors were medical doctors, but by the later period this had fallen to 41 per cent. Instead the number of psychologists more than doubled from only 7 per cent to 20 per cent of the total, and writers rose from 11 per cent to 20 per cent. In the early period 16 per cent of manuals are by urologists but that falls to under 2 per cent while those by gynaecologists rise from 7 per cent to 16 per cent. This is possibly because male physical sexuality ceased to be perceived as a problem and urologists had less contact with sexual problems as venereal disease declined in importance. The occupations of manual authors ranged from doctors, whose work entailed considerable physical contact with the body and knowledge of its physiology, to writers who had no contact with the person, let alone the body. Comfort and Stopes were scientists, but aside from these two, authors with medical training were more likely to write less confusing, more innovative, and more physiologically helpful sex manuals. This is probably because of their initial concentration on the physical body. Initially outrage, compassion, and a desire to help others escape problems they themselves had experienced often motivated these authors (Eyles, Griffith, Stopes, Tyrer, Walker, Wright). Writers and psychotherapists tended to produce more prescriptive manuals, which imposed rigid theoretical constructs upon the body. Once it became apparent that the manuals had the potential for huge sales, new authors often appear to be motivated only by financial gain. There is a definite shift, beginning with Scott in the 1930s, toward jobbing writers who obtain the required medical knowledge from their co-authors or from manuals by doctors (Andrews, Chartham, Davis, Loth, Macandrew, Oakley, Rainer and Rainer, Street).

The information on author’s lives and careers comes from a variety of sources and is not comprehensive. The book jackets have provided the only information on a number of authors. Where it has been possible to check book jacket information from other sources it has been correct. There are five pseudonymous authors about whom I have no information (Beale, P. Davis, Howarth, James, Parkinson-Smith). Their books do not differ in any consistent fashion from the other texts. Nationality is noted for non-British authors. Where known, place of birth is noted for individuals who later became British or American. Medical degrees have been confirmed in the British Medical Directory and the American Medical Directory. Other sources include Contemporary Authors; Who’s Who; Who’s Who among English and European Authors, 1931–1949 (1978); ‘Notes on Contributors’, in Albert Ellis and A. P. Pillay, Sex, Society and the Individual (1953); and British Library and Library of Congress catalogues. It has not been possible to confirm non-English-language qualifications or those of psychotherapists.
Unless otherwise stated the authors were British and the manuals were published in London. The manuals were placed in periods according to the date they were first published in Britain or, if a British edition was not published, according to the date of first publication elsewhere. The date of first publication has been chosen in order that the texts can be analysed as a reflection of the existing sexual culture. The author's first manual is listed. Further manuals and other writing can be found in the Bibliography. Many of the authors were prolific, several publishing over forty books (Chesser, Comfort, A. Ellis, Walker), but they usually establish their basic perspective on sexuality in their first book on the topic. Some of the sales figures that are given come from the book cover and they could be exaggerated. However, those books that claim to have large sales are more likely to be mentioned in other sources and second-hand copies are more easily obtained, suggesting that they did sell in large numbers as claimed. Repeated editions also provide information of sales, albeit limited, as there is no indication of edition size. Other sources of sales information include biographies, and articles. 3

APPE N D I X  B

List of Sex Manual Authors


Baruch, Dorothy W., USA, child psychologist, MD (b. 1899). Miller, Hyman, USA, MD (b. 1918). Sex in Marriage: New Understandings (George Allen & Unwin, 1962).

Beale, G. Courtenay [pseud.]. There is no information about Beale, though the type of information given suggests he was a doctor as claimed. Stopes was convinced he had plagiarized Married Love (1918). Comparison of the text does not support her. Beale disagrees with Stopes on several points, has a different range of references, and his own style. Wise Wedlock: The Whole Truth (Health Promotion, 1922 [1st pub. date not in book, taken from British Library catalogue]). Sales: by 1939 100,000, from book jacket of Macandrew, 1939.


Charles, Edward [according to BL Catalogue pseud. Charles Edward Hempstead], lecturer/writer (b. 1898, Ana Capri, Isola di Capri). *The Sexual Impulse: An Introduction to the Study of the Psychology, Physiology and Bio-chemistry of the Sexual Impulse among Adults in Mental and Bodily Health* (Boriswood, 1935).


Clark, LeMon [sic], USA, MD, obstetrician/gynaecologist (b. 1897). *Sex and You* (Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill, 1949).


Cole, Martin D. (With Cauthery above).


Evans, Charles Benjamin Shaffer, USA, MD (b. 1901). *Man, Woman and Marriage*, preface N. Haire (John Lane, 1932).

Everett, Milliard Spencer (b. 1897). Also pub. on nursing ethics, and ethics. *Marital Hygiene: A Detailed Consideration of Sex and Marriage, etc.* (Rider & Co., 1933).


Hastings, Donald W., USA, MD. *A Doctor Speaks on Sexual Expression in Marriage* (Little Brown, 1968).


Jacobsohn, Friedrich (with Buschke, above).
Kaufman, Joseph J. [with/ Borgeson, above].
Kelly, George Lombard, USA, MD (b. 1890). *Sexual Feeling in Married Men and Women* (New York, 1938).
Lowen, Alexander M., USA, psychoanalyst (b. 1910). Freudian, acknowledged a debt to Wilhelm Reich, his analyst, but insisted that his bioenergetic therapy was a new concept. *Love and Orgasm: A Revolutionary Guide to Sexual Fulfillment* (Macmillan, 1965).

Miller, Hyman (with Baruch, above).


Radl, Lucia, Romania/USA, MD (b. 1900). *Illustrated Guide to Sex Happiness in Marriage* (Heinemann, 1953).


Reuben, David, USA, psychiatrist (b. 1933). Inaccurate, homophobic, slated by professional peers. *Everything you Always Wanted to Know about Sex* but were *Afraid to Ask* (New York, W. H. Allen, 1970). *Sales*: eight million copies within two years. *CA*.

Robie, Walter Franklin, USA, MD (b. 1866). Written with wife. *Rational Sex Ethics: A Physiological and Psychological Study of the Sex lives of Normal Men and Women* (Boston, G. Badger, 1918).


Street, Robert (with Berg, above).

Tenenbaum, Joseph Leib, USA, urologist (b. 1887 Austria). *The Riddle of Sex: The Medical and Social Aspects of Sex, Love and Marriage*, introd. V. Brittain (George Routledge & Sons, 1930).


Tuffill, S. G., FRCS. Based on letters to *Forum* and similar sources. *Sexual Stimulation in Marriage* (MacGibbon & Kee, 1971).


Weider, Ben, USA. Content suggests this was self-published by a non-professional from the USA, not the Ben Weider (b. 1923) listed in CA. *Sexual Happiness* (A Weider Publication, 1963).

Whitehead, Clayton S. (with Hoff, above).

Witt, Elmer N., USA, revd. Also wrote three books on Christianity. *Life can be Sexual* (St Louis, Concordia, 1967).
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